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"The measure of an artist' s originality, put in
the siDiplest terms, is the extent to which his
selective emphasis deviates from the conventional
norm and establishes new standards of relevance,
All great innovations which inaugurate a new era,
movement or school, consist in sudden shifts of
previously neglected aspect of experience, some
blacked—out range of the existential spectrum.
The decisive turning points in the history of
every art form are discoveries which show the
characteristic features already discussed: they
uncover what has always been there; they are
'revolutionary' that is destructive and constructive,
they conpel us to revalue our values and impose a
new set of rules on the eternal game".
Arthur Xoestler	 The Act of Creation
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ABSTRACT
More information on Le Corbusier's early career as Charles—Edouard
Jeanneret is gradually coming to light but little 18 yet known of him
duringLis period of transition from being a minor architect in La Chaux-
de—Fond.s to a major one of great theoretical and practical influence in
Paris. As one might expect he did not make this transition without
considerable personal anguish and it was only because of the help afforded
him by his friends and the influence of hi associates and mentors
that it was made at all. These relationships and influences form the
subject of this study which throws light on various unexpected sides of
Le Corbusier's development. The research is primarily based on his records
of the period, his personal documents including letters he sent to
colleagues, relations and friends; interviews by the writer with his
brother and contemporaries still living in Switzerland and Paris;
together with published material on his life and work, including his
own.
As Le Corbusier did not become generally known by this name until
1925 his given name of Charles—Fdouard Jeanrieret Is used throughout
this thesis.
The thesis has been divided 1ro two parts; the first covers the
formative years of his life in La Chaux—de—Fonds from 1900 until 1917
when he left to live and work in Paris. The roots of many of his later
convictions, activities and abilities lie in this period and the thesis
traces the Interconnecting links between, and the development of, his four
principal activities namely architecture, painting, writing and business.
The second part pf the thesis covers Le Corbusler' s first eight
years in Paris (1917-1925) and examines the process by which he became,
by the end of this period, extablished as one of the major lanovators
of the 'Moderit Movement'.
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In the conclusion the writer draws together the major threads from
the thesis to demonstrate how the transition from Charles—Eclouard Jeanneret
to Le Corbusier was achieved.
The events and activities covered by this study have been placed within
the context of the art1tic, economic and social life of the period in so
far as Le Corbusier's development was affected.
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PRFA CE
The purpose of this study is to em1ne and document four significant
aspects of the educational, artistic and professional development of
Charles-iouard Jeanneret, known later as Le Corbusier, between the
years 1900 and 1925.
The choice of dates marks the limits of Jean.neret's formative years.
In 1900 at the age of fourteen he left school to join an apprentice
engravers course: by 1925 he had achieved international recognition
as one of the leading innovators of the Modern Movement and was widely
known by his nom-de-pluine of Le Corbusier. 1925 signifies the water-
shed between his formative period, the subject of this study, and his
main career.
The sources for this historical study are extsting published work
and new information drawn from original research.
The published work includes Le Corbusier 7 s autobiographical accounts
of which the series entitled Oeuvres Complte is the most important.
(The first volume on the period 1911 to 1929, appeared in 1929). Few
architects have been such good publicists about their own work and
theories as Le Corbusier, nor have their buildings been analysed and
discussed to the extent that his have been. The constant repetition
of the same information about him in the great volume of published
material has given an appearance of truth to the image of the lonely,
self-taught and self-reliant pioneer that Le Corbusier constructed for
himself at the start of his career.
In the 1929 Oeuvres Complte account Le Corbusler credits Charles
LEplattenier, his first teacher, for introducing him to the world of
art. Le Corbusier stated that when the young Jeanneret was underta)d.ng
the engravers course at the La Chaux-de-Fonda Art School, his
	 s
enthusiasm and the small collection of books he kept In the classroom,
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amongst which was Owen Jones Grammar of Ornament, excited his interest
in design. In Le Corbusier's account, the period of. L'Eplattenier'e
influence is limitød to 1907; thereafter Le Corbusier implies he was
on h.is own.
When he reached the age of seventeen and a half years old, Le
Corbusier said he received his first architectural project for a house.
The client could have been his teacher or an official from the art
school, his accounts conflict on this point. No mention is made of the
process whereby Jeanneret changed from a watch engraver to architect and
no hint is provided of how he acquired the basic knowledge to under-
take this task. But there is a clear statement that the house was
built 'without the restrictions of architectural routine, for by this
time Jeanneret had apparently already developed a 'terror of the teaching
of the architectural schools'.
On the proceeds from the house project Jeanneret undertook the first
of his many travels around Europe, with the personal proviso to avoid
all architectural schools. He supported himself 'with practical work and
eventually finished in Paris where he was introduced by the artist Eugere
Grasset to Augtiste Perret. No mention is made in this account of working
for the Perret brothers but Le Corbusier does acknowledge the pioneer
work of Perret and says that he was introduced by him to the use of
reinforced concrete in architecture. Le Corbusier also referred to
the work of Tony Gamier, indicating that at this stage he regarded
it as the example of a new era in architecture, while acknowled4ng that
it was also the product of centuries of architectural evolution.
Jeanneret' s friend William Ritter is described as an older man
willing to listen and support the doubts and confidences of an uncertain
young man through a troubled period in his life. Le Corbusier writes
of Jeanneret's abandonment of all architectural work at the start
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of the First World War but provides little evidence of what this work
consisted of. In Oeuvre Complte 1912-1929 very few schemes from this
period are illustrated and apart fran the house designed when he was
seventeen and a half, apparently only one other, the Schwob house of
1916 illustrated earlier in Vers Une Architecture, was ever built.
After the war his involvement in business and industry are
mentioned but again no specific in2ormation is provided. Of the
post war architectural practice in Paris, partnership with Pierre
Jeaxineret is recorded as tIctng place in 1922 the purpose of which
was not to 'seek for lucrative cominisions 1 but for true architectural
research. There is little proof that much was offered in the way of
live commissions to tempt them from their path, for only four of the
projects illustrated in the book from this period ever reached the
construction stage. rst, the house at Vaucresson followed by houses
for Ozenfant, La Roche and Albert Jeanneret and, finally the avilion
for L'Esprit Nouveau at the 1925 Paris Exhibition d'Art Decoratif.
No other evidence is offered of how Jeanneret made a living
during these years and it is imlilcely that the journal L'Esprlt Nouveau
could have provided him with sufficient income, though there is no
Information of his earnings from the magazine.
Le Corbusler says that L'Esprit Nouveau was responsible for
the introduction of Modern Architecture to the public, by publicising
a wide range of contemporary activities and providing a forum for
discussion of innovatory ideas, many of which had orInated in the
pre-war work of architects like Tessenow, Berlage, Van-de-Velde and
Behrens and whose development ha1 been accelerated by the advent of the
war.
The article ends with a further attack on the architectural schools
and their professors:-
"How often have I had it drummed Into me that it Is impossible
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to achieve a career otherwise than through the teaching of
of the schools, and that it is equally impossible to practice
iii my profession without having acquired the celebrated diploma
which so pompously crowns the close of an architect's studies
and sometimes, unfortunately, his creative activity as well."
Throughout his writings Le Corbusier showed a consistent contempt for
academic learning and formal education, and these remarks have led
people to believe, as they were probably intended to do, that his
abilities had been acquired quite independently of such systems of
training.
Little further i added to this document by Le Corbusier's
later a'xtob1oaphical accounts, of which those in Le Modulor,
written at the age of forty—nine, and My Work, at the age of seventy—
one, are the most informative. They were mostly written many years
after the events and have all the certainty and assurance of hindsight.
They show no real change in Le Corbusier's attitude to this period
of hi life and beyond these sparse comments he credits no one else's
inspiration or theories.
The other principal form givers of the early twentieth century
were no less guilty of creating myths about their own development
period, as Jacques Paul in his 1970 Doctorate thesis Modern Architecture
and the ClassicaJ. Tradition points out :-
"Complementary to this formal academic process one finds that
traditions were also perpetuated and handed down within
professional fmflies, from father to son. Thus specific Classical
themes were transmitted through the generations of such families
as the Gropius family in BerUn, the Stadler family in Zurich and
the Thiersch family in Munich, enabling their members in the
twentieth century to draw on a considerable wealth of accumulated
experience. Architectural theory transmitted both through the family
connection and through the Hochschulen provided the modern
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'form—givers' with the strands of their theories of architecture.
In de1frg with this thesis, that education has had an important
influence on the Moderns, one must be aware of their frequently
repeated statements rejecting all academic influence. The present—
day view is the Romantic one that Modern architectural theory
was discovered by men thinking about their problems ab initlo,
and not through the survival of a tradition. Le Corbusier's
hostility to 'the academies' has done much to win tacit
acceptance for this view and, sigii.ificantly, Walter Gropius
has written :
"I have found out that neither Wright, Mies, Corbu nor
myself made exam a • I personally ran away from the Te chni. ache
Hoschule in Qia.rlottenburg and went straight into practice".
In order to substantiate the main thesis, as stated above, it is
necessary to challenge the anti—academic implications of this
remark, to show that Le Corbusier and Gropius were not the
autodidacts they professed to be, but that on the contrary they
were extremely well educated in the true sense of the word".
The denial of traditional values made by Gropius, Mies van der Rohe and
Le Corbusier in their autobiographical writings is contradicted by
detailed knowledge of architectural tradition that is demonstrated in
their discussions of architecture and in their work.
The first occasion when Le Corbusier's own account of his early
career was adopted by others was in 1931 in the exhibition of modern
architecture at the Museum of Modern Art in New York. The director
Alfred Barr had asked Thilip Johnson, together with Henry—Russel
Hitchcock to organise the exhibition. Johnson, a recent graduate in
classics and philosophy from Harvard, had read an article on modern
architecture by Hitchcock and become interested in the subject.
In the exhibition for Museum of Modern Art, they covered a wide
range of contemporary architecture both in the United States and in
Europe; but the work of Le Corbusier, Oud, Gropius, Mies van der Rohe
and Wright provided the most prominent exhibits.
The two orgariisers also prepared a book entitled The International
Style: Architecture since 1922, which was published in 1932. Of Le
Corbusier, they said:
"... the man who first made the world aware that a new style was
being born was Le Corbusier. A late as 1916, well after his
technical and sociological theorizing had begun, his conceptions
of design were still strongly marked by classical symmetry of
his master Perret. His plans, however, were more open than those
of Wright. In hi housing projects of the next few years he passed
rapidly beyond his master Perret and beyond Behrens and Loos,
with whom he had also come on contact. Hi Citrhan house model
of 1921 was the thorough expression of a conception of architecture
as radical technically as Gropius' factory and as novel aesthetically
as Oud' $ village. The enomous window area and the terraces made
possible by the use of ferroconcrete, together with the asymnietry
of the composition, undoubtedly produced a design more thoroughly
infused with a new spirit, more completely freed from the
conventions of the past than any thus far projected. The influence
of Le Corbualer was the greater, the appearance of a new style
the more renia.rked, because of the vehement propaganda which he
contributed to the magazin L'Esprit Nouveau, 1920-1925. Since then,
moreover, he has written a series of books effectively propagandizing
his technical and aesthetic theories. In this way his name has
become almost synonymous with the new architecture and. it had
been praised or condemned very largely in his person. But he was
not, as we have seen, the only innovator nor was the style as it
came generally into being after 1922 peculiarly his. He crystallized;
he dramatized; but he was not alone in creating".
Although the importance of the role of other architects in establishing
an 'International Style' was recognised, they clearly saw Le Corbusier
as the principle instigator of a modern architectural movement, and in
doing so they largely accepted his own evaluation of his career, and in
particular the freedom he claimed from past conventions.
Over the next thirty years no further factual evidence was
produced to throw doubt on Le Corbusier's version of his early origins,
until Reyner Banhazn's appraisal of his work in Theory and Design in the
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First Machine Age published in 1960. The earlier accounts of the
develonent of tue Modern Movement by Pevaner in 1936 Pioneers of
the Modern Movement and Richards in 1940 Modern Architecture had not
quetionecj Le Gorbusier's facts and the biographical studies by
Maurice Gauthier and Peter Blake were similarly accepting of Le
Corbusier's own account of this period in his life.
Banham demonstrated for the first time that a number of Le
Corbusier s ideas were drawn from early twentIeth century theories on
art; in particular he drew attention to the influence of the Futurists
on both his writing and architecture. The similarity of the form of
some pro-war Paris studios and workshops to the early Citrohan
houses is also Identified by Banham as evidence of Le Corbusier's
ability to recognise and exploit ideas from both the functional and
formal tradition in architecture.
The effect of
	 observations was to cast doubt on Le
Corbusier's own accounts of his career. Jacques Paul In his research
continued the line of investigation set up by Banham and established
that there existed in Germany a body of architectural theory that
could be demonstrated to imderly the education of Jeanneret and his
contemporaries making It plain that the accounts of their early
development as free from all academic traditions put but by Groplus,
Nies van der Rohe and Le Corbusier was indeed a myth.
A study In 1963 by Chavanne and Laville on Jeanneret's early houses
In La Chanx-de-Fonds had revealed that the young engraving apprentice
had received considerable professional, help from an experienced local
architect of some repute.
In 1968 Stefan Von Mooc produced a critical appraisal of Le Corbusler's
wobk entitled Le Corbusier 1
 Eaemente Finer Synthese , following on
Banham' theme and incorporaUng some new facts.
Jhen'La Fondation Le Corbusier' opened in Paris In the late 1960's
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his personal archives gradually became available to researchers. Work
on an exhibition entitled 'Le Corbusier et Pessac 1914-1928' was
started by Brian Taylor and presented in 1972, revealing that Jeanneret
had been involved for some years in the development of industrial
building systems and added an important new dimension to his early
work.
A study of these accounts indicates that there are still
considerable gaps in our knowledge of the facts relating to Le
Corbusier's early years. The present investigation has been directed
towards discovering the facts to fill these gaps. The Jeanneret
family's persona]. papers have only recently been made available for
research and are the subject of a study by Alan Brookes, as yet
unpublished.
None of these accounts apart from the last two have drawn on
the material froin'aFondation Le Corbusier'. In maldng use of these
documents which include Jeanneret's drawings, his practice files and
his personal correspondance it must be born in mind that Jeanneret's
writing, was somet.ims difficult and unorthodox perhaps because of his
Swiss origin and becausehe was not after all, an educated man. I have
quoted from it extensively in translation, though I believe that
the professional translator has succeeded In capturing Jeanneret's
idiosynciratic style.
Works from his personal library, comprising books, periodicals
and newspaper cuttings have also been consulted. References to these
sources is given in Endnotes to the thesis and the more significant
documents are reproduced in the appendices. I was also able to have
extensive conversations with Albert Jeanneret and some of Jearineret's
associates from his formative years, among them Leon Perrin the
sculptor and Max DuBois, engineer and business man.
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The four main problems of Jeanneret's development to which I address
myself in this thesis are the nature of his architectural education, his
financial means during the period in question, his role in the production
of the journal L'Esprit Nouveau and lastly how, under the name of Le Corbusier
he had succeeded by 1925 in eetablishing an international reputation for
himself as a theorist and practioner in architecture.
I refer to Le Corbusier throughout the period of this study as
Gharles '.Edouard Jeanneret, his family name and the one he was known by to
his friends and associates of the time. I consider that his total adoption
of the pseudonym Le Corbusier symbolised in his mind a radical change in
attitude to his own life and ambitions, enabling him to later suppress
the trials and tribulations of the young and unsuccessful architect known
as Jeanneret. By 1925 the fdUower of L t E5prit Nouveau had, from his
writing, come to expect a somewhat larger than life architect. The success of
the LEsprit Nouveau Pavilion in the 1925 'Arts Decoratif' Exhibition
accelerated Jeanneret's realisation of the character he had unwittingly
prepared for himself and he took the opportunity to adopt hi alternative
role completely.
This study is historical: it sets out to re—evaluate the evidence
about Jeanneret's life, sifting established facts from the silt of half
truths and myth that has been deposited in the minds of architects and
students as a result of the image tha Le Corbusier had continued to
create for himself through his writings.
In order not to stray from this strictly biographical approach I
have refrained from involvement with aesthetic interpretation of Jeanneret's
architecture, confining myself to establishing what the evidence Is about
his early career. Others will no doubt deal with any of the problems of
re—interpretation that are necessitated by the results of the study.
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The thesis i divided into two parts; Part One contains four chapters,
each dealing with an aspect of Jeanneret's life when he was based in his
home town of La Chaux-de-Fonds in Switzerland. This part is organised
chronologically, begining with hi early teenage years as an apprentice
and ending with his departure in 1917, at the age of thirty, to Paris.
Part Two is set in Paris and covers the last year of World War One and
the difficult post-war years up to 1925 the end of the period of this
study. It is ordered thematically in three chapters, each dealing with a
major aspect of Jeanneret's complex activities during this time, namely
hi work as a painter, entrepreneur and architect.
Both Part One and Part Two are followed by brief summries.
In the conclusion I draw together the major threads from the thesis
in order to answer the four questions stated In the preface.
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CHAPTER 1 Background
Jeanneret was fascinated with the genealo r or his family;
during his life he collected several books on the history of the people
of the Jura and Neuchtel districts1 but he was never to return for any
length of time to his homeland and preferred to refer to the French side
of his heritage. In 1930, the year of his marriage, he became a
naturali sed Frenchman.
La Chaux-de-Fonds, the town where Charles Ed.ouard Jeanneret was
born is situated in the valley of the river Le Doubs in the Jura Mountains
above Neuchte1 It lies on one of the
main routes between Switzerland and France, a major factor in its choice as
shelter in the past for political refugees fleeing from France.
During the nineteenth century, the watch and clock industry
thrived and La Chaux-de-Fonds and the neighbouring town of Le Lode
expanded. From 1850 to 1900 the population of La Chaux-.dc-Fonds tripled
from 10,000 to 30,000 inhabitants. Part of the increase came from the
last major influx of refugees in 1850, made up of Russian and French Jews.
They were later given permission to settle permanently in Switzerland,
due to an abatement in a previously strong Swiss anti-Jewish movement.
Even so, they were to be regarded as second-class citizens for a number
of years and only gained equal legal and religious rights after pressure
from the French over a trade agreement in 1864.
Though isolated in the winter by snow and ice, the railway kept
the town in contact with the rest of Europe throughout the year and the
salesmen of the clocks and watches travelled the world establishing
contacts. The town increased in prosperity and size until 1911, when a
world-wide a]ump in the industry brought this to a stop.3
Resentment towards the Jewish immigrants has never been totally
dispersed in La Chaux-de-Fonds. Their success and skill in watch and
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clock-making, (by- the end of the nineteenth century they were among the
townT s major manufacturers), did not endear them to the population at
large, who preferred, a did Jeanneret, 4 to preserve the image of watch-
making as a band craft process, a nice side-line to mountain farming,
rather than the industrial process it had become. The largely Frencb/
Sw1s Protestant community, though they were not averse to making money
or using modern techniques to expand their own businesses, acknowledged
status in the more academic professions of lawyer, teacher, counciflor,
etc., rather than in iflthU3tl7.
The open acceptance and persuance by the Jews of business and
industry a a means to make money together with interestø in cultural
pleasures outside of mountain walks and woodcarving created tensions and
a certain amount of liveliness in the society and politics in La Chaux-de-
Fonda, in the period before the first world war. Literary societies,
concerts, music groups, and art discussions thrived together with the long-
established Alpine club. 5 Jeanneret' s mother was involved through
her music teaching in this cultural life. The new Fine Arts course
at the La Chaux-de-Fonds Art School, 6 founded by Jeanneret's mentor and
teacher L'Eplattenier, provided a wider dimension to the existing
technically based art education. Skiing had one of its earliest starts
in Switzerland on the mountain slopes above the town.7
When Jeamieretts TVille Contemporaine T8 was criticised in 1922
by 11. Landre Vaillat, a member of the Commission technique de la
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Renaissance des Cits9 coy being a German inspired design, a very damning
accusation at the time. France was undergoing a romantic period in
her architectural ideas and town planning theories; the winding lane
received approval, the straight road denigration, because of the straight
lines association with classical thought, which in the minds of the French
was a predominately German preference.'° Jeannieret's work had, in fact,
been strongly influenced by classical principles learnt through the ideas
of people whose work he admired and had studied in Germany before the	
1
advent of the war.0 But it was something that he would not acknowledge
at that time or evmn later.
The criticism arose from Jeanneret t s use in his city project of
a predominately rectangular layout. Jeanneret,very displeased ) said in
his reply:
"1 came from the mountains of Neuchtel in Switzerland.
My father was cafled Jeanneret, my mother Perret. My
family had its cradle in the south of France, it was chased
out by the Albigeois crusade. In these free lands
where these refugees enjoyed the rights of tFree Herbergeantst
there foflowed the people prescribed by the Edict of Nantes,
then the political refugees of Louis XV and of Louis XVI then
those of the Commune.
In those high vafleys situated at 1000 metres of altitude
which belonged to the Dukes of Nemours and of Longuevifle
(the canton of Neuchtel joined the Swiss confederation in
1848 ) these colonists cleared the land in summer and in
winter, starting from the XVIIth century they constructed the
most marvellous clock movements and automatic figures of
world renown. Those farms they had made arid of which I had
found the prototype in Armagnac represent majestic examples
of folk lore; of great architecture. In those interiors,
in the 19th century, one read Rabelais, Rousseau and Voltaire.
In the Neuchte1 mountains we have always been revolutionaries
that is to say passionate for individual independence.
For a hundred years one persisted for independence. For
a hundred years one persisted in trying to find "perpetual
motion". They were idealists, these people were not thick skinned.
They were quite a race. Today the railway has started to mix
the blood , but there it is quite speciafly the world centre
for horo1o". 12
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CHAPTER 2 The Jeanneret Family
The two Jeannerets, Charles-Edouard Jeanneret and his elder
brother Albert appear to have had a happy childhood,' The Jeanneret
family were well established in the Neuchatel area2 and took an active
part in the life of the town, they were closely knit and affectionate.
Their father, Edouard Jeanneret-Perret wa by profession an enameller of
watchcases. His letter heading reading read:
"E, Jearmeret-Perret Successetrrde E, Jeanneret-.Rauss.
Fabrication de Cadrans d'Email. 	 3Ch.ronographes en tous genres soigns et ord.inaires".
He was also a very active member of the Alpine Club. 4 The grandfather,
Edouard Jeanneret-Rauss, married Lise Rauss from Le Lode, 5 and was a
descendant from the Jeanneret-Grie family thought to have originated in
the south of France and had been one of the leaders of the revolution to
join the Swiss Confederation in 1848. Another branch of the family came
from Prussia, that included Pierre Jeanneret, Le Corbusier t s later
partner. 6
Albert and Charles-Edouard T s mother, Marie Charlotte-Aznlie
Perret, came from a Neuchtel family, which, like the Jeannerets included
doctors, lawyers,and teachers amongst their number.7 Madame Jearineret
was a talented musician and gave piano and singing classes; through her
music teaching she came into contact with a large number of influential
families of La Chaux.-de-Fonde, some of whom were later to become clients
- of Charles-Edouard' s architectural practice. 8 The extra money she
earned from her classes must have contributed to the cost of Albert's
and Charles-Edouard' s education as they were not a wealthy family and
had only moderate mean3,
The decision of the two eons not to follow In their father'a
profession was a disappointment to him. According to Albert, their
father was very bourgeois in his outlook on life and believed in one
job and one way of life. When his eons both abandoned regular work,
	 20
he washed his hands of them, and apparently provided no further
financial support.
Albert Jeanneret was born in 1886, just over a year before his
brother, Charles—Edoua.rd, and was a musicially gifted child. His mother
taught him the violin and by the time he was ten years old, they were
giving public recitals together. In 1901 at the age of fourteen and a
half, he was sent to the K8nigliche Hochchule fur Wthik in Berlin to
study the violin, then returned in 1907 to complete his studies at the
Geneva Conservatoire. It was to take him two years instead of the usual
one to obtain the necessary teaching certificate, due, possibly to over—
practicing at too early an age; he had found great difficulty in coping
with the physical requirements necessary in sustaining a o10 violin
perfo:mance and found the time in Geneva very depressing. In 1909,
still in Geneva, he attended a series of lectures given by Jacques Daicroze,
on a new eurythmica]. approach to the study and appreciation of music.
The first talk was well attended, but for the second, the only member
of the audience was Albert Jeanneret)° Dalcroze T s ideas did not have
the approval of the pmfessors at the academy and Dalcroze could see no
future for himself in Geneva. At the time he had already accepted an
offer from a new colony at Heflerau to start a øchool of music and dance
based on his methods. Heflerau, founded for the purpose of promoting
art and music, is situated near Dresden and the architect Heinrich Tessenow
had been engaged to plan the layout and main buildings, one of which would
be a building specially designed to accommodate the Daicroze Academy.
Albert was fascinated with this new approach to music and
after the second meeting with Dalcroze decided to join him at H&L1erau
and study eurythmics. He qualified as a teacher there and joined the
company in several successful European tours-2 before 1914 when with the
imminence of war, he and other foreigners were compelled to leave Germany.
Daicroze returned to Geneva where his system of music teaching 'was at
last recoijsed and he wa able to restart his academy there. Albert
	 2 1
returned to La Chaux-de-Fonds to start his own school of ourythIlLics
in La Chaux-de-Fonds.13
As a child, the younger brother, Charles-Edouard, was not
academically or Brusicaily talented but did show artistic ability.
In the family it had always been expected that he would be the son to
follow in the steps of his father because of Albert' s talent with the
violin, and he spent the early part of his life, until joining the art
school, in the shadou of his brother' a musical achievements. When he
left school at thirteen and a half to join the apprentice engravers
course at the local art school L 1 Eplattenier, his design course tutors
offered him the opportunity to match Albert' a success. Cha.r es-.Edouard
would have understood from his brother T s efforts the necessity for
self-reliance and the need to practice to attain high standards of work.
Self-disc.tpline, independence, together with a strong uLoral and religious
attitude, which had been important factors in the two 808T upbringing,15
enabled Charles-Edouard. with his own considerable natural ability to take
full advantage of L' Eplattenier' S enlightened teaching,
Charles-Edouard, together with friendsl6 made at the art school
and under the guidance of L'Eplatteuier, wore later to form an elite
group of young artists in La Chaux-de-Fonds in the period before the
first world war, They had travelled and had achieved by then a limited
amount of work and were somewhat idolized by the next generation, though
at the same time they were considered arrogant and snobbish) 7 The
group were free with their criticisms of the town and its inhabitants,18
and they made themoel7es generally unpopular but their contact with ideas
outside La haux-de-Ponds brought excitement in the otherwise bourgeolse
19town.
In 1917 when Charles Edouard was twenty-nine he abruptly and,
as it turned out, finally left the town to ett1e in Paris. He left
behind a vacuum in the lives of his close associates. The group could
not susta^n the previous air of superiority or intensity of interest in 22
activities without Jeanneret T a abilities and driving force. Charles-
Edouardt s energy, integrity of purpose, and head-on clashes with authority
were sorely missed. 20
 This apparent desertion and the subsequent complete
lack of communication with his friends in the group caused considerable
pain and hurt, so much so that friendship turned to resentment end gave
rise to harsh criticism of his later internationally known work. This
intense feeling is clearly ortrayed in the following letter from
Charles Humbert, one of the group and a former close friend of Charles-
Edouard.
"The real evil, you must admit, is that you have changed
and that you include in this same disfavour everything
which could remind. you of La Chaux-de-Fonds. You have
even changed so much that you do not realise how strange
your way of writing to me is. I admit that it could be
your irresponsibility and it is that which hurts me the
most. It is all very well to despise sentimentality as
the base of art but you must not fall lower and lower down
the hill until you deny all sentiment, A for the irony
which you throw out, there is no cause for it and if I spoke
badly of your book it is because it was contrary to my
taste; in this I can differ from you and still be a
friend ...... and I shall not be the only one: you know the
opinions of W. Ritter, P. Godet, Marnon, etc. on purism.
In any case you are greatly mistaken in comparing
LTEsprit Nouveau with qix which in my opinion is a
newspaper "manifestation of pride". No, I have never
pretended to regenerate art by manifest
	
Voix has
only a local or regional interest, whereas L'Esprit Nouveau ? I
In summary: whatever parisian success has gone to your head
and whatever contempt you have for us, there must be a neutral
zone whereby there might be a chance for us (poor people of
La Chaux-.de-Fonds) to render you a service , do you not
feel the hatefulness of this world? I
If there should remain within you a vestige of the man that
I used to know, it is to him that I send my friendship.
Re-read my old letters if they could be counted as "gestures
over the frontiers"?
C. Humbert "
	 21
Though a few commissions were to arrive from La Chaux-de-Fonds
in his Paris office for a few years after his departure, Charles-Edouard
was not to continue with any of these early friendships beyond a very
occasional letter. Even visits to his parents became rare although he
took an active part in their welfare, particularly after his father had
retired,
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CHAPTER 3 Mentors: charles L' Eplattenier and WiUiani Hitter
-	 Charles LTEplattenier
In the spring of 1901, Jeanneret joined the engravers course
at La Chaux-de-Fonde Technical Art School, a school established to
provide designers for the watch and clock industry. His design tutor
was a young interior designer and mural painter from Neuchatel called
Charles L VEplattenier, a son of a peasant, born in 1874 at Neubert near
Neuchatel.
Lt Eplattenier had studied design in the Kunstgwerkeschule in
Budapest for one year, going from there to the Ecole des Arts Deccoratifs
in Paris where he was a student in t1ee ateijer of Luc Olivier Menson for
three years. On the completion of his studies he travelled in England,
Belgium, Holland and Germany, staying for a while in Munich.' There
he may well have met or become re-acquainted with William Ritter, a Swiss
art critic and writer. Hitter' s father was a councillor in the area of
Neuchatel and Hitter could well have told L'Eplattenier of the possibility
of finding a job teaching in the art school of La Chaux-de-Fonda while he
built up his interior design practice.
Though L'Eplattenier had not been a student of painting while
in Paris he had certainly absorbed the trends that were 7
 in 1893-96,
influencing his fellow art students in the painting school. Neo-
impressionism and symbolism were by then clearly recognised as movements
and many articles appeared in the contemporary art magazines publicising
the theories and ideas of these closely related new movements, 2 Seurat
and his followers had attracted many young painters to Paris. The effect
of their blief in the scientific analysis of colour and the study of
proportion provided an important stimulus o the development of impression-
ism which was 7
 in itself, rather devoid of logical content and provided
no guide-lnes other than rather vague emotional qualities.3
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LT Eplattemier t s first paintings in La Chaux-de-Fonds were
mainly point1i1tst style landscapes.4 Cezanne at that time was
virtually unknown whereas . Seuratt s ideas had been well recorded in Paul
Signact s book DT Eune Delacroix au No-Impress1onisme published in 1899.
Signac had been a painter, follower and friend of Seurat. His book
demonstrated how Seurat' s principles had originated from Constable to
Delacroix, Ruskin and the Lnpressionists. 5 LTEplattenier, when
planning his design course for the young engraving students at La Chaux-
de-Fonds must have found in the theories of Rukin and. his disciples, the
path he wished to follow. It would have been in sympathy with the
EngUsh Arts and afts Movement, whose ideas were taking root amongst
design workshops and schools throughout Europe at that time.6
,L'Eplattenier' s
Ruskin's ideas were frequently discussed in' class and a French
translation of Ruskin's major work,even Lamps of Architecture was
available in the studio.7
L'Eplattenier, new and untrained in teaching with only his art
design studies behind him, discovered good foundation material in Rukin's
writings for his course.8
Lt Eplattenier's enthusiasm, strong personality and freshness of
approach compensated for any inadequacies of experience and he made a
considerable impact on the new and, as yet, uncommitted students:9
Jeanneret was very fortunate to have such a teacher at the outset of his
studies, and later acknowledged this fact:
"Up to 1907 I had in my native town, the good fortune
to have a master worthy of the name. ILtEplatteniert,
as we called him was a fascinating teacher. He it was
who first opened the gates of art to me. With him we
studied the master-pieces of every age and nation". 10
L'Eplattenier's approach to design teaching was rewarded in
1902, when the art school submitted a display of its students work for
a craft competition, held at an International Ebchibition of Decorative
Art in Tur1n.	 The display was awarded first prize. Jeanneret'
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frequently illustrated vatchcase was part of it and showed the very
real artistic talent that he possessed at the age of fifteen. He
regularly gained prize awards in the art sthool)
The La Chawc-de-Fonds school board were impressed by the work
of the new design tutor and the success of his students, which promised
to be of considerable future coinmer cia]. value to the town' s maj or
industry. The following year they promoted L T plattenier to the
position of director of the design cour5e, a move that could not have
been entirely popular with some of the older and long-established members
of the tai'f who were to make the job a difficult one for Li Eplattenier
in later years and eventually help lead to his resignation.
It is not possible to know precisely which of Ruskin t s principles
were expounded by L i Eplattenier, but many similar statements can h seen
embodied in 'Purisme' and in many of Jeanneret's later writings. RuakinT
influence was acknowledged by him.
There are also many other aspects in Jeanneret' s development
that shows an early influence of Ruskin. For instance, the necessity for
a good painter to practice every day :
"So many hours a day of steady practice - all your
mind and nervous enerr put into it - or no good
painting". 16
This advice Jeanneret attempted to follow throughout the whole of his life.
L'Eplattenier recognised that in Jeanneret be had an exceptional
student. He fed htm the belief that he was born to be a great artist'7
and encouraged in him attitudes and ideas, again to be found in the
writings of Ruskin :
"Wherever imagination and sentiment are, they
wil]. either &how themselves without forcing,
or if capable of artificial development, the
kind of training which such a school of art would
give them would be the beet they could receive.
The infinite absurdity and failure of our present
training consists mainly in this that we do not
rank imagination and invention high enough and
suppose that they can be taught. Throughout
every sentence that I have ever written, the
reader will find the same rank attributed to these
powers - the rank or., purely the divine gift, not	 26
to be attained, increased, or in any way modified
by teaching, only in various ways capable of
being concealed or quenched ........ Should we
not educate the whole intellect into general
strength, and all the affections into warmth 18
and honesty and. look to heaven for the rest?"
Ruskin inements of Drawing considered that "WE }EVER
SEE ANYThINc CLEABLY" 19
 and further advised :
"only remember this, that there is no general
way of doing any thing; no recipe can be given
you for so much as the drawing of a cluster of
grass. The grass may be ragged and stiff, or
tender and flowing; sunburnt and sheep—bitten or
rank and languid; fresh or dry; lustrous or dull:
look at it and try to draw it as it is, and don't
think how somebody 1 told you to do grass' ". 20
Jeanneret in Vers ime Architecture has a chapter entitled
"Les yeux quJ. ne
 voient pas".2' In the frontispiece to this chapter
he writes:
"Architecture is stifled by custom.
The tlstylesfl are a lies
Style is a unity of principle animating all the
work of an epoch, the result of a state of mind
which has its own special character. Our own
epoch is determining, day by day its own style.
Our eyes, unhappily, are unable yet to discern It".22
Rusk.In's opinion on style is very similar :
A man who has the gift will take up any
style that is going, the style of his day, and will
work in that, and be great in that, and make everything
that he does in it look as fresh as if every thought
of it had just come down from heaven". 23
L'Eplattenier insisted on a great deal of sketching of nature, buildings
and architectural detail as Jeanneret' s drawings at the time show.
tii'cI
	 25Again,an influence of Ruskin.
Ruskin also advocated the use of the camera:
"The greatest service which can at present be
rendered to architecture, is the careful
delineation of its details from the begilirAing
of the twelfth to the close of the fourteenth
century, by means of photography. I would
particularly desire to direct the attention of
amateur photographers to this task; earnestly
requesting them to bear in mind that while a
photograph of landscape is merely an amusing toy,
one of early architecture is a precious historical
document; and that this architecture should be
27
taken, not merely 'when it presents itself under
picturesque general forms, but stone by atone, and
sculpture by sculpture. 26
Jeanneret became a keen amateur photographer.27
In Vera une Architecture his selection of photographic detail
of the Parthenon shows his awareness of light and shade in architecture.
This awareness also had roots in Rukin, who wrote z
and I do not believe that ever any building
was truly great, unless it had mighty masses,
vigorous and deep, of shadow mingled with its surface.
And among the first habits that a young architect
should learn is that of thinking in shadow, not
looking at a design in Its miserable tiny skeleton;
but conceiving it as it will be when the dawn lights
it and the dusk leaves it; .........
.....,.. His paper lines and proportions are of no
value; all that he has to do must be done by
spaces of light and darkness; and his business is
to ee that the one Is broad and bold enough not to
be swallowed up by twilight, and the other deep
enough not to be dried like a shallow pool by the
noon—day sun'. 2
In Vera une Architecture In the chapter entitled Pure creation de
l'esprit, Jeanneret wrote the following :
"There comes the moment when he must carve the
lineaments of the outward aspect. He has brought
the play of light and shade to the support of what
he wants to say. Profile and contour have entered in,
and they are free of all constraint a; they are a pure
invention which makes the outward aspect radiant or
dulls it. It is in the contours that we can trace
the plastic artist; the engineer is effaced and the
sculptor comes to life. Contours are the touch
stone of the architect; in dealing with them he is
forced to decide whether he will be a plastic artist
or not. Architecture is the skilful accurate and
magnificent play of columns seen in light. Contour
go beyond the practical man, the daring man s the 2
ingenious man; they call for the plastic artist".
Jeanneret again echoes Ruskin:
"The fact is, there are only two fine arts possible
to the humn race, sculpture and painting. What we
call architecture is only the association of these
in noble masses 7
 or the placing of them in far places.
AU architecture other than this is, in fact, mere
building; and though it may sometimes be graceful,
as in the groininga of an abbey roof; or sublime, as
in the battlement of .a border tower; there i In such
examples of It, no more exertion of the powers of high
art y
 than in the gracefulness of a well—ordered chamber, 
30or the nobleness of a well—built ship of war •........."
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Ruskin considered that the education of the architect and sculptor
ahould be united and that their studies should include literature and
philosophy; engineers were to be educated elsewhere.31
 So it was
definitely not from Ruakin that Jeanneret was to acquire his belief in -
the engineer as the man of the future. Nevertheless! he took the
point of the combination of the fine arts as a necessary qualification
for an architect. It was a serious belief, nurtured by L'Eplattenier
who had decided that Charles-Edouard Jeanneret was to become an architect
and his friend Leon Perrin a sculptor. 32 Many of their studies were to
be taken in common and though Jeanneret did little or no sculpture himself
at this time, his architecture developed as a work of sculpture in itself
and ho was to produce some pieces of solely sculptural work in the later
years of his life, very little of which 1 well 1nown yet.
Another important influence on L rEplatteriier T s teaching,
comes from Owen Jones book entitled The Grammar of Ornamen published
in 1856, a copy of which was kept in his design studios.34
Owen Jones used the minimum of words to outline the premises
upon which he considered a designer should work; many of these overlap
those of Ruskin bat are stated in direct and easily comprehensible terms
with a rich supply of illustrations. 35 He was considerably ahead of
his time in realising that industrialisation called for a new approach
to design and that good design could be available to everyone.
Another book available in Lt Eplattenier t s studio was Plantes
applications ornainentales by Eugne Grasset (1896), Grasset
was Swiss and had. studied architecture at Gidegeniasiache Technische
HochsdilLe in Zurich, going from there to Paris to work as an interior
decorator and illustrator, where L't Eplattenier came to know him. His
work was based on the geometric analysis of natural form,36
The result of the influence of Owen Jones and Grasset, can be
Been in Jeanneret ? a pattern work illustrated in My Work and Oeuvres
Comp1tes 1910-1929 which are based on geometricised natural forms. 	
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4Later the emphasis placed by Jones and Seurat on proportion and
harmony was to be reinforced when Jeanneret travelled through France
and Germany meeting several groups of architects and artiste who were
investigating the use of roportional systems and were designing
ape cifically for industry.37
Much of the content of Jeanneret' a early design education with
L'Eplattenier, up to the age of eighteen, was similar to the introductory
course at the Bauhaus and today' a foundation courses in art and design.
Jeanneret also spent a large part of his time in learning the very
precise skills of an engravers not only from the school but from his
father and grandfather.38
L'Eplattenier smoothed hie early education by providing a course
of work that was not too formal or restrictive and placed importance
on intellectual and all round interests. This method, together with
plenty of encouragement and praise before they were eighteen years old,
brought out unknown talents in both Jeanneret and Lun Perrin, neither
of whom had had ambitions beyond becoming engravers when they joined the
art school. Jearineret became accustomed to being regarded by the
intellectuals in La Chaux-de.-Fonds as the star in their cultural world.39
This adulation at such an early age may have been at the root of many
of his problems, starting with his first journey away from La Chaux-de-
Fonda and particularly when he finally left for Paris in 1917.40
On the completion of the four year craft course in 1905 Jeanneret
at the age of 18, not surprisingly, did not want to go into the family
business, to the bitter disappointment of his father
	 It is doubtful
if the family had sufficient funds to continue his full-time education
elsewhere a they were still supporting Albert in his music studies in
Berlin. It is also unlikely that Jeanneret had the suitable academic
qualifications for any course other than in fine art. 	 However, the
resourceful L'Eplattenier had foreseen this problem and the year his
first group of engraving students completed their course, he instituted
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a completely new class in the school, which started in September 1905,
under the tit1 Coura de Desajy Gnra1 e SiiDrjeur • It was later
to be ratified by the school board in January, 1906 under the title
La Nouvefle Section
	 EIghteen students were enrolled many of them
the sons and daughters of the wealthier faiwfl lea in the town and. amongst
them at least three students from L'Eplattenier's recently qualified
engraving class, Charles—Edouard Jeanneret, Leon Perrin and Georges Aubert.
These three Lt Eplattenier had instructed as to what should be
the aims of their future studies. Perrin saidz
uEnsUjte de cette formation purement artisanale,
jTai lä. chance d'tre recu au t cours suprieur
que vient de fonder le Maitre Charles L'Eplattenier
qui. initie sea 1ves aux arts plastiques
et dirige avec clairvoyance le g meilleur g dtentre
eux vers de nouvelles destineces. Pour mol, ce
sera la sculpture en coinmen ant par le rude et
necessaire apprentissage du taifleur de pierre-.
marbrier—aculpteur. Pour Georges Aubert (qui
est devenu ds son age mr professeur a
Lausanne et animateur de la jeune co1e de
peinture vaudoise) 11 aera dIrIgS vers
L'ebenisterie et la sculpture sur bois. Enfin
Charles.-Edouard Jeanneret entendit L 1 Eplattenier
lul dire: "Toi, tu sera architecte". La reunIon
do ce trio, auquel vlendraient ge joindre une
vingtaine d'autres lves, crera un milieu
dynamique , ardent, ainical. Ce sera le premier
acte d'une aventure merveil1eugeT. 44
Financing these students was a problem; Perrin in 1904, had won a
competition for a murals which was subsequently executed, in the premises
of the promoters, a local firm of watch makers. 45 The money he received
for this, together with a bursary obtained for him by L'Eplattenier,
from the school board s
 enabled him to study, travel around Europe and
avoid Swls g
 military service for the next two years, a thing that would
have been impossible to do without aid as he was one of a large family
of limited means. 6
 Jeanneret was more or less apprenticed to the office
of an architect friend of L'Eplattenier, Ren€ Chapaflez, who had a practice
in the near'y town of Tavanne,47
 and was working on the design and con-
struction of a hOtlhSO for LI Eplattenler on the mountainside above La
Chaux—de--Fonds. This arrangement probably provided Jeanneret with 	
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sufficient funds to support himself aud the means to embark on the
travelling stage of L'Eplattenier' s educational plan.'
Paul Turner in his thesis on The Early Education of Le Corbusier,
discusses two important books.49
 The first book, Les Grandes UnitSs.
Esguisse de l'Historie secrte des religions , by Edouard Sc'nur4
s-c)LtEplattenier gave Jeanneret when he was leaving on his travels in 19(Y7.
vas a French drama critics writer and Wagner enthusiast. The
second book, Art de Deinain by Henry Provenal, was probably purchased a
few months earlier by Jeanneret, Both books are closely related in
contents
 and judging by the number of passages, marked out, he gave them
a lot of attention,5'
Both Schur and Provensal emphasize the importance of the
spirit and Idealism In art, the unity of the world and the elitism and
importance of the artist. 1hile both books cbntain a great deal that
is very mystical in content 7
 there Is also a large amount of clear advice,
classical in nature,
Provensal advocates that the purpose of the artist's role "Is
to connect man with the absolute, by means of the divine laws through
unit, number and harmony". He emphasizes that only a few men even
possess the potential for invention and are a race apart: again very
similar to Ruskln' g
 observations. 52
 Jeanneret bracketed the chapter
entitled flLtUnit Huinp.ine' which contains Provensal T a advice for a
person of genius to seek out an :
",....... Iriteflectual minority, a centre of action and
combat", then he should show himself to this elite
group by revealing his creative force which expresses
his own inner self, then he must begin to "formulate
in every aspect of his work, a new personality to
replace his former activities". 53
Provensal also thought it the duty of such a man to share,
with mankind, the discovery of such spiritual truths as he may find
and to ensure that they were accepted and respected.54
Provensal's aesthetic theories were based on Beaut Id'a1e
of the mind and the spir(t rather than the physical senses. He
	 32
considered the instinct could no longer suffice an artist and not
even the best of the contemporary masters understood Beaut Id6ale.
To correct this, Provensal advised the artist to look for basic forms,
which should be universal and general. Architecture and music he
regarded as the most abstract of the arts and therefore closest to the
______ • Architecture must express this whilst having underlying
reality. He refers to the cubic form in architecture as being the most
perfect and universal form, crystaline and representing unity as the
principle of natural sciences in the form of mineral crystals.55
These ideas again reinforce many from Ruskin, Jones, Grasset and
Seurat and can be found expanded in Jeanneret' s writing.
The book by Schure' includes the principles of the Beuroner
artiats 6 who connected proportion with spiritual harmony a part of a
very explicit aesthetic theory. When their wrk was exhibited: 57 the
use of the t Qolden Section t ratios and their conviction in it, reinforced
by considerable historLcal evidence, had attracted the attention of a
number of artists who were looking for Some type of firm aesthetic
guidance.
Schur's hero is a poet rather than an artist, a mystical poet
'who feels the need for a spiritual revival as in Nietzche' Za.rathustra ,
a book which was to come into Jeanneret's possession a few months later.58
But the art that was inspired by these aspirations did not meet
the ideas embodied in the BeaDtS Idale. Yet in the context of con—
.v' vIY
temporary art these ideas must have had a strong appeal,	 was aware
that L'Eplattenier saw him as a version of Schixr hero, a role that
appealed to him and which probably coloured his further education and
future ideas of his life.59
En 1907, Jeannerot and Perrin went round Florence with Ruskin' s
book Mornings in florence •60 They did. rot even glance at Pafladlo' $
works according to Perrin: they were completely under Ruskin' spell.
From there they travelled up through Italy to Budapest, iihere L1Eplattenier
had studied for a times and t1en to Vienna, the two students drawing
	 33
annotated sketches of al]. that appealed to them.61 In Vienna, apart
from possibly looking at the craft workshops62 for L'Eplattenier and
working for their keep, they could have also seen the work of the Vienna
secession artists and become acquainted -with the ideas of Adolf Loos,
through his newspaper and magazine articles. They stayed in Vienna
for eight months, during the winter 1907-1908; it was a logical stopping
point for the two students to stay and try to obtain work in a studio,
though they had no great uccess.6	 Jeanneret worked on the drawings
for two more houses in La Chaux-de-Foncls.
In the Spring of 1908 they continued their travels in Germany,
first visiting Munich, where it is very likely that Jeanneret would have
had. an
 introduction through LT Eplattenier to Wifliam Ritter 64
 who
later played an important part in Charles . EdouardT s life.
After visiting Munich, they travefled to Nuz'emburg and
Strasbourg; at the end of April 1908, Perrin left for Paris and
Jeanneret returned to La Chaux-de-Fonds to continue work started in
OO56	 65Vienna on the La Chaux-de-Fonds.	 L'Eplattenier, at this time, was
preparing his case for the school board on a new form of art school on
the lines of Victor Prouv' a school in Nancy and the art workshops in
Vienna, Munich Dresden, Heflerau and Stuttgart.
	 Jeanneret would have
given him first hand reports on his experiences. Both he and Perrin bad
been very impressed by- what they had seen in Germany in the provision of
practical craft training.6
In July of 1908 Jeanneret joined Perrin and four painting
- students from La Nouvelle section in Paris. The painting students,
M. Woog, G. Hunibert, L. Schwob and Zysset, were at LEcole des Beaux
t. 68	-
Both Jeanneret and Perrin needed offices.in which to work, though
they were not eligible as official students of a recognised school.
They took their travel sketches from Italy to Pranz Jourdain, a successful
Paris architect and founder President of the salon d'Autoinne and whose
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work was in sympathy with Hoffman' a 'j ugendatil' • He had no place
for them and advised them to try the office of Hector Gu.imard a fashionable
architect and Art Nouveau designer; who accepted perrjn.6 	 Jeanneret
then, approached Eugne Grasset, the artist illustrator, publisher and
friend of William Ritter and L'Eplattenier. 7° Grasset advised him to
go to the office of Auguste and Gustave Perret. The Perret practice was
not officiafly recognised by L'Ecole des Beaux Arts for their students,
firstly because Auguste Perret had not completed his diploma and, seconily,
they were acting as contractors and making architectural use of concrete.71
Jeanneret was given a job by the Perrets and both he and Perrin worked
like official students of L'Ecole des Beaux Arts for the mornings only,
leaving them time for what Perrin called T nos laborleux
lois).te 2 It is very probable that Jeanneret and Prrin would have
seen some of the early cubist paintings that ere echi1xLt1 at the time.
The previous year, 1907, had seen a large an very popular memorial
exhibition for Cezanne at the Salon d'Autoinne. 73 The impact of Cezanne's
aliost unknown work had been considerable on young painters. By 1908
many- of them were adopting Czannisni and the young Picasso and Braque,
working independently at first, had. atarted on their first cubist
paintings.74
Also exhibiting that year at the Salon d'Automne were Bonnard,
Vuillard and Denis together with the work of some of the neo.-impressionists
under the leadership of Paul Signac.75
Auguste Perret was a close friend of the painter, writer and
critic, Maurice Denis, 6
 who had been a member of the Nabis, a group
of painters including Bonnard, Verkade and Vuillard, inspired by Gauguin
and directed by Paul Sruaier.
•The Nabis were interested in cultural and practical life outside
painting and owed this influence to Morris and Rossetti. The group
functioned between the years 1891 and 1900, when some of its members
went their own ways.	 Srusier, Deni and another painter, Paul Verkade,
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remained faithful to the original spirit of the group and became
interested in the work of the Beuroner Aztista under the direction
of Father Desiderous Lenz. Lenz had .joined the Benedictine Abbey- of
Beuron in southern Germany, so that he could develop his own theories
of sacred arts and create a parallel with the work that the Benedictines
had done in restoring the Gregorian chant 1
 Charles Chas in his book
on the Nabis says of Lenz's theories :
The Benedictines, no doubt did not accept this
art without some misgivings. What attracted them
was the fact that Lenz intended to place it entirely
under the control of the monastery; no freedom of
expression was to be left to the painter monks
who would work under the whole responsibility of a
single master who would be like the orchestra leader
of this new Gregorian chant 1 Instead of using
models, what Lenz proposed was to represent the human
figure according to a geometric V cannonT inspired by
the Scriptures which would always have the same
proportions. Since God, at the beginning of the
world, had created man in his image, symbols of the
inity would appear through the idealized contours
painted on the walls of sanctuaries at the same time
as the measurements of length prescribed by Jehovah
when the Tenpie was built in Jerusalem" 1
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Lenz believed that in Egyptian art, with the addition of
Christian ideals lay the foundation of a theory of proportion based
on regular geometric bodies, expressing a logic and order and from
these studies he devised rules from which the artist monks worked.
SSrusier published in 1905 a booklet entitled ABC de la Peinture
with a foreword by- Maurice Denis based on Lenz's theories. Verkade
had been so impressed that he joined the order and was visited several
times at Beuron by SSrusier and Denis.
In 1905 the school of Beuron had contributed to a religions
art exhibition organised by the Secession Group in Vienna. Their
works
 despite its inherent dullness, attracted considerable attention
and they were to continue to exhibit with success in Europe over the
next few years. Jeanneret was to acquire in 1913 Denia l s book Theories
1890-1910 which contained the Beuroner principles as expounded by-
78Serusier.
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While Jeanneret and Perrin were in Paris, Matisse published
his Notes d Tun Peintre in La Grande Revue in l908, and in the same
year exhibited in the Salon dAutomne. 	 Then in February 1909, l4arinettl
published the first Futurist Manifesto in Laro.
The effect of such a variety of theoretical and artistic
activity on the twenty-one year old Jeanneret was devastating and threw
h.iin into a state of mental confusion. In his efforts to rationalise
thia turbulance he turned a very critical eye on his past education, and
environment and in particular on his mentor, Charles LTEplattenier.
His letters to L'Eplattenier show this.82
In September 1908, L t Fplattenier presented his proposals for
a new fine art school to the School Board of La Chaux-de-Fonds. 83 It
was a development from the 'Nouyelle Section and he considered that. it
would require completely new accommodation designed for the purpose.
Part of his case was that the school would be very largely self-financing
when established and supported thia with the fact that his students
on the' Nouvelle Sectior1 had already earned 24,500 francs in fees from
design commissions and had several projects planned for the future.
The Board was sympathetic to his proposals but postponed any decision
on the provision of a new building because of the lack of finance.84
This did not deter Jeanneret's intrepid teacher and he
eventually obtained the use of an old hospital building which was
situated alongside the art-school. There he transferred his NouveU
SecijQn students to studios on the ground floor and turned the top
floor into a series of workshop studios,.'	 to form the foundations
/	 F
of a group to be called Le Ateliers es rtists . Reun
Leon Prrin, on his return from Paris, in the summer of 1909,
was made Chairman of' the new group and, together with Georges Aubert, was
given space to work, Jeanneret, when he returned in October 1909, joined
the group and started his own office within the building. It was also
L lEplattenier T s intention that eventually, these three ex-students of his
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should be offered posts teaching in his new art school, Meanwhile,
Jeazmeret worked with the students on deBign coxmnissions, mainly sinafl
interior projects and the decorative work for the townTs remgtorium.
From this time, L T Eplattenier t
 s importance as principal mentor in
Jeanneret's life wa to diviihiih.
b.	 Wifliam Ritter
During the winter of 1909 when Jeanneret was twenty-two,
he spent a considerable time in the mountains at Lea Brenets, a resort
on a lake above Le Lode the next town up the valley from La Chaux-de-
Ponds.' It was there that he was to renew an acquaintance with an
old schoolboy friend from Lode, Max Dii Boi, who was on holiday before
moving to Paris to take up a new job. Dii Bois had recently qualified
a a railway engineer and. had completed the translation into wench
of a German book on reinforced concrete.2 While at Les Brenets, the
two young menu with Perrin, Aubert and others did a great deal of ski-ing
and entered for one of the earliest and very tunyinnastic T national ski
races. 3 Also living at Les Breneta at that time was L'Eplattenier's
friend, William Ritter, and his parents. Ritter was soon to become
well acquainted with Dii Bois and Jeanneret and encoi.raged them both to
take up water colours, 1 Ritter was an excellent water colourist and
produced very attractive landscapes of the surrounding mountains.5
colour
flu Bois has a water /
	
snow scene by Jeanneret from this period.
It is a delightful small sketch on the lines of a Matisse painting, very
free In form and ensItjve in colour.
Ritter must have been impressed by the young Jearineret, who
could paint with such confidence, and he was to spend a great deal of
time talking with him about life, music, art and his future. 6 flitter
thought that Jeanneret t
 a talents would possibly lay more towards painting
- or writing than architecture.7
Ritter considered that it was essential for Jeanneret to be
in a less provincial atmosphere and encouraged him to travel and get away
from what zas becoming the rather smothering influence of Ltplattenier,
and the environment in La Chaux-de-Fonds.
In the Spring of 1910, Jeanneret tried to get a job with a firm
of German engineers but did not succeed. 9
 Soon afterwards he visited
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Ritter and an art tudent friend, Augu.ste Klipstein, in Munich.10
While there, L'Eplattenier obtained permission from the La Chaux-de-Fonds
school board for Jearineret to undertake a project to find out about the
progress of the art and design movement in Germany and to produce a
report on the movement and its relevance to the industrial design courses
in La Chaux-de-Fonds.11
Jeanneret accepted the task and very likely planned his route with
the help of Ritter, who was also in the position to provide him with
introductions to leading architects, members of the Werkbund anti. was
probably behind an official letter of introduction that Jeanneret obtained
from the Swiss Consul in Berlin.12
William Ritter wrote reviews for French and German art papers
and contributed to the La Chaux-de-Fonds Journal, Feiiifles d'Avis
His father's position as Deputy Chief Town Councillor in Ne uchatel,
must have given him considerable prestige in the eyes of Jeamieret, who
was flattered at the interest Ritter was taking in him :
"1 am unable sufficiently to prove to you how much
your welcome touches me. You have allowed me to
approach you, me who is nothing but a beginner in
life and a schoolboy in the arts". ]4
Jeanneret responded willingly to the friendship and the correspondence
that was to be of vital importance to him as a means of expressing ideas7
feelings and ambitions that he found were becoming impossible to share
with hiø old teacher, L'Eplattenier.
X have a great need to write to you, it is to you
alone that I write letters; L'Eplattenier Is even
left out. That is I have nothing to say In a letter
because I have too much to say". 15
Ritter helped to make him aware of the possibilities of painting and
writing as a means of expression and the potential fu].filment of his
ambition to be a unique man of genius.16 He provided Jeanneret with a
detailed background to painting, literature and music and supported his
brother, Albert Jeanneret, in his decision to join Jacques Daicroze in
Heflerau.'7 From Ritter' work his own preferences in art would appear
tobixnilar to)ILlEplattenier, Neo-impressionists, Symbolists, Nabis,
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Puvis-de-Chavannes and Maurice DerLt8, painters with a rather mystical
religious belief in order, harinon and proportion. 19 But unlike
20
L'Eplattenier, he did not approve of Cezanne and considered his approach
too scientific. Both L'Eplattenier and Ritter s *'/ed	 of the
work of Picasso, whom they both thought 	 some1iiiv of a fraud,
Ritter also appreciated the emerging new trends in music and
developed Jeanneret's musical education.
Jeanneret departed on his German tour early in June 1910,
having received the necessary confirmation and funds from La Chaux.-de-Fonds.23
In a letter written from Berlin to Ritter, Jeanneret reported on an
exhibition at the Berlin Secession :
"Secession very few canvasses.
Direct reserb.ianco o contemporary efforts with French impressionism
was shown by the presence of canvasses by Manet, Monet,
Van Gogh, Lieberinan. Matisse had two things which
pleased me because of their beautiful colours, the
synthesis (People laught at it). One Trubeur room
which is probably not bad without really impressing me.
A very elegant Van Dongen (already admired last year
at the Salon d 'Automne). Some brutal Corinth, one
Zoru room with his famous technique. One Habearman
room showing the oldest and newest works (the last one
very beautiful). Hodler who re-did 'Le Jour', which
is in Berne,in a more vigorous colour. From the same
one 'lac Leman', one ghost, one naked man, one woodcutter
not so good. In general my impression is that German
painting has short wings and. is heavy in comparison with
the French school". 24
From this letter it is quite clear that Jeanneret had a good
knowledge of new art movements in Europe at that period; his time in
Paris had been well spent.
Ritter must have been impressed by the fluency of his letters
- and. later arranged for h.im to write some reviews of Berlin concerts when
he went to work for Behrena in November 1911.25 This gave Jean.neret
some practical problems, and in his first letter to Ritter from Berlin,
he wrote :
"So this is the end of my explanations and complaints.
I am sure I have exasperated you and you will think I
am indecisive and lack enthusiasm. On the contrary,
I am so willing that one word from you will decide me.
The whole thing is too interesting for me not to try
to be worthy of the task". 26
	
4
In the same letter he went on to talk of the pleasure he ha experienced
in Rittert a company, over the year since they first met, and how he
regarded Ritter' a home as a sanctuary of art and poetry.
Jeanneret liked what he saw of the Werkbund movement and its
followers, amongst whom was Peter Behrens. When he returned to Munich
in September 1910, he decided to try again to find work in Germany
and wrote to Behrens asking for a position in his Berlin office.27
Jeanneret had to wait for a reply from Behrens but was
offered a job starting on the first of November 1910.28 He had post-
poned the writing of his report for the School Board until he should
return to La Chaur—de—Fonds. The long absence from home was probably
necessary to continue the avoidance of the usually obligatory period
in the Swiss Army, as it had been in Perrin's case29
In a letter sent to Ritter in December 1910, Jeanneret wrote
of his disillusionment with Behrens. He felt that only the assumption
that Behrens was ill could explain the disastrous picture that he
saw and which made him reconsider his thinking, clearly showing his
absorption. of L' Eplattenier t
 a Ruskiis princip1.
"1 feel that an architect must above all be a thinker.
His art, 'thich consists in. abstracting proportions, has no possibilit
of describing or painting outside the symbol, his art
does not require a clever hand. That perhaps would
be fatal. But be must have rhythms, a well developed
brain and an extremely supple one.
General culture today, when no single style reigns,
seems to me to be the basis for everything ....... And
totally ignoring the trickeries of the trade, I
continue or rather I am thinking of going back to the
bizarre studies of my student days. And	 work,
that will be for a few years hence, the fight for
s-zrviva1 will teach me that ....,"
	 30
He told Hitter that he had heard of young people experiencing a period
of depression following one of enthusiasm and asked :
"You who have a deep understanding of life and the
artist, elucidate this for me condemn me without pity,
oi.' else tell me the remedy. 31
Ritter must have given him some hope because in the next letter Jeanneret
sent, he said :
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"And it will be thanks to you, that I am greatly
comforted. What does all th.is kindness you give me
mean to me. The respectful admiration that I feel for
you, gratitude which penetrates me, and I should like
one happy day, to be able to return it to you by
tangible means". 32
After five months Jeanneret had had enough of Behrens office and Berlin,
but he did feel that he had acquired a new understanding from working
,Writing
there. ' again to Ritter :
"My mind had these last few months opened up so much
to the understanding of the classical genius that my
dreams have stubbornly taken me there. Do you not
think that the whole of our present era looks more
than ever towards those happy lands where the
rectsgu:Ia marbles whiten, where the vertical
coluiniand the entablature are parallel to the lines
of the seas. I have the opportunity, my dream will become
a reality. To finish my student life, I am preparing
a very great journey
My spring will scon be hining. Summer arrives
too soon, for after four years absence they want me back
in my country. I feel prepared to open myself up to
everything. Gone is the period of voluntary concentration L
Open the flood—gates I Let everything rush out
	 Let
everything in me live
And this journey which I wish to be splendid the wise
people will find it inappropriate, my father will think
it is time to work and not to galivant. My master
L1 Eplattenier will say I am not mature enough to profit
from it completely. I have simply repeated the saying
a bird in the hand 1 ... etc.
Constantinople I I might not find it any more
fairy—like than that magical painting by Signac at the
Munich Jhibition ". 33
This new interest in the classical world was partly instigated by the
advice he had recoived from Karl Osthaus in Hagen when Jeanneret was
on his German travels. Osthaus had impressed Jeanneret and he took
hi advice seriously, later writing to thank him for it.34
During 1911, Jeanneret T s letters to Ritter became increasingly
uninhibited and he caine to rely more and more on the sympathy and advice
of Ritter. °
 The separation from L t Eplattenier was not brought about
by the influence of Paris and Ritter alone, but by the involvement of
Jeanneret in a totally different approach to design that he had found
on his German trip, and in Behrens office. Despite the fact that he
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did not like Behrens, Jeanneret was still very impressed by his logical
and methodical approach to architecture and the assistants in the
orfice with whom he came into contact , 	 to bad had a thorough.
architectural ethics tion including technolo- and new building types
together with the appropriate use of proportion. Up to that time he
had been almost exclusively influenced by Ruskin's gothic romanticism
so that his sympathies for classical principles had not yet been awakened,
other than in an historical sense, but living amongst people who were
intensely interested in the classical tradition, he found a great deal
to respond to. So interested d.11he become that against advice from
La Chaux-de-Fonds, he extended his absence from home primarily to visit
Athens.6
Ritter was in sympathy with this first real sign of rebellion
against family and L'Eplattenier. He advised Jeanneret and his friend
.Auguste Klip stein as to what they should ee on their trip, particularly
in Bucharest and Constantinople together with some introductions to
people who would help them on their journey. ' He also told Jeanneret
to write to him in the form of a journal of his travels with the idea
of making it into a book when he returned Ritter also proposed having
some of the letters published by the local La Chaux-de-Fonds newspaper,
Feulfles dTAvis.38 Jeanneret wrote in a letter at the start of his
travels :
11According to our agreement, you will have letters from
me which will be in the form of a narrative. I hope
to be able to do it but a very extraordinary and
unfortunate phenomena has occurred to me, that is an
overwhelming amnesia of my linguistic faculties.
The most simple French vocabulary escapes m e and
sadder stiU,I remain often incapable of spelling
the simplest French words. 	 I am so ashamed
that I confess this to you: before my visit to
Germany I wrote faultlessly. I never had any style
but at least I used to send off my letters with a
serene soul knowing they were without spelling errors•
AU this proves that I must leave the Germans as
quickly as possible and reintegrate myself in Latin
countries. You know I am having a fit of gothophobia.
Nuremburg bores me and the Burgs of the Rhine would be
unbearable without the scenery. In fact I am only
unrelenting for this: that modern life has nothing to do 44
with this setting which has become too restrictive.
It is later times which satisfy me more". 39
He had also become a great deal more knowledgeable on art and had turned
this new awareness on to iis own works critising his drawings for lack
of k111 and knowledge.4° Some weeks later in another letter to Hitter,
written before going on to Athens, towards the end of his travels ho was
much calmer :
"I am in a great mood to write to you. You are the
only person to whom I write letters; even L'Eplattenier
is forsaken. It is because I do not know what to say
in letters, because there is so much to tell. Therefore
I suinniarise in inumerable postcards and it takes an
infinite time. A journey such as this one is very odd.
I don't do a thing, my note pad Is clean empty and
every evening I am exhausted ...... And you are the only
one to whom I can want to tell a lot of things, because you
understand rae and, you forgive me my foolishness ..........
........ I told you that N. Bernette had written to me.
He wants to meet me In Madrid 	 I could have gone to
Paris this winter to my Bosses. 41 I met one of thorn
In Constantinople where we spent some beautiful hours
together. But I also feel happy to go and join
LT Eplattenier for I owe him everything and he is my
best friend. I have felt particularly during this
great journey the meaning of true friendships
I feel the iiinensity of Europe on me and how a man can
be lost under it. But I feel a few stable points which
honour me, elevate me, exalt me and tells ne to look
high. Thank God for that ". 42
It is clear from this letter than he was in somewhat of a
quandary. The strong hold of his family and L'Eplattenier were very
much in evidence but still without any real conflict at this stage and
he was looking forward with real affection and enthusiasm to returning
home. He missed his family and friends, but there was still Athens
and the Acropolis to be seen. 	 om Greece, Jeanneret had decided to
return home through Italy, rather than follow plans to visit E'pt; he
was certainly homesick and had suffered badly from the usual stomach
compinta that accompany dubious food and water supplies. They had
also drunk far too much retsina a a recommended prevention against
typhoid, which was at that time threatening to become an epidemic in
Turkey. He stopped in Pisa for a few weeks to write up his journal of
travels for Ritter,	 and from there sent him a very emotional letter.
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He had been strongly affected by Classical Greece and was still
bemused by its effect.
"The scene will be beautiful tomorrow, every-thing in
marble adorably. yellowed, perfectly preserved and
rising from a green lawn. And the leaning tower did not
deny herself to me tonight whiLe the decor rehearses
for tomorrow. On the contrary, I find this a famous
point of wit, and an eloquent tower. The whole thing
is in one pIece and please note that I say that, I who have
seen Athens. I am completely filled with death.
Everything has crumbled in Italy. Italy to me is a
cemetery where the former dogmas, my religion, are rotting
on the ground. Is it creditable such a hecatomb?
In four years I have progressed a great deal. In the
east I gorged myself with unity and power. My gaze is
horizontal and does not see the beetles on the road.
I feel I am brutal. Italy has made me into a blasphemer.
And so I was following my destiny when I left everything
to go there at any price. As the brio- .a-brac were my
delight, now make me sick. I mumble elementary geometry
with a thirst for knowledge. In their mad race 1 red, blue
and yellow have become white. I am in love with the
white colour, the cube, the sphere, the cylinder and the
pyramid and the disc,all that is unified and vast empty
spaces. The prisms elevate themselves, gain balance,
acquire rhythm and start marching as a great black dragon
which undulates at the horizon to tighten at the base.
There is only white sky above them, Lhey pass on a polished
marble paving and are monolithic unity which no colour will
argue with, but at noon the light unfolds the cubes in one
surface; in the evening the rainbow loom there forms.
In the morning they are real with shadows and lights, clear
like a finished design. One can feel their tops, their
bottoms and their sides. At night it Is more than ever
black and white 1T. 44
At the beginning of November, on completion,
lb bt4(h- , of his journal "Le Voyage d'Orient", Jeanneret left Pisa
and returned to La Chaux-de-Fonds. Ritter had already included an
account of Jeanneret 1
 s travels in the La Chaux-de-Fonds newspaper mich
to Jeanneret's pleasure :
"And also thank you very much for the friendly pat on the
shoulder (of which I shall be proud) which you said you have
done me in one of your chronicles. Will my daddy deign
to smile If he aees one day the name of his son printed In
black and white I The truth is that my father is
absolutely convinced that his sons will never be any- good.
Up till now it has been justified, but damn it, he is in
such a hurry I You know, I am going to default the
modesty which befits my tender age, by- singing my own
praises, or rather that of the offshoots of my venerable
family stock. My brother missed you in Munich because
he was In a hurry and will see you at his return in Dresden,
since he has been named junior assistant in the Jacques
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Da].cro e Institute. A you will see, schoolmasters are
blossoming everywhere. Without my knowledge, L'Eplattenier,
that joker, put down 12 hours of lesson a week on me In the
new institute which will be L t Eplattenieresque. So that
my dear father who aspires for nothing better for his eons
than stable jobs, could be happy. But no, it is he himself
who told me all these wonders, remarking on my lack of
enthusiasm, lack of fire which does not surprise me and
doesn't bother me, One thing is clear: my rate of
promotion and It Is not so good.
AU this without comments J How I sweat to put anything
down on paper	 Really, I am not brfl1ant	 I have
no technique at all. And I must admit that for rue who if
I were to paint would 1.lke a synthetic subject, there are
few such opportunities or if there Is such a subject, I happen
to be on a train which only does 20 kmus an hour because it
is a Turkish train. 	 45For whatever reason water colour does not work.
Jeaimeret was starting on a difficult period in his life. He was not
at all clear a to what he should do and not happy with what other people
thought he should be doing. Ritter apparently warned him of the possible
dangers of stagnation involved In working for L tEplatten.Ier. A a
compromise Jeanneret planned to spend at least two months a year away
from La Ghaixmc-de-.Fonds,46
The Journal of Le Voyage d' Orient was completed by 1914 but,
because of the start of the ware It had to be shelved and was only
published In 1965 after Le Corbusier had rediscovered it.47
During the suniner of 1911 L'Eplattenier had formally proposed
the employment of three new teachers for La Nouvefle Section and had
obtained the Board's approval in principle. Official approval was to come
at the end of December, 8
 Jeanneret, together with Perfriand Aubert
were to begin work in January 1912. Jeanneret was to teach for twelve
hours a week, and to lecture on theoretical studies and geometrical elements,
(their value relative to decoration and montzmentallty), as well as
practical studies in architecture, furniture design and massing studi.es.49
Leon Perrin had six hours teaching, primarily on drawing studies from
animals and nature with their use s decorative e1ement, and Georges
Aubert ten hours, taking practical studies in wood carving and sculpture. 50
47
L'Eplattenier'ø argument to the school board for engaging three
more teachers had been that he thought the building arts should be en-
couraged in the town.
	
His support came from non-socialists on the
board who were in the majority at that time; they were mainly professionals,
upper middle-class businessmen and the immigrant Jewish industrialists.
The socia1ite came principally from the long established industrialists
and businessmen, who were solely concerned with the watchmaking industry
and its expansion and opposed to anything not directly concerned with
watches. L T Eplattenier was not popular with the older staff members who
did not appreciate his efforts at expansion in subjects outside their
experience.
Jea,nneret had an accommodation problem on his return from Pisa
to La Chaux-de-Fonds. He wrote the following in a letter to Ritter:
"First of all, no accommodation: I had recommended
a nice little place to my parents when I left in
1907. That place had no room for the son .... but
I am not despairing (I am not ungrateful, I shall
tell you later on). So then I resoited to the
very brotherly hospitality of L'Eplatten!er. It
was for two or three nights ..... it lasted four
weeks 1" 53
Eventually, he joined two friends, who had rented an old convent building
above the town and constructed himself a room in the roof; he was to stay
there until 1913 when he moved into the house he designed for his parents.
Of L'Eplattenier at this time, he wrote :
"For a month I saw L t Eplatten.ler, too involved in
politics (you know we have a socialist council in the
spring) and busy with big decorative paintings for the
crematorium. He painted a great deal this summer, country
scenes to sell, generally bad. Here and there he does
a piece which shows him master of hi trade. I accuse
him of not being modern enough and not being sensitive to
the works of our era (literature, music and. painting). " 54
This 'jag a somewhat unfair comment to make on L'Eplattenier's
political activity as he must have had a hard fight to get Jeanneret
and his frienda t poats ratified before the council was renewed. The
criticism of his work and attitude shows very clearly that Jeamieret's
independence from his old teacher was complete. He also found
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LTEplattenier's possessive attitude towarda him increasingly difficult
to cope with though it was probably no more than the way he had been
treated before he left in 1907. The change was within himself and the
fact that his allegiance to L'Eplattenier as his mentor had been trans-
ferred to William flitter. Despite the change in their relationship,,
during the following years, Jeanneret carried out architectural work
that was required for L TEplattenier t s interior projects and helped him
with the problems involved in running two separate courses,
Jearineret had a considerable amount of architectural work for
his own practice, including a house for his fathers He found settling
down to a routine and the need to meet deadlines extremely hard to do
for the first few months and was still contemplating painting as his
sole way of life. 5 Over the year of 1912, he was to carry out a
large number of watercolours with the intention of entering some in
the Paris Salon dTAutomne in October, 56
December 1911 and January 1912 were spent by Jeanneret in the
preparation of his report on his 1910 trip to Germany for the school
board, which was submitted to the chairman on February 1st, 1912, under
the title Etude ear le Mouvement d TArt d'coratif en Al1eingne.57
They found It full of information on everything from the fine arts to
the smallest industrial art object, but then proceeded to ignore the
recommendations. 58
 Jeanneret and L'Eplattenier then had 400 copies of
the report produced for free distribution. 59 In October he wrote to
Bitter :
"In the spring of this year I took the liberty
of sending you a copy of my 'Etude du inouvement
d TArt Dcoratif en Alleinange r . Tins study was
edited here, in a centre of clock life, and dis-
tributed free of charge, in the hope of arousing
the attention of our industrial leaders on the
aesthetic movement in commercial production.
A few copies, however, went beyond the Swiss frontiers
and to my surprise they made their mark In a small
and adual way. I 'will admit (and please forgive
the Immodesty of this admission) that I received
towards the end of this year numerous signs of Interest
from people particularly in a position to judge art
	 49
and its involvement in social life - from France,
Germany, Belgium. Furthermore, requests for my Etude
are now constantly being made by individuals and bookshops
of these countries. If I must find a reason for this,
I would guess that those who are interested in the
connection between industrial art and economic prosperity
and commercial expansion have found a useful and clear
aynthesi from the German intentions and results.
I therefore plan a reprint of my Etude' s
 I would like
this study written with the utter conviction that the
latin genius ought to produce works combining aesthetic
and social pre.-occupations. I would like to reprint it
in France where it would arouse most interest. In order
to approach a publisher, I feel the necessity to be
introduced by some influential persons and it is for this
reason that I turn to you. I should ask you, if you agree,
to write a few lines on why you think a new edition of my
study would be of use and suggest which publisher might
consider undertaking It.
You will find me very bold and vain to ask you this.
Please don't let it Influence you, I will be greatly
appreciative. 60
This was immediately followed by another letter, in which Jeanneret shows
his disappointment in his friend's apparent lack of interest :
"You never said a word to mae of the Etude du
l4ouvement d'!.rt Dcoratif • You understand the
reason f or my question, when reading the enclosed
leaflet. Here more than 400 copies have been
distributed: no one ha said a word about it: not
a single person I
From Paris, Berlin, Brussels a few echoes have come
back and sometimes so enthusiastic that I would have
liked to have sent them my photo (just to deflate some
of them). So I am asked for more copies and I do
not have any more, I would like to have it reprinted.
Please let me know what yoi.1 thInk. 61
Several of his colleagues left La Chaux-de-.Fonds at this time -
to work elsewhere which left Jeanneret more or less on his own.
Nevertheless, he had a very busy summer building the Jeanneret Pare house,
teaching, working on ideas for a book on theory and painting, with a trip
to the Dresden Building chibItion and a visit to his brothers Albert,
at Hellerau, 6	In the autumn, five watercolours of hi. were accepted
for the Salon d'Automne, four entitled Langage de pierres and one
interior; 6 they were well hung and received a favourable notice from
Maurice Denim. 65 Jeanneret was unable to obtain leave from teaching
to go to Paris at the time of the opening of the exhibition and had
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to wait until mid—December, when he went to see his friends in Paris,
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met Maurice Denis and collected the paintings.
	
He must also have
visited Max flu Bois to discuss the possibilities of work in Paris nd
the details of the use of Du Bois t office as a sales depot for Swiss
light fittings.67
The SaJon dAutoinne of 1912 contained the work of a group of
painters who called themselves the Section d'Or and who, at the same
time, had their own separate exhibition in the Galerie de la Botie.68
The leader of the group, Jacques Viflon, together with his brothers,
Raymond Duchamp..-Villon and Marcel Duchsmp and a few other painters,
introduced a new element into Cubism, evolved from theories expounded by
the last of the Nabis, Srusier and Denis, The groupt s name was chosen
because of the importance attached to
	 cttop d'O by Leonardo da
Vinci and reflected the interest they all had in the belief in human
proportions held by the Beuroner Artits.
	
DuchampViUon's exhibit
La Naison Cubiste rou.sed considerable interest; he was concerned to
construct his sculpture to be like architecture. Juan Gris also Joined
the group with Picabia, Lhote Metzinger and La Fresnay among others
several of whom were later to be founder members of the Dada movement.
Gris was later to be an important influence on OzenI'ant and Jeanneret
in the formulation and development of Purism.
Apoflinaire wrote on the ction d t Or at the time:
"Modern art as metaphysical. Wishing to attain the
proportions of the ideal, to be no longer limited to
the human, the young painters offer us works which are
more cerebral than sensual. They discard more and more
the old art of optical illusion snd local proportion, in
order to express the grandeur of metaphysical forms.
This is why contemporary art, even if it does not directly
stem from specific religious beliefs nonetheless possesses
some of the characteristics of great, that is to say
religious art", 70
Jeanneret could not have been unaware of the work of this group; he
certainly knew of the theories that had attracted Villon and hi fellow
artists. In December, he had met Maurice Denis and obtained his book
"Theories 189 0-1910", soon after it was published in 1913.71	 51.
The most Important part of the book was about the properties inherent
in the ratio of the golden section. Numbers were given a symbolic
Interpretation and the right angle was held up as the representation of
balance and equilibrium. Also included In the book was a theory of
colour to have an impact later on Jeanneret 1 s painting.
The full significance that these Ideas would eventually have
on him would not have been apparent to Jeanneret at the time, but they
enriched his basic knowledge. He was certainly aware of the theories
as he later demonstrated with Ozenfant as they evolved the theory of
Purl72
Teanneret had been pleased with the success of his work in the 1912
$alon d TAutomne. He wrote of it to Osthaus and at the same time told
him of the proposed National Swiss Exhibition to be held at Berne in 1924
and for which he had been invited to be on the committee of Swiss artists.73
He was also constantly writing to Max Du Bois over this period with pro .-
posals for projects and developments that could poss i bly provide work
for him in Paris.74
L' Eplattenier 1 s growing jealousy of Jeanneret' s independence
of him and Increasing reliance on William ilitter and Max Dii Bois for advice
and support, ti1l did not stop the two men continuing to work together.
Early in 1913, the school board required the new teachers to obtain the
Canton Teaching Certificate if they wished to remain In their jobs; the
board and the old school staff were continuing their campaign to close
La Nouvefle Section.75
In May of 1913, the situation seemed desperate to Jeanneret.
There was no work In the town; a world wide slump in the watchmaking
Industry was having its effect. 6 In a letter to Ritter, at this time,
he expressed his discontent in La Chaux-de-Fond.77
In June he obtained leave from the school board to visit a
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building exhibition at Dresden. On the trip he also included a visit
to the Leipzig Building Fair and the unveiling of Le Monument a la
Bataille des Peuples, designed by the architect Bruno Schinidtz and the sculptor
S#
antz Metzner. 9 While away he Bent two artic].cs to the La Chaux-
do-Fonda paper Feullies d tAvis under the general heading Lettres deVoyag.
In the first, entitled TLe Monument a la Bataifle des Peuple T he
gave a rather mocking report of the nationalistic monument. Although
he had found it impressive, the human vigour behind the unveiling had
somewhat frightened him and he had felt the power symbolised in the
mommient. He much preferred the atmosphere at Heflerau, where he had
gone to visit his brother on the way to Dresden.
Jeanneret's last paragraph of these two articles was:
"Ce qui fait que chaque an, dtHellerau partent des
pionniers en chaue vile touj ours davantage.
Et L'Aflemagne debrouillera, pour a gloire, le
conflit de la larve, du crapaud et de is chouette,
au profit do la culture venue des terres latines.
Le VOU RSCI1LACHTSDEIUcNAL contre 11 idSalisnie
renaissant".
In the autumn LtEplattenier set up with Joaimeret, and some
other like minded artists, a committee to establish a movement in
Switzerland similar to the Werkbund in Germany.
	
JeanneretT a report
Ldic	 cvctif5
Etude du Mouvement1 ieen widely distributed and had contributed to
this ideas even though the immediate re-action had been almost Un-
noticeable. It was not a suitable time for the launching of such an
enterprise; 83 events were leading up to the 1rst World War. A general
assembly for those interested in the standard of Swiss design was ca-fled
at the Htel-de-Ville, Yverdon, on the 9th November 1913, and the title
L1Oeuvre Association Suisse-Romande de L TArt et de L'Industrie given
to the resulting society, with a journal to be called L TOeuvre. 4 The
response was not enormous, particularly from businessmen and. industrialists.
The society was largely preaching to the converted; patronage was going
to be a very difficult problem.
The second issue of L'Oeuvre came out in Spring 1914. It
contained an article by Jeanneret entitled Le Renouveau dans l'Architecture.
In it he advocated the use of new materials to solve structural problems
and gave comparison between the Dine des Invalie and Ferret t s Grande
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i1le du Theatre des Champs Elyses and quoted the Gothic builders
as having lived up to the technology of their age. On housing he
critized the use of unnecessary ornamentation which was completely tin-
related to the form and use of the building :
"Is it that we have reverted to savages after
twenty centuries of culture and that we have
taken up once more the craze of tatooing;
are we not sufficiently civilized to enjoy the
beautiful proportions of the material alone in
a shape, simply and rationally adapted to serve
its purpose". 8
A modern style could emerge, he wrote, but not from copying styles of
the past, although at the same time being aware that he himself was
at a loss to produce such a style.
He used Karl Moser T s building for the University of Zurich
a an example of a modern undecorated style that was emerging. He
advocated .
"The debate presents itself thus: bring about
changes by bringing about a union between our
pre sent way cf living and the things we use
for this. In Architecture make facades and
buildings which are not merely masks, banish
the harlequinade from this sector, stop paying
attention for several years to the protests of
the reactionaries ti.
	6
This was the first real statement about the contemporary architectural
scene that he had made up to this time.
In the same issue of L'Oeuvre was published the result of a
design competition open to school-children and apprentices from all
over Switzerland. There was a large entry, but the standard of design
was not considered high by the jury. 87 Jeanneret as one of the judges
Ji1!
gave short sl:glft to l iti.zing their lack of constructional knowledge,
the
understanding of plan form and their copying from pattern books of their
patronTs work,
The jury which also included L TEplattenier, recommended a new
approach to the teaching of art and design in the schools and colleges
before any real improvement could take place in the standard.
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At Ghristma in 1913, Jeanneret visited Paris again, spending
some tine in the Bibliotheque Nationale on history and town planning
tud.ies, 89
 returning in the new year to an improvement in his practice
work but an increased tenion over the future of La Nouvelle Section
In March the newly elected school board officially closed the course.90
Jeanneret described the decision to close the course as
follows :
ITEn Seance de Commission de direction du 12 mars
1914, lea conclusions du president do la
Commission de L T Ecole d T Art, N. Hirschy, et du
secrtaire, N. Graber, malgrS lea protestations
du troisime membre present, N. Albert, visaient
a la supression des cours institus en 19ll et
unanimemant accepts par la Commission d'alors,
et sous prtexte:
a ) quo la Nouvelle Section nT avait plus dS1vea.
b ) que le but envisa n' 'tait quTune utopie,
qu'une chose de luce (N. Graber): La Coimnission
de 1'Ecole d 1 Art eat un rouage adminiatratif do la
commune, qui reconnaisant qu'un organe nTest pas
utile envisage do son devoir de le supprimer". 91
L i Eplattenier T a response to this move was to hand in his
resignation, almost immediately to be followed by those of his three
assistant teachers, Jeanneret, Perrin and Aubert. The three young men
then made use of their unexpected free time under Jeanneret t a direction,
to prepare a leaflet on the history of La Nouvefle Section and the
reasons why it should continue. The production was a well organised
affair, carried out in a remarkably short space of time and coat 30
centimes. It was entitled tin Mouvernent d'Art a la Chawc.-de--Fonds a
propos de la Noixvelle Section de L'Ecole d'Art •
Jeamieret, by then, was well aware of the value of publicity
and he obtained many letters of support from internationally famous
architects and designers that he had come to respect and know in his
student days. These included N.E. Grasset, LK,E. Osthaus, Professor
P. Berhens and T. Fischer. These, together with a group of concerned
citizens of La Chau-de—Fonds, had been sent a letter and a set of
photographs of students work, describing the aims of the course and a
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hort history of its development. It was signed by the opposition
members and ox—members of the school board and some of the town's
citizens.	 b'it one replied, strongly sporting the retention of
the course. The reply from +,haus was typical :
UAprhiin examen approfondi des documents
reprSsentatifs de votre enseignenient que
vouc m'avez envoys, j'ai acquis is
persuasion que lee nouveauz cours institus
par vous sont en accord intinie avec ceux qui
sont aujourd'hui en valeur dane lee coles
dtart industriel d'Afleinagne. Pour autant
que Jo le cache, on aspire actueflement,
en prance, a des rformes semblables a
ceiles quo vouc avez ralisSes, parce qu'il
a galement	 reconau la—baa que lee anciens
principec d'enseignement ne r&pondent plus
aux become des dtenteurs de l'industrie
conternporaine. Une persistance dana lea
modes d1 enselgnement qul. faicaient foi dane
votre ancienne co1e signifierait, pour vos
ives, lT exciusion de toutes lee nieifleuree
places dane la vie industriefle. J'espre donc
quo vous russirez a convaincre lee autorite's
comptentee do l'importance de vos bases
d'enceignment et je vous souhaite la meifleure
rusite dane cette vole", 93
The leaflet was an energetic appeal to the town. to recognise that
La Nouvefle Section had been the beginning of a La Chaux—de—Fonds
modern art movement. In the conclusion Jeanneret and his friends put
the blame on the school board. The publicity aroused a considerable
amount of discussion and after investigation L'Eplattenier was offered
back his post but the course was not reinstated. The three young
teachers were given a chance to withdraw their resignations.94
Perrin wa the only one to return to the school to take over
the running of the new combined design class at the end of April.
L'Eplattenler, Jeanneret and Aubert turned down the Board's offer and
left in May. Jeanneret confirming his resignation )wrote to the board
that he no longer had any interest in teaching engravers or jeweers,5
Nevertheless, despite the start of World War One In August 19:14,
Jeanneret was to be kept very busy in his practice for the rest of the year,
principafly working on a large housing scheme design in the town and the
development drawings, with Du Bois, for the Domino project. He had.
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abandoned, for the time being, Ritter t s assessment of the artist in him
made in a book inscription at the start o the year :
ItA Charles—Edouard Jeanneret l'aqiiarelliste,
le dessinateur et l'cr1vain si d&cids et
somTnaires l ta.rchitecte si n'avant en tous
doinmaines l'artiste tres sincre qu'estimenttant
ae vieux amis de Munich.
William Ritter
27 janvier 1914 " 96
The next two years saw an increase in his journalism, the start
of two books and a certain amount of architectural work but almost no
development in painting, apart from some sketches when travelling or
staying with Ritter. He had very little time to spare for his other
activities.
In November 1915, Jeanneret complained to Max Thi Bois that
another writer had stolen some of his ideas from the article he had
published the previous year inL T OetçvreY ' Tjis may have been the case,
but the ideas were fairly common and several people in different countries
were starting to write on the same theme. Because of the pre—war spread
of ideas by the large number of art magazines and the allocation of
considerable column space to art in newspapers, it had become increasingly
difficult to attribute them to any one source. Jeanneret had certainly
obtained many of his Ideas this way. He was a keen reader of journals
on art and architecture and they had. provided him with a necessary
contact with Paris which he and many others considered at that time still
to be the centre for new Ideaa. 	 It was his understanding of these
elements of change that was Important at this stage rather than
originality.
The winter of 1915-16 was a very frustrating period.
Jeanneret felt cut off in La Chaux—de—FonxIs and it seemed that, for him,
the	 jio project had lost its momentum.
He carried on working on his tok-n planning book in the spring
of 1916 and considered that it was nearly ready for publication,
but was unable to complete it that year;'°° travelling between La Ch gux- 
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do Ponds and Paris to organise his new practice and the Scala Cinema
and Schwob house project kept him fully opcupied.
William Rhlter, like L t Eplattenier, was aware that Jeanneretts
interest and enthusiasm was turning towards working in Paris. Jeanneret's
long serial letter to Ritter, written from 23 November 1916 to 27th January
1918, a period which included the difficult first year in Paris, shows his
increasing maturity and independence. 'i1hen Jeanneret wrote of his
meeting with Ozenfant in January 1918 it brought the letter to an end.
Ritter muat have realised that his mentor-like relationship would never
again be the same and he was to suffer the same feelings of neglect as
many others in La Chaux-de-Fonds, but without so much resentment101
the correspondence was to continue between them for a number of
102years but not to the same intensity.
4
CHAPTER 4	 Architectural Practice and Max Du Bois
Up till Ihe age of seventeen, Jeanneret had been brought up
to believe he would enter the family business of watch engraving and his
education had been geared to this end. His formal academic training
had stopped when he left school at thirteen and a half years of age to
join the engravers course at the La Chaux-de-Fonds Indu gtrial Art school.
He had had no early ambition to become an architect and had not con-
templated such a radical change in profession until 1904 when L'Eplattenier
suggested it to him when he was seventeen and near the end of his
engravers apprentice ship.'
L'Eplattenier wag in no doubt that Jeanneret had the necessary
design ability and intelligence to become an architect. The boy himself
was under the spefl of L TEplattenier and was rrnt very enthusiastic to
assume the role his father had prepared for him. 2 To become an architect
meant Jeanneret would have to continue studying and drawing, and stay on
at art school in the new Course Suprieur. The problem was to obtain
his father's consent and to find some means of financial support: his
mother was behind the change to architecture. She was ambitious for
both Albert and Charles-Edonard and possibly persuaded her husband to
accept the fact that there would be no-one in the family to take over
his business. His disappointment in both his sons was to last for a
number of year
As LtEplattenier's architectural experience was limited to
designing interior schemes, he persuaded an architect friend, Rena
Chapeliez, to let Jeanneret observe the work of the assistants in his
office and to carry out some drawing under their supervision of the
house Chapeflez was designing for L 1Eplattenier 4
 It is very unlikely,
ag Le Corbusier was later to claim, that he had anything serious to do
with the design or construction other than the exterior wan murals.
The design is in the style of Chapeflez' vernacular mountain cha1et and
at that time Jeanneret had no experience in architectire or building.
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He would have learned a great deal by observing and doing the simpler
tasks in the office and on the site and thereby- contributing towards
or even earning his keep.
In 1906, the Course Superur received a commission for a house
including the interior design and furniture from M.L. Fallet, a member
of the school board. 5 The site was situated in the same area of
La Chaux-de--Fonds a L'Eplatteniers house. Though this scheme was also
carried out in Chapellez' office, Jeanneret was capable of contributing
more to the design work, 6
 but stiU strictly in line with the same style.
Students from the course helped to decorate the walls and paid frequent
visits to the site when the house was under construction. Jeanneret
would have learnt a great deal in Chapellez T office about timber frame
construction, a system ideally- suited to the very cold snowy winter
climate of La Chaux-de-Fonds.
In 1907, two similar houses were commissioned by two cousins,
M. StoLzer and H. Jacquemet, for another neighbouring site. 7 The sites
of the two houses were adjoining the rue de Pouiflerau on the same side
of the road as L'Eplattenier's house. The area must have been completely
undeveloped in 1908, a very pleasant, pine-wooded site, perched on the
mountain si above the town. 8 This time Jeanneret knew enough to carry
out the working drawings without close supervision and the work was
while he stayed in Vienna with Leon Perrin during the winter of 1907-08.
For style, both the Stoltzer and Jacquemet houses are deeply
indebted to Chapellez. In detail, they are d.ifferent from the earlier
schemes, and show an improved understanding of three dimensional form
in the treatment of the balconies and windows, which may well have been
a genuine Jeanzieret contribution.
None of Jeanneret's later schemes in La Chaux-de-Fonds and Le
Lode bear any resemblance to these three houses, ag
	 Le Corbusier
was to place no significance on these first projects, never even ack-
nowledging them in any of his numerous writings on his own work.
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Chapel].ez, towards the end of his life, strongly resented Le Corbusier's
lack of acknowledgement of the part thes9 houses had play-ed in his very
early training as an archltect)0
The time spent travelling and working during 1907 and 1908 in
Italy, Austria and Germany- was a revelation to Jeanrieret and his friend
Leon Perrin. When he finally arrived in Paris in July 1908, he fully
realised the importance of broadening his knowledge, and. was grateful for
the chance to work in the Perret brothers' practice while having time
free for personal studies)a
As Jeanneret had few architectural preconceptions at this time,
it is probable that the Ferrets' use of concrete frame-work and infifl
panels would have seemed to him a logical and acceptable method of
architectural design and he probably found the antagonism to its use
12amongst architects at L'Ecole des Beaux Arts incomprehensible.
With money from his first month's pay packet from Perretta
office, Jeanneret purchased a second-hand copy of Vio1et1eDuc's
Dictioimaire raisonn de l T architecture francaise du Xle au XV1e
siecle, l854.
He inscribed the following on the fly-leaf of book one :
"J'achte cet ouvrage le 1 aot 1908 avec l'argent
de ma prexnleipaye de M. Perret. Je Pal achete'
pour apprenth'e car sachant, je pourrai alo crSer".
The choice of book was probably on the recommendation of Auguste Perret,
whom Jeanneret during the time in his office came to know and admire
as a person and architect, Violet-le-Duc' a advocation of the
development of a modern style which, like gothic, would take advantage
of contemporary technolor was important to Perret, and later was to be
an important principle of Corbusier's theories)
• When Jeanneret returned to La Chaux-de-Fonds in October 1909,
L'Eplattenier gave him the problem to dedgn a building for 'La Nouvelle
Section' that he had been trying to start in association with the art
school.	 LtEplattenier considered that it was necessary to have a
6'1
building apecificafly designed to facilitate the workshop principle
on which he had based his course. The brief for the school required
that a number of practical workshops should be arranged around a large
central studio, the individual form depending on the specialist require-
ments of the different crafts, encouraging an understanding of specialist
skills between the designers, apprentices and craftsmen to their mutual
benefit.'5
The first studios to be built were to be for sculpture in wood
and stone, furniture, casting, welding and pottery; later more studios
would be added for enamelling, mosaic, stained glass, decorative painting,
plastic (bakelite), embroidery and blackamithing. An architectural
øtudio was not in L1Eplattenier's original brief but was nonetheless
included in .Teanneret's scheme. Each individual studio would be in the
charge of a particular studio leader, a master craftsman, who, in turn,
was responsible to the Art School board, the craftsman being paid by the
sale of his own work and apprenticeship fees.
L TEplattenier had drawn attention, in his earlier (1908) report
to the school commission, to the fact that his students, though still
studying, had earned 24,500 francs in fees from work already undertaken,
and in the near future the possibility of several large projects.
L'Eplattenier felt that they could look forward with confidence but that
the need for accommodation was urgent.6
The School Commission was favourably inclined towards the idea
but wanted time to think about it. The project was not spoken of again
until a meeting in October of 1908 when L'Eplattenier was told that the
School Commission was unable to meet the expense at the time. He made
a plea for the decision to be reconsidered. Several of his students
were awaiting the Commission's approval for the project, otherwise
they would Lave to look for work outside the town. The plea was
unsuccesaful) 7
 Jeanneret and Perrin would possibly have returned to
La Chaux-de-Fonds earlier had the course been approved and a new building 
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permitted.
L'Eplattenier had based his plans for his course on that run
by the Ecole do Nancy,'8 founded in 1901 for craftsmen, artists,
industrialists, apprentices and teachers under the direction of Victor
Prouv)9
JeanneretT s art school scheme was produced by January 1910,
and contains a logical p1ann1rg solution with the workshops arranged
syuiinetricafly around a central studio. The roof forni and layout have
a strong resemblance to Bernhard Pankok t s stark studio building of
1905-1906 in Stuttgart, based on similar craft workshop intentions.20
Later Jeanneret was to say that the design had been inspired by the form
of a Carthusian monastery at Emma near florence.21
The actual graphic presentation of the scheme is naive and
resembles the work of a second year student on his first complex -
architectural scheme, which was around the level of JeanneretT s design
experience at the time. It was a single line drawing done with little
comprehension of structure or detailed functional requirement. Roof
terraces appear for the first time in Jeanneret's work.
It was during the winter of 1909-1910, that Jeanneret had had
the good fortune to become re-acquainted with Max Du Bois. 22 The
Jeanneret and Du Boi families were friends and when very young, the
two boys, Charles-Edouard and Max, knew one another. The Du Bois family
lived in nearby Le Lode and the Jeannerets in the neighbouring town of
La Chaux-de-Fonds. Du Bois was born in 1884, three years before
Jeanneret, and can recall when he went to the Givrinase do Neuchte]. in
1901 he stayed in La Chaux-de-Fonds with the Jeanneret family for part
of his holidays, where they went ski-ing and climbing together. Then
in 1903 flu Bois left Neuchtel to study civil engineering at Zurich
Polytechnic (E.T.H.) 23
Ilile at ZUrich, Du Bois took a course in reinforced concrete
design under Professor E. Mörsch who was also a director of the firm
of Wayss and Freyta of Neustadt in Germany, pioneers in the use of
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concrete and steel. 24 Though Du Boiø was most impressed by the wide
possibilities that this relatively new construction technique offered,
hia main field of study lay in railway engineering. 	 Upon qualifying
in 1907 he obtained a post with the French firm of civil engineers
Geros et Loucheur, in Paris, and from there he was sent to work on a
new barrage scheme in the Auvergne.
In his free time Du Boi undertook the translation into French
of a book by M5rsch, the first of its kind, on the theory and practice
of reinforced concrete structures. It was published in German under
the title Eisenbeton Bau in 1906. The Du Boi translation was published
.. 25by Brangers in 1909 as Le Bton Anne.
In the book Mörsh discussed the theory and practice of several
reinforced concrete frame systems for factory construction then it use
in Germany. He emphasised the advantages of these systems, namely,
the achievement of lightness of structure, smafl columns, unobstructed
interior spaces, the free facade and high resitanco to fire. M&rsch
employed the word mnonolythe to describe the integral nature of reinforced
concrete.
Some time in the winter of 1909 Du Bois finding Jeanneret was
already aware of the possibilities of reinforced concrete, gave him a
copy of Ifl!rsch 1 s book. 26 Jeanneret was so impressed by the ideas it
expressed that he evidently sought work with MSrsch' s office in 1eustadt.
In a letter to Dii Bois of early 1910 Jeanneret writes that he has been
unsuccessful in obtaining a job in M5rsch T firm and expressed regret
at not accepting a position in either of Considres or Hennebique's
offices - both of which were French structural engineering firms working
in reinforced concrete. 27
 In the spring of 1910 he visited London,
possibly still in search of a suitable office to increase his experience,
but did not enjoy his stay.28
In the summer of the same year, L t Eplattenier obtained permission
from the school board to examine decorative art education in Germany,
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and he asked Jeanneret to carry out the tudy. 29 It was on this tour
that Jeanneret came into contact with an 1mpresive number of prominent
German architects,3° Dr. Jacques Paul in his thesis, has demonstrated
that these contacts were to provide him with his first introduction to
a relevant architectural design theory.31
During the nineteenth century the individual states that
constituted what is now 	 called Germany were governed by ambitious
families keen to establish their individual regimes and aware of the
importance of an educated elite in both the arts and sciences. They
established architectural and engineering schools to train men to build
solid symbols of their power and increasingly the specialised constructions
of what was rapidly becoming an industrial society. The mystical and
purist, classical attitude that had been absorbed by architects from
painters like the Nazarene a at the start of the nineteenth century in
Europe, had provided the basis of a theory of design that proved applicable
to resolving the design problems in the new building types. Karl Schinkel
in particular, had demonstrated in both his drawings and architecture
the spirit of this new classicism in the first half of the 19th century.
Through the schools, ideas on planning, structure and proportion
were developed and a continuity of classical principles maintained
alongside technical expertise. Courses were developed under professors
who were also practicing architects and handbooks produced by them
provided detailed information on all aspects of architectural design.
The interest and backing from the states and the expertise available
resulted in a widespread high level of design in all types of building,
particularly noticeable in industry and education, areas which did not
carry a great deal of prestige in prance and England during the 19th
century. This approach continued into the united Germany of 1871.32
The architects Jeanneret met had been brought up in this
tradition, and while sometimes abandoning the clearly recognisable classical
detailing, they embodied the elements of classicism in their design
approach and form, together with expertise in the knowledge of structures
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and construction. He was impressed by them and their architecture.
Jeanneret asked many questions of the men he mete cwe	 cL
Karl E. Osthaus in Hagen, whose ambitions for the construction of
an ideal coimnunity were on a much grander scale than LiEplattenierts
Utopian34
 dream for the Pouiflerau hillside above La Chaux—de—Fonds.
Though aware of the use of proportion through his prior
knowledge of the work and theories oI the i Beuronert artists, Jeanneret
was not yet, in 1910, sympathetic or knowledgeable of its practical use
in architectural design.
In Hagen Jeanneret had seen a house for Lauwericks designed
by the tBeuron' inspired stah1 glass artist Jan Thornprikker. It had
attracted Jeanneret by the evident use made of a proportional system in
its design. 35
 The Munich architect, Theodor Fischer, demonstrated
to Jeanneret the proportional design method used. in his own office
when he met him later on in his tour. Jeaimeret was impressed by
Fischer and his architecture.36
The reason for the trip 'was the study of the decorative art
movement in Germany, and this aspect was well covered by Jeanneret.
The predominance of notable architects he visited was not entirely due
to his own personal preference or from outside advice. The architects
had played a very important part in the realisation that it was
necessary to look at society as a whole in order to study the means to
improve the standard of design and thereby the quality of life. tt
was largely through their activities and some enlightened manufacturers
that the Werkbund movement had been founded in 1908
	 and had effected
a demonstrable improvement in some fields of design for mass production.
Jeamaeret organised the report on his study tour presented
in February 1912 to the School Commission in La Chaux—de—Fonds, under
two main headings the first, L TArt au Service du Coinrierce, covering
aspects of manufacturing, marketing and. typography, he had been
,. /
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particularly impressed by Peter Behrenslr designs for the A.E.G. Company;
the second, L'Art au Service de la sp cuIation, Les "Cites - Jardins
was to prove the most illuminating for hi future route through
architecture.38
 He had found the Berlin housing projects under con-
struction in the suburbs interesting in all their aspects, including
the promotion and method of financing. While in Berlin, he had sent
Ritter a long letter about the Stadtebau - Aussteflung Exposition which
was on at that time. He sent the following account of the town planning
aection showing that he had a very thorough knowledge of the subject :
I come immediately to the facts; Exhibition
Stadtbau, very tiring but very interesting.
Art brought into the street, and therefore
into daily life. Germany especially gives a lot
then Austria and England with its garden
cities (Hampstead, Bournville and Port
Sunlight), Holland, Sweden, Belgium, ZurIch
and .Ainerican cities which persist in their
geometric outlines.
Vienna show the results of the contest for
Karlsplatz, ay. La Schwarzenbergplatz.
Vienna developed in concentric circles.
Berlin adopts the best design, radiating,
allowing entire forests to penetrate up to the
heart of the city. This is what was shown
in the exhibition of the projects of Grosse.-
Berlin, the practical project of Jansen and
the more utopic character of Bru.no Schinitz
who has as a motto 'where there is a will,
there is a way- t , but with architectural
solutions tending towards the grandiose.
Worth noting the exhibition of the contest
for the city of Gothenburg (Sweden), the
arranging of the Hamburg park (by Schumacher
of Dresden), the arranging of the cemeteries.
Various Fischer propositions, City of Hellerau
(Riemschild), Darmstadt, Stuttgart, etc. 39
While there he attended some of the talks and discussions and
was impressed by the important role of the developer in housing and town
planning. He was also interested by the Gerinana t
 use of the English
garden citj ideas and the construction of large letable estates for
the lower middle classes on train routes in the suburbs of Berlin.
At a Werkbund Conference Meeting he had listened to a talk
on the future use of asbestos cement products that until then had been
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restricted in type to tile and sheet forw. 	 With the ending of
old patent rights in 1909 the material was available tø anyone to
exploit40
 but to do this would require a completely nev approach to
construction design. This must have been Jeanneret T s first introduction
to a product he was applying to several of his early designs. In a
report on another speaker at the same conferences Jeanneret wrote i
iTAus steUun Ton-Kalk-Cement-Induetrie
Ce fut la grande price de contact des industriele
du btlrnent avec lee architectes t lee ingnieurs.
La lecon fut d€ccisive; il n'eet pas un architecte
qui n soit revenu de cette visite rveur ou
enthousia emS, une tefle transformation dane lee
Slmente de la btisee Stant faite pour boulevereer
ceixz qul ont appris a croire en tefles lignes pa.rce
que lee matSriaux employSc depuis des a iScles lee
avaient Stablies coinme immunables et pour donner
aux rveure do nouvelles conceptions, aux hoinmes
partle a la recherche de la ligne moderne, des
grands chnips en friche. Un air de liberte avaLt
soufflS la.
Des conferences y Staitent donnSes a tout instant,
J tentencLt coulever devant lee membres rSunis du
Werkbund la question du Heimatschutz a i T occasion de
la lutte entre lee fabricants de tuilee et ceux
d T Sternjt: L'orateur deniande que le Heimatschutz
proclame, afin d'Sclairer le public, quo la seule
protection des vieilee oeuvres dane leur valeur
intgrale, c t est justement do discre'cU.ter la mSthode
ditearchSoiogique et do marcher de l'avant,
Un industriel parla de la crise cre par lee fabriques
de ciment qul inonent le mar chS do produits nouveaux
de'routant l t architecte dane see applications et le
public dane see goute. Ii conciut, citant ldj off
Nansen: il nt'y a qutun cheinin. Vorwtits I
Un autre orateur posa cette que,stion: LTart est ii
une fantalsie qui guide le materiau, ou ect-ce le
mate'riau qui dicte la forme de Part I1 ,d,isserta et
conclut que i'architecte no dolt pas creer des formee
et lee donner 1' inge'nieur, male il dolt lui-mme
connaitre lee ressourcee intimes dee materlaux et eavoir
leur dormer la forme et l'emploi adSquate. Ii avait
montrd' le bSton arm5 chas cant le fer ot la coincidence
do la cratlon do nojiveaux matSrlsux, La visite a
L TExposition qul suivit ce discours, etait blen faite
pour diesiper les doutes cur la tranrmation radicale
dee formee dTarchitecture que vont dcrSter lee
matSriauxnouveaux plus pratiques, plus ecoflomiques,
plus hygieniques, incombustiblee, et peut4tre bien,
tout aussi beaux en ime application rationnefle.
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3j j 'ai . defini avec quelques details ces deux
expositions do Berlin C 'eat pour Men caracte'riser
leurstendances d'avant—garde. Je vais, sous forine
dtnuinration signaler d'autres entreprises siinilaires. 41
Me considered that England and prance had 1ot interest in
the importance of quality design a epresaed by the Arts and afts
Movement, despite the efforts of people like Rus]dn and Grasset.
whereas Germany- showed they- appreciated these principles in the efforts
of the Biederinler and the Werkbund movementa, with architects like
Peter Behrens, Bruno Pancock and Brimo Paul given work of the right
contemporary spirit to do. In the conclusion, Jeanneret said :
"Une etude tefle quo me l Ta flite'e la Commission do
lEcole d'Art, devrait tre poursuivie par d'autres
encores la merveilleuse Afleinagne de l tArt industriel
demande a tre connue. A l'heure de la concurrence
internationale, l'inforination aussi dolt afler franchir
lea frontires. L'Allemagne eat un livre dTactualit.
Si,, Paris est le foyer cbl'art, i t Aflemagne demeure le
grand chantier de production. Lea experiences ont te
faites la, les lutte y sont devenues effectivea:
la Mtise eat leve'e et lea saflea, avec leurs murs
histories, racontent le triemphe do l'ordre et de la
tnacit.
La Chaux—de—Fonds, Janvier 1912	 42
By 1913 his attitude towards the Werkbund was to be consider-
ably more critical but he never bat his appreciation of their early
approach to design for industry.
	
The start of his later life consuming
interest in mass housing flea in this confrontation with the activities
of some of these early 20th century- Germany architects, the products of
the previous century' a classical tradition in architectural education.
On returning, at the end of the summer of 1910 to Munich, his
- study tour completed, and with Uifliam Ritter T s encouragement, Jeanneret
decided to obtain a job in Peter Behrent
 a office rather than return to
La Chaux—de—Ponds.43	-
Behrens was away from Berlin and Jeanneret did not hear from
him until late in October when he was at last offered a job; he started
work in Berlin on November 1st, 1910.'	 Behrena' work for the A.E.G.
firm had impressed Jeanneret, as had the man himself when he had met him
on his summer tour,45 but this initial opinion was to change during his
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five months in the Berlin office. Jeanneret 1 s German was not at all
fluent and he had not studied the language, apparently on the advice
of Wfl 11am Ritter, which be was later to regret, 6
 so his relationships
with the other thirteen assistants was not an easy one. He certainly
envied them their confidence and technical ability and found their way
of life totally aliens for no one appeared to him to be interested in
the problems of architecture or in painting or music.47
Jeanneret was disappointed with Behrens; he appeared to him
to be cold and too self—satisfied about his work. Jeanneret excused
Behrens attitude by assuming he must be IU!
In December 1910 in Berlin, Jeanneret heard Jacques Dalcroze
give a talk on his system of eurythinica.49 His brother Albert had
joined Daicroze the previous year and was now a teacher at the Dalcroze
Institute at Heflerau. Jeanneret was impressed by Dalcroze's i1eas,
in particular, the importance of thinking and learning about the meaning
of symbols, something that Jeanneret also thought was an important point
for architects to follow, 50 That Christmas, he visited Albert at
Hellerau and was attracted by the architecture Heinrich Tessenow was
doing there. 5' He had met him previously when compiling the La Chaux-
de—Fonds report and had been struck by his capacity for hard work, his
honesty and modesty in his own architecture.52
Early in 1911, Behrens office in the depths of winter seemed
intolerable and Jeanneret wrote to Tessenow to ask if he had a place
for a designer, but all Tessenow could offer him was another draughtaman's
job and advised that it would not be worth his while to move so soon after
joining Behrens.53
Though he did not enjoy his time in Berlin Jeanneret, never-
theless, learnt a great deal, absorbing Behrens' method of architectural
detailing,h&s use of proportions 54
 and methodical approach together
with the uae of models during the design stage. 55
 The presence of
Mies van der Rohe in the same office towards the end of JeanneretTs
period there, apparently went unrecorded by both of them, Walter Gropins
vThc,
had also been a senior assistant with Behrerjs but had left)
	
- earlier.
Jeanneret had made no friends in Berlin and was keen to get away.
JeanneretTe voyage to the Orient, with Athens as the principal
objective, had its inspiration in a suggestion by Osthaus reinforced by
the period spent in Berlin. 6 Greece, at that time was an 'Ideal', a
place to be visited by any German with cultural aspirations.
The Parthenon certainly had an effect on Jeanneret, he found
it an emotionally moving experience in the sense of Provensal's "Beaut
Ida] and spent many days on the Acropolis analysing why this should
be so.	 He had approached it with a certain amount of trepidation and
had deferred his first visit for a day before climbing the Acropolis
on his own,
When he finally returned to La Chau—de.-Fond in November 1911,
it was with very different eyes that he looked at his life and old ideals.
Jeanneret's teaching job, and those of Perrin and Aubert, were
ratified by the school cornniission at the end of December 1 58 In
January 1912, Jeanneret had opened his office in the Ateliers des Artistes
Runis on the first floor of the old Convent building at No. 54	 Numa
Dros.59 He found it extremely difficult to settle down despite his
pleasure in his new office and the two commissions for houses he had
obtained,60 one for his father on a site on the rue Poui.Uerau,the other
at Le Lode for Georges Favre—Jacot, the owner and founder of one of
the largest watch companies in Le Lode, manufacturing Zenith watches.61
M. Favre.-Jacot liked Jeanneret's scheme, which was a complete change
from the chalet type design of the earlier houses and showed the
influence of his time with Behrens in the rather formal simplified
classical style, The Jeanneret Pare house was started soon after and
in a similar form, There were to be many problems throughout the
construction of both houses, It was his first experience of being In
sole control of a proj ect and everything appeared to be difficult.
By the end of the summer 1912, when both houses were nearly complete,
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he was very critical of his wn work and wrote the following in a letter
to Ritter :
"The modern moment I It is by having felt it
very deeply, more and more, that I have felt
myself set free. Under a vivacious flower,
there is always a corpse of last year. In
order to erect a tower, one must first dig a
hole. On the houses I have built this year
I have committed some anachronisms. I was
old, out of date. I allowed myself to
listen with one ear to what people say. I
was scandalously improper't .	 62
By November he was no longer so severe with himself and felt
that some of his intentions had been clearly expressed, particularly where
the cubic volume of the white stuccoed building read clearly against the
dark beech trees in the design of his father's house.6 	 He had also
regained the respect of his father and the pleasure of the rest of his
family by the care he had taken over the design and construction of the
house. 6
	His mother, during the influenza epidemic of l9l—l9, was
convinced that it was the sunny aspect and hygienic design of the house
that had kept them free from infection,6
Both house structures were largely in reinforced concrete and
for some of the door panels,66
 Jeanneret used for the first time TEterriit'
abestos sheet, the material he had learnt about while in Berlin in 1910.67
To investigate the material further, he visited the Swiss factory at
Glavi, near Basle. 6
 He was to make use of this material in many
schemes for the rest of his life, but at this time it was almost unknown.
Jeanneret also made several sketch projects during the year,
none of which came to realisation 9
 One of these was for a house for his
Munich friend, August Klipstein, in a style very similar to that of the
Favre—Jacot house. Another was for the conversion of the Maison dii Diable,
an old. Jeanneret family house where hi parents were then uving.6
This must have been carried out before his father made the decision to
build a new house.
When Jeanneret and Max Dii Bois had met again over the 1911
Christmas vacation and started corresponding in 1912,70 Du Bois had
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mentioned that he might have the opportunity to construct a factory in
Le Lode. This aroused Jeanneret' a interest and in February he Bent
the following advice to Du Bois in Paris :
"In fact you would do well to submit the framework
of your factory to me, I have acquired the habit of
making models from Peter Behrens, architect for the
A.E.G. at Berlin and practicing properly in reinforced
concrete. I could do you a verylikeable carcass,
sober and suitable, something fairly modern and perhaps
not too bad. I am only speaking, it is understood of
putting into architectural proportions your work as an
engineer.
Try it, it might 'be a good thing for you. If it
is not, you can send me packing without any scruples". 71
Du Boi was too busy to reply immediately but Jeanneret persisted with
gentle hints that he should be made the architect for this factory and
possibly also for the house that Du Bois t s grandfather wanted to build
in Le Lode. In July, Jeanneret again wrote to him :
..... I will not let go of your factory it must
be built with a super foundation of reinforced
concrete.
Good God I pledge myself to you body and
guts. We will make the factory a model one;
one which smiles at the workers. The refuge
of the pro1etariat these are words and
thoughts very suitable for these times ......" 72
Jeanneret?s interest in the factory was still there in December;
".....And your factory in very beautiful concrete
will give grandeur to the site and will not
depriciate it.
It is understood Master Du Bois God of Gods
I would 'accolerai' ...... if ever you did me such pleasure.
A problem of this kind is an attempt at architecture.
The grouping of large geometric prisms. Only the
rhythm requires it, only the relationship is concerned.
It is real architect work with new materials and the
introduction of new creations. You can see that you
must save the piece for me ....." 	 73
Despite all his pleading, the factory project was never to
materialise. That auunn he had suaitted a scheme in a design
.oehtiov for a new Town Hall in Le Lode .... in a letter to Du Bois,
he wrote :
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"I had attempted a little piece of art in your
mother town, a Town Hall which had been put up
for competition, they black balled me on all
counts. An "Old Swiss" type design was adopted
and I had done everything in reinforced concrete". 74
The judges may well have been right, it was not a distinguished
scheme that Jeanneret had submitted. Another competition project at
this time was held for a new art gallery in La Chaux-de-Fonds which was
won by Lt Eplattenier and Chapellez; whether Jeaimeret put in a design
i not yet known. (The construction did. not take place until 192O).
For Jeanneret, 1912 had been a year in which he had little
direction; 1913 was to show very little improvement. He was uncertain
as to what he should be doing in architecture and the separation that
had occurred between himself and L 1 Eplattenier had left him without a
mentor and supporter for his work. William Ritter had assumed part
of this role, but he considered Jeaimeret as a painter rather than
architect and. though that role had a strong appeal, It did not fulfil
the idealistic Image that architecture held for him.
	 He felt that he
was meant to carry out important tasks in society, an image that did
not accord with that of a water-colour artist. To Du Bois he said:
"I feel strong enough to become somebody one day.
You may well laugh, but ones needs must crouch
until one can joyfully spring up and act. I am
haunted by the notion of the great, useful and
noble building; that would be architecture". 76
The letters sent to Max Dii Bols during 1913 indicate that
Jeanneret wanted him to fill the gap left by L'Eplattenler. Du Bois
was not such an Idealist or dreamer as Jeanneret, but he was an ambitious
and resourceful young man, willing to give his friend some help. He
corresponded with him if somewhat intermittently. In Jeanneret's
eyes Du Bols had achieved a great deal; a flat and a position in Paris,
contact with new building developments and detailed knowledge of
reinforced concrete and its uses.77
In 1912, Max Dii Bols joined a company called the Socit
d'Appllcatlon Industrielle as its secretary, and became far more
interested in business, than the practice of railway enneering.78
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Later in the same year as a sideline he registered his own company under
the title Societe d'Application de Baton Anm (SABA). 	 Dii. Bois had
founded it jointly with two engineers, to exploit a patent they- had
obtained for a precast concrete lamp-post system and to promote the
construction of water towers, dams, hydraulic plants and other industrial
works in reinforced concrete. 79 This rather basic type of enterprise,
combining new techniques for relatively simple everyday objects, was
to appeal to Jearmeret for the next few years amid he was to become
involved in his own right on several similar projects. 8° La Chaux-
de-Fonds did not seem to be the right place to start such ventures and
he was to press Du Bois from this time on to find him some work in Paris
or provide him with the opportunity to start his own business there.8'
At some stage in their discussions, Dii Bois had suggested to
Jeanneret that WSrsch's 'inonolythe' 82
 principI for factory construction
was suitable for housing. This idea could have been inspired by an
American book, published in 1912, entitled The Concrete House and its
Construction, by Maurice Sloan, 83
 a book in Le Corbusier t s library in
which Sloan wrote :
"In buildings which are designed on classic lines,
having square parapets and flat roofs, there is
probably no better construction than a reinforced
roof slab". 84
Jeaimeret was keen to try out this hew idea and, in a letter
to Du Bois early in 1913, he proposed that they should exploit M8rsch's
monolythe system reinforced concrete framing for housing :
"Pm on the way up. In a week' a time I shall have
a comfortably established agency; even a reception
hail with a certain panache, an exceptional and.
efficient (though demanding) employee, a clerk, etc.
But La Chaux-de-Fonds does neither give nor render.
Thanks to the Socialists and the war, barely 10 houses
±ave been built, as opposed to 80 in good years.
And it looks as though it will get worse stifl.
So that I really must get out of here and I want to
look for work elsewhere.
7J
I therefore revert to my 'Nonolythic' proposal, and
rather than wait to be entrusted with the factory
concerned - for which everyone is fighting and
jostling now - I should like to be tested either
with or without that particular factory (anyway,
I shall know about it in 8 or J..O days' time), but
at least with a worthy problem to solve. Here again
is what I suggest :
Engineers have no sense of proportion, this being
part of architecture. It is a matter over and above
mere building. And I feel absolutely ready for that:
your monolythic house j	 perfectly well-
designed factories, accurately equipped, costing the
right price. Not lust a good-looking facto, -
but to build monolythic-type houses. To do otherwise
would be simply acquiring a very rewarding ape ciaJ.ization
for one T s client and an extremely useful one for pub-
licity purposes.
And since man can only survive in this filthy society
by useful contacts (and not by his intrinsic value, alas),
do be my sponsor on this occasion and I shall be prepared
to do the same for you with loyal good humour and the
best will in the world. Please see to it; I won't
sugar my request with vulgar comp1imnts, but thank you
in advance.
h. -Ed. Jeanneret
Le Chaux-de-Fonds
January 17th 1913.	 85
This idea was not taken up at the time but was never to be far
from Jeanneret's thoughts.
A year and a half later Jeanneret asked Du Bois if he knew of
any one who might be interested in purchasing a cement product factory
that was available in Neuchtel due to the death of the owner.86
Though nothing came out of this particular proposal the two young men
continued to develop their interest in prefabricated concrete buildings,
sheds, factories, etc. Jeanneret continually pressing Du Bois to
establish some sort of contact or businese In this field that would
enable Jeanneret to come to Paris.
When the newly-elected Art School board closed the La Nouvefle
Section in March 1914, thereby bringing Jeanneret t a teaching post to an
abrupt end, he could not have been too disappointed, though it made him
short of a steady income.
_7 1
(0
At about the same time, he had received an interesting new
project, the interior design for the new Automobile Club in La Chaux-
de—Fonds. As Du Bois was already a member of such a club in Paris,
he was sent a questionnaire by Jeanneret on what the function of such
a club was and its environmental requirements, Jeanneret was keen to
produce a good scheme as the members of the new club would all be
potential clients; the ownership of a motor car then implied a certain
L. 4dt4 1tt i CtC>C
wealth and carried considerable presti
	 .	 described it to Du Bole
as z
"Explication ncessaire: Le Nouveau Cercie = Auto Club
de Chaux-.de—Fonds le Pcw-..ti.
	 du Temple. Quoi I avec
tous lee vendeurs, y compris lee HautFinancjuiv e
et chrtienne des niontagnes't. 88
In June 1914, Jeanneret worked on the development of a large
site for housing on the south side of La Chaux—de—Fonds. 89 The land
had been acquired by M. Arnold Beck, a buTilder's merchant, estate agent
and land developer living in the town
	 Under the terms of Jeanneret's
&raft agreement with M. Beck, Jeanneret was to receive a percentage of
the total profit made from the sale of individual ground plots regardless
of whether it was himseLf or Beck who effected the actual sale. The
two men were to be in partnership with regard to the development.
Jeanneret was also to have the sole rights to the design of the overall
estate 1ayout together with any architectural work required by plot
purchasers.9°
In the two years since his return to Switzerland, Jeanneret had
become very concerned at the indiscriminate development of the countryside.
He felt that new buildings had been constructed with rio conøideration for
the character of the surrounding environment. 91
 M. Beck's site enabled
hint to consider the problems in practical terms. For inspiration he
turned to the Ramp stead arden S burb scheme, copying many of the
sketches and tracing a layout plan eventually producing for Beck's site
a sketch layout very similar in form and housing type. 92
 There could
have been little hope of realisation of this project and no fees were
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involved as it was still only a speculative idea. It, nevertheless,
gave the first opportunity for Jeanneret to put into practice his
interest in the total problem of planning for the individual and
society, inspired by the Berlin projects first seen by him in l9lO.
Apart from minor alterations, Beck wa agreeable to Jeanneretts
proposals but was never to follow them up. 94 it was not a good time
for developers in 1914. The coining of the war in the summer was
almost a welcome event to Jeanrieret. He wrote several times to Du Bois
heavily emphasising the importance of the engineer at such a time and
repeating his long held wish to be in Paris :
"I still hope for a pied-.-terre in Paris.
Im suffocating here. The Perrets are very kind and
Auguste is most friendly. As you know 7 circumstances
will shape a man. I shall be ready on the day that
much is asked of me •..,..." 12.6.1914
".....Well, yes, so what? When I become Mr. Jeanneret,
Architect, possibly the proud owner of a car since
that seems to be the pinnacle of glory - then I
shall be lost. I shall belong to the radical party,
to the Freemasons, and who knows what else. This
war, which will give victorious France a fantastic
momentum, excites me and forces me to make plans
for the near future.
We are at a turning point in the history of architecture.
The Engineers have done it all (the only respectable
people so far) but the impetus has begun in 1914
and modern Paris will blossom and be born anew.
That is where I yearn to be: a mason in the
team. I already have my materials to hand and my
whole devotion is to the thought of France. And to
the hundreds who will be the heroes of this new dawn.
In a pre-war paper, Auguste Perret was mentioned as
becoming the undisputed head to whom should be entrusted
the erection of the Grand Palais of the Arts on the
former ramparts, an international exhibition hall for
the beauties of art and the achievement of Industry.
Paris has it made; this time he will leap over
the past obstacles. Why should I not be there at this
time ?" 15.9.1914.
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In the autumn of 1914, Jeanneret managed. to leave La Chaux-de-
Fonds for a visit to Paris, to investigate the prospects of working
there and to carry out some historical research for hi book at the
Bib1iothque Nationale, but he had to return home after a few weeks
a the war intensified.	 Soon after, Max Du Bois, on
his own initiative, organised the evacuation by train of the Swiss
community in Paris and returned to live for a short while at Lea Brenets
near La Chaux-de-Fonds. He returned to Paris at the end of the year
at the behest of the Swiss legation to co-ordinate the wartime trans .
-portation by rail of food supplies arriving at European ports destined
for Switzerland.98
The German army-'s advance into Belgium left behind it large
areas of devasation. The great number of houses destroyed and the need
to replace them as rapidly as possible aroused immediate concern in the
Belgian and French governments and because it was the general European
view that the war would not last more than a few months, it was thought
that immediate plans for reconstruction should be prepared. The problem
received a great deal of publicity at the time.99
Although industrialised systems for housing on a mass scale
did not then exist, Jeanneret realised that the use of the monolythe
øtructural system for housing was a possible solution to the problem.
While Dii Bois was	 in Switzerland (November/December 1914) they
worked together on such a system using the inonolythe principles of
Professor Mörsch)°0
 This event was the start of the Domino idea,
later publicised by Le Corbusier, and so called because of the similarity
between both Its basic structural diagram and assembly method, to the
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appearance and juxtaposition of the pieces in the game of Dominoes.
Dii Bois t responsibilities lay- with finding the necessary•
factual Information arid later with the structure, patenting procedure
and the need to find a financial backer.'°2
 Jeanneret was to design
several house types on the Domino principle together with alternative
estate layouts. In January 1915, Du Bois, soon after his return to
Paris, received the following letter from Jeanneret :
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"I have two important projects in sight, but I want
to keep myself totally free until Spring, by which
time our study should be complete in its organisation
and smallest details, and sponsored by the people to
whom we are looking for support.
1hich is why, as the days and the months go by, I
become panic-stricken lest we get caught up and
lose all the advantages of our discovery which is to
establish whole villages.
4ay I remind you of the information I expect from
you on the room plans, their suitability for everyday
life, the size of the rooms. Please look up in
libraries information on modern Belgian architecture
and have it ready for me when I arrive.
I would also need street plans of villages showing
their organisation in those regions, with their customs,
I shall have an assistant for my office (and already
have one here who Is helpful) .........
•,....,... I think of all this and climbing up to the
top of my tower (as it were) I look out afar for news
of you. Hope to hear from you soon 1"
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Jearmeret' a air of indecision had gone. There was a purpose-
fulness and certainty about his whole attitude to his work that he was
never to completely 1oe In the years ahead.
It was clear to those concerned governments that new techniques,
materials and forms of organisation would have to be developed to attempt
large scale rehousing. In this, Jeanneret could see the opportunity to
make a real contribution to the quality of life of a large number of
people, which, he must have felt, gave meaning to his earlier training
and was to become a major concern for the rest of his life.
For the details of the house types, Jeanneret referred to the
work of Alfred de Foville statistician and founder of 'L'Institut Francais
de Statistigue. 104
 Foville had produced In 1894 a study of working-
class housing in various regions of France, recording social details,
family numbers, income, type of work and lifestyle, together with the
accommodation provision. For Jeanneret this was an invaluable source
of information.
Before the Spring of 1915, he had ready the elements of a system
suitable for mass production that allowed for variation in plan types
and cladding materials. The structure, a reinforced concrete frame
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based on MSrsch' principles, was the same for all units, allowing
for the repetitive use of formwork. Infill walls made use of locally
available material. In the Belgian case this would be rubble from
the destroyed buildings with a skin of rendering to protect it from
the weather. Window designs would be standardised and much of the
essential room furniture built
The perspective view of the reinforced structure, illustrated
in Oeuvres Compltl9lO-l928 is given considerable prominence and
demonstrates dramatically the freedom from the discipline of the
structural wall, This drawing almost certainly is not from this period,
but from 1921 when it first appears as a very small sketch in NoI/l3
of L'Esprlt Nouveau in the article "MaisorEn Series".
	 In 1914
Jeanneret's designs show little understanding of Its full potential.
Jeanneret was still concerned totally with the mass production and
flexibility problems of different housing types. The columns were still
E'c	 C
buried In the walls cve les Of a traditional load bearing construction. AU
the types had flat roofs, though only used in one version as roof garden.
The flat roof was advocated In Sloazis book and wac already a commonplace
occurrence in reinforced concrete industrial structures. Some
influence may have come from Gamier' s Cite IndustrieU which Jeanneret
knew of; Gamier he had met briefly in 1907.106
Jeanneret and Du Bois had planned to open an office in LiUe,107
to promote their project, but to no avail. Hostilities did not come
to an end as rapidly as had been expected and Europe set about preparing
- for a long war, The main emphasis was changing to the need for
munitions factories, power plants and military barracks. Jeanneret,
far away from the war in La Chaux-de-Fonds, found Du Bois' lack of
response to the housing project incomprehensible but Du Bois realised
that new housing was no longer an immediate priority.108
	 Jeanneret
wrote again to Du Boi in Narch 1915 :
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you like to reconsider our houses of
reinforced concrete? Let me know as soon as you feel
the time has come, not to build yet, but to get ready
I remember your chap with the hotel and offices.
Are you keeping him simmering? Find a site and weTU
be off with the first plans. Paris will become the
rallypoint for years not only for the triple, but for
the multiple entenle of nations. 	 People from
England, Italy, all over will have to come to
Paris for talks. A building will be needed for
them - a superb edifice of reinforced concrete, Uhat? I
It will be enough to reach a seventh heaven of culture
and sink Boche progress I
Lay the foundations, Du Bois, seize the opportunity
please. I need say no more". 	 109
For the next year Jeanneret continued to urge Du Bois to action
on the Domino project, but his letters became less pressing and he
evidently began to recognise the logic of investigating other building
types :
"I went to see Auguste Perret in the south of
France. I submitted my plans of reconstruction to
him and he found them very gg4. He made no objections
other than to say that our moulding process could
also be used for the factory, the school, the public
buildings, etc.". 110
None of the Nonolythe housing work was earning Jeanneret any
money, nor were his services greatly In demand. His reputation of being
an avant garde designer and somewhat dictatorial in attitude towards his
clients, did not encourage those with money for new houses to come to
his door. The Auto Club commission had produced no more clients, though,
oddly enough, and possibly because of his stand in 1914 against the
socialists on the School Commission, he was asked to do the interior
design for a new house for two brothers, Ernest Albert and Herman
Ditischeim. 111
 They were well established watch manufacturers, with
a large factory in La Chaux-de-Fonds producing Vulcain watches.
	 A
girl from the family was attending Mme. Jeanneret's piano classes,1-12
a connection which may have been another contributory factor as her
parents would have become familiar with the 'Villa Jeanneret Pare built
in 1912. Jearineret certainly took a great deal of trouble over the
interior designs but was to 'ind the Ditischeim brothers difficult and
exasperating clients. Wartime problems and the antagonism between
himself, the builder?13 and the architect of the house did not help.
In January 1915, Jeanneret, together with Max Du Bois and.
Juste Schneider, a Swiss engineer working with SABA, submitted a scheme
for a competition for the design of the Butin Bridge in Geneva.11	 vckt8-
the use of reinforced concrete 	 meant that any design
had to be of very heavy stone construction, a condition they did not
agree with but nevertheless complied. Their submission, a multi—arch
stone structural solution, had no success. Later it was found that
the wfrnIng design would be almost impossible to construct and the
bridge that was eventually built made good use of the forbidden materia1,5
Dii Bois was still mindful of his friend's long felt and earnest
wish to join him in Paris and he now provided him with this opportunity
by offering him in July of 19] 5 the post of consultant architect with
SABA working together with Schneider. 6 Far from expressing delight,
Jeanneret replied critically on 28th July 1915 :
"Your letter reached me safely. I await Schneider's
visit; I imagine he has enough information to come and
talk to me. I'll answer you after seeing him.
In principle I think we should find someone to organize
this business even though I might then describe myself
a Advisory—Architect for all architectural matters.
The suggestion that I should move to Paris for 250
francs per month is hardly possible, as you can well
imagine.
I am working here on a Variety Theatre with 1200
seats, to be built within 3-h- months; furthermore a very
eccentric villa in reinforced concrete. Also two large
blocks of flats are being considered. 	 Lna1ly a seaside
villa in the Maure Hills. In other words, a hell of a
lot of work s hardly a second in which to relax.
But business in Paris will have priority. All the
same, the thing must be worked out with a modictn of
dignity. We'll be in touch again soon, after Schneider's
visit.
Oh. Ed. Jeanneret
See things on a large scale: there will be deals other
than our houses; factories, residential streets in large
cities". 117
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However in the August of 1915 Jeanneret travelled to Paris
to discuss the possibility- of his consultancy work for SkBA and. pressed
flu Bole for better condjtions.US He also wanted him to reactiviate the
Domino project as a going business proposition and find a publisher for
a completed book on "Construction des Villes".119 	 Jeanrieret'e plan, set
out in his 1915 sketch-book called for flu Bole to obtain the necessary
patents for the structure of Domino, for which the applications were to be
submitted by September. He himself was to be responsible for the pro-
duction of an illustrated brochure, ready for the printers by December 1915.
The headquarters for Domino were to be established in Paris by- January 1916.
The expectation is clear :
51
 ca marche Jeanneret a'inetalle dfinitivement
a ParIs". 120
These words, indicating Jeanneret's lntntion of settling in Paris, place
considerable doubt on the apocryphal stories of his agony of indecision
in the Frankfurt railway station.
By September 1915, Jeanneret had written the copy brochures
called Constructions Econonigues Extensibles en Baton Arms and Malsons en
Bton Arms-Systems, stressing the self-build aspect once the framework
was in place. A cost and a profit analysis was appended. 121 Du Bole had
already obtained a patent, No. 8]490, for the system.122
In the 1915 August trip Jeanneret also continued his research,
at the BiblIothgue Nationale. On this visit he must also have talked
over very seriously with Du Bole the possibility of working permanently in
Paris but on terms more to Jeanneret t s liking, flu Bois was still sympathetic
and they made provisional plans for Jeanneret to come in January 1916 to work
with SABA on the expectation that the situation would have Improved for the
Domino project. But a deterioration in the war for the allies and the lack
of Interest from investors, meant that there was no work for Jeanneret and
he had to remain all that winter in La Chaux-de-Fonde.123
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In the winter, a few weeks after his return to La Chaux-de-Fonds,
Jeanneret sent Du Boia the following :
"By conferring together we have found last year the
path to follow. I have since found the solution
and offer you the work I am presently doing (see below)
so that you should benefit from it just as I do.
You are the string-puller - admittedly a less taxing
job than mine, but nonetheless essential. Our
collaboration gives you this role, Play it. I
play mine, that is to say that since my return I have
weeks prepared the illustrations.
I have gone into the matter at some length and found
certain solutions which I claim to be staggering.
Thus, last week I have designed a large villa using
our process, a really grand villa costing per unit
(of cubic metres) exactly the same as a middle-class
house or a worker's cottage. Isn't that amazing?
I have examined again the garden-cities I had studied
earlier and have found many unchanging symptoms of
concordance with the most ingenious inventions.
I have studied the question of 'standard t
 windows,
doors, bannisters, balconies, fences, cornices.
One can produce, using this method (i.e. building at
the lowest price imaginable) interior dwellings such
as I should like to have for myself.
Order, rhythm, and unity reign in our invention.
These are qualities that it would take others a mighty
long time to find. Well Du Bois, all this Is made
to be used I A word to the wise is enough i'1
Le Chaux-de-Fonds
Winter 1915
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In January 1916 Jeanneret was still In La Chaux-de-Fonds225
He and flu Bois had decided to postpone their main promotion for a year
though the Domino patent drawings were complete and a patent obtained,
there were still some details in the proposed SABA company agreement
that Jeanneret felt needed resoiving.126 Dii BoI was slow to reply
to Jeanneret' a letters which caused him some concern in case the scheme
should be pirated and its principles exploited by others, for they had
spoken freely to many people during the scheme's development period.
Jeanneret was frustrated at being so far from the events at the centre
of his interests, Something, he felt should be happening.127
 In
March he wrote a long letter to Du Bois, chiding him for not getting
	 85
something done in the way of promotion or capital which be saw as his
responsibility. :i.2
Jeanneret had very little practice work to do apart from
writing to anyone whanhe thought might conceivably sponsor Dcinino.
He did write enthusiastically to Du Bois about an exhibition to be held
in Paris at the 'Jeu-de-Paunie some time in the summer of 1916, which
was to be entitled La Cit Reconstruite.	 He proposed that SABA
should erect a Domino house to demonstrate the variety of room arrange-
inents possible within the system, for a building cost of between 3,000
and 4,000 francs)9
A few weeks later Jeanneret was to change his mind about the
value of exhibiting Domino. He had heard that Perret would have nothing
to do with the exhibition, objecting to the fact that it was being
promoted by Jourdain & Co., a leading Paris construction firm. Perret
believed that one unified building company should be formed to carry
out post-war development with a fixed price contract system. Architects,
in his view, ought not to have to peddle their wares for whatever fee they
could obtain, but receive an agreed fee for a particular commission.
Jeanneret was now in agreement with Du Bois who all along had felt that
it would not be wortbwhile for SABA to take part merely to exhibit its
ideas to all comers.°
In the summer of 1916 Jearmeret visited Du Bois to see La Cite
Reconstrulte exhibition staying in the small flat that Du Bois had
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rented in the Avenue du Thocadro. Though the job with SABA did not seem
to offer enough financial inducement to Jeanneret and no promoter had
appeared for Domino, he was still very keen to settle in Paris The
manager of SABA, a builder called E.L. Bcnd, was willing, with Du Boi,
to back him in forming a Paris practice; 32 in consequence
a partnership agreement was drawn up between Jeammeret, Dii Bois, and
Bornand.3
8b
The purpose of the agreement was to et Jeanneret up in a
new practice in Paris to undertake reserph, civil engineering
projects, factories, housing and town planning schemes. The conditions
required each partner to contribute 10,000 francs as capital when called
upon to do so. Jeanneret was to have sole control of the practice and
management of the business presenting an annual account to his fellow
partners. Profit was to be equally shared and Jearineret, who would
receive a salary of 500 francs a month from the partnership account,
could keep his practice in La Chaux-de-Fonds completely separate,U4
In Paris he would have a small office at the headquarters of SPiBA, in
the Rue Beizunce, a narrow street near the Gare Du Nord, available from
October 1st l9l6)	 Returning from Paris, Jeanneret found several
commissions waiting for him in the La Chaux-de-Fonds office,136 so that,
although he had hoped to return to Paris and to settle there by mid-September,
he was unable to do so until February 1917. He was to defer his
departure several timc because of the pressure of work in his office.
The next letter, sent in September 1916, was one of a number received
by Du Bois during the next few weeks :
"My dear Du Bois
Your last letter of 29th August has reached me safely.
I have read it but not studied it in depth yet.
I have ready for you a whole series of files concerning
the Domino houses; these were prepared for the
prospectus we shall have to issue some time; I will
send them to you on Monday.
I am delighted to hear that you are able to set the
foundations for the use of our ideas, Thank you.
I am so overflowed by work at the moment that I must
ask you to let me have a longer period of grace than
until 15th September before I come to Paris. I need
just a little time to send off indispensable plans
for a villa which we are starting to lay down on
Monday and the framework of which must be erected
within a month. My Cinema is progressing snappily;
the idea was to establish over the mekcre terrain
Involved an urpbrella under which all could work,
This has been done and all labourers are getting on
with their work under shelter.
So I shan't answer your suggestions today, but shall
examine them at leisure in five days' time and write
to you then.
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I should be able tth come to Paris for a final agreement
in 15 or 20 days' time. There are four of us at the
moment in my office.
All the best, on ' this 8th day of September 1916. TI
Oh. Ed. Jeanneret
La Chaux-de-Fonds
September 8th 1916
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The origins of the Scala Cinma project are still somewhat
ChapeUez, office,
obscure. It would appear to have been a job originated in. 1915 from"
a the plan drawings carry his signature.' 38
 On July 3rd 1916, in the
Peuilles d'Avis, there appeared a notice for a competition for the design
of the facade of the cinema, open to pupils past and present of the art
school, with a handing in date of July 15th. One of the three judges
was Rena Chapeflez. The developer behind the scheme was M. Alfred Riva239
It would appear that Jeanneret won this competition and took over the
project from Chapeflez. Jearmeret was described, in the report on
the cinema' s opening four months later, as the architect. The structure
was entirely in reinforced concrete and great attention was paid to
itø incombustibiity, and to the fact that the roof was built first and
acted as an umbrella for work on a difficult site.'4°
The facade design is probably indebted to the influence of
Theodor Fischer," but the interior could be any cinema of the period.
The important factor was the clear span and short building time possible
through the use of concrete, something which Jeanneret may well have
persuaded Chapeflez to use and which eventually allowed him to take
- over the scheme.
Unfortunately, soon after opening, after the first winter
falls of snow, problems occurred with the roof drainage, due, according
to Jeanneret, to changes in plan by Riva and the contractor ignoring his
detailing and not observing the regu1ations.
	 Whatever the causes
Riva refused to pay Jeanneret's fees and a long wrangle b€gan that was
to last for several years,W
 with no satisfactory conclusion.
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The concrete structure for the cinema had been erected very
quickly; its speed of construction had impressed the owner of the Cyma
Watch Company, Anatole Schuob, uncle of Lucien Schwob a friend and
fellow student of Jeanneret. 1
	Schwob, like the Ditiecheim brothers,
came from La Chaux-de-Fonds1
 Jewish community. He was one of the more
recent arrivals and, according to Leon Perrin, was very keen to make an
impression in the town. He must have considered that a house con-
structed on the same method and by the same architect as the Scala Cinema
would make a si.inilar impact. Jeanneret was commissioned early in
September 1916 to build him a house on a site in the rue Numa Droz to
be completed by the end of February l9l7.	 During the design stage,
both men were carried away by their own enthusiasms and little attention
was paid to analysing the cost of any items or variations. Ithen the
time came to present the construction costs, the total amount was almost
three times the original estimate of 100,000 francs. Schwob was
furious and in a confrontation with Jeanneret 7
 accused him of taking
a percentage of the builder's fees. 6
 In Switzerland, a in France,
the architect 'was in the position of general contractor and did not,
as in England, act as a disinterested party to settle disputes between
the client and builder. Jeanneret was extremely irc1ignant that such
an accusation should even have been thought of and stormed away from
the meeting. He continued right out of the town taking the first train
he could catch to Paris, only stopping long enough to collect his
clothes, say goodbye to his family and give Leon Perrin the job of
supervising the completion of the last details of the house.7
This dispute, together with the argument over the cinema, meant
that Jeanneret received only
	 part of his fees, and Perrin possibly
no payment at all and no commission for providing relief sculpture for
many of the blank panels in the house.
Neither the Scala nor Schwob project fee
	 were ever to be
satisfactorily settled and the supporters of the different sides were
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to continue the arguments for several years. Jeanneret, from that
time on , only returned to the town for short visits to his family,
who eventually- in 1921 moved away after his father had retired from
150
work,
The Schwob house made use of the Domino concrete framework,
brick only being used. as a cladding material, The plan was similar
in form to his fatherT s house but the facade designs are the first
indication of his own design Ideas using a proportional system. It
was a big house, well built and probably worth the money. The family
liked the house and some years later, Jeaimeret received an enquiry from
the brother of Anatole Schwob, to design a home for him on an adjoining
sIte) 51 The house today Is well cared for and still has a connection
with the Schwob family.
Jeanneret thought of this scheme as his first real architectural
statement and it was the only project from this period to be acknowledged
by him in L'Esprlt Nouveau, and Ver ime Artctu.r.
The house design itself is uncoordinated and lacks three—
dimensional understanding; there is still no real evidence of any use of
the design potential inherent in the Domino structure principle. The
Golden Section angle system of proportion152 was used to place elements
of the facade, but like the Domino system, it was still just a technique.
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PART 2
PARIS 1917 - 1925
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CHAPTER 5	 Artist - Ainde Ozenfant and Purisme
Jeaxmeret made the train journey that was to take him finally
to Paris on February 9th 1917 . 1 He had already been on one of his
flying visits there in January but possibly had had to delay his final
departure from La Chaux-de-Fonds until he could secure sufficient of his
outstanding fees to complete his part of the Paris practice partnership
with Du Bois and Bornand. Unfortunately, te disputes over the con-
struction costs with both Schwob and Riva had delayed the settlement
and Jeanneret had had to borrow money on account from a bank in La
Chawc-de-Fonds. 2 His final meeting with Schwob must have been very
frustrating. Not only were his feelings hurt but his future prospects
in Paris were very much in the balance.
flu Bois put him up in his flat3 until Jeanneret could take
over the lease of a small apartment in 20 rue Jacob, belonging to a
Professor Levy who was moving to Strasburg. 4 He was lucky to find a place
of his owns accommodation was becoming desperately short.
Jeamieret knew few people in Paris. His painter friends from
La Chaux-de-..Fonds had returned home at the start of the war, so that Max
Dii Bois'sintrothictions to people like RaouJ. La Roche a Swiss banker working
in Paris with an interest in contemporary art, were very important to him.
Perret also helped him to make contacts. He invited Jeanneret
to some of the thursday luncheon meetings of artists, writers, musicians
and actors that he organised, 6
 despite the grim conditions under which
Paris was existing at the time. The German artillery was bombarding
Paris and the German Army was w.thin striking distance. Morale in the
Allied Army was at a very low ebb. The winter was a particularly hard
one, no fuel and very little food. Jeanneret found the first few months
very cold and lonely. To help, he painted a sunlit palm tree landscape
on the wall of his room at No. 20 rue Jacob, to give some illusion of
warmth. 7
 He missed La Chaux-de--Fonds and his family and friends8 but
9^
his pride kept him away from home for the next two and a half years
with only a few letters to his family; it was a complete severance and
was to result In many hurt feelings amongst his friends.9
During the day Jeanneret worked hard at the new task of
businessman and developer plus what little architectural work that was
to come his way. In the evenings and weekends he drew and painted,
sometimes taking trips out of Paris on his own or with Du Bois' Swiss
Sunday group)° He had time to think and became increasingly dis-
satisfied over the year with hi paintings. Water-colour no longer
provided any satisfaction, but any alternative was difficult." He
had no quarrel with William Ritter and kept in regular correspondence
with him during 1917. He was still dependent on him as the only person
to whom he could communicate his emotional feelings and ambitions. Due to
Jeanreret' a
the war letters from Hitter were in.freqiient. He also possibly resented /
independence of action despite his earlier encouragement before the
jar. I4i'ecrnv Ritter was not interested in cubism and did not consider
the movement had any real value.' 2
 It was this attitude that was to
separate him from Jeanneret who, through his friendship with Perret,
was coming into regular contact with a reviving artists" community in
Paris. War-wounded French painters and foreign artists were returning
to the city and taking up their work. New movements were springing
out of the roots of pre-war cubism.
In May 1917, Jeanneret went to the first performance of
Eric Satie's "Parade'2
	
He heard Apollinaire calm the shocked and
annoyed audience who were shouting "Sales Boches' and threatening to
destroy the interior of the Ihsmtre du Chte1et.
	 Apoilinaire used the
phrase 1 L'Esprit Nouveau' as he had used it In the programme introduction
to draw people'a attention to the possibilities of a new way of life that
"Parade' represented; at the end of his impromptu performance the
audience departed peaceful1y.
	 'Parade' was designed to shock. There
was no calm intellectual content, it was an occasion when art became
involved with political life; its total irrelevance to the war situation 93
had apparently aroused a crowd of war-tired people to unite and they
vented some of their frustration on the seemingly frivolous performance.'5
Ozenfant, who had been friendly with Perret for a number of
years 6
 recalls meeting Jeanneret for the first time in May 1917 at
Perret's studio, possibly to discuss the performance of 'Parade1.
Perret had been suggesting, for a considerable time, that Ozenfant
should meet this young Swiss architect.
Another friend Jeanneret made at this time, possibly through
Perret's luncheon group, was Charles Vildrac, a poet and owner of an
art gaflery, Galerie Vildrac, and a man of some standing in Parisien
cultural life. Jeanneret became a friend of the family and later
carried out some architectural work for them)7
In June 1917, the first issue of the journal of the De Stiji
group in Holland was produced by Piet Mond.iah, Theo van Doesburg,
Vantongerloo, Vanthoff and Oud. Their emphasis was on the importance
of architecture and the need for the Engineer Architect to construct
logical rectangular forms using a proportional system) 8
 These Ideas
were available directly in Paris through an essay in two parts in
Mercure de France by Gino Severini, a member of the group. 19
 It is
possible that Jeanneret had read of their work by December 1917, when
he designed a large abattoir scheme for a competition, using the
Domino-Monolythic system, 2°	 There are certainly many De Stiji principles
inherent In his project which bears no resemblance to earlier work and
definitely acknowledges the inter-relationship of engineer and architect
- in the final form.
Jeanneret was well pleased with his scheme and considered it
his first real piece of architectural design. 2' With his new eyes
there was little hope for the water-colour landscapes. On January 24th,
1918, he had lunch with Ozenfant and listened to what he had to say
with growing interest and enthusiasm. The same evening he wrote to
Bitter :
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"Lunch yesterday with Aznde Ozeafant, doors are
opening in Paris on all types of future. At last
a contemporary of my own age; 'rhom I value greatly.
His painting is that of a mystic in the sunptuous
fashion of the most beautiful paste supple and.
a if burnished.
Cubism bears its fruits; absolute plasticisni,
truly beautiful; an impeccable technique and a
formal plasticism that supports all noble ideas.
What strange lessons one learns in Paris. What
progress in achievement ............ the positive
force today; modern painters have a touching
sincerity, of an ideal, of a spirituality which
leads towards a better expression, a genuine light
after so much brouhaha, Science with which we
live always finds its own expression in art, it has
a noble desire ... "	 22
He was never again to need Ritter t a support; that period
of his life was over; lie. - .thf hQ v	 avt	 • The main
problem was achieving what he knew he must do and having sufficient
financial backing to do it. His activities in business and industry,
while not being greatly successful, were to supply a considerable amount
of the necessary finance to develop his ideas and provide a means for
publicising his work over the next five years.
Amde Ozeni'ant was born on April 15th, 1886 at &t. Quentin.
His father was a building contractor with his own firm principally
employed on large industrial schemes 23 and had worked with the
structural engineer Erancois Hennebique on a large abattoir at St.
Quentin. He was also a friend of the Perret family. Ozenfant was
expected to join his father's firm and In 1905 was sent to study
architecture In the Paris atelier of Guichard et Lesage. 	 At the same
time he studied painting and very soon abandoned architecture completely.
He went to the studio known a La Palette in the rue du Val-de-Grace,
There he was taught by Jacques EinIle Blanche, born in 1861, the son of
a fashionable psychiatrist, Esprit Blanche, who lived in a so-called
English cottage in Paris. Blanche and Ozenfant became good friends4
The garden of this English cottage was later sold for
development and the La Roche and Albert Jeanneret houses were built
on one of the plots.
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Ozenfant also met the Russian girl, who was to become hi
wife, at La Palette, Zina Klingberg, a friend of Sonia Terk (later
to marry Delauney), as well as two other painter friends, Segonzac
and La Fresnay, both of whom were to influence his work. He øtudied
for two years at La Pa.lette and produced an exhibition in 1908,
before travelling to Russia to be married. £-Ye-the firat world war
he was to go on three trips to stay with his wife' s family, the last was for
the war.
three years, they returned just before /
	
He liked Russia very much
and was impressed by the treatment he received there: his father-in--law
was a Judge in a province that had formerly been in Slovakia. Through
his wife, Ozenfant got to know the Russian community in Paris. His
other interest, which he shared with his younger brother, was machinery
and engines, and a passion for cars
	
They submitted a design for the
bodywork of a Hispam Suiza In the 1912 Salon d'Automne. In the summer
of 1914 he had been particularly impressed by the efficiency of the
German Mercedes racing team, who surprised everyone by completely
defeating France in the Grand-Prix held at Lyon. Ozeafant commented:
"This lesson of planning and of good execution
struck me enormously and I promised myself
to follow this example with my paintings".
	
25
Because of frequent bouts of paeutnonia and bronchitis, he
was not called up and spent the first part of the war in Paris and
.Antibes where he met and became friendly with the painter signac.26
By the summer of 1915 he had a studio at 34 de la rue des Vignes . la
Muette in Paris, and attended Perret T s Thursday luncheon meetings with
Picasso, Lipchitz, Matisse and other artists at a nearby cafe. Towards
the end of 1915, Ozenfant had become dissatisfied with the decorative
trends in Cubism and, In an attempt to make his point of view known,
he produced a folding sheet of articles and comments on art under the
name of L TElan, in which he advocated the beauty of the machine and
geometric forms quoting Plato In 'Philebus'. Ozenfant's own personal
outburst, called for a more rigorous approach to cubism and art; others
of like feeling also contributed, inspired by the classical and
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intellectual approach to cubism that Gris and Severini were developing.27
It was practically the only paper of its kind to be produced in Paris
during the war and showed considerable enterprise and organisational
ability. Ozenfant managed to produce about 15 editions finally stopping
at the end of 1916. When he got to know Jeanneret he presented him
with a whole set of L'Elan. 28
 Ozenfant was one of the few painters
with the finance, time and enerr to keep In contact with the art life
that there was in Paris and was a visitor at most gatherings of any note.
This situation was to change dramatically in the autumn of 1917 when his
father died very suddenly, leaving Ozenfant and his mother to carry on
the management of the firm which at that time was involved in the con-
struction of a large munitions factory extension at Toulouse. Through
his mother t s mismanagement, Ozenfant could see all the family investment
being lost and was forced to take over the supervision of the factory
project. He encamped right In the centre of the site In a small hut
where he worked on hI& new theory of purism at the end of the day.
This am ed the workmen, who could not understand anyone staying
longer than necessary alongside a large amount of high explosives.
Despite his efforts, the company failed and he was to find himself
d.thout any capital by the end of the summer of 1918. Relationships
with Zina had not been happy for some time, possibly due to conflicting
opinions on the 1917 revolution, and they were divorced in July 1918.29
Ozenfant moved to a new studio in La rue Godot—de—Mauroy, so
that when he met Jeammeret he was going through a traumatic period In
- his life. Jeanneret impressed him, the t.To men found they had a grea1
deal in common, even an unfashionable knowledge and appreciation of
Puvis de Chavannes.3° Both were at the start of a period of change
in their lives, and though they were occupied with the problems of
survival in Paris, they found time to meet regularly to discuss what
art and cubism meant to them. The single—mindedness of Jeammeret, his
lack of preconceptions, his questioning attitude, together with no
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previous cubist painting experience, must have been a useful asset
to Ozenfant in helping him to disentangle what he was trying to say.
Rere much of Jeanneret's very early education was to come to biu
assistance. Cubism contained the means of carrying out some of the
ideals expounded by Owen Jones, Ruskin, Seurat, Denis and, the
Beuroner Artists.
By June 1918, Jeanneret was completely obsessed with the ideas
of his new friend. He wrote to Ozenfant to say that he had order in
his business but none in his head and that Ozenfant was the reason,3'
In September, Jeanneret went sway for a few days into the
ountrys1de at Andernos to stay with Ozenfant. On this vi1t Ozenfent
gave Jeanneret his notes on his new theory of purism and suggested
that they develop them together in the form of a book and an exhibition.
In the book Ozenfant' name was to come before Jeanneret 1 s on the title
page since he was the initial promoter and already a ieU known figure in the
Paris art scene,, Jeanneret was t1ll an unknown Swiss immigrant,
worried in case his job as an architect should be prejudiced by him
becoming known as a painter.32
Ozenfant offered to teach Jeanneret to paint in oils, something
he had never attempted before. That autumn all Jeanneret' a spare time
was spent In Ozenfant's studio, his first drawings copied those of
Ozenfant,33 though he is likely to have made more of a contribution In
the writing of their script which was entitled Apres le Cubisine
Apart from the architectural comments, there 13 clear evidence of a
similar logical organisation to that shown in Etude du Mouvement d'Art
a La Chaux-de-Fonds ,	 Ozenfant, apart from producing L'Elan, was not
a writer and had little journalistic experience. He was more at ease
in the design of the typography and layout, so that it seems that it
vas undoubtedly a joint effort even though the Initial Inspiration had
been Ozenfant's. Many of the principles embodied in the movement
originated in the earlier writings34 of Ozenfant though, possibly
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because he lacked the creative ability to exploit them so well as
Jeanneret, the latter was apt to assume them all as his own and unaided
inventions.
This fault is not as deliberate as it might appear. Purism
contains the essence of many theoretical ideas to which Jeanneret had
been first introduced, when still a teenager, by L'Eplattenier, and
later by William Ritter and contact with German and French artists
and architects. Other, no less important, influences had come from
his family, the musical ability of his mother and brother was of a high
academic level and the necessity in good music for an underlying rhythm
and mathematical pattern would have been obvious to him.
Jeanneret had not carried on since leaving La Chaux-de-Fonds
with any writing or journalism until the production of Aprs Le Cuhisrie
with Ozenfant the autumn of 1918.
	
, The lapse was not entirely due to
the pressure of his new life in Paris, but because of the restructuring
of the theoretical basis that he felt was so esentia1 for his work.
The confrontation with other interpretations of the same ideals that he
and his mentors had felt were important, threw him into confusion.
Many of the principles were the same, arising in many cases from very
similar backgrounds, but the urgency of a fairly widespread search for
a contemporary form of expression, In writing and art to echo the
technological development brought about by the war, forced Jeanneret to
reappraise his ideas and to look for some sort of order. The effort
made him very dissatisfied with anything he produced, though he had
left La Chaux-de-Fonds to get away from the static situation that made
any further development on his part impossible, he was not a solitary
artist, he very much needed guidance, inspiration, confirmation and
encouragement from life and his contemporaries, and sorely missed this
part of his old life.
Ozeiifant had chosen the term Purism because It represented
strength and purity, qualities they both considered essential for the
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new art movement, to represent the modern spirit that was coming.35
Both were interested in the recent new developments in industry
and the rapidly developing means of transport, speed and engines were
tiU a particular passion with Ozeni'ant. Auguste Perret had also
contributed to Ozenfant T s theory, he was in sympathy with the principles
and frequently discussed them with him and later
Helping Ozenfant to organise and express his ideas of Purism
for the book had provided Jeanneret with the necessary- knowledge to
resolve his own ideas, the reassurance that they had sufficient form
and content to be taken seriously. The chapter, L TEsprit Moderne,
Is an introduction to the later confident writings of Le Corbusier and
is certainly a contribution by Jeanneret to the original Ozenfant
theme: factories and reinforced concrete are given as the new Ideal.
For the chapter on laws, Jeanneret and Ozenfant had much in common,.(-o.--
as with many young artists of that period, the theories of Ruskin,
Seurat, Ingres, CSzanne and Beuroner artists had all been embodied In
their backgrounds. Several more such as Loos, Denis, Verkade,
Srysier and Apolllnaire, were more recent joint influences. Because
of the abundance of well circulated journals on art, publishing work
on or by these artists, they provided a common vocabulary, a very-
important factor in the progress of any theory. For some reason the
general public
	
was prepared to read and pay for enormous journalistic
coverage of the world of art. Daily newspapers gave over many feet of
column space to the arts.
During that autumn Ozenfant reorganised his affairs, simplified
his apartment and studio, selling any unessential items, and painted the
walls white. He said he felt he was entering a new and more rigorous
way of life uncluttered, with nothing but what was absolutely essential
and in sympathy with his reduced financial circumstances, a fact with
which Jeanneret had lived for most of his life.37
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le Cubisme was published on the 9th November 1918,
a little late for the start of the Salon d'Automne as intended and,
sadly, on the same day as 'Apolliriair&s death, and two days before the Armiatic
was declared, Ozenfant said he felt they were really at the start
of a new epoch.38
Inside each copy of Apre's le Cubisme wa g an invitation to
an exhibition of the work of Ozenfant and Jeanneret, to be held in a
local fashion-house, Maison Jove, converted Into a gallery for a time
over Christmas and re-christened Gallery Thomas. 39
 The owner of
Maigon Jove was Madame Germaine Bongard-Poiret,4° the wife of Paul Poiret,
a well known Paris faghion designer and a friend of Perret and Ozenfant.
Poiret was a member of a coimnittee set up by Perret and Jeanneret in
October for a new society to be called Art et Liherte' . Their head-
quarters was Perret T s apartment In 25b rue franklIn, Perret was the
chairman with Fernand Divoire and Gino Severini as the other two
committee members. A letter was Issued introducing the aims of the
new society in January, 1919. Members of the society were to defend
and support modern works of Art and Literature by giving moral and
material support and organising collective artistic manifestations.4'
It wag the intention of Ozenfant and Jeanneret to collect
a group of supporters and practitioners of purism and to start a style
or movement similar In form to that of the Dadaists who were, at that
time, in the process of transferring the centre of their activities
from Zurich to Paris. Their publicity indicates that Aprs le Cubisrie
was to be the first of a series of documents to be published by them.
Unfortunately, the paintings for the exhibition in the Gallery
Thomas were a long way from the ideals of their authors., They had
been somewhat premature in displaying the, as yet, inconclusive results
that they hd so far obtained. The essence was there, but JeanneretTs
work was so clearly a version of that of Ozenfant that it carried little
weight, especially ag Ozenfant's work was by no means represeriLative
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yet of their main intention. They were to receive some rather harsh
criticism, particularly from the art critic, Leon Vauxcelles, who was
constantly, from that time on , to attack their ideas and work.43
Jeanneret commenting on his first efforts at painting, said
that his second, third and fourth efforts were all copies of the first
in an attempt to find, some order. He considered the fourth showed
some improvement and. was almost good, so he was only too well aware of
his own inadequacies at the time but, nevertheless, felt himself to be
working in a worthwhile and acceptable direction.
Purism advocated a need for discipline and in line with the
general feeling of that time for the use of geometry as a basis, citing
the machine and industrial constructions as examples of vhat can be done
when there is an underlying formal framework producing an object with a
beauty of it own. Purism also stated that it was not just sci.ence
and logical thought, proportions with particular reference to those of
the human body must be studied and revived as a guide. The smallest
part of any picture or designed object must relate to the whole and the
whole should not work if such a part was removed; they were to be
totally independent they wrote z
"The highest delection of the human mind is the
perception of order, and the greatest human satisfaction
is the feeling of collaboration or participation in
this order. The work of art is an artificial object
which lets the spectator be placed in the state desired
by the creator. The sensation of order is of a
mathematical quality. The creation of a work of art
should utilize means for specified results. Here is
how we have tried to create a language possessing
these means:
Primary forms and colours have standard properties
(universal properties which permit the creation of a
transmittable plastic language). But the utilization
of primary farina does not suffice to place the spectator
in the sought—for state of mathematical order. For that
one must bring to bear the associations of natural or
artificial forms and the criterion for their choice Is
the degree of selection at which certain elements have
arrIved (natural selection and mechanical selection).
The Purist eleiient issued from the purification of
standard forms is not a copy, but a creation whose end
Is to materialize the object in all its genorality and
Its invariability. Purist elements are thus comparable
1)2
to words of carefully defined meaning; Purist syntax is
the application of constructive and modular means; it
Is the application of the laws which control pictorial
space, A painting is a whole entity; a painting Is an
artificial formation which, by- appropriate means, should
lead to the objectification of an entire "world". One
could make an art of allusions, an art of fashion, based
upon surprise and the conventions of the initiated.
Purism strives for an art free of conventions which will
utilize plastic constants and address itself above all
to the universal properties of the senses and the mind". 45
Ozenfant and Jeanneret followed very closely the classical
cubist theories that Gris had been developing since 1915. He believed
that the objects would emerge from an artist's construction of the
picture. 6 Purism did not leave these objects to chance. Ozenfant
and Jeanneret stated that the objects an artist should use in his work
must come from the ordinary manufactured things in use every day in life,
whose principal forms embodied the basic geometric hapes.47
The subjects for their first paintings for the new theory
were based on a book, wine glass and pipe, objects that were to
constantly reappear in later work; their style was precise and crisp.
The pencil drawings were very similar to those of the painter, Fernand
Le'ger, a friend of Ozenfant and Gris. Lger had been wounded and invalided
out of the army in 1917, and ld acquired a considerable commitment
towards politics during his time as a soldier, and an Interest in machinery
and its form. He was in sympathy with Gris' synthetic form of cubism
and evolved his own ideas on the cylindrical forms of gun barrels.
He joined in the discussions with Ozenfant, Gris and Jeanneret on their
work. He was also, at the same time, attracted to Moncirian and the
work of the De Stiji group, particularly when Mondrian settled in Paris
in 1919, even though he was not in sympathy with the abstract forms
used by him. 48 	-
Both he and Gris provided the necessary guide upon which
Jeanneret developed his painting. Ozenfant gave him the framework,
Impetus and encouragement but the other two painters showed him how
he was to achieve these aims. The development In his work from 1919
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to 1925 -was phenomenal, from the first stilted oil painting through
experlinenting with the forms and colours used by Gris and Leger to
the end of this period when he was producing work quite clearly his
own and of a very- high quality, but within the spirit of the purist
movement.
Hitchcock in Painting towards Architecture comments that
Le Corbusier 1 s early architectural work showed a close resemblance to
his early paintings :
'TNeither in plan nor elevation were his architectural
compositions allowed to ramble, rather they are
compactly ordered inside rectangles, as if within the
frame of a picture tt. 49
He goes on to say :
"In relation to modern architecture, the central
meaning and basic value of abstract art, whether
painting or sculpture, is that it makes available
the results of a kind of plastic research that can
hardly be undertaken at full architectural scale.
The visual forms of a new architecture, founded on
new methods of structure and dedicated to the fullest
service of human needs, were implicit in a certain
characteristic of directness of structural end
functional approach in the work of various precursors
before abstract art began. But these forms remained
generally invisible (except in the work of Wright)
unrealized and merely inunirient until catalytic contact
with the experiments of the advanced artists of a
quarter of a century ago brought them to crystalisation". 50
Ozenfant and Jeaimeret wrote a great deal about the benefits of the
ordered system of the machine in Aprs le Cubierne and included the
possibilities of new methods of construction :
"The suburbs of towns are in a chaos through which
one must know how to be selective, show us some
factories where the purity of the principles which
governed their construction realises a certain
harmony which seems to us to be approaching beauty.
Reinforced concrete the newest form of technical
construction allows, for the first time, the
strict achievement of mathematical calculations;
the Number which is the basis of all beauty can
find from now on its expression tt . 51
They were certainly not thinking of the use of reinforced
concrete just as a means of utility, but in the sense that Ruskin had
meant, of the combination of architect, sculptor creating architecture
and provensal in his sense of T Beaut Idale'. In these new methods
and materials they felt that there was a way to make this available
to everyone In their daily life.
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Jeanneret had the detailed knowledge of 11iE. tle'L9tT but had
been lost as to what form it s-io.A. kt t k 	 it
i BfrZXfldQ
an intellectual content c*	 cI4aSth a sa isfactory
basis for a new architecture to develop while satisfying the essential
ideals of human enj oyment and appreciation. In painting he could
apply the theory to forms that had a strong connection with those he
admired In Industry and classical architecture together with the use
of the proportional theory of the human body to give scale and sympathy.
His development in the terms of a building was not to be long In coming.
Other architects had already produced cubical forms stripped of any
noticeable previous architectural symbology, but their results were,
on the whole,, unappealing for any length of time and too easy to copy,
so that they had hardly made any lasting impact. Certainly, there had
been no further developments and today are purely of historical interest
having little real architectural value.
Hondrjav,, when he settled in Paris in 1919, produced a statement
of his theories of neo—plasticism which had attracted a number of the
young painters, inc1uding Lager. In it he said :
I tA tangible reality Is in no way prevented from
being an abstract reality. A painting too is
tangible in a sense. Neo Plasticisrn is achieving
today in painting what later on we shall see around
us in sculpture and In architecture
it is becoming possible to create buildings
that are pure expressions of what is unchangeable,
of what remains identical for each generation ,J
Construct buildings of such a kind that very many
generations could utilise them". 52
This had a close affinity with Purism. Ozenfant and Jeanneret certainly
knew of De Stiji theories and Mondria 	 particular form of Neo—Plasticlsm,
if not directly, certainly through reading and their friendship with
Lager, who was particularly fascinated by iondriafl, even though he
shared with his two friends their dislike of completely abstract art,53
a feeling Jeanneret 'was to overcome in his architectural work where he
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probably felt it was	 logical to use pure form, as had the
Greeks.
Late in 1919 Jeanneret had some success with his business deals in
war stock and54 had su!flcient finance to go ahead with Ozenfant on
the founding of L'Esprlt Nouveau , the magazine of the Purist movement,
the first copy of which appeared in October 1920 at the same time as
the Salon d tAutomne, where Jeanneret had exhibited oie of his first
designs that show evidence of his new-found ability in the use of basic
forms in design, combined with the essence of the Domino structural
system. The scheme was called 1La Naison CitrohanT ,55 another name
pun.,	the intention of the machine aesthetic.
Another house fron this period, a sketch design, for a seaside house
for Paul p0j56 indicated the effect that his painting ideas were
having on his architecture with a flexible plan that at last showed
the architectural possibilities of the Domino øtructure. prom then
on they were to very closely inter-relate with one another so that
within the next three years It was to become difficult to work out
precisely whether a form originated in painting or from a building.
In June, Daniel Henry Kahnweiler asked Jeanneret if he could
find hJin an apartment; 57 whether he found one Is not known, but he
certainly must have helped to arrange for Kalmweiler to restart his
gallery on the pound floor of the building where his newly acquired office at
29,bis rue dtAstorg was situated,, in a space opening off the interior
courtyard. Kabnweiler restarted his business there with twelve paintings
he had been able to repurchd and called his gallery, Simon, after his
Jewish associate. His sister-In-law also helped by sitting and keeping
It open. Gris, Leger and Braque again becme solely attached to his
gallery, but there was a general financial depression and cubism suffered
there were very few buyers and the situation was made worse by the
auctions held in Nay 1921 of Kahnweiler' s confiscated pre-war collection
of cubist work. 58	Kahnweiler was almost the sole means of support for
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his artists during this period, though later they were to have to move.
With the publication of L'Esprit Nouveau , Jeanneret was no
longer an unknown Swisa architect working in Paris even though he was
still a little bothered by the combination of his business and artistic
life and was in agreement with Ozenfant on the use of ps1onims for
some of their joint articles on engineering and architecture in
'L tEsprlt Nouveau , using their real names for painting and general
aesthetic, According to Ozenfant, he provided most of the material
for their earlier joint articles but Jeanneret drafted them. The
interest in engines and cars certainly came from Ozenfant, Jeanrieret1s
mechanical interests lay more in factories and civil engineering,59
Their joint name of Le Corbusier-Saugnier was devised by the
use of Ozen.fant T s mother1 s maiden name, Saugnier, and the name of a
cousin of Jeanneret, called Le Corbzier. He did not want to use his
mother t
 s name of Perret because of the confusion it would cause with
that of Auguste Perret. Ozenfant was delighted, he said for the following
reasons :
"In the churches in the middle ages, together with
the priest, the sexton and the bell-ringer, there
was a C(XRBUSIER who, fired a crossbow, like your
William Tell, at the crows who settled on the
cross of the belfry and made messes below; your
role is exactly the same to demolish architecture
ans since you have the head of a crows this name
will fit you like a glove". 60
Le Corbusier did not remember this tale and attributed his name to an
earlier ancestor of more prestigious repute.61
An article on Seurat and the first colour reproduction of one
of his paintings, La Poudreusse was in the first edition of L'Esprit
Nouveau together with one of PicassoTs works. They considered that
Seurat was almost unknown at that period and that his ideas had a great
deal to contribute to Purism and that he should be credited with the
ideas he had developed that had led to their theory. Apart from
Slgnac1s book62 and the popularity he had attracted in the last decade
of the 19th century, Ozenl'ant found that no more than a dozen articles
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had been published about the painter and that lila work a were then
available at a very low price. 63	-
Both Jeanneret and Ozenfant -carried on painting, working for
a second exhibition, which was held in January 1921, at the Galerie
Druet, a well—established exhibition place for Matisse, Borinard,
Marquet and their friends. It was then run by the widow of the man
who had started it and she was persuaded to agree to the exhibition of
Jeanneret and Ozenfant T s work even though she had not seen it. when
it was hung she took a brief look and retired to her office staying
there for the duration of the show.6
Their work, this time was much more impressive and nearer their
ideals. Jeanneret still acknowledged the contribution Ozenfant made
to his work but6 there was also veA.'y clear evidence of the influence
of Lger and Gris, The show attracted a reasonable amount of attention
this time and much criticism. However, they did please the eye of
Maurice Baynal a well—established critic of cubism and friend of Picasso.
He wrote in an essay that they were to publish in L'Esprit Nouveau
No. 7
"As opposed to fashion, art should give birth to
constant manifestations on which time has no
bearing ...... it appears ....... that the work
of Ozenfant and Jeanneret may be considered a
recall to the respect and the absolute cult of
the vital and primordial elements of the
plastic ....... It is a recall to the pure and
simple order of human nature ...... 	 66
Raoul La Roche bought some of their paintings from the
exhibition and, 6 later that year, asked Jearineret and Ozenfant to
purchase on his behalf some of the work on sale in the auctions of
Kahnweiler t s pre—war collection that had been evovt 1r the
68government.
	
These works were to -form the start of La Roche t s now
famous painting collection. Ozenfant also purchased a number of
paintings on behalf of shareholders of L'Tsprit Nouveau 69
During the next four years, an increasing amount of Jeanneret'
time and ener- were spent on architecture, principally arising out oj 
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his work for L TEsprit Nouveau and architectural exhibitions in the
Salon tAutomne. Most of his first clients were painters attracted
to him by his obvious increasing ability a a painter in his own right
as well as being in the forefront of architectural Ideas. These
projects were helpful In enabling him to work with sympathetic clients
but to a great extent they alienated him from the more down to earth
circles of officials who were responsible for government housing
contracts and developers of industry, fields at which his architectural
theories were aimed,
'lie men who distributed the
finance for these affairs were certainly very rarely sympathetic to
anything strange, even if it was a development using materials fazniliar
to them but In a different context. Jeanneret was finding, in lds
development work, it very difficult to raise any money, the combination
of architect, artist and entrepreneur, contractor and engineer in one
package deal just did not attract funds, avU e4( vtc>t.. keip t
C3O	 c- tev	 C.Lt1t-	 vtO- -(-cYV
GAAeL- F-(AWLQ%S c f c vuj .sc?t:..
In L T Esprit Nouveau Jeanneret included several articles
on proportion and its ue in painting and architecture, gradually
building up his own knowledge and ideas that were later to lead, to
the Modular and had their roots back In his very earliest design education.
Ozenfant and Jeanneret's work together, with that of Gris,
Picasso and other cubists, continued to attract very malevolent criticism
from the critic Louis VaeUes. Ozenfant remarked In his M'inoires
that art journalists of that period were given a great deal of column
space compared with the poet-second world war aUonce of a few millimetres,
if at all. Vauxcelles frequently wrote articles In the Carnet de la
emaine condemning artists who were working in the new movements,70
C enfant and Jeanneret were upset and annoyed by such attackø and
fough1 back,7 ' but the opinions of Vauxcefles and later others like
L)9
Camille Hauclair did contribute to influencing popular taste4 the
modern movement ideas in painting and architecture were a long way from
being generally accepted by the ordinary French public.
In 1922, Ozenfant received some money-, at last, from his
father's estate, and commissioned Jeanneret to design a studio for him,
the first of his artist studio houses designed under the name of
Le Corbusier, the site adjoined a house recently built for the painter
Georges Braque by Auguste Perret. Juan Gris had also enquired about
the cost of a studio house on the line of the Citrohan design.
Ozenfant felt that Purism had started on a natural decline
during 1923. Following a third Purist exhibition in Paul Rosenberg's
gallery,72
 he went on a trip to Spain with La Roche, 73
 returning to
find LTEsprit Nouveau in severe financial situation, they bad been
unable to produce a regular edition since No. 16 had appeared in September
1922. Ozen±'ant was aware	 of the situation before going on his
travels and he was certainly not very enthusiastic to carry on after his
return, despite a reasonable new contract with a good publisher in 1923,
and the reappearance of L'Esprit Nouveau in October.74
	 Later,
during 1924, he was very disturbed by Jeanneret t a almost total commitment
to producing a pavilion for the 1925 4bition des Arts Dcoratifs not
helped by an increasing disillusionment with his friend as an architect,
due to various problems over his house construction. 75
 Their relation-
ship showed signs of breaking down, painting was no longer the main-spring
of their meetings. Jeanneret was now independent of Ozeafant's opinion
and advice on his pictures, he was self reliant and confident of his own
ability in architecture, painting and writing. He was totally absorbed
in the certainty of what he was doing and had very little need for the
personal reassurance he had always previously sought from the friend who
was his mentor for that time. This attitude was extremely hurtful to
Ozenfant and small differences were to be blamed for 6
 the apparent
rejection by- Jeanneret of Ozenfant now that there was nothing furtheri3
that their relationship could contribute to his relentless and
amb1tiow genius. Ozenfant was proud cf their work together, he
was also fully aware as many others were, of the contribution he had
made to JeanneretVa success, and found the brutal and somewhat impersonal
rejection painful but was remarkably unvindictive towards Jeanneret in
his tMmoires T . Shortly after their separation he left Rrance and
started a new life in America.77
A book they had both worked on before their separation was
published early in 1926. It was called 'La Peinture MocIern and
contained much that appeared earlier in L'Eprit Nouveau', but also
showed clearly how they had not altered from their original premises
but had become more certain and informed of the philosophy behind Purism
and its wider relationships. Thougi Ozeafant was to develop very little
further along the route indicated by this book, and it seems reasonable
to assume that the impetus and belief in the theories lay, at this time,
principaly with Jeanneret, or Le Corbusier as he was becoming known
the adoption of his pseudonym having been completed by this time in
his mind. Le Corbusier was to continue to develop the principles of
purism in his future work, particularly architecture,
and shows the extent of his commitment to the theories
first laid down in Aprs le Cubisme and the belief that they were the
essence of good art, timeless and transmittable to a wide range of people
and situations in any country.
In La Peinture Moderne , great emphasis was placed on the
importance of the right angle and its hinan quality and relationship to
contemporary life. The chapter entitled Fornation de l'optiQue i'ioderne,
put the case for geometry in modern life as :
"Painting can only reach our mind by way of our eyes,
our eyes are singularly attracted to the intense
spectacle of modern life.
Geometry by develovinent of mechanisms installed
e-veryihere, our senses are accustomed now to
spectacles which are governed by geometry, our
mind itself satisfied to find geometry, its own
creatior; everywhere has rebelled against those
aspects in painting which are often inconsistent vibh
geometry and partiuilarly to the incoherence
of ipressionism.
The real spectacle is essentially geometric. Our
senses and our minds are impregnated with it, man is
a geometric animal aninatcd with a geometric minds
his artistic needs havc been modified. Art today
should take cognisance of tho existence of these
fresh need already an enormous amount of work has
been done during the last fifty years.
om Ingres to Cubism many certainties have boen
acquired".	 78
In the chapter entitled Ides persorrefl3on 'La Beaut&b
the emphasis is on the existence of the confusion between the word
beauty and pleasure. Beauty is regarded in the way Provensal stated in
Beaut Idea', as a very strong emotion that stops us and moves us
not necessarily giving peasure 0
 Pleasure i ei indivith.al emotion
but bauty is a quality that can be appreciated universally.
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Though Jeanneret had until 1914 no professional experience
CHAPTER 6
a. Trade
Entrepreneur: a Trade
b. Publishing
c, Development
outside of architecture or teaching, many of his chilcthood and college
friends were the children of successful businessmen and industrialiste2
Status in La Chaux-de--onds was acquired by achievement in the manu-
facturing and selling of timepieces. Business and industry would
have been a logical career for Jeanneret ..! he had wished to follow
the recognised path to success in his home town.
Another reason for Jeanneret to direct his interest towards
business affairs had been the tour he made in 1911 for the Art School
Board to study art and design in Gei any. 2 He had been sent on the
tour at the instigation of L t Eplattenier to ee if there were any
developments in Germany that could be incorporated in the La Chaux-de-
Ponds art school courses.3
Jeanneret had been impressed by the extent of industrialisation
LW
in Germanyi the I Cite Jerdin' speculative developments, and T the fact that
the majority of the industrial designs produced by the followers of the
Werkbund movement wore not trying to imitate traditional hand-made
objects but were based on the function of the article and the requirements
of mass production.4
Jeanneret was an ambitious young man, with a very strong urge
to be successful. In his chosen career as a painter/architect he was
very far from achieving fne, QCC'	 cwt. he had to
explore	 other opportunit.ie thought wCJt4t sc.ti&kj thQ.St Ileiac1S.
In 1912 Jeanneret expressed in a letter to Du Bole an interest
in business and added that since hi.8 trIp to the ilddle East he had
learnt that the ability to lie seemed to Le an essential part of modern
business. 5 He was later to say that he regarded his business
personality as apart from himself.6
	
4
As living aray from La Chsux-de--Fond became more and more of an
who was uorking in Paris 7.
attractIon to Je.xnneret, he grow very envious of Dii Bci/ 	 In the
autumn of 1912, Du Sole and Jeanneret htd formed an association to deal
in glass crystal for light fittings. 	 The suppliers were in Paris
so tI'at Du Boi' office was used as the headquarters for these
negotiations cndJeanneret was the sales outlet in Switzerland; he was
under the impression that he would receive 10% of any deals but was
soon to find out that not all dealers kept to their initIal statements.
The business was not large but kept going for the following three years,
in association with a cousin, Herman Jeanneret, a designer and craftsman
in 'wrought iron work.9
In 1914 the Dod no project was started by Je8nneret and Max
Du Bois. It was intended to be a conmierclal venture and planned as
such but due to circumstances, such as Jeanneret's Isolation in Le Ghaux-
de-Fonds and lack of experience in business affairs, the financial
organisation initiall;'- was Du Bole's respoflsibility.
	 The continuation
of the war brought any further development on these lines to an end and
though Dii Bole eventually arranged for Jeanneret to work in Paris in his
company Societe d t Application de B6ton Arms and set him up in practice,
their next serious attempt at the construction business was not until
December 1917, when through one of flu Bois's acquaintances, Jeanneret
was eligible to submit an entry in a limited competition for a new
abattoir and refrigeration plant at Bordeaux. Though Jeanneret's scheme
was not selected, his design incorporated the Domino structural
principles, but it was a very important stop in hia architectural career,
a the project was by far the largest and riot complex planning problem
that he had attenpted 	 They had both hoped that the scheme, even if
not succeeful, would provide them with an introduction to a new area
of industry and business. To cope with this possible contingency,
they had started on the formation of a subsidiary company to be known as
Cie IndutrielThLe Frold for the investigation of the preservation of
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foodstuffs by refrigeration.' 0 Early in 1918 Jeanneret arranged to
purchase C.1.F shares from S.A.B.A.; Du Bois was involved in the
same deal, 12 they each agreed to purchase 5,000 ancs worth of shares
over the next year in four instalmenta.
At the end of 1919, S.A.B.A. was wider the direction of
H. Cartier, who was also the managing director of another Du Bois inspired
firms called Cie Francais de Constructione Industrlei.les.
	
The
headquarters of SA.B.A. had moved from the rue Beizunce via 29 bis
rue d tAstorg, to Cartier's office.'5
Jeanneret had raised the money for the C.IJ. shares by using
h! S.A.B.AI shared6 a security with the bank) 7 Presumably selling
these to Cartier (a deal he was to try to carry out with another company
in 1919) S.AB.A. eventually went into liquidation in March 1924,
following the loss of an appeal in 1923 against an award made to Jeanneret
and flu Bois over their C.I.F. shares.
	
Whether they actually received
any money is not vory clear; Du Bole suffered the worst financial loss
a part of Jeanneret's award was to have gone to him as partial settlement
for the sum invested in the Jeanneret practice. 19 Du Boi considered
Jeanneret had behaved dishonourably over their partnership agreement
by working with Pierre Jeanneret and neglecting the original agreenient°
He made one attempt some years later to obtain some financial compensation
for the money he had invested in the practice, but though he won the case,
there was no money available as Le Corbusier was bankrupt at the time.2'
The reinforced concrete advisory consortium (4.B.A.) had
been a etart5rig point for Jeanneret's business in1.erets, providing him
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with office space and contact with experienced businessmen. 	 He had
arrived in Paris with a much money as he could raise, a sum of about
20,000 Francs,23 made up of money borrowed on account from the bank for
fees owing t him, and some investment capital from three La Ch3ux-de-Fonds
basinessmen. 24 There may well have been others apart from Du Boi and
Bornand willing to back Jeanneret, some with investment sums, as at that
time Switzerland offered little in the way of investment prospects,
particularly in the areas of the declining watch industry. In 1917,
1918 and early 1919 there were very real advantages to be gained by
the Sides in investing outside their own country, In an area with a
relatively stable, high value currency.25
The French Franc had a high exchange value during the last
two years of the war, it had been kept stable by financial support from
the United States of America and Great I3ritain.26 In the winter of
1918, the aftermath of a thriving wartime industry, posl—war deals
in surplus stock and a supply of goods from the U.S.A. kept the value
of the Franc artificially high until March 1919, when America withdrew
her support and the financial depression, that already existed in the rest
of Europe, took effect in France.27
In wartime, any Investment was an uncertain prospect.
Jeanneret with Du Bois's help had given considerable thought to the
problem before deciding to inirest his capital in the construction of a
factory to manufacture concrete blocks, This was a relatively new
product in the construction market, only requiring cheap materia1,
simple machinery arid a small unskilled labour force to produce. For
a number of years a considerable amount of information on the nianu-
facturing and use of these blocks had been published in engineering and
construction magazines. 28
 The concrete block was principally used in
civil engineering projects, though Its potential for more modest eon-
struction had not gone unnoticed. In July 1914 the English magazine
- Concrete, aware of European developments, held a competition for the
design of a workers cottage, the cost not to exceed £125, the construction
to be in concrete 29
 in the hope of popularising Its use.
Towards the end of the war the quantity of domestic building,
making use of concrete, had increased.30
 The shortage of traditional
materials and the iew1y acquired familiarity, with techniques required
in the construction of factories, made this possible. Building and
engineering magazines tarried numerous advertisements for a variety of 	
i
bloc]cmaking machines and articles on the use of different types of
31
concrete block were published.
All this information did not go unnoticed by either Du Bois
or Jeanneret as it compliiented thcir already considerable knowledge of
the ubject. Jeanneret sent for the machine catalogues and designed
a number of related concrete block units suitable for use in several
types of building constructions.32 He had been a kcn visItor at
international building fairs and exhibitions making a particular point
of investigating the latest construction techniques. Block manu-.
facturing equipment, cement mixers and rendoring machines were to
receive his close attention for the next few years.33
In the spring of 1917 Jeanneret rented a site for his factory
from the company Du Bois worked for, It was situated in an area, to the
south-east of ParIs, known as Alfortville, then a rapidly expanding
industrial district. The site was part of a power plant known as
StLumiere at 15 rue des Peupliers, Qual Blanqul, o the banks of the
Seine near its junction with the river Marne, well placed for removal
of the finished product by boat. 34 The ash aggregate caine from the
furnaces of the St. Luniere power station.
Today the area is very heavily indusLrialised, the rue des
Peupliers no longer exists and a new road layout has been constructed,
but the factory site can still be established from a sketch made by
Jeanneret, at the time of the factory constrLicbion to explain the view
from the river frontage to William Ritter.35
When the site had been acquired, Jeanneret ordered the
machinery and moulds for the block manufacturing process. Men were
employed to construct the necessary sheds and storage bays.36
Work continued on the factory throughout the summer.
Jeanneret enjoyed vi.siting the site and Instructing the workmen;
he frequently spent an evening in the local bar with them after work
and grew to like the people of the area (which is today a strong-hold
of the French Communist Party). This must have been his first real
confrontation with an industrial working-class corinunity. The contact
established with this group of workmen was the start of many such
friendshipø that he was to make throughout his architectural career•
Jeanneret appeared to be able to cnduct a much happier relationship
with the constructors of his buildings, than with the actual clients.
The products of this factory, modular concrete blocks were
to be marketed under the trade-name Plot38
 through a new company founded
by Jeanneret with backing from Du Boi, called Socit d'Entreprises
Industrielles et d'Etud.e; it was a subsidiary of SSA.B.A.39
In expectation of increased work due to the formation of
S.E.I.E. and the production of Plot, Joanneret leased a new office for
himself, larger and more in keeping with his new image. The office
was situated at 29 bls, rue d T Astorg in the eighth arrondimnent, a
considerably more affluent area than that of the rue Belzunce.4°
During the next four years this office was to be the head-
quarters for several Jeanneret inspired enterprises,' the second
editorial office for L'sprit Nouveau and the office of Jcanneret
Architecte,
The letter heading for Jearineret's practice at that time
states that the firm would undertake the design and construction of
factories, bridges and workers cities. 	 A letter was sent to all
his business acquaintances informing them of the new address together
with the information that the La Chaux-de-Fond office was now no
longer in existence.45
The office was occupied by Jeamieret at the end of October
just before the factory at Alfortville went into producbion. 6 He
found the interior design of his new office very difficult to come to
any conclusion over; he was very bothered by the emptLness of iie
and whether he would, have enough work to make use of tW3W.
In a letter to Ritter, Jeanneret wrote :
I must have had fantasies. This time with
150 sq. ietres of space, 3,500 francs rent it is
necessary- to have building sites and factories,
we shall get them".
Apart from a project in May for a scheme to provide housing
for the workers of a watch manufacturing firm in Normandy/ 9 there had
been little to distract his attention away- from the construction of the
blockworks during the suimner. Of the Normandy housing scheme which
was originally for thirty units, only two were ever txiilt, but the
scheme did provide Jeanneret with the opportunity o make further
contact with the manufacturers of the bloc3- making machines. 50
 The
factory- owners, Duverdy and Bloquel, were keen to keep costs as low
as possible and were interested in a self build type of construction.5'
The firm had a sales branch for their watches in La Chaux-
de-Fonds (amongst several others in various parts of the world);5
this would explain the selection of Jeanneret for the work, together
with his interest in the type of community hosing.
May 1917 possibly saw Jeannere& l s first meeting with Ozenfant.53
Through this new friend, whose father ws a well-established builder
of factories, Jeanneret may well have received an enquiry concerning
the design for an arsenal at Toulouse, for which he produced a sketch,54
though there is no evidence that this project developed any further.
M. Ozenfant senior had been undertaking a considerable amount of work
in this area55
 and It is unlikely that Ozenfant t s background would have
gone unnoticed by Jeanneret at this time, though he was not to become
more closely involved with Ozenfant until January l91.56
When the Alfortville factory was complete and production ready
to start in November 1917 the expected orders were slow to appear.
Jeanneret was very worried58
 as he had hoped for a pi'ompt return of
his capital, particularly as the time had arrived to pay back the Swiss
bank loan. His clients, Schwob and lUva, had not as yet completed the
payment of their outstanding fee accounts and as matters stood In
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La Chaux-de -Fonda it did not appear very like] y that they would be
inclined to do so for some time if at all, Jeanneret had put the
matter of collecting the fee into the hands of a solicitor in La Chaux-
de-Fonds, Tel Perrin. 59 This dispute was to spread over a nunber of
years but no satisfaction was obtained.
Paris was undergoing bombardment from 'Big l3erthz". The
war situation at that izne was extreraely depressing for the French.
There appeared to be little hope of rapidly reaching a favourable
conclusion for the French and their Allies.
Jeanneret, on completing his accounts for 1917, wrote the
following complaint to Ritter :
"I have drawn up a balance sheet for this year,
I can just about pay everyone. As to my fortune
which perhaps was almost Lienty thousand francø -
evaporated; these figures are full of mysteries". 60
The last of his funds were spent on the then obligatory New Year gifts
of money which he delivered himself to his business associate.6l
Bankruptcy continued to threaten the Alforivifle factory :
"Alfortvile all kinds of ghastly coJdnes. Nothing
goes well for me, above all a blockworks where one
sir_ks one's poor little money". 62
Jeanneret was only too aware of the responsibilities involved in
managing such a concern; in December he had confided to Ritter that
he now felt he had the ability to take on such a burden. 63 He might
not have said this if he knew all the problems that were to be in store
for him in connection with the blockworks.
Very few records are available so far for this period and it
is almost certain that Jeanneret had very little commercial work to do
that winter apart from the a1e promotion of jpt.
In July 19l; Jeanneret received a letter from his mother who
was very worried as there had been no news from Paris for some months.6
She had been wondering if her letters had been delivered and no doubt
about the effect of the very virulent form of "flu that had attacked
people in Europe and was rapidly reaching epidemic proportions amongst 1 2
populations in no physical condition to resist the virus, coining as
it did after a long, cold winter and insufficient nourishment. Iany
people did not recover, the death toll was very high. In La Ghau>-de-
Fonda there had already ben several deaths from 'flu.
Jeanneiet replied to his mother's letter in August. He
reassured her about his health and gave her his latest piece of good
news: the blockworks had obtained a substantial order from the
governnient. 6	Bankruptcy had been averted for a while and. Jeanneret's
future in industry looked somewhat brighter. Though he was not too
pleased with the conditions of the government contract which left little
margin for profit.66
Jeanneretts reticence in counicating wIth h fanily and
colleagues in his home town, must have been due to his lack of any sort
of success, as much as resentment of his treatment by Schuobile poor
communication system provided a very convenient excuse.
When Hadame Jeanneret finally received her son's good news,
he wasted no time in telling his friends and visitors to the house,
one of whom, Charles Picard, a watch manufacturer and friend of Hax
Du Bois, was impressed by Jeanneret's success and wrote to congratulate
A.M. Tribaudeau, another watch manufacturer, also wrote, he
was seeking advice on investing in a brickworks in the Auvergne.68
Tribaudeau had no wish to sell any of his Swiss haree at such an
unprofitable time, but wanted financial security by investing In a
stable concern outside Switzerland.
-	 Jeanneret advised him to choose an area which had suffered
considerable damage in the war, as there would be no shortage of demand
for bricks when the war ended and rebuilding commenced. This advice
was acknowledged but not followed. II. Tribaudeau preferred to stay
with the brickworks he had already found,6
In the autumn of 1918, Jeannereb spent more time with
Ozenfant, 5° learning to paint and assisting in tIe preparation of
their manifesto on Purisme, 71 which was published in November, in time
for a joint exhibition of their work at Christma.72
The nanifesto was entitled !L prs le Cubisme and was printed
by a colleague of Jeanneret t s from Neuchte1, Dan Niestle', the son of
the owner of a large educational publishers and printers in Neuchtel.73
Dan Niest1, like Jeanneret, left his home town to live in
Paris and founded a small publishing and printing house of his own
under the title Lea Editions de L'Aver 'ir Fmiuln.74
Jeanneret introduced him to Ozerifant with the idea that the
three of them might start a publishing company together at some futw:'e
date. 75
 Ozenfant at this time was having to find work to support
himself, the faniiy business having final]y failed. 6
 Niestl was
interested but had no spare capital for such a venture a he was fully
committed at that time to his own firm, He wETs impressed though by
the quality of Ozenfant's typo'aphy and layout for Aprs Le C'3biarne
but said that his own firm had no work to justify such expertise and
could not offer him any work.77
When L'Esprit Nouveau, the journal founded by Jeaimeret,
Ozenfant and Paul Derme in December 1919, underwent some early manage-
ment problems,78
 Jeanneret aslmdNiestl6 to become a member of the
management board. He remair1 with the magazine until its closure in
1925 and playcda very important role in the five years of the journal's
existence.79
Aprs Le Cubiame was published a few days before the Armistice
-	 80	 .
was declared.	 Jeanneret must have felt reasonably pleased with him-
self, though the end of hostilities did not bring any iimnediate prospects
of relief to his financial problems. The European currency situation
was very unstable and was to remain Io for some months to come.81
Jeanneret 1 s competition entry for the abattoirs had not met
with e.ny success but it had revived his interest in the Doviino
structural system. During 1918 he worked on the development of a
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system of permanent shuttering using preforried asbetolux sections
for the columns and cladding. 82 This syptern overcame one of the
previous problems, the necessity to set up timber shuttering, which
was in extremely short apply.
Patents were applied for but no mention was made of Du Bois
though he must have had some interest in the system. The patents
were awarded in the spring of 1919, for two systems making use of the
permanent asbestos-cement sheet shuttering. 83 The first was for a
direct development of the Domino column and. slab principle for use
in industrial buildings.
The second system was for a domestic unit and was constructed
from a series of asbestos-cement preformed panels bolted together to
make a double skinned wall into which was poured concrete (the roofs were
84semi-arched).	 The house types were both single and double storey,
and included the first appearance of the now famous semi-circular water
closets. 85 The systcni was registered wider the name of Monol, the
plan types formed the basis of several later schemes and showed a
considerably increased understanding of the complex problem of combining
the plan form and structure.86
Jeanneret had known of asbestos-cement sheet through a
Werkbund Conference he had attended in 1911, Soon after he visited
the Ste Suisse de Usines Eternit at Nideruren in the Canton of G1aris
Swjtzerland and thereafter had used Eternit asbestos-cement sheet
material on the garden doors of the Favre-Jacot house at Le Lode,
constructed in 1912 and his parents' house front door, 88 He had very
likely also come across the existence of asbestos-cement and its
properties while working for the Perret brothers in 1908-1909.
	
At this
time, following a high court case inEng1and in 1907, the manufacturing
patents for asbestos-cement had been released for wider use by the
Austrians and Germane for general production. 89 These two countries
had held sole rights for the production of asbestos-cement sheet and
tiles under what uere kno't.m as the Hatseek patents, which had
severely restrIcted the development and use of the material.
A great deal of information on the uses of asbestos-cement
5heet and tiles had been published in technical jouriials since 1908,
but it was not until the demands of a war-time construction situation
and associated shortages and temporary requirements, forced themselves
on the materials market that the potential of asbestos and cement
W-ct
was to be realised to the full. very similar to the expansion in the
ue of the concrete block a a building material during the 1914-18
war 90
Asbestos-cement sheet proved to be an ideal cheap light
material for the rapid construction of army hospitals, barracks, stores
and factories. It lent itself to prefabrication and provided standards
of enclosure very near to those achieved by- more permanent and traditional
materials and it had the additional advantage of being fire-resistant.
On the 6th May 1919, Jeanneret in his position as consultant
to S0E.10E. wrote a letter to the directors of S.E.I.E. (presumably to
himself as the letter was sent from 29 bis rue d'Astorg to the sane
address), 9' The subject was the interest that a Belgian businessman,
M. Hobe,92 had shown in the asbestos pateiits that Jeanneret had obtained
for his two pro3ecls. He informed Hobe of the conditions under which
manufacture could be undertaken, this included a licence fee directly
payable to the Swiss Eternit company and any design work had to go
through the Jeannere-t offices any supervision of construction work also
- came under Jeanneret's direction.93
H. Hobe would have appeared to be somewhat deterred by all
these conditions because he was very slow to reply, despite several
letters from Jeanneret informing him of the urgency- of the need to reach
a decision before Jearmeret visited the factory in Switzerland in
August l919.
	
AU to no avail, no contract, apart from a few foes
in 1920 for the use by Hobe of some of the patents.95
In September 1919, when Jeanrieret came back from his first return
home to Switzerland since February 1917, there was very little time
left for the persistent following up of enquiries, 6	He was kept
very busy negotiating the formation of a ftench Eternit Company,
on imi1ar lines to the proposals he had made to Hobe.
	
Jeanneret
had obviously hoped to enter into discussions with the Swiss firm on
the basis of starting two companies, one in Bruse1s, the other in Paris.
In these negotiations Jeanneret showed considerably business
acumen in promoting the basic asbestos-cement material, his own
patents and the rights to any associated design and construction work.
He ensured that the details of organisation were clear and that his
interests were stated in the same meticulous manner that he used for
his architectural contracts.98
The ench Company was to be known as St rsncai Se 4c.
Lt Fverite,	 to market products base'l on Jeazmeret t s patented
shuttering system for industrialised buildings and onol the pre-
fabricated house structure, Both made use of the Swiss Eterntt
manufacturing process for the asbestos-cement parts. Ordinary sheet
and tile products were also to be produced under patent from the Swiss
company.
The company directors were Jeanneret, M. W, Bale and N. Keller,
two Swiss businessmen, based in Geneva. Keller travelled extensively,
he was principally concerned with organising the financial backing for
the new company)°° Jeanneret became increasingly worried over the
part Keller was playing,101
 capital appeared to be very difficult fo
find. Kefler t s absence from important meetings led to Jeanneret taking
over the complete organisation in an attempt to improve on Keller 1
 s
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efforts to raise the necessary finance, 	 a subject with which Jeanneret
was by now very faniliar, if not uccesful.
In November 1919, Jeanneret approached the new director of
S,A.B.A., N. Cartier, to see if he would be interested in putting capital
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into the Everite scheme)- 03	Cartier was only interested in purchasing
shares if his company could acquire sufficient numbers to give It the
controlling interest. If the deal did take place, Jeanneret was to
receive an Introduction fee and further fees for the use of his patents.104
At the same time as these negotiations, alternative means of
financing were proposed by the other directors of Everite, Bale and
Keller. These had to be investigated and It took same time to find
out that all the new backers would require from Jeanneret was nothing
more than the work of a technician. This was unacceptable to him.
Unfortunately, by- the time Jeanneret had found out the relevant
Information, Cartier was no longer in a position to carry through his
merger proposals.
Jeanneret continued to resist the alternative bid for the
coinpany,106 subsequently losing his initial enthusiasms a holding
company was set up by the other directors to ensure that there was
some return on the investment already made)-0'7
During the next few months nothing further developed with
the French Everite concern until September 1920 when Jeanneret once
more took an Interest. This time he had taken out patents for asbestos—
cement underground conduit, pipes and tubes)- 08 He had discussed his
proposals with M. de Pury, the chief engineer responsible for cable
communication in the Swiss Post and Telegraph Service° 9
 De Pury
had expressed considerable interest in the conduit and had asked for
some samples for testing purposes.	 If they had been suitable the
saving In production and laying costs would have been considerable due
to tie light weight and cheapness of the basic material compared with
the traditional but well proven cast Iron product.
On the strength of de Puryt s expressed interest, Jeanneret
asked the Swiss factory to make up samples of conduit to his design and
he started to renegotiate the founding of the Eirerite company)-11
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This tine Jeanneret visited the office of M. Plains
director of Ole de Mate'riaux Industriels, to put forward a case for
a factory to manufacture Eternit in France to exploit his conduit
patents,
	
Jeanneret said that he could provide the liaison with
the Swiss firm, production information and the services of an experienced
factory manager, trained in the Everite process. To carry out the
proposals would have required an additional 2,000,000 francs added
to the existing companies capital of 1,500.000 francs.113
Unfortunately, the first sample pipes were not strong enough
for the test requirements, de Fury would not accept them and was not
interested in trying out any re-designed conduit. 114 There is no
evidence that Jeanneret persisted any further with theo projects apart
from the use he made, as Le Corbusler, of Eternit asbestos-cement
cladding panels on many of his buildings.115
Part of Jeanneret's efforts to st 1 an a&estos-cement
factory in France included the necessity to find sources of raw material
for the supply of cement and asbestos fibre. In June 1921, Jeanneret
was involved in the investigation of a site for a cement factory in
the Dordogne as a source of one of the basic iaaterials. 6
 A Berlin
firm under the direction of M. Greuber was interested in this enterprise.
Greuber had already asked S.E.I.E. to act as his firn' representative
in Paris, as the situation in France was still not sypathetic to direct
contact with German interests. 117
 Greuber, however, did not consider
the scheme feasible any more than two other firms who had been invited
118to look at the project.
Once again a scheme had come to nothing and the factories
Jeanneret hoped to build as his part of the contract never reached
the design stage. The lack of success was certainly not due to a
shortage of ideas on his part or enthusiastic effort, but c&S Gtfi-
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too enterprising for the still very cautious French business world,
Following the war- ,ime experience gained in industry, France had made
12t
large strides in improving her productivity in business arid manufacturing
processes but there were still many changes tobe made, 119 The
combination of architect, entrepreneur and industrialist must have
been an unusual experience, package deals are a common occurrence today
but were not in 1920 ]?rance. The ideas for Jeanneret's projects had
their source in schemes by German idealists such a Karl Osthaus, who
did concern themselves with all the aspects of industry.° These
people Jeanneret had admired and they provided him with standards for
the work he undertook in the post—first world war period of his life.
During 1919, Jeanneret corresponded with Tony Gamier (he had
vt contacted him in l90'7), writing at the time of the appearance in
Paris bookshops of La Cite Industrielle by Garner. 122
	Jeanneret
complimented him on the ideas in the project and expressed regret that
they were offered to such an unappreciative public. 123
 In the same
letter, Jeanr.eret explains what he had been iorking at since he last
met Gamier in 1915. He wrote :
"Since my last trip to Lyon , I have had the
opportunity to weed out and clarify more and more
of my ideas1 my feelings, and my work methods.
I ulanage Ste d'Entreprises Industrielles et d'Etudes
because I reckon that an architect should accept
both financial and technical responsibility for work
that he has originated. I have built a factory
using materials that I am developing and I have set
up a section in my company to make calculations for
reinforced concrete which will be of great usefulness
to contractors and in which I can bring more use for
reinforced concrete than Is generally done by
Hi€bIque and others likeh.
I have also set up a section Industries de 1'Alirnentation
where thanks to the collaboration of one of the greatest
specialists in refrigeration, in ance we will study
the complete organisation of the provision trades by the
building of production factories, selling points and
warehousing using artificial refrigeration.
I am the promoter with my friend H. Reeh, who is an
engineer of a company with a capital of 5 million francs
which will carry out the commercial exploitation of
buildings that we have designed and built".
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Through the abattoir scheme, Jeanneret had become acquainted
with a new type of mono—rail system (for moving heavy goods) that wa
manufactured In England. He had ordered one for the blockwork at
12
Alfortvillo to reduce the labour needed to do the job as costs were
getting very tight 5 Later in the letter to Gamier, Jeanneret
explains the mono—rail system, and recommends its use in the abattoir
that Garriler was designing for Lyon. 6
 He offers to introduce Gemnier
to the salesmen concerned from the effort Jeanneret puts into effecting
this lntroduction it appears that he would have been eligible for a
reasonable fee if a sale took place. In another letter on November 21st
1919, Jeamieret tried to interest Gamier in a new type of concrete
mlxer.	 Both these a1es efforts are part of another side of his
business career that involved the buying and selling of goods and
machinery of all sorts.
Jeanneret' s blockwork factory, at Alfortvills, had considerable
difficulty in meeting the tough government contract which made little
allowance for rising costs due to the depression. Though the factory
was kept in production during 1919 it did not prove economical to
continue any longer. It was brought to a halt to be eventuafly
liquidated in l922.
Du Bole considered that Jeanneret spreadh interests too
widely during this period and did not pay sufficient attention to getting
his projects established, most of which he thought hou1d have had
a good chance of surviving the depression and becoming successfuJ..9
Asbestos—cement factories and industrialised building systems
were certainly not Jeanneret' s only business interests during this post-
war period. In May 1919 he wrote another advisory letter to the board
- of S.EOI.E. This time he advised that S.E.I, should undertake a study
of the use of tractors for ordinary agricultural use together with that
of wine growing.	 The objective was a possible deal in merican
tractors and the eventual construction of a factory for their manufacture
in France. This idea was shortly to be followed by another letter
suggesting that a study should be made of a watering place at 'Source
le Boulon' near Perpignari. with a view to the development prospects.'31
According to Jeanneret, in his role of consultant to his firm, for
which he charged fees, the site was an ideal place for a new hotel
and casino, together with the possibility of setting up a mineral
water bottling plant, He was in contact with the owner of the land,
necessary for such a scheme, but apparenily with no capital. Neither
scheme was acted upon.
In April 1919, Dan Niestl asked Jeaimeret to try to obtain
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a particular type of paper, known as "Jesus', for him. The paper
had to contain a watermark of a certain pattern to meet a client's
requirements	 Jeanneret went into the matter with considerable care
and found it was a difficult order to meet, but with the help of a
dealer, Pilate it would not be impossible, In his reply to Niestl,'33
Jeanneret made It very clear that before he would undertake such en
order s
 the money for payment must already be in a bank account agreed
to by both of them. Not even friends were to be trusted In business.
N. Pilate, as well as being able to supply Jear1neret with 1JSUST
paper also had supplies of wine bottles and typewriters available for
sa1e 134
 ebjects that Jeanneret had apparently dealt with before.
When thanking Pilate for his information, Jeanneret takes the opportunity
to Inform him of a new branch that S.E.I.E. was hoping to add to its
organisation. This time it is a service to deal in foodstuffs, the
name of the company 'Ravitaj1erent Frigorifique , in collaboration
with the Dreyfus aroup. 135 Jeanneret and Reeh, the engineer who had
assisted with the research for the scheme, were to have been paid with
shares in the new company together with a N. Lapton and N. Bornand who
had effected the introduction of the Dreyfus group. 6
 It would have
appeared that the effort put into the abattoir theme was at last showing
seine return.
In June 1919, Jeanneret offered a right he had to purchase
shares in St de (h'ands fravaux de Narseille to Signund Marcel.137
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Whether this offer was taken up Is not yet known but It is the first
mention of Marcel in Jeanneret's affairs •a man who was to become an
important financial backer for L T Esprit Nouveau.'38
During the mrniner of 1919, Jeanneret was also concerned with
the disposal of his 250 founder's shares in S OA.B.A. These were to be
purchased by the new management of S.A.B.A., payment was due at the end
of June. On the streiigth of their sale value,, Jeannoret used the shares
a security on a 5,000 franc loan from the Industrial Bank of ChIna,9
the money to purchase C.I.F. from S.A.B.A 6
 to form the foundation for
the latest company Ravit.. aillement rigorifigue. 14° At that time
the Bank of China was a reasonably stable financial institution by
comparison with the European banks. China was still on the silver
standard, which meant it was not affected too seriously by the European
financial situation,1
In October of 1918, Jeanneret had received a brief postcard
from Jean-Pierre MontmUin, in an army Camp at La Batie Holland,
near Monteliinar. He writes :
"1 no longer know anything. I no longer see
anything. I an no longer attentive to anything
but the front. I have already partly forgotten
what you do in Paris, It is very complicated this
brick merchant and this artist".
	 142
Montmoflin was another of JeanneretTe friends from Du Boi' Swiss group,
who found his numerous activities confusing and difficult to keep account
of. 143
 When !Iontmoflin left the army he joined a Paris branch of
Credit Coiiriercial and acted as Jeanneretts banker and financial advisor,
a service he carried out until the end of Lo Corbusier's life.
DurIng 1920 and 1921, Jeanneret undertook a number of business
deals that involved a great deal of financial work, nearly all of which
went through Montmollin at the Credit ComnierciaiW' Another part of
Montmo3n's work, was the banking and sbarho1ding side of' the L'Esprit
Nouveau organisatlon, together with the frequent need to raise loans
145
and financial support.
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The major part of Jearineret' s business deals from this period
involved the buying and selling of war surplus material 7 in particular
steel reinforcement bars and steel sheet.° The amounts were con-
sideiable, transportation the chief problem. 7 In an attempt to
solve the shortage, S.E01.E. was intructcd to carry out an investigation
into building and equipping barges for the work. Both steel and re-
inforced concrete hulls were considered.148
To obtain permission from the governmeiit to carry out deals
in wa surplus goods, Jeanneret had to sign certificates agreeing to
a 1mit on the profit that he could make on the resale of the stock7
approximately 2 percent of the purchase price.9
Joanneret purchased Ms stocks through an egent in Bordeainc,
H. Russier of St Lyonnaise de Navigaon+ 0 Apart from the steel,
there was a wide assortment of goods passing tñrough their hands.
(Russier was also to become a financial backer for L 1Esprit Nouve).1
The steel reinforcement went to a variety of concerns
	 including
that of H. Cartier, director of S.A.B.AS' 52
	Jeanneret certainly
made a substantial sum of money from these negotiations which went
towards financing L T Esprit Nouveau.15
The only evidence so far that exists for any further business
enterprises outside of publishing and building development, is two
advertisements in L' Esprit Nouveau for La Socit Gnra1e de Oartag
dtAssurance a form of insurance company With headquarters that were
based in Jeanneret's office in the rue d'Astorg, telegraphic address
- BIENASStJR-PARIS rather than JEANNARCH-PARIS.151' 	 In this case7
Jeann.eret was more likely to have been acting as the agent for a large
firm,
Jeanneret's activities in the financial management of L'Esprit
L!L 4t4 ov b
Nouveau and speculative housing associatioi projects
of these concerns made use of the experience he had gained in the
earlier cc
I 7k')
No doubt, if Jeanneret had per8isted through the difficult
post—war years, some of the business ventures would have been developed
and his appetite for success may have been satisfied by organising and
building large—scale industrial projects.
1'
I')
b. Publishing: Nanagoment, øales subscribers and advertisers
Ninagement
The contemporary man.ifestos and theories of the post—war
period had a strong siinila.rit: there were many small groups of
artists and writers discussing similar problems. Most only survived
just long enough to aUor for the crystalisation of a new attitude
before the members went on their own paths or joined new movements.1
Purism was to survive this initial period and to develop more a a
theoretical way of life rather than a school of painting. It did this
because the instigators, Jeanneret and Ozenfant, believed in the need
to publicise their discoveries in a manner that would clearly demonstrate
their theory in application, not only in art, but all other spheres of
human life, particularly industry and science. 2
 Their reasons for
this were probably different: Ozenfant was following a natural interest and
recognised activity for a painter but it would appear from this study that
Jeanneret was fulfilling a destiny in life, one w-htre it was a necessiJy to
communicate new ideas and discoveries. He was well familiar with the
importance of publicity and showed extraordinary persistence and tenacity in
keeping their journal, L'sprit Nouveau, in publication for five years.
In 1919 Jeanneret had turned down an offer from 'Haison Payot',
Paris, to publish his prciposed book on Town Planning and another on
Industrial Art. 3
 Jeanneret did not consider the time was right for that
type of book, but it was more likely that the scripts, written some years
earlier, were not attuned to his new attitude and he would have to do a great
deal more work before he could express his ideas satisfectorily.
The original intention of Ozen!ant and Jeanneret had been that their
book Aprs Le Cubisine should be the first edition of a series to be entitled
"Commentaires" and that the Galerie Thomas should produce a series
of exhibitions with a bulletin describing each one/b
 but they made no
immediate follow up and concentrated on painting for the first
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part of the year. However, the urge to produce a regular journal was
strong in both of them, though neither felt they had the time or
sufficient knowledge to manage a magazine on the scale on which they
5	 .wanted to produce. 	 A member of Perret's cormaittee for Art et Liberte,
Fernand Divoire, a literary journalist, told them of Paul Dernie, a poet,
who was proposing to start a journal for the rising generation entitled
Nontante, La Revue des Deux Mondes. 6
 Divoire thought they might
profitably combine, as Derine had considerable experience In financing
and managing journals of the type they wanted to produce and, at their
request, approached him with the suggestion. 7 Derme was agreeable to
the idea, and Jeanneret arranged a meeting for some time at the end of
December.8
Ozenfant and Jeanneret had decided to call their new review
LTEsprit Nouveau, a name inspired by an essay of k .polflnairs published
In Mercure de france on December 1st, 1918, entitled 'Esprit Nouveau et
les potes.9
	He had also used the phrase in a lecture twenty-two months
earlier and in the introduction to the programme for TParadet20 It was
to become a post-war phrase, and was an excellent choice of name for
their journal, symbolising the intentions of Its two enthusiastic founders.
In December 1919, Ozenfant travelled to Geneva, Berne, Zurich,
Basic, La Chaux-de-Fonds and Strasbourg in the search for financial
backers for the project and for a suitable printer, as they had been
turned down by the well-established Paris Fine Art publishing house of
Crs, and thought they would have better luck elsewhere." Everything
was still in very short supply in Paris, so that even finding good
quality printing paper proved to be difficult.'2
Jeanneret started on the task of raising the necessary capital
from Paris. Montmollin, his Swiss banking friend, had advised that
they should have at least 100,000 francs to start with and be prepared
to lose that amount to ensure the firm establishnent of the review over
I t&.pvtVJ
the first years Uraising this figure wastinsiderable task. 3 Ozenfant
-'r
had had very little capital since the death of his father and could only
afford 6,000 francs in shares. Jeanneret had amassed 34,000 francs,
from his business deals and loans, sufficient to become the second major
shareholder, with Dan Niestl6 holding 15,000 francs, then theSwiss businessman
Sigmund Marcel with 10,000 franca, and 5,000 francs each came from
four more members of the Swiss community, R.aoul La Roche, Hughes Jequier,
Ernest Spieaer and Ernest Gutzweiller. Within one week Jeanneret had
collected 75,000 francs of shares, the rest was amassed over a much longer
period with help from Montinoflin coming from 1,000 franc holders drawn
principally, like the major contributors from Jeanneret' a business world.
Paul Derme had 1,000 francs invested, 12,000 francs had been donated
and there were a few other artists and writers willing to risk their
money. 34
 A new review in the best of times is never a s&rong financial
investment. These people were to be commended for their faith in such
a venture, pai ticularly in such a money-scai post-war period.
A soon a a company had been formed for the production of
L'Esprit Nouveau and associated publications, one quarter of the share-
holders' money could be called in and the remaining quarters when needed,
over the first year of production2 5 At this time, Ozenfant, Derme
and Jeanneret hoped to issue the first edition in March 1920, but because of
the difficulty in raising the last 25,000 france of shares this was
16deferrec1. until October.
Derre had been given the responsibility of preparing the
contents of the first edition for publication in April and, for that
purpose, Jeanneret arranged a publication meeting for all of them in
January. 17
 Though they had not knoim Pau1 Derme before Divoire'
introduction, they both must have felt he was somevhat in sympathy with
their ideas as he had already published an article on their painter
'	 18friend, Fernand Leger, despite his close association with the Dada
artists. 9 It was to develop over the year that ft)1	 4fr\
W%.CO G't
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but in their enthus1am to start, neither of them took enough time to
really get to know their new associate.
During January and February, the three held several meetings
and decided to draw up a secret agreement between themselves which
included some Items that were not normally included In company statements02°
It also provided a partner ship agreement until the Limited Company was
formed. In this document, Derme was put in charge of the production
and editing with an annual allowance of 7,000 francs, paid in monthly
sums, to allct him sufficient time for this task. It was also his
responsibility to represent the magazine and advise on literary matters,
with Jeanneret and Ozenfant on the artistic side.21
One other very important clause, No. 5, covered the individuals'
freedom to take part in whatever aesthetic activities they wished, the
only restraint being an undertaking not to found or encourage any similar
rival enterprise. This document was signed on February 25th 1920.
They all had an equal right in the management and agreed to stand together
in any future company meetings, even to arranging pre-meeting meetings
to ensure that what they intended would take place. At the same time,
they drew up a contract document for Paul Derxne, which quite clear]y put
Derine in the position of Director for a period of ten years. The agree-
ment set out the format of the Limited Liability Company that would. be
formed to run an art review and associated productions. The principal
administration was to be by a council consisting of five members, Derine,
Ozenfant, Jeanneret and two others from the principal shareholders. The
council would be responsible for administration, sales and the intellectual
and moral standards. Derjne would be In charge of production. His
office, for the time being, was to be at No. 40, rue de Seine and No. 13
Quai de Conti, his own office. AU -of thia was to come into full force
22
when the new company _Editions L'Esprlt Nouveau, came into being and
was to prove to be a very serious mistake. (The original date In March
for publishing was eventually deferred to October 1920).
13(
Possibly the eaxliest sign of any problem was Dernie's proposal
that one of the first books to be published should be an edition of
poems by Dada writer, CeLine Arnould, 23
 who was living with DermEe.24
It was agreed that L'Esprit Nouveau Publications would undertake this
project and Jeannoret was designated to find a backer but was somewhat
slow in setting about his task, to Derme's polite disapproval.25
This would appear to be the best that their relationship would ever
achieve. The summer was taken up with the search for capital and
meetings. Jearineret was kept busy carrying out Derme' s Instructions
and answering his queries on the advertising sales which were proving
very difficult. He was also responsible for the organisation of the
iegistered office at No. 95 rue de Seine which gave rise to another stream
of instructions from Derne.26
Jeanneret, at this time, was also very busy in his business life
trying to organise sufficient finance for ins share in the company, to
repay long-standing debts and keeping the AlfortvIll blockworks in
business, a task not helped by the protracted dispute of the fees for
the La Ghaux.-de-Fonds proj ects.
Initially L 1 Esprit Nouveau was to cost 5 francs a copy and
55 francs for a year's subscription for twelve copies. This was later
increased to 6 francs and 70 francs for a subscription. 27
 By July,
they were advertising the journal and chasing subscriptions as wefl as
shareholders. Full page advertisements were planned for submission to
NemRevue, N.R. Francais, Mercure, Monsieur, Revue de Paris, Bibliographie
de France and a half page for Feutilets d'art, Burlinon Magazine, etc,28
These plans were later trimmed to meet the financial restrictions set by
their lack of ready capital.
At the end of June, Ozenfant sent Derine a formal letter gently
rebuking him for taking decisions regarding the title typography without
consultation with his partners and recommending him to leave those problems
with Ozenfant, whose responsibility it was. Derme should have been 13
getting on 'with his own work which was only progressing very slowly
%thithmeant that, because of the approaching holidays, they would not be
able to issue the first copy until October.29
Towards the end of July, Jeanneret sent Montmollin the draft
for the company articles and an invitation to become a director. It
had been revised on the basis of Montmollin t s observations, but before
the company could be formed, 25,000 francs was still required to meet
the capital figure of 100,000 francs. 3° Jeanneret had had great problems
in raising this last figure. He asked for the bankers help in achieving
it as he was under considerable financial pressure at that time and very
tired of the situation. The capital had to be complete before it was
possible to claim the second quarter of the agreed four parts of the
investors' share money and this was urgently required for printing the
first edition. in October. 31 Somehow Montmoflin and other supporters
obtained the necessary funds and the company wa officially formed in
time, but this was to be a forerunner of the financi.l problems that
were to dog the life of the Revue and occupy a great deal of the admin.is-
trators' time.
In Augast the differences between Derine and the other two
came to a head. Derme had, throughout the year, been taking an
increasing part in Dada activities. The movement had become well
established during the past year in Paris under Tristan Tzara and Anth'
Breton. Several publications had been produced to which Derme
contributed, and he even produced one edition of a Dada journal of this
called '' in March 1920,32 which had come to a halt after complaints
from the two purists. It would also appear that he offered a siin.ilar
service to some Dada writers to that offered to the two purists, a
his name appears as manager or director on several small Dada reviews
produced in l92O.	 The final straw was the publication, in July,
of Producteur which was another Derine'e-inspired journal and not at all
in sympathy with Purist principles. 34 This followed a large Dada
1
happening held on May 26th, at the Safle Gaveau, where the angry audience
joined in the sketches, hurlixg missiles at the participants in the
form of tomatoes, eggs and meat. Derine, as a presenter, was one
of the recipients of such appreciation. 35 This affair and Da
activities in general had aroused considerable indignation amongst the
Paris inidcfle classes, thereby achieving its intention. 36 Such laughter
at the expense of any form of recognised standards, did indeed provoke
strong reactions. Not least were those of Jeanneret and Ozenfant, who
were not at all in agreement with the lengths that the Dada followers
took to assault preconceived standards while offering nothing in their
place. They wanted a revolution, but felt they knew what should take
the place of the old ways which they considered disordered. Purism,
they felt, offered a way to a new, ordered and better exitence,37
When Derme sent a copy of a memo he had sent to Ozcafant,
to Jeanneret early in August, concerning the delays in moving into the
new office, with an accompanying letter complaining of Jeannerett
behaviour, the difficulty in contacting him and asking for some urgency
to get things done for an October publication date, he received no immediate
reply.38
 Jeanneret was on vacation but he had already received a letter
from Ozenfant explaining the situation and sending him Derine'e t
 s journal,
Producteur, for his opinion.39
 Ozenfant was somewhat more sympathetic
than 1leanneret to the Dada Idea but realised that there were very serious
problems in continuing under Dermo T s guidance. He also suggested a
Nou
possible partnership with)Sirene,	 ib\	 , that could lead
to the formation of a new publishing house, and even, eventually, the
start of an intelligent daily paper, a thought he said that he had had
for a long while,40
 They both stayed out of Derine's way for the whole
of August.
Derine, when he received no reply from either of them, wrote
a very long etter to Ozen!ant which started :
14U
"My Dear Friend,
I am very astonished at not having any answer to my
letter for 10 days, perhaps you are also on holiday
In which case my friendship is hurt by not having
received one of these nice little greetings that one
sends of picture postcards of the beautiful places
one visits. Our friend Jeanneret has not sent me
one either and I am completely deprived of any contact
with you. But if you a-re still in Paris I must
insist, in the major interest of our mutual work,
that you arrange a meeting with me at any hour
convenient to you",	 4].
Ee went on to stress the problems of accommodation, payment and Jeanneret
whom he called the great 'financial director' • Their relationship had
obviously broken down though it is very doubtful if there was much to
destroy. Derme1 a continual demands for action and payment combined
with his Dada activities and lack of action on the part of LTEsprit
Nouveau, did little to put him in favour with Jeanneret but, nevertheless,
things had gone too far to halt and, in September, they carried on with
preparing the first issue.
What favour Derme had with Ozenfa.nt was to vanish when it
came 7
 early in October, to the printing of the first edition of L'Esprit
Nouveau!
	
Ozenfant had the responsibility of the typography and
printing so it was his job to take the presumably finished, copy to a
printer they had selected in Orleans. On arriving, he found that the
copy had by no means been checked and was full of all kinds of stupid
mistakes impossible for the printer to remove, so that Ozenfant had had
to work solidly for three days to do the necessary corrections.43
Despite the problems, he was delighted with the result and
wanted a hawker hired to sell copies of L'Esprit Nouveau at the door
of the Salon d'Autonine and to distribute leaflets when the copies were
exhausted. For the next edition he realised they must be ready earlier,
and maybe print in Paris. At the end of the letter to Jeanneret
containing all the news, he said :
14O
"Dear Friend,
If you are bored stiff and messed about in Paris,
Orleans is murderous, dirty hotel, aged room, view
of the cathedral in ladies embroidery, a yellow mist in
the sky the whole blessed day. A church bell and to
make me remember sadly purism an enormous poster with a
gigantic bottle of Chartreuse (2m) on the wall.
Your friend Ozenfant.
P.S0 On the whole everything is going well this time,
October 8th, Orleans.tT 	 41g.
Unfortunately, this air of progress was not to last. There were again
many problems with the No. 2 issue, which caused Ozenfant to send Derme
a list of complaints of his behaviour, particularly with regard to
keeping records of meetings, finance and communication with contributors.45
Derme retaliated with complaints about the administration and a demand
for a shorthand-typist i46 There certainly was an ungainliness about
the whole organisation that such letters should have been necessary, and
it is apparent that there was very little personal contact. It hd
been Jeanneret and Ozenfant's intention that most of the day to day
affairs would be run by Derme'e, leaving them time for their own work,
together with the responsibility for over-all policy and their individual
tasks regarding typography and finance. As it turned out, keeping
Derme to his allotted task was taking more and more of their time,
particularly as they then found that what he had produced was not in line
with what they wanted and then was not even completed,
On December 1st 1920, the council of administration for L'Esprit
Nouveau Publications held its first meeting. Dan NiestlS had been made
a member of the board but could not make the meeting, held in a room at
the Institute of Civil Engineers. Ozenfant, Derme and Jeanneret were
present. Jearineret was appointed President and Niest1 Secretary, thereby
re-allocating what were originally the responsibilities of Derine. A
sum of money 'was allocated to the administrators, the amount partly
governed by attendance, and authority given to call up the third quarter
of capital from the shareholders. Jeanneret was put in charge of all
the financial affairs. Montmoflin's bank, Crdit Commercial do France,
was designated to keep the accounts of the society and the registered
office, to be at 95 rue de Seine, Paris, despite DerIneTs complaints
about the size.4
The third issue of L'Esprit Nouveau was produced before
Christmas, but again in a very unsatisfactory manner. The whole
situation was brought o a head when Derme submitted one of his own
articles directly to the printer for the January edition, without first
obtaining hi partners' approval. Ozenfant discovered the work at
the printers and removed it from the copy. 49
 It was entitled "51 c'est
une questIon de mode •.." a critical coimnent on the use of preconceived
ideas In art, which they considered would cast doubt on their theories
which were being given particular attention In the January edition, In
the article "Purisme". Derme was very annoyed by this action and,
in a letter to Ozeiffant, complained of hI noisy cramped office, which
was apparently still under construction. He added a postscript saying
that as he always passed their articles without comment, he did not
consider that they would have anything against his. 5° It was this
statement that must haves at last, made Ozenfant and Jeanneret face up
to the problem of Dermne and the Dada movement. They had already, in
the first edition, had a similar problem with a somewhat anti-purism
article that Dermne'e had tried to Include. Both had told him that they
did not want this type of article in the Revue, so DermnSe had no grounds
at all for giving such an excuse.51
Ozenfant and Jeanneret received his letter on the 27th December
and immediately drew up a long and detailed letter removing DermneTs
major responsibilities to the Revue and cited the following reasons for
doing so .
1. Production of the Dada revucs "Z" and "Producteur".
2. Taking part in Dada manifestations.
3. Ignoring warnings that such activities could
not be tolerated in a Director of their Purist
revue, L'Esprit Nouveau.	 42
4. Causing harm to the subscriptions by such
activities and putting doubts in the minds of
the shareholders, who principally came from the
Dada affronted middle-class.
5. Management incompetence, now necessary for them
both to devote most of the day- to make up for
Derine'e Te deficiencies.
6. No minutes kept of board meetings and many points
Ignored.
7. Coflaborators not given any guidance, payment
delayed and kept from meeting Jeamierct or
Ozenfant.
8. Very little time spent in thi office and
correspondence almost non-existent, despite
constant complaints about the pressure of work.
This had resulted in missing advertising dates
and subscriptions.
9. Staff issued their instructions in written notes.
10. Removal of contributors work from the office
unrecorded.
11. Opposition to distribution by bookehops and
almost non-existent sales sevice.
	 52
In their summing up they said :
"We judge that the quality of the editorial work Is
insufficient and does not correspond with the programme
that you fully supported; this programme is a solid
programme that you had told us you would make your own
but your present actions like your past seem to prove
that you only supported this programme to obtain some
advantages and then go your own way.
We have assumed responsibility so far as the share-
holders and the public are concerned. We want to
create a constructive review and not a review of
academic or anarchistic debates. We want clarity not
confusion, we want unity and not dispersal.
It is with regret that you find us in the painful
obligation of writing you this letter because of the
responsibility that is incumbent on us".
	 53
They had also seen it necessary- to turn down another article
submitted by Derme, on his own work,
	 written by C4line Arnaulcl.
The reason for the refusal was given as the close relationship that
existed between Derme and ClIno Arnauld. They had considered that
a reasoned assessment would not be produced from such a position, an
attitude they carefully forgot when writing about onc another under the
cover of a pseudonym. 54
 It is possible that Jeanneret' moral upbringing
13
still could not cope with the freer Paris art community attitudes
towards personal relationships, however much he might be in sympathy
with them.
Ozenfant and Jeanneret's letter was sent by- registered mail
and. drew a formal typewritten reply from Deiine who usually communicated
in scrawled handwritten note form.
in his reply :
"Registered Letter
Dear Friends,
He strongly denied their criticisms
29th December 1920
I had stretched out an olive branch in the note you
found on Tuesday morning. You answered me in a different
tone in your registered letter received on Wednesday
morning, the 28th.
There is in this letter that I will answer point by
point a who] e series of criticisms on :
A. Administrative matters;
B. Editorial matters.
I have once again to appeal to the spirit of agreement.
I invoke very strongly the major interests of LtEsprit
Nouveau in asking you to agree vi Lh us on the
essential points.
Many difficulties could be avoided if we had feelings
of goodwill. For example, if you had asked me to hold
back my article for such and such a reason, be sure
that I would have done so with pleasure.
But you used force. I shall do my utmost so that the
mutual work in which our shareholders have so much
confidence, does not suffer by our differences.
Help me with a feeling of conciliation and ett1e a meeting
as soon as possible where we could come to agreement.
Remember there is something above all three of us :
L 'Esprit Nouveau.
Wishing you well".	 Paul Derin&e	 55
Only too willing to comply, Ozenfant and Jeanneret organised a council
meeting for the 31st December at which all four administrators were
present. 56 It was held in the office of the Review on the afternoon
of New Year's Eve. The agenda was :
(1) Reading of the previous minutes;
(2) Declaration of powers (Jeanneret);
(3) Adrnlrd srative matters.
1 44..
The minutes were agreed and Jeanneret started immediately on the new
arrangements that he and Ozenfant had organised to overcome the
limitations of Derne as business manager and editor. This was
necessary because their previous agreement had made no allowance for
such a situation, so they could not just ask him to leave. 	 Lrstly,
was the setting up of a reading committee to be made up of the three
original partners and only material that had been passed by the committee
could be publishedin the review. Any two members could constitute a
quorum and form a committee, decisions would be subject -to a majority
vote. It would also be responsible for payment of contributors and
the keeping of accurate records. Deritne requested that the direction
of the Review should follow the "spirit of the programme published in
the last number without taking account of the various groups of thought".
Hamendment was not approved and the rosolutioh was adopted by three
votes: Derme abstained. The second resolution allocated total
responsibility to Ozenfant for the production and contacts with the
printers: Darjne again abstained.57
The third resolution delegated entirely the financial and
commercial administration to Jeanneret, with Niestl& to take over in his
absence: Derme'e again abstained, It was also noted that regret was
expressed at the considerable divergence in interpretation that had
appeared between Derine'e's approach and that of the other two founding
directors, which had made the recommendations necessary.58
At the next meeting, held early in January, aU four adnilnis-
trators attended and they discussed a proposal by Ozenfant to change
part of the sub—title of the Review so that it would read Revue
Internationale Illustre'e de L'Activite' Conteinporaine, instead of Revue
Interngtjona1e dT Esthtjgue. 59 The term aesthetic had deterred many
buyers according to the booksellers and their movement was certainly
not intended to be confined just to the fine arts, The revue would
appear on the 15th of each month and cover Arts, Letters and Sciences. 1 4 5
The section headings would read Literature, Architecture, Painting,
Sculpture, Music, Pure and Applied Sciences, Thperimenta1 Aestheticism,
The Aesthetics of Town Planning, Sociological Philosophy, Economics,
Moral and Political Sciences, Modern Liva Theatre, Spectacles, Sports
and Deeds, This received a majority vote and the new title appeared
on edition No. 4, with Paul Derm'ets name no longer a director on
the cover. He had abstained from voting on the new title, wanting
more time for thought, so his opinion was deferred for a later meeting.
The premises at 95 rue do Seine, it was decided were inadequate but
the problem was the lack of finance to rent larger premises. Here
Jeanneret came to the rescue and offered part of his new offices at
29 bis rue d'Astorg for the sum of 450 francs a month including heating,
telephone, etc. This proposition was accepted at the February meeting,
not attended by Derme, and the office transferred there in April.
Jeanrieret kept the right to use some of the space on occasions for a
draughtsman, a very convenient arrangement and a considerable contribution
to his practice costs a the architectural work he had expected when
first leasing the office had not yet appeared, so much of the space
was under uscd.60
The March meeting discussed a request from the major shareholders
to be represented on the council, which was accepted and arrangements were
made for another administrator to be selected by the shareholders from
61amongst their numbers.
	 The only other business was from Dermee who
raised objection to the reading committee's irregularity of meeting, but
was inìformed that this was not the case. He also threatened to take
the review out of their hands. Jeanneret and Ozenfant had been holding
their own meetings and arranging personally with the review contributors
as to the content of tlielr articies.62 Derme was quite legally being
cut out of the system; there was little else they could do, being bound
by the earlier agreement. His presence at the council meeting, they
considered very irregular, as Derine'e had already sent wrifa to all of
them with the intention of taking legal action against the Revue,
so he was formally informed that, because of his action, his presence
would no longer be welcome at either the council meetings or at the
reading cojnniittee.6
With Derme out of sight, if not out of mind, 6 the council
at its April meeting, finally got down to the purpose for which it
was intended and the progress of the Revue was considered.6	 Sales
were increasing steadily in ance and abroad and, judging by the
press notices that it had been receiving, they were achieving their
aims, but the income as yet was not very good. Subscription money
was slow in arriving and there was a problem in getting their book-
stall sales paid. The post—war depression had stopped firms using
advertising and the expected funds from this source had no where near
reached expectations; there had been a total loss of 30,000 francs.
AU this meant that it would be necessary to call in the third quarter
from the shareholders, providing them with another 25,000 francs.66
The Revue was proving to be a very expensive concern.
A request had been insde for an American Edithn to be produced
but more capital would be required for such an enterprise. On the
bright ido, they had received 8,000 francs in grant form from several
official bodies which they had approached for help. The final
resolution at this meeting was to, at last, take action against Paul
Derine whose attitude they considered was no longer in line with his
duties as an adjninistrator.'
It is incredible that, despite the dispute with Dernie,
six editions of 2,500 copies of L'Esrit Nouveau had been produced.68
The dispute was more on Interpretation rather than basic principles
and there had been a great deal in common, so the content had been
little affected and had already attracted a fair size following. It
was considered as one of the more sober publications, somewhere in the
second rank of the large mass of publications that flourished for a	 1 4 7
short while in the period after the war.6 	 it was certainly not
difficult to appear relatively orthodox in the plethora of Dada journals
that were produced in 1920 and early in 1921. The typography the
Dadaists used attracted tlie eye by the deliberate contradiction of
rules, where L t Esprlt Nouveau's format, while contemporary in feels
was based on recognised usage, and was acceptable to a wider field of
reader. Derme'e, Jeanneret and Ozenfant, using their own and their
newly acquired pseudonyms, plus one or two others, wrote approximately
a third of the script. 70
 Albert Jeanneret who had moved in Paris
in 1919 to start his own school of dance and eurhythmics ,71 was a
regular contributor and friends like Elie Faure, anco1s Divoire,
Waldemar George and Maurice Raynal made up another third. The rest
were special contributors who they felt expanded the principle of
Purism. In the first issue was Notes sur l'Art de Seurat by Bissirs,
Orncment et Crime by Adolphe Loos in the second issues Marinetti 	 7-
futurist dance in the third, gres by Bissire in t Tie fourth,
Juan Cris by Maurice Raynal in the fifth, (La Lumire, La Couleur,
La Forine by Charles Henry in E.N 1
 No. 6); all important contributions
to aesthetic literature.
In April 1921, the second Purist exhibition was held in the
Galerie Druet. 1aurice Raynal wrote a review of their work for
LTEsprit Nouveau No, 7. The work they had produced was certainly much
clos to representing their aims than the earlier paintings had been.
Their technique was far more competent and Jeanneret, in particular,
had benefited from contact with Juan Gris and Fernand Lager; but,
though it was thought to have been a good exhibition, it had very little
impact. Raoul la Roche purchased some of their paintings, the first
purist paintings that Jeanneret was to sell.72
At the June council meeting, all but Derme were present,
despite the fact that he had been sent a registered .ietter informing
him of the date, time and place of the meeting, as he had complained
	 1 4 3
that he had not boon informed of the previous meeting. 73
 It was a very
difficult situation for Niestl, Ozenfa.nt and Jeanneret a his company
was certainly not wanted but legally he still had the right to attend.
They decided that if within ten days he had not done the honourable
thing and resigned,. the only way that they could rid themselves of the
awkward. presence of their ex-chairman wa to call a general meeting at
which they would all resign, explaining their action to the shareholders,
and put themselves up for re-election while asking for the exclusion of
Paul Derm'e.74
At the sane meeting, they decided to undertake the distribution
of the Revue themselves and cancelled their contract with Hazard, a
Paris firm of booksellers, who had been delaying payment.
Jeanneret presented a favourable report on the negotiations
with Inter-allied Pre for an merican. edition of L'Eprit Nouve,
which would relieve the management of a large anount of the running costs
on for
involved in its production. Unfortunately these negotiations were to drag/
some tine, but nothing was ever to be resolved.
The next meeting, following the swnmer vacation, was attended
by Derme who had ignored the directors' offer to accept hi resignation,
and told them that as an elected member of the adninitration council,
he had a right to take his place in the management of the Revue but he
was agreeable to the calling of a general meeting, as long as the
reason for the council t s resignation was presented to the shareholders.
Derme agreed to stay away until this meeting took place.75
After hi departure the discussion centred on problems of
distribution. They had reached an annual subscribers list of 600 and
had arranged for distribution in Italy under the direction of Valori
Plastici an Italian art review. Their main problem lay with the lack
of advertisers. The cost of the review had been estimated on the basis
of selling a considerable amount of space for advertising, AU they
could manage so far had been four pages of paying spc.ce and six or
seven pages of free advertising for some of the big Paris firms, to
	 4
encourage them to take up a contract. Altogether they were losing
5,000 francs an edition, a total of 60,000 by the time the double copy
of L'Esprit Nouveau No. l]/12 appeared.6
o far t
 they could cover their costs,. as the capital had been
subscribed to allow for such a contingency, but the problem would come
in the future as by this tline they should have built up a regular list
of paying advertisers who should have made up for ti'e discrepancy and
some extra, as well, to replace the capital.
At the October meeting,77 the three remaining administrators
agreed to try to raise an increase in capital, raising the total figure
to 150,000 francs, as it was becoming very clear that, due to allowing
large credits to the book-seUer and the low number of advertisers,
they would be forced to stop publishing without further funds and would
have to cease negotiations for the, then still viable, American contract.
There was also the possibility of a grant from the Czechoslovakian
government, but due to a change in government, the certainty of this
arriving was now very slight.78
An Extraordinary General Assembly was called for the 19th
October, which nineteen shareholders attended with just over the number
of votes between them required for a quoruni. 79
 The problem of Derine
was postponed and the necessity for inviting more capital was discussed
and agreed upon. At the council meeting, 8° a few days 1ater they
decided to send a circular letter round the known supporters of
LEsprit Nouveau and any others who they considered would be interested.
A letter making this new offer of shares would be sent out with the
reminders for subscription renewals. 8' The administrators were charged
to do everything in their power to do their best to raise more capital
in any way they knew, By December, their gloom had not lifted.82
Nist1', because of the non-settlement of a loan he had made
to L'Esprit Nouveau, wrote to Jeanneret and Ozenfant resigning his
directorship. 83 This they refused to accept and managed to settle the
debt after which Niestl agreed to continue a a director. 84 Nany
aubscriptions had not been renewed and rcquired individual canvassing
so that funds from this soirce were only coining in slowly. Book-
sellers settled their debts quarterly, so nothing from this sourco
would be available until January 15th, and Hazards the previoua dealers
refused to settle his 7,000 franc debt until enough copies had been
sold to make some sort of profit. 85 La Roche had offered them a loan
of 5,000 francs as long as proper accounts were to be kept, but was not
too happy at only having Jeanneret and OZ enfant paintings as security.
He requested an IOU for repayment by the end of December when the new
subscriptions came In. 86
 Only 11,000 francs had so far been received
- on the new shareholder scheme; the rapid devaluation in the franc and
the accompanying economical depression made this particular task
extremely diffIcult.87
The publicity handouts contained a free offer of a Juan Gris
print and a request to pay s by postal cheque in Swiss france, to a Swiss
address. Any subscriber who brought in three new subscribers would be
entitled to ade luxe copy of a L'Esprlt Nouveau publication.88
Lurcat and Perret became shareholders on this second offer
and a property ovner Rolf De Mare, contributed a very substantial
figure but t despite all these efforts the end of the year accounts
did not look hopeful.89
In January 1922, there was a complaint from a shareholder about
the lack of Information provided for the Extraordinary General Meeting.
Teanneret gave the following reasons why this had happened: no accounts
were available as they had not been finalised; lists of subscribers
were kept secret for commercial reasons and they had not expected any
profits from the first yearts publication. In fact, there was a loss
of 54,000 francs at least, and the accounts were in a mess. 9° The man
hired for the work had barely attended the office and a new accountant
had to be found for the work.9' It was now painfully clear that a 	 151
considerable loss was tiU being made, despite several more appeals
to influential and wealthy citizens who could be considered supporters
of the arts. Amongst these were the Marquis de Polignac whose wife
was later to give Jeanneret the work for the Salvation Army in Paris.92
By Fobrlx3ry 1922, a joint production with the review Sirne
had been considered and accepted. 93
 They had reached their target of
the extra 50,000 capital by April with some help coniug from Sirne.94
To counteract the still persistent deficit each month,. the council
undertookto reduce the staff by two, only open the office in the
afternoons reduce the size and format of LEsprit Nouveau and consider
amalgamation with a Building Society who wanted a monthly magazine on
housing.95 All this should have helped them through the dead season,
together with a reduced production of reviews but this was not to be.
L1 Esprit Nouveau No. 15 was further delayed and only emerged in June,
after a gap of four months and No. 16 did not appear until September.
Derni&e, as he had refused to resign, 6
 had been removed from
the council at a special general meeting held on the 27th May when the
rest of the council re&igned, and he had left to continue his court case.
Roif de Mare, a newly acquired major shareholder, joined the re—elected
committee replacing Derme'e.97
Publications L'Esprit Nouveau combined with a Russian exiled
artists' magazine Oudar at this tinie, 98 In the sununer the remaining
capital had been called in but to no avail and L'Esprit Nouveau ceased
publication after the issue of No. 16 in September 1922. In the 1ite
summer Jeanneret had been asked to submit a town planning project for
the Salon d'Automne in October and ho was very busy preparing, with
Pierre Jeannerot, hi idea for 'tUne Vile Conteiiporaine fl which he must
have hoped would be able to revive his flagging practice, business and
review and be put all hi ener into this and the Maison Citrohan.100
When they were exhibited the chemes certainly attraced a great deal
of attention and provided hi practice with the initial impetus it needed:1 r2
enquiries started arriving, but funds were tiU short. It was nine
months before the next issue of L'Esprit Nouveau No.17 appeared in June
1923, the result of a new pontract with Budry, a Paris publishing house,
who would take over the distribution of twelve editions of L 1 Eaprit Nouveau.'0'
The council of L'Esprit Nouveau had carried out a considerable number of
accountancy exercises to prove that it was a sound financial enterprise
but they did this without Dan Niestl who had resigned due to ill health.102
Each edition would be for 2,000 copies of eighty pages. The monthly cheIue
from Budry would cover all but 600 francs of the production costs and
would relieve the council of a large number of problems. L1Esprit
Nouveau office would move Into some space available for rent in a
103publisher's premises.
Ozen.fant and Jeanneret produced a number of documents to
present their case to the publishers, shareho1der and. subscribers,
their own statement being :
"L1I. Ozenfant and Jeanneret, Adininistrateurs de la Socit
des Editions de L'ESPRIT NOUVEAU, et directeurs de la
Revue L'ESPRIT NOUVEAU consentent a continuer leur
concours a wi nouveau groupe et ad.mettront volontiers
la presence d'un reprsentant d.e ce groupe en tant que
Co-djrocteur.
us estlinent pouvoir apporter a la nouvefle organisation
de nombreuses ides tant a la Revue et Panorama quta
]. tencyclopdio, ainsi qu'aux 'ditIons en gnral.
lie apporteront e'galement le concours de toutes leur
connaisances du milieu parisien et International en vue
dt aider a i'entreprIse.
ha seront disposes a entreprendre, le cas &hnt, des
conferences a 1'tranger et a aider a touts manifestations
utiles au dveloppement de l'entreprise.
Paris ]3 15 Janvier 1923"
	
104
Ozenfant took a lesser lead in the activities and the management
became almost solely a Jeanneret affair2° 5 The Derine court case came
up in June, when he lost his case against Ozenfant and Jeanneret and had
106to pay the costs.
	
The early, if somewhat tedious actIons of the
council, bore fruit and Derne was shown to have broken his agreement2
He was to continue to contribute to L'Eprt Nouveau, but was not to
forgive them and even went as far as attempting to produce his own review
entitled Esprit Nouveau No.1.108	
1 5
Jeanneret's book, Vera une Architecture, a collection of
articles from L1 EsprIt Nouveau, was put on sale the same month a
Lt Eaprit Nouveau No. 18 In October 1923 and No. 19 appeared, on schedule,
the next month. However, no further copies were produced until February
l92l. Then followed six more editions at reasonably reguJ.ar intervals
over the year. L'Esprit Nouveau No. 28 appeared in January 1925 and the
cover and contents were prepared for the next edition, No. 29109 but it
was never to be produced and Budry' a contract for twelve copies was
never completed.
The cause this time was not so much finance, as the natural
end of a happening. There had been several breaches of understanding
between Jeanneret and Ozenfant which ledt.- to the end of their partnership.
During the year, the preparation of the 1925 exhIbition pavillion for
L'Esprit Nouveau absorbed all Jeanneret 1 s resources and energy. He was,
by then an established avant-garde artist and architect in the eyes of
the select world of art in Paris and had achieved, through L'Esprit
Nouveau, a considerable name for himself as Le CorbusIer abroad. He
no longer relied on the Review as the sole means to promote his Ideas.
There were still, however, a considerable number of financial problems
to sort out, some of which contributed to his eventual bankruptcy at
the end of the year.
The funding and management of a cultural magazine is a very
precarious business in any circumstances and extraordinarily hard in a
period of post-war economic depression. The number of reviews and
journals launched was large; only the smallest handful ever established
themselves and few achieved the numbers or time span of L'Esprit Nouveau.
The persistence of the Review was almost entirely due to Jeanneret' a
refusal to accept financial defeat and the lengths to which he was
prepared to spend his own and other people's money. Enormous energy
had to be expended in the thousands of letters written and hours spent
on talking to prospective backers and contributors. He believed
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sincerely, and somewhat ruthlessly-, in the need for the review as an
instrument to spread his and like minded persons' ideas but, in other
fields, his was almost the only architectural voice. There were not
many people in France promoting anything like his work, and ironically,
though the review served the purpose excellently of spreading Jeanneret' s
(Le Corbusier) theories, they became irreparably linked with the elite
world of avant-garde painters, a very international group who were not
held in high favour with the respectable French businessman, industrialist,
politician or academic. They were never to accord any obvious
approvals, close interest or support to Le Corbusior 1 s architectural work
particularly as, in their eyes, he was not qualified. This continues
today and it is his painting and sculpture which now has status in
France, but his architecture is stiU basically unacceptable, an attitude
that was always to prove very frustrating for 1d.m.
Sales, subscribers and. advertisers.
During the first year of its publication, L'Estrit Nouveeu
attracted approximately 600 annual subscribers, of whom 250 caine from
abroad. The total numbers printed for each edition were in the region
of 2,000 - 2,500 copies; of these, about 1,000 were, for the first
few months, on a contract sale basis to Hazard, a Paris based bookseller,
not a very successful arrangement as it limited the sales; other
agents could not carry the Revue. An unknown number went to book-
sellers abroad and many were distributed free as a means of advertising
or exchange with other siailar reviews. The remainder were available
for sale from the editorial office11°
LtEsprlt Nouveau No. 1 had to be produced for a very high cost
because of the large number of copies distributed free to attract
subscribers. An annual subscription for twelve editions cost 70 francs
in France and 80 francs abroad; bought at a bookstafl each edition cost
155
6 france. The booksellers took betueen a third to a half of the selling
price. Thin was not to change for the whole period that L i Esprit Nouveau
covered despite the dopresion, though when it reappeared in 1923, the
pages bad been cut by a third.
The Revue contained 132 pages for the first sixteen editions
of which at least ten pages should have 'been aold. for advertising, but
sales were not to come any-where near expectations. The coat of
production averaged between 3.50 and. 4,00 francs a copy. At the end
of this first phase, they were left with 11,000 and 12,000 copies unsold,
several debts and. an overall loss of 56,000 franca$ 11 This was very
disappointing for Ozenfant and Jeanneret who had both put a phenomenal
amount of time, energy and money into the project. Compared with
similar journals, they had set their aims high, the circulation figures
looked at in comparison, were better and L& nt Nouveau was read. by a
far wider public than most of the others.
The foreign subscriptions were obtaifted from a campaign of
letters and visits by the directors. 	 Any foreign contacts were
besieged with propaganda, and foreign journals sent details of L'Eprit
Nouveau activities and offers of collaboration. At least twelve French
Consulates abroad were persuaded to become subscribers, also the
Czechoslovakian Consulate in Paris and London.
Advertising contracts proved much harder to attract, not even
trial periods with free space proved successful. The large car inanu-
facturers 1,,rere high on the list of firms to be approached. 113 Ozenfant1s
fascination with the automobile was a major influence here and it wa in
an attempt to interest N. Citroen to use the pages of the Revue to
advertise his macbine, that Jeanneret called his prototype mass production
house for the 1921 a1on d'Automne, Citrohan , later published in
L T Esprit Nouveau No. 13.
	
N. Citroen gave the same reply as he had
when first' approached, Citroen did n6t advertise in literary or art
magazines.	 He did change his mind in 1923 and had a short advertising
contract but he was never substantially to contribute towards L'Ecprit
Nouveau finances. They had no better luck with the Voisin company until 56
the later period when they did take out a substantial contract for
twelve editions together with Pleyel, Printempe and Pagnee, altogether
worth 11,350 francs which, together with the guaranteed sum from
Budry, covered their costs for a yoar. 5
 The Voisin Company, at the
end of t1ii period, contributed 50% towards the cost of the pavillion
for L'Esprjt Nouveau at the 1925 exhibitIon and had Le Corbunier's plan
for Paris called after the flrm.116
There were a number of smaller advertisers like Albert
Jeanneret's School of Eurythmics, 'Roneo' office furniture), 'Jove1
(dress designers), Niest1' (printing), and several of the Jeanneret
enterprises that took advantage of the pages. The Jeanneret enterprises
included Alfortville brlckworks (PLOT) Insurance Schemes and building
sites, though the latter were in the name of Pierre Jeanneret.'17
 Some
of the smaller advertisers may have paid by exchange of services.
Special pamphlets were written by the directors to send to
possible advertisers, drawing their attention to special features and
articles in forthcoming revIews that would be relevant to their
merchandise.	 The thought and care put into attracting manufacturers
by Ozenfant and Jeanneret was considerable, not only to support the
magazine by purchasing space, but also to appreciate what they were
trying to do for the Improvement of the quality of life. Only manu-
facturers whom they considered produced goods on the lines of their
principles were approached.
Content.
________________	 119L'Esprit Nouveau was an ambitious enterprise for the period.
Ozenfant and Jeanneret had set themselves to attain a high standard and
had one hundred and thIrty-two pages in which to carry it out.
The review was a competent production printed on as good a
paper as they could obtain. To attract attention, ab least one coloured
reproduction of a contemporary or relevant painting was included in each 1 57
issue, the appearance of which was still somewhat of a rarity in the
early twenties. Attention was diawn totlese special items on the
front cover together with the number of line and photographic iflus-
trations. At six france a copy it was not cheap but gave valae for
the money.
As the journal was aimed at a wider audience than just the
Paris art and literary community, it was necessary to have a reasonably
established and acceptable image to encourage the members of the
professional and business communities both home and abroad to purchase
a copy. The two 1purists' wanted their magazine to spread their ideas
as widely as possible, and particularly to people in positions of
influence. They wanted to start a new movement in socIety at large
and recognised that there was very little future in preaching to the
converted,
Because of the wide range of subjects that they had set them-
celves to cover and their limited financial reeource, it was difficult
for them to provide and pay for the number of contributors and experts
necessary to fulfil such a programmes even though most contributors
gave their services freely to the magazine and only occaaional by writers
received a fee.12°
To overcome the problem, they wrote many of the articles
themselves, making use of pseudonnis to disguise the fact. The joint
Le Corbusier—Saugnier signature was allocated to architectural subjects;121
In this case Jeanneret wrote the article and in the earlier copies (1-16)
Ozenfant said he supplied most of the illustrations. The Ozenfant-
Jeaineret combination went to articles on painting, purism and a variety
of subjects in the last editions. These can largely be attributed to
Ozenfant but with fewer articlea to its credit than the first joint name.'22
Ozenfant wrote most of his material, not under his own name,
which only rarely appears, but under that of Va u creey. Using this
name he covered exhibitions, literature, music, current events and all
kinds of assorted maU items.' 23 The name may- well be a joke on the
name of Louis Vauxcefles, the Paris art critic, who had proved to be
a particularly vicious critic of cubism and purism. In the article on
the Schwob house, Ozenfant used another family name, Julien Cron,
(Caron also means 'sham' in French, they both had a weakness for double
meanings). In the article, Jeanneret is referred to a Le Corbusier,
the architect, for the first time. Saint—Quentin, Dc yet 	 and
possibly some more names were put to use by Ozenfant before the review
finally closed.
Jeanneret rarely wrote under his name alone; the Le Corbuier
title was increasingly used with and without Saugnier. He contributed
under these names, far more basic theoretical articles than Ozenfant
and, as far as can be ascertained, only made use of one other pseudonym,
Paul Boulard mainly for comment and criticini.
In the months leading up to L'EprIt Noureu IT0, 1, during
the several deferments of production, Jeanrieret and Ozenfant prepared
most of their own material for the first twelve issues.
Ozenfantt s and Lgerts passion for motor cars any new form of
transport and mechanical devices, infected Jeanneret, who until that
time, apart from brick machines, cement guns and abattoir cranes, had
been mainly infatuated with the marvels produced by the civil engineer.
There is no evidence of a passion for the motor car during his earlier
years other than his design for the La Chaux—de—Fond Motor Car Club.126
Both of them had started to collect photographs and iflus-
trations from catalogues, magazines, etc., on the products of post—war
industry.127
Subjects not normally considered to be of interest to readers
of culturully based reviews were included; hospital and office equipment,
useful storage units, construction equipment and healthy mnastic
exercises, interleaved with articles on music and art. It was a
seemingly incongrous mixture, but one that was made to appear a lo cal 159
,. ,,-,njou3 one by its two instigators. There has been nothing
j since with such an integrity and completeness of approach.
s.ign magazines are a very pale comparison and have nowhere
inpact, something which stiU comes over very strongly- today,
the datednoss of the technology.
For the first three articles entitled 'Trois Rappols a NM le
written under Le Corbusier-Saugnier, 8 Ozenfant said he
jj the illustrations while Jeanneret wrote the script, the grain
co ^cturOs being supplied by a friend of Ozeiifant's, Henri Pierre Roche,
I recently returned from America) 9
 This may be true for one or
or these iflustrationa, but one came from a 1915 Werkbund publication
and others were supplied by the American Portland cement
.. 'ty in answer to a very detailed request from Jeanneret,131
rtjnly, as the consultant architect to Du Bois 1 s 1 Socit dtApplication
't'on Arint, he would have been only too aware of these types of
c*rrcte structures both in work and the professional journals and he
) rtlready designed and constructed a large concrete water tower at
in l9l7,2 Further industrial photographs had been obtained
troi a Paris Press Agency.3
For part of the basis for hiø first twelve articles, Le Corbu1or
probably made considerable use of his theory and history notes prepared
darirg his time teaching in the La Chaux-de-Fonds art school and the later
town pla.nziing research for the then proposed books. They had been
doveloping ovor the years since and had been greatly reinforced by his
recently acquired confidence in painting and the definition of purism.
Ozenfant and Jeanneret' s intention at the start of publication,
was the production of a book consisting of a variety of articles drawn
from the previous years t issues of L'Esprit Nouveau 4
	This in the
end turned into a coflectjon solely of the Le Corbusier-Saugnier articles.
From the careful construction and. build. up of these particular articles,
this would appear to have been Jeanneret t s interpretation of the idea
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from the outset; certainly no other production of a genera]. selection
of LT Esprit Nouveau articles was produced at th.is time, The set of
twelve articles covered the first sixteen issues of the review before
the set was comp1ete. 5
 Only one extra article was added to the final
book before publication in the autumn of 1923, this chapter was entitled
'Architecture et R'evolution', the tM 	 of a 1919 lecture by Karl
Othaus. 6
 It had been Jeanneret's original intention to call the
whole book by this title and it was known under this name during the
preliminary negotiations with Cres, the pubiishers, 7
 It was changed
to Architecture Nouvelle on the contract signed in December l922,1
possibly because the term revolution was not a popular one at the times
boo closely associated with fairly recent events in Russia which had
caused a diplomatic split of embarrassing dimensions between the two
countries	 (The only signs of a softening of attitude by France coming
at the 1925 Exposition when they permitted the Russians to build a
pavilion). Before going to the printers, the titic underwent the
third and last change to Vers une Architecture which at least hadmore of a
,iIeeling of a
vestige of the movement towards a new era than was contained in the first
title) 9
 Cres, while refusing to publish the review, had accepted
the Le Corbusier-Saugnier collection. The book appeared for sale at
the. start of the 1923 Salon d'Autoinne and coincided with the recomxaencement
of publication of L t Esprit Nouveau No. 18 which apart from one editions
No. 17, had been out of action for sixteen months,
Jeanneret showed a professional publisher's awareness of the
necessity for good timing for publication and he had clearly put a great
deal of thonght into these matters, to obtain maximum publicity and
coverage for his work. Dan Niestl may well have advised him in this
matter as both he and his father were oxperienced publishers and printers.
To illustrate Ozen.fant's article on the Schuob house at
La Chac-de-Fond for L'Esprit ITouveau No. 6, Jeannert had asked Leon
Perrin to arrange for a series of photographs to be taken,° Before
	 -
this could take place, be had to break the i1ence with Ariatole Schwob
and ask permission for Ozenfant, Leon Perrin and a photographer to
have access to the house. Madame Schwob was very co—operative and.
allowed them to return when they wished; she appeared not to have shared
the views of her husband.W Jeanneret supplied Perrin with very
detailed instructions which were carefully followed and he was pleased
with the results.
Adolf Loos had been agreeable to the reprinting in LtEsprit
Nouveau No. 2, of his 1907 statement 1Qnent et CrilneT 	 He had
also promised to send them some unpublished material but t despite
pressure	 from Jeanneret and the friendship he developed with the
directors of the reviews when he moved to Paris in 1922, no new material
was forthcoming from him.
The Volsin prefabricated asbestos—cement sheet houses,
designed by architects No1 and Patout that appeared in an article in
the same issue of L 1 Esprit Nouveau a the Loos t article, had attracted
Ozenfant and Jeairneret1 s attention when they visited the Paris Trade Fair
in the summer of 1920 in the Jardin des Tuil aries, where three types were
on display.5
During the ware the Voiin factory had. produced bombers on a
production line basis, With the end of the hostilities, they were left
with no work for their 1,000 employees; the peace—time use of aeroplanes
had only- barely started and there was nothing like the wartime demand.
Gabriel Voisin had trained for a time as an architect in his youth before
a childhood infatuation with flight took over his and his brothers1
1ives, 6 so that a change from producing aeroplanes to housing on. a
production line basis was not such an illogical development. It was
too radical though for most people, and builders in particular condemned
their houes, 7 complete homes built in a factory and. transported by
lorry straight on to the site within three days of an order being placed,
left them with little to do. They were seen as a threat to the con- 	 162
tractor's livelihood, despite the acute shortage of homes and the lack
of any organisation in the industry to cope with the demand, Voisin
had met with the same problem as had J&nneret and Du Bois when promoting
their Domino system. Unfortunately, there were no improvements in
sales and the Voisin Factory turned to car production with considerably
more success.1
Some time during 1920 Ozenfant and Jeanneret had purchased a
smafl prefabricated house, possibly a Voisin or similar type, for them-
selves as a weekend retreat. 9
 They came to an arrangement with the
Abbot of a monastery situated at Vaucresson and obtained his permission
to erect their cottage in the grounds of his Abbey, conveniently sited
very near Paris. 150 It wa on these weekends that Jeanneret would have
come to know the Mayor of Vaucreason and to arrange some agreement over
the sale of land for individual houses. Though only one house was
constructed in Vaucresson in 1922 for N. Besnus 51 two other sites
were advertised in L'Esprit Nouveau in 1924.152
During 1921, Ozenfant and Jeanneret had to work extremely
hard; the removal of Derne had left them with the major task of managing
and producing the whole of the review themselves, At the end of the
first twelve months bUoying the production of the joint edition of
Nos, U and 12, it was clear that they would have to severely rationalise
their production to fit their rapidly disappearing capital.
Issue No. 13 of L'Esprit Nouveau was a particularly important
one, containing an article entitled L€sNa1soren Srie signed by Le
Corbusier-Saugnier. It appeared at the same time a Jeanneret' a Citrohan
house design and model'53 was on display in the Salon d'Autorne, where
he had been encouraged to submit hi work by the President of the
exhibition, Frantz Jourdain. 154	-
Realising their financial predicaaent, Jeanneret was making
a big effort to attract the backing of H. Citroen of Citroen cars,
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Jeanneret asked Dr. Brine, a per sonal friend, of H. Citroen, to present
their case which was :
1. To buy a share in the new increase in capital.
-	 2. Take out an advertising contract as L'Esprit
Nouveau readers were potential Citroen omers.
3, Jeanneret would be very- happy to publish under
the name of Citroen all hi ideas on how the new
spirit in industry should develop.
He was making this offer because the directors of L'Eaprit Nouveau felt
that H. Citroen had shown he had similar interests and ideals as theirs,
l6	 thebut to no immediate effect, ' despit4/relative success of the Citrohan
house when exhibited at the October opening of the 1921 Salon d'Automne.
The Citrohan house project established the name of Le Corbusier
as an architect. The scheme attracted several people to euquire how
much it would cost to build such a house; amongst these were several of
his friends2' 57 The Citrohan design itself may well have originated
from an early 1921 project to design a studio house for Ozenfant who,
the following year, a soon as he received a delayed inheritance from his
father's estate, purchased a site and commissioned Jeanneret as architect.8
Amongst the first of these enquiries was one from Juan Gris,
for a holiday house.'59 The "Villa au Bord de la MerTh160 for Paul Poiret
and his wife also comes from this period. Jeanneret and Ozenfant had
obtained through Bornand, a founder partner in the original Jeanneret
practice, access to some coata1 sites at Antibes. These were promoted
'when replying to the Citrohan house enquiries.'6'
Only one of these early contacts, for a H. Gaut, a collector
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of modern art,	 went any- further than askIng for approximate costs.
This letter was one of the first Jeanneret signed "Le Corbusier saugnier".'6
Jeanneret put a great deal of work into providing him with full details
of costs arid when asked by H. Gaut 7 'undertook to try to obtain a
reduction in the price of a site he had found for himself in Le Parc
Montsour&. 164
 Jearineret managed to negotiate a lower price but incurred
Gaut's anger by asking for a commission for a selling agent. Gaut
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accused him of double dealing.	 He sacked Jeanneret, bought the
site directly from the land owner and offered h house design to Perret.166
Jeanneret was very upset by his accusations and sent an indignant letter
to (iaut complaining of his attitude.167
Gaut did not reply, so Jeanneret appealed to Perret in a
letter which also indicated that a public image of the La Corbusier-
Saugnier personality was taking shape; one he did not like very much.
He wrote :
"I have been told on various sides that for several weeks
I had effectively become the object of a serious calumny
of which this is the essential part; as well as being
an architect, I am a little bit of a madman who conceives
impossible	 things which cannot last. That to achieve
my follies I do not hesitate to throw my clients into
adventures that could lead them to ruin; that L'ESPRIT
NOUVEAU was an enterprise of personal publicity for me"0
...... I...
I must also tell you that it is understood around
Nontparnasse that everything I do is inspired directly
by you that everything I write is said by you and as a
point of history I have been in genuine contact with you
in 1908 and part of 1910 and I was twenty years old, I am now thirty—
and between &iiues I have travelled, studied, and built.
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These statements have been recorded publicly by Vauxelles
who does not know me personally. I have not missed
any opportunity to prove to you the feeling that I have
for you and I have shown this for a long time and once
inois quite recently but in paying homage to you It must
be understood that I did not intend to let myself be
crushed completely.
...........
"In architecture I shall never be one of your competitors
since for various motives I have given up practicing
architecture in a general way and I have confined myself
to certain particular problems which bring into play the
question of shape or form. I do not think I shall earn
my living in architecture but neither do I intend to give
up entirely an activity for hich I hc..ve the liking and
even more than that a deep attachment"..
	 168
Jeanneret t
 a last comment on hI attitude to Perret' a work Is
somewhat sarcastic, he liked and admired Ferret but certainly did not
feel that his architectural work went far enough. Their friendship
was to disintegrate completely over the next two years.
When the Citrohan House Les 14aiorven Srie' L'Ej No. 13)
had produced several enquiries for more Information, some of them were
not just for individual units, It became clear that similar publicity
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for a larger project could provide the necessary introduction to
organ.isations and government departir'ents wbo had the responsibility
and finance for the sort of comprehensive project Jeaimeret had been
trying to promote for sevra1 years, starting with. Domino.
At the start of 1922, he had lost no chance in. approaching
companies he had some contact withy sending them a copy of LtEsprit / ,-
Npuveajx No. 13 and hoping that they would find some points relevant to
I
their particular concern.
One of these went to M. Defloyes, a director of the Saint
Gobain Company, who was to take some interet in Teanneret's ideas.'7°
Herriot, the Mayor of Lyon, received a sinUar letter, a copy
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of the article in L'Esprit Nouveau on 'Les Naions en Serie ".
These two did not raise any firm contracts but from another source came
the enquiry from an association of rent/mortgage apartment omers, who
wanted Jeanneret to investigate the possibilities of this type of
housing finance and to produce an outline schem' suitable for promotion.172
This particular approach to finance had become necessary due to the very
restrictive rent controls which had begun in Paris a a temporary
measure in 1914, and been made permanent at the end of the war. Such
a control had made any investment in housing a financial disaster.
No new building had been undertaken for housing except in the wealthier
areas of Paris for this reason and ways had to be found by the government
to overcome it. The existing housing became more dilapidated, as no one
could afford to invest money in repairs. The population increased
with returning soldiers and foreigners, and the density in the poorer
central areas of Paris caine near to 500 people to the acre; parks and
play spaces were in desperately short supply)73
Committees had been formed to advise on the future of Paris
and had been able to do little other than state the problem. It was
possibly a feeling of helplessness in such a dUff1cu1 situation that
prompted Jeanneret to come up with such a radical solution, feeling that -
'Iu)
anything less would have had no effect. There was certainly to be
no relief to the overcrowding problem and traffic congestion in Paris,
until after the second world war.
The scheme for the housing association triggered off the rest
of the 1922 "Ville Contemporaine" project, and provided the "Immeubles
Villas" for housing outside the central area,'74
 Jeanneret sent the
drawings of the "Immeuble Villas" project to Paul Westhelin of Wasmuth
Publications, together with the "Villa aubord de la mer", for inclusion
in an article to be written by Westheim on housing,'75
'Ihen the Salon d T Automne opened in October 1922, Jeanneret was
asked by a member of the organising committee to give a series of lectures
on his Vil1e Contemporaine •176 These, together with the publicity
that the project had, received in the Paris press and international
journals, established the name of Le Corbusier-'as an architectural
theorist and it was from this time that he also adopted the name Le
Corbusier for his practice work.
The cratchines between Jeanneret and Perret was not to be
relieved over the following year. Perret was alao thinking about the
town planning problems of Paris; like Jeanneret he had the outlines
for a scheme. Late in 1920, Parrot had been interviewed by a reporter
/the journal
frL'Intrancigrnt who had obtained a verbal description from Perret of
his project and on this inforiation had published an article, outlining
his proposals.177
Apart from the information available in this article, Perret
was supposed to have accused Jeanneret t
 s cousin Pierre Jeanneret, of
informing him of the principles of the scheme, though there would appear
to have been no drawings produced of the propocals at this time, when
Pierre was, working in Perret t s office (1920-22). Of Perret's scheme,
Jeanneret had written in January in "Troi Rappels a H H. Las Architecte:
Plan" Lt Esprit Nouveau No, 4 :
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"Auguste Perret set forth the principle of the
City of Towors; but he has not produced any designs.
On the other hand he allowed himself to be interviewed
by a reporter of the "Intransigeant" and to be so far
carried away- as to swell out his conception beyond
reasonable limits. In this way he threw a veil of
dangerous futurism over what was a sound idea. The
reporter noted that enormous bridges would link each
tower to the next; for what purpose? The arteries
for traffic would be placed far away from the houses;
and the inhabitants, free to disport themselves in the
parks among trees planted in ordered patterns, or on
the grass or in the places of amusement s would never
have the slightest desire to take their exercise on
giddy bridges, with nothing at all to do when they got
there J The reporter would have it also that the town
would be raised on innumerable piles of reinforced
concrete carrying the streets at a height of 65 feet
(6 storeys if you please i) and linking the towers one
to another. These piles would leave an immense space
underneath the town in which would be placed the gas
and water mains and the sewers, the vsera of the city.
Perret had never set out his plan, and the idea could
not be carried further without a plan". 	 177
In the next paragraph, Jeanneret claimed to have designed a
town based on such principles in 1915, and illustrated it with a sketch
that would indicate a design from a later period in his life. 178 In
the winter of 1923, Perret wrote an article in Paris-Journal entitled
IrAugte Perret Hous Perle du Salon d'Autoime ,l79 In which he apparently
assumed to be the originator of many of Jeanneret*s ideas. Jearineret
was not amused particularly as Perret had gone ahead with another house
design for H. Gaut, despite his request. He sent the following letter
to Perret z
"My dear M. Augusta Perret, 	 13th December 1923
You know me sufficiently well to know that I would not
omit having read your article in the Paris Journal
"Auguste Perret speaks to us on the Salon d'Autoime ".
A god from Olympus is about to speak. An elder statesman
will pronounce a verdict on the efforts of a complete new
generation and he i going to utter, on all these vital
matters marked in the corner of science, of generosity,
and of clairvoyance, a proclamation so Lull of matter so
penetrating that it will create a sensation and will be
passed on from group to group. Saint Paul has written
his epistle to the Ephesians.
One reads in Paris Journal
"A CRY OF PHILANTHROPIC ALAR1"
T)C /
I Isidore Clysonpe famous doctor known for my great works
and celebrated for my great activity wish to make known
to the public the menace that lies in wait for it.
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My neighbour a doctor full of pretensions uses methods
and gives prescriptions of such a mature a to reassure
those unhappy patients who confide to him their incurable
symptoms, their complete blindness, and incurable wounds.
I know it and I bring to this completely disinterested
statement all the weight of my great experience.
You may- think that the feelings of respect and the
f.riendship I still have are painfully affected and I am
sure that you had presentiments before writing, with the
care for detail that I know you have, this article under
your pseudonym Bader (uhat a heroic task this Mr, Bader
who is so y-mpathetic, had to make, to carry out this hard
professional task).
How happy you must be to be able so delicately to deprive
yourself of friendships that were so spontaneously offered
to you.
For fifteen years I have spoken well of you and if you
are crowned with not so large errors that you have made
with a great deal of noise you are entitled to keep them
for yourself.
If Prague speaks well of you it is because of what I have
sent home tn saying that you were the architect who had done
most for the advancement of our art in the last fifteen
years.
If Westheim in Berlin has given you this position believe
me he knew nothing about you at all and it is I who informed
him of you.
You have been active in the use of reinforced, concrete, a
well known material in which you have excelled; in
architecture you have behind you the Wagram building, the
Rue Franklin building but even worse than that you have
the studies for the house tiBoutejilet? that you have directed
at the same ege as I have now. At this moment you are
doing Salikris then you have made Rysselberg lastly you
are now finishing Gaut, and it is with this house that you
are claiming to establish decisive rules of modern
architecture as much aesthetic as constructional really
you are blinding yourself too much allow others to think
differently and If we agree that you are a perfect engineer,
we are less certain about your talents as a plastic surgeon.
I have again spoken of you quite recently, when in a few
days time you receive No. 19 of L'Es'prlt Nouveau in which
I also mention the Salon d'Autoinrie. I do not quote myself
do not even make myself admit that I have a certain amount
of ability but you are praised with a cordiality which
happily was finished before your article in the Paris Journal.
This long letter could make you think I am very angry but
not so I am only a little aggrieved, as to the remainder
why should I worry.
My little road has been built with hard work and thank God
without your help it would be very hard to be indebted to
you also to finish on a happy note I am tempted to act like
è. parisian street arab (and I know how you adore the parisian
street arab), I am tempted to say to you "Auguste keep
yourself busy with your own back'ide. Forgive me it is
the street arab who speaks,
I remain very cordially yours, "
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Ferret had boon somewhat unfair with hi attitude to
Jeanneret's work on the 1922 Vile Contemporaine project, a Salon
dtAutomne scheme produced in the previous year when r1 Esprit Nouveau
was out of publication. Jeannereb had crystalised many i.cleas which
were under discussion at that time. Towers were certainly fairly common
knouledge, and the problem of coping with cars and people was an
international one by then. What Jeanneret and Pierre did, 'was to put
a total way of life into three dimensions in such a cohesive manner
that it had an immediate impact, not unlike the realisation of the
interconnection of continents which the first space shots of earth have
given people in recent years.
•	 A great deal of thought had been put inbo the practicali&y of
La Vile Conteniporaine ; it was based on capitalist economics offices
were in towers, the most impressive building type, housing (whether flats
or individual houses) was to be individuall r
 owned and financed on a
type of housing association basis. When it came to the quality of life
even more care had been given to the detailed attainment of what Jeanneret
considered to be the main purpose of his project and architecture in
general. Individual and joint facilities for leisure, eating, ort
and culture had been provided on such a scale that the recently founded
constructivist architects in Russia became very enamoured with his work
despite his reluctance to use their teratno1o r
 for his communal buildings
and the not inconsiderable difference in the basic principles.
Since L'Eplattenier' a attempt at a small community on the •
 hill
above La Chaux—de--Fonda and the Beck housing development, Jeanneret
had developed a strong and informed interest in town planning. Through
the Domino project, he had been made aware of the necessary economic and
political factors that contribute to such proposals. All this was backed
up by the not inconsiderable historical studies he had made for an as
yet, unfulfilled book on the subj oct of Town Planning
	 om the time
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of his arrival in Paris, all his work had been placed in the context
of a whole way of life from the individual living unit to a flourishing
industrial city. Even his business development projects had part of
this thread inherent in their makeup.
Despite the fact that L'Esprit Nouveau had not been publishing
for some monthø, previous readers recognised his work at the Salon and
he received many enquiries for articles, illustrations and talks from
all over Europe) 81 It was at this time that the first Japanese to
notice his work appeared.. Teiji Sekiha of the Japanese reparation
commission in Paris visited the scheme &nd asked for more information
for publication in Japan.182	om then on there was always to be
found a steady trickle of young Japanese architects asking for work in
the Corbasier—Jeanneret practice, the resul1 of whiLh can be seen in
Japan today.
Amongst the many letters from journals asking for information,
was one from Charles Tiege of Devestil 'Union Internationals des artistes
d'Avant Garde RevoluUonnaire'. He thanked Le Corbusier for the
information on the "Vile Contemporaine t and invited him to attend a
183
conference in Prague,	 an invitation Le Corbusier was to accept.
L1 Esprit Nouveau had been available for sale there and. had proved to be
very popular.
Contact with Russian architects had not been so easy to organise.
Coimnunications and. post had been very unreliable. Eventu.Uy, the
'tLe Corbusier—Saugnier' articles from L'Eprit Nouveau were republished
in Object a Berlin Art Review, edited by a friend of Ozenfant, Elie
Ehrenbourg and. available, in limited numbers, for sale in Russia•
Through these his work became fairly well known2 84 Soon after Lenin
died in 1924, the cultural artistic community found themselves with a
little more freedom and the architects association Assnova, through
E Lissitaky, contacted Le Corbusier seeking material for their journal,
particularly on La Ville Contempora Inc , and they also invited him to 7
visit them)85
for a Russian translation.
i6
of Jeanneret t ø ideas
He said, Trotsky had read it and approved
•Pravda was also to ask for a short article
Ehrenbourg had already asked him to send a copy of Vers_une
Architecture to Jodat, the state printers of Russia, plus his terms
on architecture by	 This freedom to contat outside architects
was to last for on]y a short uhile before the traditionalists once more
had the backing of the government, placing considerabi e limitations on
the exchange of idea.8
Somewhat in conflict with the new i3olsheviks attitude was
L"Esprit Nouveau t s joint management of Oudar the journal of expatriate
Russian artists in Paris run by Serge Ronioff.9
Apart from the Italian Journal Valori Plas-j which supervised
the distribution of L tErit Nouy	 in Italy,190 they aløo collaborated
with the Fascist magazine Grarchia (whose editor at that time was
J4ussolini) and Popo]o cPIt.alia.19'
This widely divergent mixture of politically
 minded groups was
to cau$e some problems. As Le Corbusier found hime1f some years later
to be labelled as a member of any one of the groups, depending on who
was writing. He certainly expressed sympathy with extremists and realised
this was the way his work and ideas appeared to most people. Though he
never became a member of any specific political group his sole interest
wa to see hi theories carried out in practice, A many of his ideals
were fairly universal, they appeafled to a wide variety of factions. 	
.e
At the start of 1922 L'prit Nouveau had become involved in a
row that developed over the months to the point when writs were being
served The row was between Louis Vauxcefles, an old enemy of Purism,
and Ozenfant and Teanneret. L'Fsprit Nouveiu No, 14. had contained an
article by OzenI'ant on the sale of paintings confiscated at the start of
the war from the galleries of TJhde and Kahnweiller, 192 These were
principally early works of the Cubists, Picasso Braque and Gris.
In the article s Ozonfant accused Vauxcefles of being in league with the
dealers in impressionist art, whose work was not selling well because, 	 172
at the time of the sale, Vauxcel:Ies had written a erie of aiticles
viciously attacking the work of the cubit, in an attempt to keep the
prices of their paintings low. The articles had appeared in Le Carnet
de Semaine, under the nam Pinturiehio, a pseudonym of Vauxcelles,
Ozenfant also commented on the very curious double joke fact that,
at the same time as the Pinturich.io articles appeared, in another journal,
La Revue L'Ainvit öo L'Art, using his own na.me VauxcdUe, and written
an article in praise of cubism.
Vauxcefles denied the 'allegations and wrote to L'Esprit Nouveau
demanding a printed apology and had instead hi letter printed in the
next edition with a reply from the two directors who confirmed their
previous statement and countered Vauxcefles' accusations with a threat
to sue him for calling them anti—semitic in an earlier article. Both
parties exchanged writs with no result and continued the battle on papers
a seemingly childish affair but one that was to trouble Le Corbusier for
a number of years and certainly damaged his reputat3n in the eyes of
some people, lie felt it was largely due to Vauxcelles that he had
found it almost impossible to gain official recognition for his
architectural work and it may well have been an important contributory
factor,193
In January 1923, negotiations had been started with the publishing
firm of Budry on the possibility of L'Esprit Nouveau reappearing, The
Budry family was sympathetic to their ideas and, on the production of
very detailed cost analysis of the past editions they finally offered
them a twelve month contract which came into action in October with
pprit Nouveau No. l. One edition had appeared in July, No, 17,
but not as part of the Budry contract,
Though there was little to do for L 1 Esprit Nouveau, there was
plenty of practice york to keep both Le Corbusier and Pierre Jeanneret
busy. Several of the earlier enquiries on the Citrchan house had
materialised. La Roche had visited the Schwob villa and had been 13
sufficiently impressed to commission a house from Jeanneret.
Ozenfant's house was underway, together wt.th tho one at Vaucresson
for H. Besnus; Lipchitz and Hietscth.inoff were at the briefing and
Bite hunting stage.
Joanneret's brother Albert was marrying a dancer from the
SwecU.sh Ballet with her own income and a desire for a house by her
future brother-in-law. Negotiations and feasibility studies for several
apartment blocks continued to develop, while Jeanneret tried to promote
the co-ownership idea through some of the larger fashion and vomen
magazines294
In an attempt to ameliorate the housing problem and clarify
the situation, the government, under the Ribot Law, had specified
standards for two types of housing fcr the middle and working class
families for which there would possibly be some relief in the financial
stalemate that was existing at that time in development.' 95
 The ex-
director of L Esprit Nouveau, Dan N1estl, had commissioned a house
that suimner from
	 who used it a a vehicle to demonstrate
a Citrohan type house designed on the Ribot standards. A large model
was made of the scheme and exhibited in the 1923 Salon d'Automne,
appearing at the same time as the first copies of Vera Une Architecture
were produced for sale.'7 It is known as the Maison do 11Weekend at
Ramboufl.let)98
From this scheme and Vera une Architecture came the Pessac
commission. The client, H. Frugs, after seeing his work, gave Jeanneret
a free hand to carry out the ideas embodied in his writings and sketch
designs for housing 199 on a scheme for low cost housing near his carpet
factory at Pessac.
y the end, of 1923, PIerre Jeanneret was certainly working full
time with Jeanneret. It could not have been easy to stay in Perret's
office while the dispute over Gaut and the Ville Contemnporaine went on
between Perret and Jeanneret. There was certainly enough work for him
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to do and a technical assistant for to work with him was being sought for
by Jeanneret at the start of 1924.200 It was during this period that
the first enquiries arrived from young men wanting work in the Le
Corbu1er/Pierre Jeanneret office, attracted by L'Esprit Nouveau arid
Vers une krcKitecturo,.201
Le Corbusier made sure of a wide distribution for the book;
any likely and reasonably substantial client received a copy, magazines
and architects were sent one, including Berlage who dispatched a letter
to Le Corbusler criticising the chapter on Traces R&gulatsur'.
Jeanneret, in his reply to Berlage, denied that he had claimed
to have invented the 'governing designs', but he had said that he had
a somewhat doubtful claim.
never met an architect who made use of them,/ He asked Berlage to submit
an article on his theories for L'Esprit Nouveau and looked forward to
202
meeting him when he made his next trip to Paris.
	
Theo Van Doesburg
also exchanged correspondence with Jeanneret at this time. 203
The reeonnnencement of L'Esprit Nouveau in 1923 saw the beginning
of a collaboration between Ckopius and Jeamieret, which at the start was
principally concerned with exchange of illustrations and exhibition
material for the Bauhaus. 2
	Though Jeanneret criticised the principles
of education at the Bauhaus, as being too expressionist and romantic,
he was quick to publish a support of the school when it was threatened
with closure and many of the contributors to L 1 Esprit Nouveau had
taught or were to teach there,205
Groplus included work by Jeanneret in his book Internationale
Architecture, published in 1925.206 It was a considerable show of
confidence as there was still, at this stage, very little in the way of
completed work by him and all of that small scale schemes.
Negotiations for the German edition of Vers tine Architecture
started in December l923,2 but they were to take a year and a hail'
to complete. Professor Uildebrandt of the Technical High School in
Stuttgart, undertook the translation into German after some email
alterations were made to the original edition. He was also a friend
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directors.
210book.
of Willi Baumeister and wrote an article on the painter's work for
208
L1 Espri t Nouveau.
Another country to take a strong interest in Le Corbusier' 8
work was Czechslovaida. The furniture manufacturers U,P. Reunis of
Brno invited him for a lecture tour in February 1924. He could not
comply with the first date, but eventually travelled to Prague the
209following January.
The Budry editions of L'Esprlt Nouveau were reduced to 92 pages
and contained a greater percentage of contributions from both the
Jeann.eret again planned his articles as part of a future
This time the subject was the state of design awareness in
Europe, the theme being supplied from the activity for the French
Governments proposed 1925 InternatIonal Exhibition of Decorative Arts.
The exhibition had originally been vted for in 1912 by the
Chamber of Deputies. They had been Impressed by the success of similar
exhibitions In other cuuntries and they planned to hold a French
exhibition in 1915. War made this Impossible, but the idea was not
forgotten and when peace finally came, the plans were made for another
attempL for 1922. It was felt, by the politicians, that it would be
a show of solidarity and, politically, an important manoeuvre to regain
international confidence in French industry. Due to economic and
political reasons, the year for the exhibition had to be postponed
first to 1924, then finally 1925.211
The regulations written for the 1922 exhibition remained and
they were aent with the invitation to every country, except Germany,
which was banned from submitting. Even the new government in Russia
was recognised and given an invitation and allowed to submit a pavilion
on conditibn that they held no 'Bolshevik' demonstrations.212
The exhibition was open to all manufacturers whose products
showed modern tendencIts and were artistic in character. ExMbit
were to be placed in an appropriate setting and submitted to an approvals 17
coinniittee before going on exhibition.
Nearly all the invitations were taken up except that of the
United States who declined because of the lack of modern work to submit,
a somewhat rude reply, 2
 possibly brought about by- the blame they had
received from the French for the depressed state of French economics
following the withdrawal of their financial support in 1922. They
may have been allies, but they did not have to like one another.
For Jeanne.ret, the 1925 exhibition was to give him his first
real experience of the attitude that French officialdom was to take
up against him for most of his career.
In 1918, soon after his arrival in Paris, he had been asked to
present a report he had written in 1912 on teaching design in schools,
to tLa Coimnisslon de L T Enseignement du Coinmit Central Technique des
.Art Appliques t , The contact had been made through some work and
articles that had been published in the French town plani-dug journal
Rennaissance dCitand his work for L'Oeuvre. The report was passed
round several more committees and they requested permission to publish
in Bulletin du Comit the official publication of the administration
of the Beaux Arts. Jeanneret was pleased at the time. Present on
these committees were Bonnier, Plumet, Dervaux, Gulinard and Jourda in
amongst others. (All except Frantz Jourdain were later to obstruct
his submission to the 1925 Exhibition), Not one had, in actual fact,
carried out the resolutions approved in that earlier committee, not
surprisingly, as the major recommendation was the closure of the design
schools and most of the committee members were professors or principals
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of just such schoo] a.
Jeanneret had also worked with most of them on the committee
for 'La Renriaissance des CitOeuvre d t Entr'Alde Soclale', a state
subsidised association who advised on planning projects, It was
presided over by N. Bonnier, who advocated the picturesque winding
road a the natural form of planning. His only serious oppositIon
	 1 77
came from Le Corbu.9ier and his preference for the straight line.
Dervaux excused him by saying It was a Swiss idea s
 Nobody elsa
approved of the use of straight roads. When Jeannerat produced hi
Dioraiva he was accused of producing a 'Boche' inspired scheme, a very
derogative term in Paris at that time; the ane writer Landre
Vaille when commenting on the Pavil io&' 'L'Esprit Nouveeu', called it
a German—Swiss production, which incensed it architect to go into
the precise details of his French ancestry.216 All this background.
is importa,nt in the understanding of the events of 1924 and. 1925
leading to the Pavilion L'Esprit Nouveau'.
Despite his critical attitude to the whole concept of a
decorative arts exhibition and his doubts on content, he did apply for
a site in the French section. 217 On explaining his Intentions to the
chief Architect of the Exhibition and the President of the internt1onal
awards jury, MM. Plumet and Bonnier respectively, he was told that 1 as
a Swiss national, he was not eligible for space and must apply to their
committee, even though they could not avoid thc fact that L'Esprit
218Nouveau was a French Registered company.
Jeamneret then tried to rent a site in the gardens outside
the exhibition grounds, but with no success. 219 Bonnier was also the
Director of Architecture to Parks and Gardens. Eventually, pressure was
put on the French submissions committee to allow him to exhibit, possibly
by Frantz Jourdain who knew the extent of Le Corbuier' s international
status and realised that it would be detrimental to the success of the
Exhibition to exclude him; for such exclusion would not be allowed to
go unnoticed and the un.favourable publicity would be coiisiderable.
He was therefore invited to exhibit a house for an architect, as they
considered his proposed subject for the rebuilding of an area of Paris
a unrealistic. Jeanneret Interpreted this as a home for man, any man,
and made no change in the original scheine.°
The scheme managed somehow not to have to be submitted to the
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approval committee, though Plumet and Bonnier were not unforthcomi.ng with
critical comments when they saw the scheme which they considered was
totally inappropriate and too large. They could not e1iiiiir.ate him
but did the next beet thing and aflocated the avj lioti l 'LEsnri.t Nouveau'
the most obscure plot on the site 22' with a tree situated in a very
awkward place and with the condition that it must not be touched.
AU this manoeizvring took eight months. The plot had been
obtained and a scheme designed, but there was no money for the con-
truction and many complications on claiming the plot on time. The
committee had thus ensured his ineligibility for a grant towards the
construction costs. Fund raising was difficult but a comparatively
straightforward task compared with the earlier problems. The car
manufacturers were approached; again, Citroen and Peugeot did not want
to be associated with LTEsprit Nouveau and Jeanneret 1 s radical planning
proposals for Paris, but N. Nongerman, a director of the Voisin company,
was agreeable and contributed 25,000 francs to the cost, N. Frugs of
Pessac supplied a similar amount. There wore the ordinary problems of
construction but they paled Into insignificance when the exhibition was
open to the public. The pavi lion was finished but on the first day
it was almost completely surrounded by tafl palisades owned by the parks
department. No—one could get near the pavil ion. This was not to be
an easy thing to do at the best of times as Bonnier had seen to its
placement behind one of the larger pavilions. L t Esprit Nouveau even
received a blU for the objectionable fence,2
The exhibition opened in xnid4ay. The PavilUonLtEsprit
Nouveau' was complete, unlike several of the larger pavilions, but bad
been left off most of the lists of exhibits and guides. This, together
with the site location and impenetrable pal isade made it very difficult
for the passing visitors to even be aware of its existence: appeals to
authority did nothing. So when, in July, Jeanneret was presented at
an outside function to N. de XonzIe, a minister in the French government,
LEYTJOJVe&aJ'
he asked him to open theT pavii. ion, M. de Monzie accepted and the
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next day the pal isades were removed.3
To put the PaviUon in its best light for the distinguished
visitor, help was forthcoming from the chief landscaper for the
exhibition who returned from holiday just in time to npply the very
necessary greenery for the roof terraces and surrounds. Paul Rosenberg
lent a large Picasso and Braque for the occasion, and two hundred guests
were invited.
De Nonzie was impressed and said :
"Sachez bien, dit-il que, vous autres, lea
inventeurs, vous devez sortir de votre
iaolexaent et rpudier la iu4'fiance que vous
avez en lea pouvoirs publics; vous devez
rompre votre cords fermi, vous devez venir
a nous. Nous, nous somnies la' pour examiner
vos propositions, pour lea confronter avec
lea exigence a du blen public. Nouø sommes
l. pour vous aider'T .	 224
The inauguration had been a success and there were no more
problems for the rest of the time the exhibition was open. Despite
all the setbacks, when the public eventually arrived, it proved to be
a popular exhibit and was almost awarded the diploma of honour for the
beat exhibit by the international jury, only to be ruled out by the
French Exhibition Committee who declared that the pavilion was not
eligible as it was not a building.
Demolition provided the opportunity to reopen the dispute
with the authorities and Jeanneret's lack of co-operation ensured his
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continued place of difavour with Bonnier, Plumet and Dervaux.
There followed a large number of architectural contacts,
directly attributable to the success of the Pavilion.
	
Jeanneret's
title t Le Corbusier' was certainly, by now, a well known name if not
an officially approved one. N. de Monzie was the only exception to
this almost total rebuff from authority, and he, unfortunately, before
he could be of any influence, was removed from his poet.
Only L'Esprit Nouveau No. 28 was to be published in January
226
1925, before all the Pavil ion activities took over and No. 29,
227though virtuafly complete, was never to reach the printers.
	 Dermee, 
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who had been a steady contributor to the last set of L'E.srjt Nouveau
was later to attempt to produce an alternative L'Esprit Nouveau but
with little auccess.8
While all the preliminaries to the production of the Pavilion
were underway, Ozenfant must have been getting increasingly distiirbed
with the situation. In July 1925, he sent the following sparse resig-
nation note to Jeanneret with no explanation of his action :
u	 Paris 25 Juillet 1925
Monsieur l T adininistrateur Dlgu de la
Societe des Editions de l'Esprit Nouveau
Monsieur,	 -
J'aj le regrt de vous faire eavoir que j T a decide
de dormer ma d€cmission d'adininistrateur de votre
øocit6, ainsi que cefle de co-directeur de la revue.
Jo vous prie do reevoir, Monsieur,
l'expression do inca sentiments tres distingus
A. OZENFANT, 53 Avenue Reille Paris 14e"
This was not accepted by Jeanneret who wrote asking him to cLiecuss the
problem but with no success. Ozenfant sent him the following letter
giving the principal reasons he had. for taking such action :
1	 Paris 20 August 1925
53 Avenue Reille, Paris
My dear Jeanneret,
It was with genuine stupifaction that I learnt from
M. Leblance of Messrs. 	 that you had printed a
leaflet attacking Paul Rosenberg, and included it
in t!Peinture Moderne .
I find it extraordinary that you believe you have
the right to insert this into a book signed Ozenfant
and Jeanneret without consulting my opinion.
I do not understand that you could not feel, in
addition to the error concerning me, that a book
that we had wished to be impartial and uncontroversial
should have become the vehicle for a pamphlet (that
I find quite unworthy and whose effect can only do
harm). Besides our collaboration which was so paternal
is too well known for the public to believe that I was
not aware of a leaflet filed in a book sied
Ozenfant and Jeanneret and doubtless have you not
thought of the false situation you have put me in;
despite (and perhaps above all) by reason of the
little note where you say "this little story does not
in any way concern" the one you call your friend Ozenfant,
In addition it is certain that you have no right to
threaten Paul Rosenberg, to insert a venomous note
into a book that we collaborated on this must appear
to evertone as blackmail and will only attenuate your
good intentions for modern painting. I am completely
opposed to its appearance in the book.	 1 I
I have not given you (in order to avoid useless
liscussiona with you as I know they will be when you
have made up your mind) the immediate reasons for my
resignation as director and manager of L'EN that I
have sent to you. I remembered that you brought
pressure to bear on "Le Printemp&' in order to obtain
its services at the exhibition stand of L'EN by
threatening to campaign against Primavera in "Your
review LIEN".
These are abuses that I cannot accept and which
oblige me to renew my resignation. I know that you
have not the necessary quality to accept it on your
own but you alone as managing director have the power
to call the necessary general meeting.
My dear Jeanneret, I did everything for years to
avoid or eliminate rough passages between us. I
hope that I have saved a little of this friendship
which was so precious to me.
Believe in my affection. Ozenfant "
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It was a sad end to a friendship. The actual subjects of Th.Q.
disputes did not appear to be the main reason for the split, it L'Ju(c1 hq .ie. cX'arC
1bb
6 further instance of Jeanneretts remorseless qmb1l 	 Y'1C,VW kvi ovs
J4s. Ozenfant thought L 1
 Esprit Nouveau had provided him with the vehicle t
publicise his ideas and to attract clients with the funds to put them
cjJ
into reality, but its purpo 1 had ben met ,even though possibly by that
time it was well established enough a a journal to have continued as
long as its directors wished. There should have been no real problem
in negotiating a further contract with Budry or a similar firm, but the
necessary drive from Jeanneret for its existence was now directed into
other channels, principally architectural,
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C. Development
With the money Jeanneret had borrowed on the security of his
fees from Riva and Schwob and his friends' help, be was reasonably free
from immediate basic financial problems during his first year in Paris
in 1917, and could throw himself into the organisation of the Alfortvifle
factory and finding equipment for the lightweight block making process.
Also, any scheme that came into his office from
	
.B.A. was given a
great deal of thought as they were few' and far between. One of these
schemes wac for an eloctricity power plant, apparently oil fired and
including three accommodation units for the staff, two labourers and
the foremn2 It was to be situated at Saintes near La Rochelle, and
the layout produced by Jeanneret was well thought out and functional.
The machine hall was a simple, flat-roofed, symmetrically planned
building with chamferred corners and a clear internal space. The
ancillary accommodation was expressed in a small block. The house had a
strong resemblance to some of the Domino house layouts, though an
external staircase was incorporated, as the accommodation had been placed
above garages, stores and an office, The structure was to bea concrete slab
with rendered blockw-ork walls. A cantilevered floor was indicated in an
earlier sketch but abandoned for the final scheme. The interior
sketches and drawing style owe a great deal to Tesenow. The project
wa never implemented.
In May 1917, a Swiss firm of watch manufacturers with a factory
in Normandy at Sante Nicolas d'Aliermont, near Dieppe, asked S.A.B.A.
to investigate the feasibility of building a small Cite Ouvrir, a
somewhat out of scale name for their actual intentions, but nevertheless,
the project was not just for housing. 2 The accommodation was to include
rooms for lodgers and single men a well as houses for families, some
of a higher standard for foremen and facilities for a small shop,
laundry and open space. Every house had an allotment. The plan
initially was for fifty to aixty houses and a 1te had, been selected
IlJ,,)
for the scheme. Cost was all important; the initial estimate using
a contractor was too expensive, between 10,000 and 15,000 france per
house, nearly double the pre-var price. It was not helped by the
acute shortage of materials caused by the war. Jeanneret proposed
that the firm should build the houses using their own workers and
recommended that they	 purchase two lightweight concrete block
machines to assist in the task and simplify the construction problems.
The directors were more sympathetic to this idea and Jeanneret also
reduced his fee estimate from 7% to 5%, a sum of approximately 9,000
francs. He sent them a. very detailed contract which provided for
travelling expenses and the control of the supervision of the construction.3
Jeaimeret made a careful study of the site and the surrounding
architecture before producing a scheme for 46 houses based on the iDeal
house type, which had a steeply pitched roof containing the sleeping
accommodation. The planning and construction was worked out to be as
economical as possible; the site layout was simple, based on garden city
principles. Interiors and site perspectives again show the influence
of Tessenow.4
One cottage was eventually built but possibly the costs of
construction were still too high, and the continuance of the war stopped
any further development, despite the self-build approach, and later
existing property was bought for the purpose at a cheaper price.5
One of the directors of the firm, a H. Thevenet, was interested
in Jeanneret designing a house for his family at Podensac in the Gironde,
but all that came of this was a rather elaborate water tower that included
an observation point on the top and a summer house under the main tank.
It is still standing though unused. The structure was reinforced
concrete.6
In September of 1917, Jeanneret moved out of his temporary
accommodation in the offices of S.A.B.A O
 and took over the lease of a much
larger and more impressive premises in the rue d'Astorg with expectations 1 34
of an improvement in both business and practice. Soon afterwards,
through Du Bois' s connection with the Swiss Legation in Paris, Jeanneret
had the opportunity to submit a proposal for the new Legation headquarters,
which had to be in the form of a conversion of an existing property.
So, both he and Du Boia went in search ol' a suitable building 1 They
found a disused hotel and submitted an outline project which was eventually
rejected, not on the grounds of uns'.iitability, tr.it diplomacy, the Swiss
minister concerned thought a wench architect should be employed.
Jeanneret was disgusted and refused to attend a formal reception for
the minister, an invitation which was much sought after 17 At the same
time, and again through Du Bois and an associated food refrigeration
company, Joanneret was eligible to aubmit a project in a limited com-
petition for a new abattoir at ChaU-iy near Toulouse. There was only
a short time to prepare the drawings and he wa somewhat tentative at
taking on such a project as it was by far the largest and most complex
planning problem that he had attempted, 8
 Though his scheme was not
selected, he was very proud of it arid felt that the design was his
f1rt real attempt at architecture. 9 Du Bois did not work with him
on the design, though it made use ol' the Domino structural principles;
another engineer in S OA.B.A., a N. Reeh, carried out the concrete design
with a N. Bertier for the costing and nanagerie.nt)°
The abattoir scheme has only been illustrated in the first
German edition of Oeuvr€Comp1tel9lO-.l929, which is curious, unless
Le Corbusier did not wish to become known as an industrial architect.
For a young and inexperienced designer, tho scheme is certainly nothing
to be ashamed of and the planning is extraordinarily functional. The
pigs walk up a ramp to the top of the factory where the slaughter house
was situated, the carcases then proceed on a gravity system to the
various process plants and the delivery bay at ground level (based on
the principles of Taylorisatlon, a work system from the United States
which had attracted a lot of attention in France, that Jeaxmeret had been
utudv±ng). 11 Apart from the structural system many other elements
that were to appear in his later work can-be seen in this scheme for
the first time, i.e. the use of ramps, external staircases, articulation
of the different functional elements, horizontal separation of the
circulation routes, vehicles passing beneath the building, fenestration
patterns, external expression of structure and a building complex on the
flat roof. The general massing and layout also show unmistakeably the
beginnings of the style, later to be asoc1ated with the larger projects
designed under the name of Le Corbusier.
When the war had ended, the French Government had time to
become aware of the desperate housing problem all over France and
particularly in Paris, where the population was increasing at an alarming
rate, an increase brought about by rturning pre-war Parisians, out. of
work munition workers and large numbers of foreigners attracted to Paris
as a centre for a new way of life. In 1918 the authorities had made
permanent a 1914 law, thich had frozen rents and prohibited any increases.'2
The result of this was to make investment in housing extremely uneconomical
but only small attempts were made to counteract this when its effect was
realised.
In April 1919, repairs to damaged housing property received some
relief on restrictions, together with organisations producing low cost
housing. Conditions were laid down under which companies wanting this
work should be organised. Land acquisition for open space in Paris,
which was desperately needed, was also given some consideration.'3
This renewed interest by the aut1-orities in the housing prob1in
encouraged Jeanneret to once more investigate the architectural and
financial problems involved. In the first few months of 1919, through
business prospects, he had renewed an early interest in asbestos-cement
and the products of a Swiss firm tEternit' at Glans in Switzer1and,
The original Domino scheme had required a certain amount of timber shuttering
together with the skilled labour that using such material implied. Both
18
were now in short supply and a considerable handicap for any mass
production system. Bearing this in mind, Jeanneret produced a permanent
shuttering system using asbestos-cement for small single-storey houses,
avl f	 c ecA.w
very similar in plan to IominThey also resembled a small house
design by Perret in 1915 but, as Jeanneret had shown Perret his Domino
project at the time, it would be difficult to attribute this entirely
to Perret particularly as moat minimal houses have L have a strong plan
resemblance. It is much more likely that Jeanneret made use of the
vaulted structure Perret had employed in building some concrete dockside
warehouses in Casablanca in 1915. Jeanneret registered a patent for
his system in February 1919 together with a similar one for factory
construction) 5 The housing was called Ionol6 a derivative from
Nrsch's 'Monolythe' system. Earlier sketches show the main structure
on column, concrete filled asbestos cement tubes, standing in some
cases clear of the main enclosure walls, bub the final version hcwed
appreciation of the strength created when the liollov walls were filled
with concrete. Three standard wall panels were used in a variety of
combinations joined by an ingenious system of clips and bolts requiring,
in theory, little skilled labour. The windows were of the same standard
lattice form used by Jeanneret in all his previous low cost housing
projects, The roof was of slightly arched sheets which provided a
finished ceiling surface and permanent shuttering for a concrete egg-
shell roof. Exploiting the curving possibilities of asbestos sheet
still further, the housing incorporates the first Corbusian curved U.C.
compartment, expressed externally by the front entrance17
The factory system looks like the previous year' a structure
for the abattoir design. The columns are constructed out of two tubes,
one small diameter surrounded by a wire reinforcement cage, then a large
diameter tube over both, making a hollow column when the space betireen
the tubes was filled with concrete. The floor made use of inverted
asbestos-cement dishes the size of washing-up bowls, similar to today's
coffered shuttering systems. These could be left exposed, or a
systei was available with a lid which left a flat ceiling line. Walls
and any internal partitions could be independent of the coiumn which
also doubled as a drainage system for the flat roof.18
In France designing low cost workers housing on a large scale
could be a profitable exercise for engineers and architects, as they
could patent their systems, both plans and method of construction, where
as in England there was little reward as no patenting facilities existed.
Any remuneration did. not justify the depth of investigation and work
necessary to ensure a reasonable standard,'9
Jeanneret sold some of his patents 2° and expended a great deal
of energy during 1919 and the first few months of 1920 in an attempt
to eatablih a French company for tha production of Eternit 'using a Swiss
patent and manufacturing process: the new company was to be called
Everite.21	Unfortunately, it did not meet with a great deal of success
and had to be abandoned at the end of 1920.
In November 1919, the Monol system did attract one company
to proceed further than an initial enquiry, the firm of J. Jourdain, a
manufacturer in Thoyes, a very badly war devastated area in north—east
France. The Directors approached Jeanneret to design a(yorkersJ'Cit
0uvrire' at Vouldry near Troyes. It was to be based on the basic Monol systexi
incorporating the natural gravel subsoil with cement to make the slab
and. infill, The plan was basic Monol but included some two storey units;
the floors were of timber and the roofs asbestos—cement sheet construction,
recessed behind an eaves upstand. The entrance had a cantilevered canopy
which was an innovation. The overall layout, like Monol, was similar
to the St. Nicholas scheme and included large vegetable gardens, but
again the work progressed no further than the design stage.22
Three more similar projects with small plan variations were
to be investigated during 1920, one of which, in February, reached the
construction stage,but as Jeaimeret was not responsible for the
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supervision, the builder ignored his elevation design and incorporated
a pLtclal roof instead of the original flat concrete construction.
This was for a firm of glass makers, Manufacture do St. Gobain at
Thourotte. The main walls made use of light—weight blocks rather than
the Monol ytem. It also incorporated a recessed roof behind an
up stand with a cantilevered concrete canopy-i the curved W. C. compartment
was tiU there. The interiors were well equipped in the Tessenow
manner; perspectives show bow—fronted sideboards, chests of drawers and
windows with spotted muslin curtains.23
The other two schemes achieved even less success; one, in
August 1920, was for steel workers, possibly arising out of Jeanneretts
business deals in steel reinforcement and sheet, Acirs de Grand Courorme
near Rouen. 24
 The layout was very much tighter but the structure was
Monol. The other was for the commune of Ecouen at Le Pont Vert in
October 1920k incorporating the Monol system but with a pitched roof
giving them a strong resemblance to the Voisin houses that had appeared
in the Paris exhibition that summer.25
AU these small housing schemes for 1 CitS 0urir 	 had a
strong business basis. Financial backers were actively sought and
presented with ideas for development, but there was no reassurance from
the Governments whose officials, while making sympathetic signs of
activity, never co—ordinated their ideas sufficiently to come up 'with
any form of organisation which would finance or encourage investment in
this basic form of housing. It was a disaster for France and particularly
for Paris. In the period 1919-1925, Germany had built 808,000 houses,
Great Britain 654,000, Belgium 152,000, but all France could produce from
her muddled government leadership was 18,707. Plaus for the provision
of more open space in Paris were ignored; business and luxury housing
ate away at the available sites, meeting with little official resistance.26
In 1920, two French Ministers, Loucheur and Bonnevay, had
advocated that France would need 500,000 new homes in the next ten years
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and that new rationalised methods of construction would have to be
employed. The standards would be those advocated by the Rabot Law,
first introduced in 1908 and continually amended: two classes of dwelling
were specified, Habitations a Bon March' IIBM for lower income housing
and Habitations a Loyer ModeresELM, with a price restriction of 15,000
francs for the BBM type. 27 In principle, the law laid down certain
minima; 9m2 for habitable rooms, daylight and ventilation requirements,
space for a garden, initially l,000in 2 and later reduced. The tenant
paid a controlled rent and the owner received relief from certain taxes.
However, because of the post-war freezing of rents, this was no longer
a viable investment for private developers and the government could come
to no decisions on their responsibility in this field. There were too
many powerful influences on the government who were in no way interested
in such social investment.
Apart from a reduction in tax on sales of small sites, Loucheur's
and Bonnevay's recoummendations to overcome these problems only passed
stage one in the Chamber of Deputies. Full official recognition was
only granted in 1928 which was much too late. Meanwhile, Paris, with
no adequate town planning controls, was a magnetic attraction for
international business. Newly built concentrated areas of office
blocks increased while existing residential areas had to absorb more
and more people, some achieving 433 people to the acre and the contrast
between the wealthy arrondissements, like the 16e, and the poorer was
increasing. AU the services were inadequate and the mortality rate
was very high in the working class districts, where these problems
achieved gigantic proportions.28
The situation was certainly not unrecognised by the officials
or the public and received considerable publicity. Jeanneret, at that
time, was involved with a group of French rchitect and planners concerned
with the technical solutions to these problems, as a member of the
Technical Commission of La Renaissance des Cits,0cuvre d tLntr 'Aide
19C
Sociale a state backed society.29
In June, as part of his work for the commission, he wrote to
a H. Pury, President of L TOffice Dparment3l des Maisons Bon March
at Montpe]]ir to enquire after technical details of a 16,000 francs
house that they had produced, stating their mutual interest in low cost
housing, but no official interest was ever expressed in the work on
housing that Jeanneret was producing at this time.3°
Al]. of 1920 year's work, arising out of his previous
investigations for the Domino project and the inherent town planning
problems, led him to think very seriously about the whole situation.
This was happening against the background ol' the Socialist Revolution
in Russia, which Jeanneret did not consider the means of achieving
alias; he was far more interested in the resolution through the recognised
channels of business and trade. The' government was seen only a a
control body to ensure standards and to provide the right financial
inducements, Uhen, in 1920 and 1921, housing associations were formed
to encourage tenant ownerhif'apartments, and mortgage systems for
self-build schemes, Jeanneret was not slow to see the possibilities
of a system entirely in agreement with his approach. Most of his
arcbitectural work during the foflowlng year, 1921, was to be taken
up with the exploration of this field, which was in harmony with his
business activities.
In Hay 1921, Jeanneret had prodw'ed a report on two types of
financing available for such Co-operative housing associations. lie
had been asked to prepare it by CrECit Inimobilier, a Paris based housing
society. The information showed that he had a comprehensive knowledge
of the functionings of the complicated financial arrangements and in the
conclusion favoured the eventual individual ownership cbeme rather than
a co-operative ownership.31
Though no actual scheme resulted from th.i initial exercises
Jeanneret had decided that whatever potential there was lay in the field
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of owner-occupiers rather than corporation or municipal housing. Ho
at that time, had no examples of uitab1e house or apartment types of
IILM standard, allowing for two to three times the space and approximately
four tjme the cost due to better finishes and fittings of IIBM housing.
Jeanneret started to collect material for the article
ItNaiSons en Srie" for the No. 13, December 1921 issue of L'Esprit Nouveau,
where the Nonol houses were shown rearranged as middle class homes with
increased, space.32 It was also at this point that the idea for a town
on piles appeared with vertical separation of traffic.33
1921 saw little live practice wor1 apart from one house
conversion for the parents of Jean Berque, a painter friend of Ozenfant.
The new office wa under-used but a large part of the cost was defrayed
by renting part of the space to L 1 Esprit Nouveau a a headquarters office.
This was a very convenient arrangement for L T Eaprit Nouveau and Jeanneret,
as both he and Ozeufant bad had by then removed the editorship from
Deriae and taken over all his responsibilities themselves.34 So
Jeanneret concentrated on his business affairs, the finance and management
of the review and his own private investigation into architectural theory
and the housing problem.
Ozen!ant had wanted a house designed by- Jeanneret and even
though he had no money for such an enterprise, they discussed its form
and Jeanneret bad incorporated some of the ideas into a prototype urban
house based on a new assessment of the official space requirements.
The two-storey living studio space was much admired by both of theta and
they knew it well from the cafe where they ate in the evening.
Ozezfant in his Mmoires said :
"For six years Le Corbusier and I had our daily meals
together very frequently at the little bistro Legeridre
opposite my apartment in the rue Godet-de-}4auroy.
It 'was a fairly narrow building but deep, almost
four times as long than wide and very high in proportion;
the rear half was divided in its height by a room with
a balcony open in front like the studios of Parisian
artists. Daylight came from a large window covering
the whole facade.
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The place pleased us because its arrangement made
ingenious and agreeable use of the space, the height
of the main ceiling gave freedom with regard to those
seated well below or on the gaUery,and that part
of the ground floor below the gallery made several
pleasantly Intimate areas. The long axis gave this
little restaurant a certain amiable dignity. One
felt well here. We thought that a house arrangement
on similar lines would be agreeable. The restaurant
Legendre was the seed of the idea for my own studio,
the first house to be signed Le Corbusier". 	 35
Jeanneret deccribed this as :
"Open your eyes. We eat at a little restaurant for
cab drivers in the centre of Paris. There is a bar
(the Zinc), the kitchen at the far end. A gallery
cuts in two the height of the place, the front gives on
the street. One fine day one discovered this and one
saw that the proofs that one presented here have all
the architectural mechanism that would suit the
arrangement of a man a house".	 36
It is possible that this studio project had been carried out
in sketch form earlier in 1921, well before'Citr8han'and the Poiret house,
which both contained the double height space with a mezzanine, but
Ozenfant was not able to execute his studio until he had his unexpected
wind.f all.
The result of their thinking first appeared in the Salon
d tAutoinne of that year. 	 antz Jourdain had encouraged Jeanneret to
submit some of his work in the architectural gallery and, for this
purpose, Jearinerot had prepared a project for the IILM house type for
mass production. It was part of a commercial package and aimed at
attracting a large manufacturer a a backer. Jeanneret had selected
M. Citren, being one of the moat enlightened arid demontrab1y modern
functional designer and producer of motor cars, as the focus of his
project,. by using a derivation of his name for the house and drawing
analogies between the functional and uncluttered lines of the Citrien
automobile and the house design. Together, the previous year, Ozeafant
and. Jeanneret had approached H. Citren directly for support for
L'Esprit Nouveau with little success. 37 This time he was contacted
through a mutual friend, Dr. Brille, but with no better result;
nevertheless, the title remained. 37	 1 93
The house could inporporate either the earlier structural
frame principle or load bearing walls and, made better use of smaller
spaces in combination with reduced size in doors and windows, citing
mass produced cars and railway carriage doors.
The house design included a room for living—in maid, cellars
garage and two rooms for children; a new element was the consideration
in the overall form and layout, that the design could be Incorporated
in a terrace layout suitable for a high density urban site. The
drawing style showed the Influence of purist techniques and possibly
the greater expertise of Pierre Jeanneret's draughtsmanship, though the
change is more noticeable in the work of the following year.
Jeanneret's cousin, Pierre Jeanneret, having completed his
architectural course in Geneva, had joined Jeanneret and Albert Jcannerot
in Paris in November 1920. At first he stayed with them then at an hotel
before taking over the lease of No. 95 rue de Seine, when the office
of L tEsprit Nouveau moved from there into Jeanneret' office at 29 rue
d'Astorg.39
Pierre had obtained his diploma in Architecture from the
Ecole des Beaj,x Arts in Geneva, after a break in his education due to
the war and army service. He came to Paris against his family's
wishes with the intention of working with Jeanneret but a at that tine
he had very little architectural work to do, Pierre obtained a job with
Auguste Perret, where he stayed until 1923 working in his spare time
with his cousin.40
This partnership with his cousin was to prove to be a very
important relationship for Jeanneret. Pierre was certainly not in a
position of mentor to him as had been L'Eplattenier and Ritter, bu.t
he was nevertheless to contribute an invaluable amount to Jeaimeret'
development as an architect. Jeanneret while he called himself an
architect had, in actual fact, very little professional experience,
and no recognised qualifications. His work, apart from the abattoir
project, had been almost totally restricted to interior schemes, single 14
houae or theoretical mass housing ideas associated with the Domino
project. Pierre's contribution will be discussed more fully in the
architectural chapter, but it was first noticeable in the projects
prepared for L'Eprit Nouveau and the Salon d'Autornne
Joanneret may well have earlier played a considerable part in
Pierre's choice of a career in architecture. They had both spent some
time together in Paris and Geneva in 1912 before Pierre started his
tudie.	 He had been an excellent student, gaining the school t
 a
first prize in architecture, painting and sculpture in 1914 and was to
become an architect of considerable ability, capable of organising a large
scheme through all its stages, and though younger than Jeanneret, he
was technically far more knowledgeable in many apect of architecture
than his cousin.
The formal course at Geneva contained elements of both the
wench and German systems, so Pierre had a good technical background
and experience in producing the large esqu.iase drawiags that were part
of the Ecole de Beaux Arts system. 	 The addition of this expertise
to Jeanneret's work can be seen in the improvenent In the presentation
of his ideas, particularly the large scale presentation for ia Ville
Cont€aiporaine, and the increased confidence in the detailed planning
and perspective views.
Jeanneret was not unaware of this and made good use of his
abilities. The fact that Pierre was qualified must have been of
vital Importance in enabling the practice to take on larger projects
in later years. Jeanneret never employed Pierre and they always worked
on an independent basis as partners. In the early years, Pierre Jeannoret
received a percentage of the clients' fee.
	 In undertaking this type
of arrangement with his cousin, Jeanneret was totally ignoring his
partnership agreement with flu Bois and Bornand.
The' Citroharf house scheme and the follow up in L' Esprit Nouvsu
attracted a variety of enquiries. One of which came from Paul Poiret,
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the husband of Madame Jove, who had made her fashion showrooma available
a a gallery for Ozenfant's and Jeanneret' s first purist exhibitions and
a sketch scheme was produced. The house, known as Villa au bord de la
is a very interesting design and the first time that Jeanneret with his
recently acquired confidence in the use of pure form, had the freedom
to explore the design potential of the Domino structure and the use of
movable partitions without the restrictions of mass production.
Monol type roof arid floor vaults were incorporated together
with a plan form free of the dictates of the structure. The potential
of the column system was realised in this scheme for the first time by
Jeamieret. Earlier projects could well have been a load bearing wall
system If judged by the final plan form, which is possibly why that,
as Le Corbusier, he placed the scheme in 0euvrCoripltesl9l0-l929 and
dated it 1916, as a logical follow on from the existing perspective of
the columns and slab structure of the Domino project on the previous page.
This demonstrates thir particular point very clearly and is a drawing
from the article 1Iaisomen Srie, a drawing possibly produced with the
help of Pierre Jeanneret. In My Work the Poiret house was dated 1921.
Jearineret 1
 s work and the review had attracted a strong following
among members of the international art world of Paris: the Idea of
being able to buy an economical standard house appealed to some of them.
While the cost of traditional building appeared exorbitant, the Citrohan
house offered a radical and avant-garde solution, particularly sympathetic
to the followers of Purism and the Review. They had been educated to
admire simple form with proportion as the only acknowledged decoration,
if it can be so called.
Certainly, Domino and the CItE 0uvriie schemes of 1920 had
shown little comprehension of the spatial possibilities of the structure.
/did
The Poiret house included a double height living space and gallery with
a spiral staircase, an Influence from the ca2 principle of the Citrohan
house. Furniture in the house was minimal with most essential items
built in, g2ass there was in abundance in large industrial metal frames 1 96
wh.ich could have proved extremely uncomfortable in that location.
The round port hole d.ndow must have been inspired by contemporary
ship styling. The site was at Cap d'Antibes, possibly on some land
purchased for development by Bornand, one of Jeanneret 1 s partners.6
It may well have been a promotion scheme to encourage buyers. Poiret
would have been an ideal client, encouraging many to follow him.
They had met through Perret t s society for the promotion of the arts,
both being on the organising committee. Poiret was also a friend of
Jacques anile Blanche and Ozenfant and exhibited interior designs at
the Salon d TAutoimme. 47
 Jeanneret's sketcheø for the project show
increasing confidence and indicate his later sketching style for the
first time. The cottage image was definitely abandoned for this project.
In a letter to Paul Wetheim of the Wasmuth Press enclosing
sketches of the house for an article Westheima was writing, he said :
"The principle of this house develops the kind of study
made in the "Houses in Series" article published in No. 13
of L T Esprit Nouveau; it concerns the adaptation of a
factory made construction system (piles in reinforced
concrete and arches of egg shell reinforced cement applied
to a master	 villa the whole of the architectural
effort concerns the general shape of the house and the
positioning of the bay windows, the architectural part
being exactly based on the use of standard beams all
similar and all made in the same mould, this giving a
unity to the detail work which I seek to obtain more and
more in. ray buildings.
As you can well understand, there are no useless
decorations, the 4 rthm and the proportions are all that
matter here".
Another early enquiry came from the painter Juan Grin. He
had written on behalf of a friend who wanted a house by the sea or in
the country-aide. They wanted to know if the house could be built by- an
ordinary contractors how much would it cost and what sort of drawings
would Jeanneret supply. In his reply, Jeanneret said it could be built
for approximately 50,000 francs depending on the local conditions and
that he would supply a set of fully detailed working drawings. He also
took the opportunity to promote Bornand's site at Antibes, where he
indicated that they hoped to build several such houe during the year.49
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Another came from Dr. Allencly, a recent contribut Ar to
L'Eoprit Nouveau No. 13 with an article on synthetic medicine.50
	 He
wanted the same information as did Juan Grin. Later, he was to become
a regular contributor to I'Esprit Nouveau when it reappeared in 1923.
Neither of these enquiries went any further but a third potential
'itrhan'owner progressed to the contract stage. The client was an art
coflector and dealer, a N. Gaut, who was interested in the work of the
sculptor Lipchitz at the time. Gaut had already found himself a site
near the Parc Nontsouris on what had been a large estate on the edge of
Paris,. now supplied with a road and divided into maU plots. The
Avenue Seurat was in the same neighbourhood and had a similar layout.
•The conditions o- sale complied with the 1920 law and escaped the stamp
duty, but the sites were very tight. They attracted artists, writers
and professionals who could not any longer find suitable rented
accommodation. Jeanneret was first given the task of negotiating a
lower price for the site from the agent and Gaut agreed to his fee terms
but wanted a detailed estimate before accepting a contractor with a
fixed price contract of not more than 60,000 francs. The drawings were
produced in sufficient detail for a price of 55,000 francs and the site
price had been successfully reduced by the middle of May 1922. However,
the reduction was not sufficient for Gaut 1 s satisfaction and he approached
the owner directly obtaining tho site for a still lower sum and he found
that Jeanneret had arranged a fee from the agent for confirming the sale
of the plot. He refused to continue with Jeanneret as his architect
and took the project to Perret instead 51
.
Jeanneret was insulted that he should be thought of as
swindling his client and tha L he would have kept the money so gained.
A great deal of work had been done already on the design including the
large reduction in the original site cost. He wrote to Perret explaining
the situation and asked him not to consider Gaut as a client but,
unfortunately, it came at the time of the great controversy between them
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over the authorship of the use of towerø and underground roadway-s
as a means to solve modern city problems and Prret accepted the work,
which did nothing to improve their relationship. An uninspired house
was eventually built in 1924 by Perret for Gaut in rue Deutach de la
Meurthe. 52
 The work carried out by Jeanneret for Gaut was not wasted.
The drawings, which were very possibly produced by- Pierre Jeanneret,
could have been used for the house known as (Jitrohan II!, later to be
exhibited with tLa Vifle Contemporaine' at the Salon d'Automne in
November 1922. It was a much more precise scheme than itrohan I',
clearly constructable and a detailed price had also been obtained from
a contractor.
During the year there were a few more potential clients but
they produced nothing at all positi re. Jeamieret, on his part, had
sent a copy of the article,'Maisons en Srieto Mr. Delloyes of the
St. Gobain company for whom he had done some work during the previous
year, 53
 and M, llerrio the Mayor of Lyon. 54
 Another copy went to
Westheiin of the Wasmuth press for an article he was writing on modern
housing.55
At the atart of 1922, L'Esprit Nouveau was being sued by
Vauxcefles and was also in. severe financial straights. During January
1922, both the adiainistrators had been kept busy trying to raise some
extra capital. One of the people whom they approached was the Marquis
de Polignac. The introduction was effected through the wife of a friend
of Siginond Marcel, Madame Guy, who worked for the Marquis at Rheins.
His wife took up a subscription and some rhares in the new issue and the
Maiuis, later in 1925, was to consider building a house by Jeaxmeret
but the project only went as far as the sketch design stage,58 though
later he iMs to receive the commission for the Salvation Army work
promoted by the Marquis' wife, Princess dd Polignac.59
Because of the worry over finance and new problems with
Alfortville, Jeanneret had to defer until April 1922 the production of
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a report requested by H. Lafoflyar, chairman of the Chamber of Property
owners60 on h1 ideas for the construction of blocks of fLats and
estates exhibited at the 1921 Salon dTAutoinne.61 It was entitled
Economic Domestigue and proposed the construction of a Cit d'Habitation
with a totally new way of looking at community and home 1ife worked out
in great detail.62 The philosophy was expressed in the terms of a large
apartment block, each dwelling unit in private ownership with a share
in the communal facilities. Jeanneret 1
 a individual apartment known as
concep
an Iinmeuble-Villa in a split-level CitrShan T form with its modern planning'
would be spacious but smaller in area •
 Many functions previously
executed there could become part of the communal facilities thus reducing
the reliance on personal staff and the need for large service spaces.
Activities such as cleaning, laundry and cooking would be centra1.sed
and tenants could eat in a restaurant or haye meals delivered to the
apartment. Great savings would be made by purchasing food and s'pplies
who1eale. Deliveries would be made to each unit by means of a lift;
sports facilitio on the ground or roof together with exercise space in
each home would provide on-the-spot relaxation and leave the individual
plenty of free time to pursue hIs own interests. Gardens were
incorporated in each unit with large recreational spaces at ground level.6
The project designed for this report was not to be immediately takon up
though more information with regard to individual costs and possible
sites were required.	 -
Not to be daunted, this project was also dispatched to
Wasmuth Publications for Paul Westheim In the hope of being published,
as .t that time L'Esprit Nouveau was no longer in full publication
therefore not available for publicity purposes.
By 1922 the problems of the Paris congestion both with regard
to people and motor cars, was painfully apparent to everyone. The
statistics were alarming and the deaths from tuberculosis and similar
diseases, directly attributable to poor housing, were increasing.
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Travel times were taking longer, despite the supposedly faster motor car
and costs were rising. It was the subject of much discussion but still
almost no action by the men in authority. With very powerful individual
interests in business and property, almost any scheme faltered because
there were no real governmental powers to countermand the individual where
necessary nor te finance to carry a scheme out even if someone could. be
found strong enough to put such commercially unpopular measures into
64practice.
The problem of the future of Paris was a -very topical subject.
Maurice Temprol of the Salon d'Automne, probably at Franz JourdainTs
instigation, asked Jea.nneret in July if he would prepare a submission
on some aspect of the subject for the VIZ?.- 64ov 	A-t-&*t'vvit't--	 cihe/,
Thoug}a their ideas would appear to have been on a very small scale
ItOne July day Marcel Temprol having taken over the
management of the Urban Section of the Salon d'Autornne
asked Le Corbusier to cr€ate something for the November
Salon. Urban Art is the shop sign in
wrought iron the door of the house, the street
fountain, everything that our eyes see from the
pavement up etc. Make us then a beautiful fountain
or something similar he said". 	 65
But they must also have been aware of his efforts to implement
the development of co—operative housing and Jourdain at least would know
that he would take the opportunity to submit a project on these lines
in the hope that some publicity would help to get a scheme off the ground.
The request came at the right time for Jeanneret. He had by now
developed two main housing types and realised that the problem was far
greater than just another house plan or building technique as it involved
the whole 8tructure of society, a stage many architects know about.
Many have been led to design an ideal city believing that an ordered
environment can create an ordered society. Jeanneret had the historical
background, a good supply of statistics and a method of analysis
developed from Thyloris"	 and his housing schemes, the results of
/ to be
which were 1'synthesised in outline in a project entitled Wile Contemnoraij
de Trois Millions. Small scale theorising, he felt, would be useless, 201
the project had to be radical and encompass the life of the whole city.
With the help of Pierre Jeaimeret, Jeanneret set to works
seeing his task in the widest possible terms. The project was on an
entirely theoretical basis and had no immediate connections with site,
nationality or politics. The aim was to improve the quality of life
and the means to support this on an individual basis, He would have
appeared to see the scheme as a combined environmental and management
problem. Political labels were avoided to such an extent that it could
be looked on as containing a fascist, coirnnunist or capitalist inspired
society depending on individual personal beliefs, which says a great
deal for the success of the project functionally; like a doorway, the
main elements are universal. In fact, the Jeanneret society was strictly
capitalist, the glittering central towers contained the dri ring force,
the business enterprises, offices and boardrooms, Transport, the
delivery and removal of people and goods went on in channeJabelow, on
the same principle as the Toulouse Abattoir. Government buildings were
supposedly amongst these symbols of power but, unlike the offices, were
unlabelled.
The density of such blocks could be 2,000 persons a hectare,
while til leaving enough area at ground level for a spacious system
of parks and not diluting the effectiveness of a centralised transport
interchange. Where did all these workers go at the end of the day?
A third returned home
	 to their Irnneubles Villas which, because of
their relatively high density, could be sited in or near the centre so that
time wasted on travelling was reduced to the mirdmum. Faster direct
trains would take the other two thirds of the inhabitants almost a
speedily to their families in cite's-.jardins. Industrial and agricultural
workers could share the same benefits as city-centre dwellers.66
The diagrammatic skyscrapers designed by Jeanneret and Pierre
Jeanneret may well owe some of their aesthetics to the schemes produced
in the two previous years by Mies van de Rohe, Gropius and Meyer, but
this would not have been a strong influence and they were much more
	 20 2
likely to have been affected by their lack of time and experience in
this type of building so that only a direct massing of the plan
idea resulted.
The plan form ws chosen to offer the largest surface area
to the inhabitants working inside with rapid access to internal circu-
lation. The cruciform plan was never employed again by Le Corbusier
after the 1925 Voisln plan for Paris. He abandoned it on the grounds
that one quarter of the building never received any sunlight and, in
future schemes, he preferred to use a Y form which overcame this problem.
Perret T s ideas on towers as a planning solution, published by
a Paris journalist early in l922 must have inspired some of Jeanneret's
ideas but Perret did not put his scheme into three dimensional terms
until some time after the VIUe de Trois Nillions. He provided no
overall plan analysis and the effect resembled the regimentation of the
more ancient New York sky—scrapers.
Large areas in Jeanneret's scheme were left for recreation,
a football stadiimi and a concert hail on a good means of accessar
closer in principle to Tony Garni	 work than Perre	 The easier
working environment and improved coramunications he felt could lead to
a shorter working day and facilities must be there to enjoy this time.
Industry, trade and agric-ulture merge in the edges and, a the density
reduces and public open spaces have less point, areas of garden cities
a.11ow for the intermingling of urban and rural life to the benefit of
both. The traditional aUotment were arranged together with shared site
- ploughing, an integral watering system and a resident farmer for advice.
The small craftsmen and specialists had been accommodated within both
types of housing. Under a co—operative wholesale system, the need for
large distributive markets had gone so that no provision was made,
The apparently obvious omissions are schools though presumably these toc
could be included in the six—torey system at ground or roof level, or
in identical blocks.	 1•
The presentation and, the aze of the drawings were designed
to shock. That he should produce a scheme of such complexity, amazed
many people who had held him in the image of an avant—garde artist-.
architect, producer of small houses, or they were aware of him as a
businessman with some wild ideas and no capital or qualifications.
The intention was to show a solution to the total problem in immediately
appreciable terms to provide a language for discussion. The requirements
were expressed in their Tbare bones', in terms comprehensible to the
majority; words and explanations were kept to an absolute minimum and
the drawings had to stand on their own. This, he was very soon to
consider, was a mistake as so many of his ideas were grossly mis-
interpreted and he felt that to achieve any real understanding, he should
have been present the whole time to expound his principles and the reason
for the method used.
Prtservationists were growing into a powerful force against
the demolition of any of the existing environment whether worthwhile or
not. J'eanneret was well aware of this faction and. had, himself a
great deal of sympathy with the continuance of genuine architectural
environments, but was becoming increasingly annoyed with the a then
almost paranoid, addiction to what he called pieces of wrought iron,
and the deterrenb of improvements that would benefit a larger number
of people.
The most important part of the Vile de Thois hiIlions stand was an
enormous perspective view in the form of a Diorana. The drawing was
-	 jalmost
lit from behind and was "too effective to the extent that it concentrated
peoples T attention on to the visual form cf the towers but detracted
somewhat from their real purpose, a did the several aerial views.
All of these drawings showed more ciraughting expertise than Jeaimeret
had shown in any of his earlier work and it was undoubtedly the
contribution of Pierre Jeanneret that enabled such clarity and standard
of presentation.	 204
The Vile Contemporaine de Troi Millions 'was a very
successful exhibit at the 1922 Salon d'Autoinne in November, attracting
a great deal of attention and comment. In December Jeanneret 'was
asked by Marcel Temprol of the Salon d t Automne committee to organise
a series of lectures on the project to cope 'with the enquiries and
interest, both for and against, that had been arou5ed.68 Officials
connected with the planning and management of Paris received personal
invitations and tickets for these discussions from Jeanneret himself.6
H. Lafoflyor, of Cr'dit Immobilier and the Smdicats linmobiliers of Paris,
was also made responsible for reporting on the town planning ideas for
L1 Architecture the journal of the central society of architects.
Lafollyer, a modest man, enqutred of Jeamieret if he considered him
suitably qualified to undertake such a tak.7°
The conferences, together with the exhibition, certainly meant
that the name of Le Corbusier was now well established. Requests for
articles and more information on the project continued to cone in,
unsolicited from journals and societies.
/1923
Early in March, the last of the Salon d'Automne lectures was
held based on the subject of Jeanneret's ideas on Town Planning, under
the Chairmanship of H. Peuch, of the Paris Municipal Committee. 7' With
this continuing interest in the problem of Paris and his approach to it,
Jeanneret felt he was at the start of a movement. To raise followers
capable of spreading this movement and with ideas of their own, he
dispatched letters to a number of people whom he thought would be
suitable. In one to Marcel Pays, the editor of ce1sior, on an
Pays
article / had written advocating skyscrapers on the old Paris fortifi-
cations, Jeanneret wrote :
Allow me to rectify this - the tudie I have made
prove on the contrary that skyscrapers do not
answer the building needs of central Paris and
above all not at all on the fortifications. 	 72
Ho also said how important the subject was arid included details of the
Salon scheme in the letter and mentioned :
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I held a lecture on this subject and it is very
desirable that the press joins hands sd.th the
techn.ician to create a movement that ha heome
indispensable to the health of Paris.
With rio effect, in the following year, large numbers of cheap and rather
poorly constructed flats were built on the fortifications which were not
entirely ucceasful and later received scornful comment from Le Corbusier
in his second volume of Oeuvr Complte
Another was sent to Mr. Legrand-Chabrier, the writer of an
(sic)
arU.cle entitled "Question d'Urbanis, Badads et Pasaedans le Gai.mlois",
which Jeanneret raised before recommending his own solution saying :
it is certain that 	 studies like those
you have made will gradually lead to the formation
of	 a new style of thinking, the consequence of
which could become more important ..........
	 73
Yet another letter was dispatched on the same day to H. Clement Vautel,
0/0. Le Journal
Dear Sir,
I have read wi.th great interest that in some of your
films you are speaking very sensibly abou& the housing
crisis in Paris. On one occasion you complained
with justice against the sumptuous blocks of flats
for "Garconnes et autres" on another you were obliged
to mention like many others that the traffic had become
uncontrollable and that imperatic'e solutions are
required.
Having for some considerable tine, devoted a particular
attention to these questions I have thought that some
accurate figures of similar schemes and some suggestions
based on strict reason (and also a certain idea of the
poetry of the period) might interest you. Perhaps you
had the opportunity to see at the Salon d t Automno a diorama
of a Contemporary City which was a work of purely
theoretical research with the aim of exposing fundamental
principles of modern town planning and thus allow those,.
who are capable of forming an opinion of these questions,
to see with clairvoyance the case of Paris.
Paris which has transformed itself through the ages,
seems according to the formula of our present day
municipal counciflors, incapable of changing a formula of
archaeologists and a formula of laziness also. Now
alongside this fragile tranquility of our modern councillors
modern life often leads to fabulous consequences and
causes crises which can only be rectified by harsh o1utions. 74
It was the spirit of a crusade that now embraced all his
activities, but not so much that the possible future business benefits
were not included, as another letter from this outcrop of letter writing
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ahows. It was sent to Pierre de Trevires, Editor of Lee Modes de la
Feinine de France, who had also written an article on the subject of
'city of the Future t . He was conatulated on the clarity of his
analysis and understanding by Jeanneret, sent a pamphlet on the Vile
de frois Milhionsand asked to inform his readers of a project for an
apartment block on the lines of the Cite d'Habitation, in case any one
of his readers was interested in taking out an enro1nent for a place
/also
as a future tenant	 ciid other information was available on small houses
if required.75 This must have been the project for Credit Irnrnobilier
but there was nothing else, despite the considerable interest that the
subject had raised. It was not until two months later that something
more positive developed out of all this activity.
In June 1923, Jeanneret was sent by H. Girardet, a direc'or
of the Socit6 Anonyme des Automobiles and Cycles Peugyj, ,the briefs for
three workers' housing schemes to be placed at Beaulieu Mandeure,
Audincourt and Sochaux all in the valley of La The total
number of housing units caine to 732, made up of three types; workers
houses with three, four and five rooms; managers and employers, five
rooms; departmental heads houses and a hostel for thirty bachelors with
a warden t flat. The total brief was very carefully written by the
Peugeot directors. All the housing was to be single—storey, if possible,
and one clause stated 'the houses must not be uniform and must present
as far as possible many variations in appearance'. Information on the
climate, soil, size of rooms and. type of fittings was not forgotten.
AU reads, paths, drainage and servicee to points indicated on the site
maps were also part of the scheme. 77 Jeanneret should have taken
particular note of the last items when planning Pessac: a scheme to start
in November 1923 it would have saved a great deal of trouble.
The introduction could have come through Max Du Bois who owned
some land in the Swiss part of the valley and certainly had a strong
interest in the development of the motor car; he was an active member
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of the fashionable Automobile Club de Paris.78	 It was certainly just
the sort of project Jeanneret was seeking, though it may well have not
been sent to him alone and is more likely to also have been open to
contractors. It was not the sort of housing that attracted the
recognised architectural profession, despite its size, It was looked
upon a a contractor's project. Jeanneret started with the Audincourt
housing project on the site of the Peugeot factory, a scheme for eighty
units.79
In October, Jeanneret wrote to the engineer, LE 0 Freycinet,
designer of the concrete shell hangars at Orly 	 t1tQ
o- MC)4t- . W.$-' uicWtckec	 a copy of Vers une Architecture,
/a
In my book "Towards eu Architecture", you will find
several pages devoted to some property that was
exhibited last year at the Salon dTAuomne and which
attracted a great deal of public attention, Various
overtures have been made to me to carry out this
construction which could be considered as a new form
of living with the domestic use completely transformed
and supplying an important change in domestic economy.
The people who have made contact with me so far appear
to me to be fairly tainted with old ideas. I would
allow myself to point this particular case to you and
I believe that it will eventually be possible that one
day we could usefully discuss this affair and that it
should be started up by- people of your high technical
ability. I would like to make this property a decisive
demonstration of modern technical support for architecture
and I must, for this purpose, seek out those who are
specially distinguished in these ideas,	 81
The Limousin Company were interested and Le Corbusler supplied them with
more details of his ideas and work in progress with proposals for a
scheme for a Limousin house,82
On January llth, 192A., Jearmeret answered a verbal query front
H, Girardet about the possibilities of designing a covered tennis courts
saying that it was no problem and recommended that he should work with
Freycinet on the scheme, an engineer whom he also wanted to invite to
work with him on the Auclincourt project.83
Two weeks later, he tried to persuade Girardet to agree to the
Peugeot Company backing the production of a plan for Paris as part of
the L t E3prit Nouveau Pavilion in the 1925 exhibition, a scheme that was
just taking shape in Jeanneret' a mind 1
 He wrote z
The 'Plan Peugeot de Paris' is the answer to the
present anguish of traffic circulation; my studies of
town planning have led me to some semi—scientific
conclusions, moreover my ideas are sufficiently widely
known that my town planning works published everywhere
have met great support; quite recently (today in fact)
I have been notified that for the competition for the
plans for the extension of the town of Strasbourg, the
competitors themselves have named me as a member of the
jury. This proves that the ideas put forward in
L'ESPRIT NODVEMJ have not been in vain.
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On the 10th March 1924, the scheme for Audincourt was submitted to
Peugeot. Great point was made of the economic road layout which,
together with the sloping site and regular layout gave a good general
appearance to the total project with spacious walk—ways and aUotment.
Jeannoret said of his layout :
"The arrangement of the sites on the estate is not
sacrificed to certain modern fashions which increase
considerably the establishment charges, and create
an impression of disorder by the irregular siting of
buildings. On the other hand, it is foreseen here
that an orthogonal i.e. right angled arrangement of
the sites in staggered rows which would ensure
perfect ventilation for all properties an agreeable
and necessary impression of order, assured architectural
aspect an assured comfort for the occupant who will
find useful spaces for orchards, gardens, kitchen gardens
and lawns to suit the house. The division of this
estate which may appear schematic has been studied so
as to provide a good architectural aspect with all the
intimacy that is desirable. (Please refer to the
attached perspective which shows the houses set out
along a lawn which borders the roads and the access
paths which cross the orchards which serve as useful
screens between the houses; see the siting of the
kitchen gardens, the chicken runs the rabbit hutches,
etc,, grouped together in places which do not spoil
the whole estate". 	 85
The scheme included two types of housing of the basic standard and some
managers' dwellings, units that were a simplified version of JeanneretT
Maion Ribot on two—storeys, almost identical to the Maison Tonkin and
the housing for Prug'sLege site produced early in 1924, which was just
about to come under construction at Pessac as a prototype for the later
houses. 86 The site at Audincourt was an attractive one on the banks
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of Le Doub and provision was made on the layout for a swimming pool.
The construction method described was identical to the initIal system
for Pessac, load bearing cross walls constructed of a thin concrete outer
skin with reinforced piers and an Inner skin of block or panelling of
some sort, thereby providing a large air space for Insulation. The
use of the cement gun was necessary for this method, bat the savings
in time etc were again supposed to pay for the capital cost and Peugeot
could, in fact s
 become their own contractors which would be a good
economical arrangements. If not, Freycinet t s company would have been
interested in quoting for the chome.
	 Unfortunately, nothing again
was to develop from this stage. It is very possible that, with knowledge
of the problems and cot of Pessac then under construction and which
Peugeot would have gone into carefully, they made the decision to adopt
a more traditional system or to abandon the prôjects altogether for
a while0
 Je&nneret1
 a prototype designs for th.i scheme were certainly
started before Pessac and could have been the reason for the Salon
d'Automne Ribot house design which was much closer to the principle of
the Ribot Law than the Citrohan houses.
In September 1923, Jeanneret had also started a erie of
negotiations to build apartments for sale or rent in Geneva but with no
Immediate success, until the Clart project in 1926.88
Early in November 1923 Jeanneret received a letter from
N. Prnges, an Industrialist from Bordeaux, the owner of a carpet factory
and sugar refinery. Though primarily a businessman, M. Pruges was
also very interested in the arts. He painted, wrote poetry and took
a strong interest in all the Paris art movements. He had obtained a
copy of Vera iine Architecture as soon as it was published and had been
very Impressed by the ideas on housing. In the letter he asked Jeanneret
if he would design a t cit ouvrii on a E'ite near his factory at Pesac
near Bordeaux. Soon after the letter arrived, Jeanneret invited Prugos
to Paris and while he was there, undoubtedly showed him hi work at the
'1
a1pn. d'Autonine and the houses under construction at Autei.rtL and Boulogne,
though probably not Vaucresson. Frugs was improssei and, after
Jeanneret and Pierre had seen his site at Bordeaux they agreed to design
and construct one house besides the Frug'es factory in Pessac, and a
scheme of a few units on a small site adj oining another 'ugs factory
at Lege as a trial, with two et of constructional drawings, one for the
cement gun process 7 the other for a more traditional system. Frugs had
to set up a construction company and invested in a cement gun.
The Tonkin house was constructed in the sumnier of 1924 on a
site in the town near the factory using traditional methods. Based on
the observations of the process, both Frugs and Jeanneret changed their
minds on certain details. Brian Taylor, in his study of the development
of Pessac, attributes this analytical approach of Jeanneret' to his use
of Taylorisation methodolo'- which includes a feed-back system to allow
for change to meet situations as they occur in practice. He certainly
believed in the sysbem of analytical approach but found the practicalities
of human and technical snags very difficult to accoimiiodate	 The first
small trial scheme at Lege was under construction by the autumn of 1924
with the plans modified by Frugs and Jeanneret. These were, in fact,
modified beyond the tanda.rd for working-class housing. Co-operation
and participation by a client on this level was something that Jeanneret
positively encouraged at this period in a scheme, and worked particularly
well with someone like Frugs apart from the problem of increased area•
The cement gun, together with metal shuttering, was used for the cbn-
atruction but gave many problems as did the construction manager working
for Frugs, 14. Poncet. Therefore, for the Pessac contract, Jeanneret
the
arranged for unmer / Paris contractor who had constructed the house at
Vaucressonto undertake the work but he would only do it with blockwork infill,
rendered, a system he was now accustomed to. Summer moved on to the ste
in June 1925, when he had finished the Laprit NolweaLi Pavil ion, also
constructed with the use of a similar cement gun method. 9° The layout
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design for Pessac was not dissimilar to the earlier projects of this sort
but t in Pessac, there was a greater opportunity to design the whole of
the environment including hen-houses.
Taylor attributes Jeannerot's external use of colour on the
Pessac houses to Bruno Taut, who had. also been experimenting with
polychrome, though, in	 cases it was not entirely for aesthetic
reasons. Officials had complained about the oppressiveness of the house
mass, so that colour was thought to offer some relief in this respect.91
The roof terrace and elevations owed much in their design to Niestl'
weekend house at Ramboulilet.
Jeanneret, while designing projects of a considerable size
and complexity, stiU had no experience of taking any such scheme through
to completion. He had. also received little organised training in the
somewhat more mundane but essential aspects of building, such as the
regulations for water supply, rights of ligrits, etc. and, most important,
the order in which these things should happen. Thc majority of his con-
tructional experience had been in La Chaux-de--Fond, where though
sometimes difficult to work with, the builders were competent craftsmen
carrying out traditional techniques on maU proj ect. It was the
mismanagement of these practical elements that were to play havoc with
the Pessac project, in the following order :
(1) Failure to assess if the type of housing being
provided was what was required in the area.
Frugs was equally at fault on this point; the
increase they had. made to the floor area and the
addition of a garage put the housing into the
HTh1 class, and was to prove too expensive for the
local market.
(2) Plans and costing had not been submitted to the
Ministry of Works before the construction
commenced, thereby making the scheme ineligible
for the 15% tax concession, an important reason
for a project of this type, even though it was
later proved to have been too expensive to have
been eligible.
(3) Construction was started before the overafl layout
had been decided, in addition to which, much of
the earlier setting out by Poncet, had been
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incorrect, so that a workable services lay-out was
nearly impossible and, worst of all, no applications
had been made to the local authorities who, when
approached at such a late stage, condemned the scheme. 92
The muddle took some years to disentangle and a great deal of extra
money from Frugs to pay the additional service costs necessary to obtain
official approval. Eventually, the houses were sold and ugs
recovered part of his loss. But before that he had,, very generously,
contributed a large sum to the construction of the L' Esprit Nouveau
Pavjl .ion
ugs did not regret the exercise and has even made a large
model of the scheme as it is today-. He is a person of considerable
charm and talent and extremely understanding of the problems that had
confronted Jeanneret 	 The omissions had not resulted from informed
carelesaness; the points at fault had just not been included in the
process due to basic ignorance. There had not been time to spare during
1924 for Jeanneret and Pierre to learn the intricacies of a project's
technical connection with life and the correct approach to somewhat
sensitive authorities. When late in 1924 they advertised for office
staff it was for someone experienced in these things. These unfortunate
early experiences were to contribute to JeanneretTs growing resentment
of authorities and officials.
The costs of Pesac housing worked out between 51,000 and
75,000 francs a unit, certainly not exorbitant for that time, but outside
the limit of 30,000 francs for the Ribot scheme. With the help of the
Loucheur law and the Ninister's personal intervention in 1929, some
houses were eventually sold to families of limited means and the remainder
as weekend homes,93
There were also problems in deciding on a method 2or charging
fees, Jeanneret had proposed that he should forgo his fees but take
10% of any profit after sale. 	 'ugs suggested a charge based on a cubic
volume. It was eventually settled at approximately 3.5% of the con-
struction costs but Jearineret must have had to wait sonic time for settlerxtn1b3
In May and August of 1924, three more enquiries arrived for
housing schemes, the first for a garden city at P1esi—Robinson near
Orne to be constructed in three lots for a total of approximately seventy
dwelling units 7 using 8irn 1 ar housing to the Audincourt system but in
smaller blocks 7
 with only two main ty-pes of dwellings. 94 The scheme
reached a sufficiently detailed state to obtain outline costing from
two construction firms, G. Summer and J. Niclrecourt 7
 Summer arriving
at a price of 25,000 francs for the small two—storey house, storage on
the ground and living accommodation on the first floor. Nicirecourt
arrived at a figure of 35,000 francs. They were much closer on the
second type for a block of three units, which worked out at 33,500 francs
a unit for one and 36,300 francs for the other.95
The second enquiry cane from a firm in Belfort 7 N. Japy rresot
who were interested in a scheme for forty workers houses. The
owner was a distant relative of the JeannerGt family.6
Neither of these two schemes was developed at this stage, but
gave Jeanneret additional experience in costing, plan form and layouts.
The third enquiry concerned the offer of a partnership with
M, Charles See for speculative housing development. N. See, a former
member of the Franco—Arierican Housing Group, suggested that he would be
responsible for all the financial and commercial arrangements 7
 while
Jeannaret would undertake the design feasibility studies. In the event
of a project reaching contract stage, Jeanneret T s pracLice would receive
the architectural work for a fee of
Jeanneret agreed with the conditions but made the point that
the first third of the fees were to become due when the preliminary design
was complete, to avoid the misunderstanding that had occurred on past
projects when a scheme had progressed no further than the first stage.9
Unfortunately, it was not to be put into practice bu.t was probably the
scheme known as .Cit d'Habttation for students, a 1925 project,
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Though a great deal of effort had gone into trying to arrange
housing developments there had been little success 7
 apart from the Pescac
scheme. There was no particular antipathy to Jeanneret 1 s work but a
natIonal problem	 a	 political and economical climate that did. not
encourage investment in this port of housing and state aid 'was insufficiently
organised to direct subsidies where they would work. This meant that
during the early period In Paris, the Jeanneret practice was necessarily
principally concerned with the production of individual houses which in
design were closely related, if not originated by 7 the aesthetic principles
embodied in the cit ouvrihouses and apartments. They were frequently
used as a vehicle to develop ideas Intended for a mass housing project.
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CII!PTR 7.
	 Architect: Practice and Pierre Jeanneret
Despite the lack of any clients outside S,A,13.A. for the
Jeanneret practice during the period 1917 to 1921, Du Bois and Bornand
kept to their part of the partnership agreement made in 1916 with
Jeatineret and met the financial obligation It involved,1 which meant
that he could start to lay the foundations of his practice.
Architects do not receive t1itv fees until a substantial part of the work
Is done and then it is only likely to be a third to one half, the rest
due on completion. Frequently, schemes do not go beyond the enquiry
and feasibility stage and are dropped, the architect receiving nothing,
as it is difficult to enforce any firm agreement at this point. 50mG
form of capital was vital to cover these contingencies. Jeanneret's
first busIness ventures were of this type. They- could have led to some
practice work if they had been developed but nothing apart from the
small schemes for 5.A.B.A. were ever to develop. From this early
practice partnership flu Bois and Bornand received nothing fur their
investment, as Jeanneret chose to ignore his obligations to them when
clients with live projects began to appear as a result of some of his
LTEsprit Nouveau activities.2
These were in the form of house enquiries and caine in during
the early part of 1922, following the exhibition of Maison Citrohan in
the 1921 Salon d'Automne, but none of these went further than the early
stages. The only project on site at that time, 1921, was a house
conversion for the parents of a friend of Ozenfant t s, Jean Berque,3
and a scheme that had been given to Jeanneret in March 1921 by a Madame
floersheim who lived in Beancon4 and possibly knew of him through the
La Chaux.-de-Fonds practice. This had been an interior design for two
rooms in her hotue. Contact and supervision had to be by letter, which
proved to bc. a very unsatisfactory method and very time consuning.
A with the l3erque house, Jeanneret insisted on using a mainly white
colour scheme, with some pastel hade for the main decoration and the
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occasional use of strong colour on the upholstery and curtains.5
His heart was no longer in this type of project, but the fees would
have been most certainly welcome.
The success of the Vile Contemporaine de Trois Millions
in the 1922 Salon d'.Autornne, ensured Jeanneret t s recognition under the
name of Le Corbusier as an architect as veil as a painter and writer
by the Paris art society and had given sufficient confidence in his
friends and followers of L'Esprit Nouveau for them to consider investing
in a Citrohan type house, of these Ozenfant was the first. The time
had come to put certain theories into practice, but acquisition of a
suitable site for the Ozenfant Studio took some time. One was finally
found on the corner of the square Nontsouris and the Avenue Reifle,
next door to the studio house of Georges Braque. 6 The site was very
restricted and had party wail complications, services and builder problems,
which held up the construction for seine month. 7 This made it appear
a if Jeanneret's second house commission for II. Bednus at Vaucresson,8
was the first of his small Paris house commissions though Ozenfant's house
must have been designed by the end of 1922 ag he paid his first fee to
Oorbusier on 5th February 1923, six weeks before Besnus.9
H. and Mine. Georges Besnus were attracted to the scheme for
the C trohan II house, exhibited at the same time as the Vile Conteuporaine
cle Trois Nilliorsin the 1922 Salon d tAutojnne. They were 	 house
hunting at the time and, as both were enthuaiastic readers of L'Esprit
Nouveau, they were appreciative of the Citrohan aesthetics. Besrius
worked for La Revue dii Mobilier et Dcccoration d'Interi°1Y They had, as
yet., no site and upon asking Jeanneret if he would undertake the design
of a house for them, also asked luin for advice on suitable areas and
sites) 0 The first he suggested, In the Avenue Reille, did not appeal
but they had liked the now completed house conversion for the Berque
family which they had seen upon the advice of Jeanneret. Mine. Berque
had apparently spoken warmly of him, despite the many problems that they '4
had endured during the construction process. Besnu liked the apparent
simplicity of the scheme and wanted a similar effect of light and space
in their design. They particularly did not want any party wall
complications, which would imply that they had also spoken to Ozenfant
about his house and problems)
Jeanneret and Ozenfant were presumably still visiting their
weekend hut at Vaucresson and, while there, Jeanne.cet had become aware
of available sites in this rapidly developing new suburb of Paris and
had recommended them to Besnus, but they were not very impressed by the
area at first; and were worried about the apparent dampness.
Eventually, though, they changed their minds and settled on a corner plot
and on Jeanneret 1 s somewhat forceful advice, agreed to purchase the
adjoining site as well, to ensure some control over future development.
The arrangements were settled by the end of January 1923 and Besnus
was promised that the drawings would be started immediately and that the
house would be ready for occupation in the fdllowin 0ctober) 	 Such
promises, demonstrated Jeanneret 1 s lack of architectural practice experience.
The site was purchased for 9,000 francs, a somewhat higher
price than the first estimate. This left 61,000 france of the Besnus
budget for the house, less the price of the adjoining site. The brief
for the house required a garage, laundry, servant's rooms kitchen,
dining/living room, study area, main bedroom, guest bedroom, bath and
. .
By the end of February, Jeanneret had prepared a sketch scheme
to show his clients, who were agreeable to his proposal to combine the
dining roou'/offlce/stucu.o space with the living room s thereby freeing
the garden level floor of any partitioned space except for the kitchen.'5
On the top floors he managed also to convince them that they did not need
a guest room and presumably were not to make any plans for a family as
there was no space unless they were to convert the very small laundry room.
The central bathroom solved the difficulty of providing a window in the 2 1 a
elevation by use of a roof light. This problem had been avoided at
basement level by the use of a multitude of small port—holes, although
it is doubtful whether they provided much ventilation. The water tanks
wertj placed in a box centrally on the roof and remained unseen from
ground level. The house plan was by far the most sophisticated domestic
project produced, to date, by Jeanneret, but the elevations were hardly
adequate and in fact, on the rear elevation, a symmetrical window layout
had no internal justification.
Jeanneret t s fees were 7% of the construction cost, 50% to be
paid on signing the contract and the remainder when the keys were handed
over, The young couple agreed and paid Jeanneret T a account for 2,000
francs on the 34th March, The detailed construction drawings were
prepared and an estimate sought from two engineers/contractors, G. Summer
and P. Vie. Jeanneret warned Besnus about maidng any modifications
once a price had been agreed with the contractor, though the whole tone
of hi dealings with hi first real Paris clients was very much less
dictatorial than in the past.16
Ozenfant1 s house had already been sent out to these two
contractors despite the fact that he wa still a long way from any
settlement on the site.17
Jeanneret, mneanuhile, was trying to negotiate the control of
nearby plots in order to carrj- out the architectural work and create a
small group of buildings, sympathetic in design to the Besnus house.
These sites, together with one at Boulogne adjoining the Lipchitz and
Uiestchaninoff land, were advertised in October 1923 in the pages of
L'Esprit Noiveau No. 18. Pierre Jeanneret was named as the agent and
a sketch for the sites was prepared for an interested contractor but
despite enquiries nothing ever developed from Ms enterprise.18
Jeammeret had praCred a model 9$ part of his services to
Bonu, but his clients were not too interested, 9 but one was produced
anyway and later exhibited at the 1923 Salon d tAutoznne, The estimates
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for both houses came in April: H. Svisner was awarded the Vaucresson
house contract and H. Vie, Ozenfant t s. They were both fixed—price
contracts for 64,000 and 65,000 france respectively. H. Summer at
Vaucresson started in May2° but H. Vie claimed a transport strike in
Paris prevented him from moving the site spoil from the Avenue ReLlle p1ot.
At Vaucresson there was a very high water table with consequent
drainage problems. Each property had to provide its own soakaway for
waste water and not make use of the main soil drainage system, an item
that Jeanneret had not adequately planned for and it was never to be
22
entirely satisfactory.	 At Montsour	 there were problems ox
electricity supply as the Paris system was already severely overloaded.23
Both sites were soon behind schedule, particularly Ozenfant's house which
24
was completed ten months late.	 H. and ne. Benu had two montha
of hotel living after selling their first house before moving in
December 1923.25
New systems, traditional workmen and inexperienced architects
are not a formula for instant success.
The Benus house developed bad cracking and leakage problems
almost as soon a they moved in. 26 These problems put a great strain
on the couple's devotion to Jeanneret. They were, nevertheless, very
pleased with the design and tried hard to minimise the disastrous
situation, but could get little satisfactory remedial action from the
contractor27 and in the end felt that Jeanneret was not carrying out his
full responsibility to them as an architect. They eventually had to sue
the builder. They refused to pay the last stage of the architect's
fees presumably until they considered that the worst of the faults had
been remedied. 2	This was in August, 1926, but even thst was somewhat
premature a, in the following year,. even larger cracks appeared
requiring the reconstruction of a whole wall, plus a list of other major
faults. Besnus at 1at lost his temper and on the 7th July 1927 sent
Jeanneret the following message
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nobody other than the contractor can deal with
those inconveniences because only he, after you,
knows the cause of them. But .f this is not dealt
with without delay it could degenerate into a
disaster. It would be just as easy for M. Summer
to send me exnerienced workmen while he Is busy
with your construction on the plateau of Vaucresson
for M. do Monzie, for which I congratulate you, not
less than on the sensational prize that you have
obtained with your cousin Pierre Jeanneret for your
project for the Palace of the Nations. I very much
hope that you will carry It out. LTlflustration
eulogies you and it appears to them that your
scheme is th most complete. It is a great success
f or you which does not surprise me and which I
applaud and rejoice about. In the midst of these
grave preoccupations I hope that N. Le Corbusier
and N. Jeanneret will think a little of my misery.
I would assure you that it is not funny-.
Whenever it rains the bath heater overflows and
the wall becomes saturated and water pours into
the floor below,	 29
Nothing of any consequence happened other than advice from Summer that
Besnus was responsible for maintaining his own property. 3° This was
the t last straw', In a letter laying out his complaints to Summer,
Besnus asked :
how was this house built and by whom?''S...,
Not only was there a contractor, there was also an
architect ZJI	 31
However,. Besnus received no help from then and probably
placed the matter in the hands of an independent assessor as he had said
he would,32
 though it is unlikely he ever received any financial reimburse-
mont,
These problems resulted from the behaviour of cement rendering
on a block and concrete frame in a very damp situation with incorrect
detailing, together with a somewhat careless contractor USvV fleCJtcVlAcL
tlnsufficient supervision.
Jeanneret' previous buildings in Switzerland
were much more substantIal In nature and employed traditional cladding
techniques, even though part of the structure was In concrete, The
construction at Vaucresson should have worked according to the theory,
Jeanneret therefore considered that the fault must have buen on the
building side, Ho was only partially right and, possibl.y 1 causing this,
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took more care with the concrete structure of the Ozenfant house,
ensuring thicknesses were not skimped and the concrete mix of the
correct strength.
In fact, much of the concrete work on the house in the
Avenue RiUe had to be redone completely due to the incorrect mix
or bad. cement. 33 The low quality of the concrete work was to delay
the completion of the house for many month. It was symptomatic of
the general slackness of the contractor, who it would appear, was not
at all interested in the project and a bad site orgariser. 34 fLrguments
over payments resulted and Jeanneret, at one stage, seemingly overcharged
Ozenfant on his fees.35 AU this disruption was a contributory factor
-to the deterioration of their friendship arid it eventually ended in
the spring of 1925.
The Ozenfant house would appear after all the trouble to have
been reasonably free of the structural and dampness problems of Vaucresson,
but the roof lights vere never to prove entirely satisfactory and the
party wall problems continued for some time. Neither of these two houses,
though supposedly both inspired by the first Citrohan design, bore any real
resemblance to that scheme. Ozenfant"s stidio contained only a very
small gaUery,deite sketch design for an artist's studio version of
Citrohan produced in 1922, which was probably an early Ozenfant scheme,
though oven that one did not real]y exploit the double height space.
This wa only first to appear in built form in the house for La Roche.
Ozenfant's house contained a great deal in a very little space,
almost totally filling the site. It was designed a a bachelor studio
house. There was no living room a such other than the painting
studio; the gallery had only a high level window and was meant
primarily as a store and picture display area. There was a self—
contained living unit on the ground floor for a guest or housekeeper.
A special dispensation had to bo obtained from the civil regulations
for the fenestration system used. The window openings were better
ordered than for Vaucresson; it would appear that the incroased specialist
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function of the main studio space helped in the resolution of this
problem. The factory type roof lights would have given a large heat
build up on a sunny day, apart from producing what must have been a
glaring light uhich the lower glazing could have done little to disperse.
This was probably an equal factor together with the leaking problem in
contribiiting to their eventual removal, 1aetschaninoff, one of
Jeanneret's next clients, liked the roof line and wanted the same thing
for his tudio,36 but they were not installed.
Jaques Lipchitz and his friend O,Mietschaninoff, sculptors
and painters from Russia, though not refugees, having both settled in
Paris before the Lrst World War, asked Jeanneret to design houses for
them on a joint site early in l923.	 Mietschariinoff was an adininistralor
for Oudar, an expatriate Russian arts magazine. 38 L'Esprit Nouveau had,
during the previous year, started negotiations to combine their manage-
ment with Ou3ar. Llpchitz was a friend of (his and Ozenfant.
They did not have a site but were found one by Jeanneret on
another estate popular with artists, in the Boulogne sur Seine area.39
On the same block, were two other painters, a musician and the wife and
family of Gabriel Voisin.	 The plot had sufficient space for three
houses, so they agreed to buy aU three with Jeanneret producing a design
for the third and assisting them in the sale.'	 However, they found
someone for theme1ves, a friend who was another painter, M. Canale,
and Teaimeret in 1924 designed a house for him on the remaining site!
The Canale house though was never built and the site was later sold
separately. The site contract was signed in the summer of 1923 and
sketch cheme prepared for the three houses by October. Jeanneret
warned them that prices were on the increase; the clients had very
little nancy and all had to work within a similar limited budget to the
Ozenfant and Besnus schemes. A new building firm had been approached
this tine, Kuntz and Piceard, a both Summer and Vie had proved far
from satisfactory on the Vaucresson and Ozenfant schemes, but when
the estimates arrived in February 1924, at something like double the
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outline estimate of 65,000 francs,45
 it did not seem such a good idea.
The others had a detailed rethink on their schemes and the amount was
reduced considerably. Th.is time Summer, the Vaucresson contractor,
was given the opportunity to put in a price and Kuntz and Piceard, the
first contractor, allowed to resubmit on the revised schemes, this second
estimate, after some discussion, provided to be satisfactory. The sum
for the Canale house wa 59,000 francs, the Lipch.itz house stood at
59,438 francs and the Mietschaninoff house at 62,300 francs, the difference
being mainly in the quality of finishes and rittings.6
The houses were more or less complete by December 1924, but
unfortunately suffered in a strnflar maimer to TKi_KareT, as the house at
Vaucresson had been named, There was no flooding frori the drains, but
certainly dampness resulted from seepage of rain-water through the
rendering and condensation on the inside, There were also problems with
the workmanship and disputes between the sub-contractors which carried
on for the next few yearS,47 not so abnormal in any contract, as the
French construction system lends itself to this typb of dispute. The
hou.es were made up of large, ground-floor, double height studios
necessary for sculptors, with basic living accommodation above and roof
terraces. Lipclütz lived in his house until 1939, when he had to leave
to escape the Germans, returning only for a short time after the war
Shor1y after the Lipchitz and Nietschan.inoff design had
commenced, Jeanneret had the opportunity to purchase sites on a new
development in Auteuii, 19 The site was the garden and house of the former
home of Docteur Esprit Blanche, 5° who had been one of the first
successful psychiatrists in Paris. Jacques Endle Blanche, a friend
of Ozenfant, was his grandson, and had lived in the house, so that
knowledge.of the site may very well have come through this contact,
A large estate agents, J.11O Esnault et Cie., a firm (still in business
today), had the project on their books. 5' The site, at first, only
showed a row of small plots along the Rue Henri Heine; these were soon
to spread all round the perimeter of the site and must have commanded
2?
a very reasonable price as the area was, and still is, one of the
most fashionable residential districts in Paris.'2
 A small cul—de—sac
was planned to the centre of the site but t
 a the motor car was still
not in general use, it was not considered a a traffic access to garages
at the rear of the houses on the periphery of the site. Jeanneret put
in a claim for some sites on this inner road with the intention of
developing a small t gated villa estate, similar to the tVilla Seurat',
but, because these sites had first to be offered to the purchaser of the
house which backed on to their borders, it was to take several months to
finally settle which sites would be available and to undergo any exchange
of contracts. 53 Jeanneret, an incorrigible optimist, when faced with
such awkward conditions, tended to ignore them. In this case s
 this
attitude resulted in several abortive schemes and changes in site for the
three clients he hoped would purchase thon and build houses, before
contracts were finally exchanged. Jeanneret had the brief to design
a concierge lodge at the entrance, but as there were eventually so few
houses in the road, the idea was abandoned as beiflg too expensive,54
The connection of services was also very slow and became a serious
problem on this site. The clients Jeanneret first had in mind for this
scheme were his brothers Albert Jeammeret his future wife, Lotti Waidren
Raaf, Raou.l La Roche and Sigmund 1arcel,55
Albert, since his arrival in Paris in 1919, had lived with
Jeanneret In the rue Jacob flat. He had cone to Paris to start a chooi
for eurhythinics, dance and L,r1nnastics on Jacques Dalcroze principles.
The school had been suggested by Dr, ]ances Winter and Dr. Brifle,
Some of the financial backing came from a group of South Aierican students,
who had put up 15,000 francs to start the venture. 56 Isadora Duncan
had popularised a tnatural t
 dance mOvement in Paris in the post—war
period and had set up a successful teaching studio. 57
 The backers of
Albert Jeanneret t
 s project could well have been some of the followers
of Isadora Duncan who had followed her to Paris after her South American
trip.
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The eurhy-thnic classes for all ages and the evening gymnastic
and basketball clasces were well attended, particularly by members of
the Swiss comnuni.ty in Paris, although Albert considered that most of
the dance and eurhythndc students were there because it was the fashion-
able activity at the time, but the keep-fit enthu5iastB like his brother
were genuinely interested.58
Albert had renbed a large basement room for his classes.
The room, unfortunately, had hard surface walls which made it very
difficult to hear the piano due to reverbeiation. Gustave Lyon, a
services engineer and a director of the Pleyel Company who attended some
of the classes, suggested thatheavy blankets	 were hung to cover the
walls,	 that partially solved the problem, but never entirely
atisfactorily.59
In l923 the school formed its own company wibh Jeanneret,
Albert and Andre Levy as administrators. The Company was founded by
Dr. Winter and Brille, with a capital of 70,000 francs and shares were
advertised in !trit Nolxv.eu.60 This, apparently Jeanneret inspired
idea, was to set in motion the search for a site to house the new building
for the school. Montmollin was employed for the task but, for some
reasons wa told to carry it out in the strictest secrecy.61 It was
not until 1928 that the idea took any shape, when Corbusier produced
/ on a site immediately
a chemc for the school to be built above the Salle Ployel, a famous
62
auditorium which had been designed by Gusave Lyon. 	 The scheme was
imaginative and an interesting design solution, although severely
- handicapped by structural problems on site which prevented further
development.
Early in 1923, the Swedish Ballet Company had arrived for a
season at the Thatre dChmps Elyes. 63
 Albert had become friendly
with a member of the company, Lotti Waldren-Raaf, a widow with two small
girls and a private income. According to Albert, is brother encouraged
their relationship; and virtually arranged their future marr ae;
possibly he wanted his flat to himself as, at about this time, Je'tnneret
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started to live, on a regular basis, with Yvolme, his future wife.
Albert was a person with a gentle nature and no great innovator. He
was accustomed to having many of the major decisions in his life made
for him and was agreeable to the idea of marriage with Lotti. After
their engagement, Jeaimeret wasted no time in persuading Lotti that she
should have a house in Paris to his design. 6
	In April she placed a
deposit of 7,500 francs for a site, with the agent, Esnault.6
Arrangements did not progress because of the site problems and
building could not start until January 1924, when the suriturding land
had been sold and contracts could be signed. 66 Jeanneret had persuaded
M. Narcel to invest in the third site together with La Roche and himself
with the object of producing a unified design and of making money on its
resale.	 It was to take several months before a client was found, 	 L)CS1)
K, Mongerman the manager of the Voisin Coinpany. 6
	In the end it proved
impossible to purchase a small piece of land necessary to the Mongerini
site. This was due to a change of heart by the vendor who had become
disheartened by all the delays in the sale. The land was eventually o1d
to the owner of the adjoining house and some money was recovered.6
The cost for Mongerman would have been exhorbitant. For a
small ordinary house the cost would have been equivalent to that of the
La Roche House which was at least three times the volume and on a much
larger site.
Pierre was to be largely responsible for the detailed supervision
of the construction of the Jeanneret and La Roche houses, and G. Summer
was the contractor. Site work on the Albert Jeanneret house, began on
24th January 1924, and Lotti Jeanneret took a great deal of interest in the
detailed design and construction. Albert took no part in the house
arrangements and showed very little interest in the work which was being
paid for totally by Lotti. The brief contained a flat for a maid and a
dance studio on the ground floor, three bedrooms, one each for the two
girls, on the first floor and a living rooms dining room and kitchen on
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the second floor. The roof was laid out as a terrace garden.7°
As the building took shape, objçctions wore made by the
adjoining owners. Jeanneret, in his design, had paid little attention
to the rights of party wall owners; several windows had been placed In
these walls so that they overlooked the neighbouring sites. They
served a bedrooms some service areas and provided light for the staircase.
The terrace was also regarded as a breach of privacy. Jeanneret had not
considered that they should in any way offends as they were only serving
secondary living spaces and It took the threat of legal action to promote
the fiil-tng in of the windows or replacement of them with very obscure
glass and the roof terrace partially enclosed at the rear by a wal1.'
The side which was later to have been joined to the Mongermon' a
future house s
 had been left as a thin shell,. which resulted In a very
noticeable heat loss when the house became occu.pIed, and later another
thickness of wall bad to be built.72
Lottl and. Albert took up occupation a month after La Roche
in April 1925, despite some continuing service supply problems. The
costs for the house were: 98,000 francs for the construction, 50,000
francs for the site and 6,500 francs for Jeanneret t s and Pierre Jeanneret1
fees. The fee had been charged on a sliding scale at 7% for the first
50,000 francs, &5o for the next 25,000 francs and 6% for the 1at figure.73
The exchange rate at the time of the contract was approximately 75 francs
to the pound which puts the total house cost In sterling in the region
of £2,053. This was not such a high cost when compared with the Ribot
ii mi t for construction of a small working class cottage in Paris of
32,000 francs.
The Albert Jeanneret house contained many pleasant and workable
spaces, with a top floor living, dining and kitchen area with a double
height studio type space. The roof terrace was attractive and enhanced
by the many mature trees surrounding it. Jeanneret did his best to
preserve a many of the original park trees as he could, but large
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numbers were destroyed by the other site contractors.
The bathroom fittings were chosen mcinly from hospital cataloguos
and the electric light bulbs were left bare in their sockets. Many of
the smaller details were kt Lotti's suggestion, such as the push—button
light switches and a spray system bidet. The W.C. compartments were
restricted and cramped but sufficient in number.
The main structure of both homses izas provided by a concrete
frames some in situ concrete walls, the remainder in blockwork, rendered
on the outside. The interior of both houbes was mainly white, some
walls in shade being painted pale blue, with others in the sun were a
shade of rust. The window rebates received the same treatment. The
exteriors were finished with white oil paint. The Vaucresson house
had had an integral finish of a special white cement mix but this proved too
expensive to make further use of as a finish. Ozenfant t s house was at
first left unpainted or a form of distempei was applied which became
severely weather—stained. At the end of the seconc year, Pierre advised
him to apply white oil paint.74
The adjoining house for Raoul Le Roche wa regarded by Jeanneret
a his first opportunity, since the Poiret project, to design for an
enlightened client without a too restrictive budget. In the interests
of ensuring that he would have control of any adjoining construction to the
La Roche site, it would appear he was prepared to sacrifice his brother
to marriage, a step he was normally anxious to warn his friends against
taking. 75
 The combination of the initial three houses on the intimate
courtyard—like site, was a good challenge. The reduction to two did not
have a serious detrimental effect as the third unit was the smallest and
only a continuation of the Jeanneret house.
Raoul La Roche had been a particularly good friend to Ozenfant
and Jeanneret. He was an educated and cultured man, a confirmed
bachelor with a taste for parties. He had met Jeanneret when they both
had attended Max flu Bois r
 organised Sunday outings to the countryside
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around Pari. 6 He became interested, as did several others of this
group, in the somewhat earnest and ambitious young Swiss newcomer to
Paris. At this time, flu Bois described Jeanneret as having the
persnality of a ____
When Jeanneret had required some considerable financial backing
for his dealings in ex-war time steel stock, he had gone to La Roche
who was a director of a bank, Crc1it Con]juercial de France, and from him
received good advice and the necessary finance.78
As Jeanneret became involved with Ozenfant, purism and
L'Ecprit Nouveau La Roche followed their progress, purchasing the first
of their paintings and be came a maj or shareholder in L Esprit Nouveau.
Both Ozenfant and Jeanneret had helped him to purchase other paintings
of the period and enabled him to acquire a very good collection of early
cubist and purist paintings,, many from the Kahuweiler sales79
Seeral of Jeanneret's housing development projects may well
have resulted from introductions by La Roche though, on the whole, he
avoided the main body of Jeanneret's somewhat hazardous business career.
In the summer of 1923 La Roche had visited La Chaux-de.-Fonds
with Ozenfant who had shown him the Schwob house with which he had been
most impressed andy in a postcard to Jeanneret, he said :
"Dear Friend,
I had something like a revelation this afternoon in
seeing the villa you have just built. It looks as
if it has fallen from the sky by- the way it stands
out from the banalities that surround it ••••.•
In short, I am full of adinirabion for this sample of
your architecture and, dear friend, you have my
best congratulations'1 .	 80
La Roche allowed for a total budget of 250,000 for his house
This had to be inclusive of every item down to the china and linei.
By the time of the	 on d'Automne in 1923, Jeanneret had prepared a
detailed scheme for the house and the site boundaries had been settled.
La Roche paid 107,000 francs purchasing two plots and some additional
land on one side. As the site had changed at least three times since
the commencement of negotiations, Jeanneret had already pursued several
2.O
different ideas.81
The T ono—oCf 1 type of house design had. not entered J'eanneret's
theoretical statements in other than sornecrhat derogatory terms but
fortunately be was not pedantic about this, and had gratefully accepted
the La Roche challenge into which he put an enormous amount of energy.
This scheme demonstrated very clearly, the benefit of using
a model in the design stage. The three—dimensional space concept which
he achieved in this scheme, had little precedent and would have been
difficult to perceive from a drawing, The model constructed for La Roche
was submitted to the Salon dt Automne in the autumn of 1923, at the same
time as Vers une Architecture was published and L 1 Esprit Nouveau
resurrected.
Jeanneret was not unaware of the encouragement he had received
from his friend La Roche, and greatly appreciaced the freedom he had been
given in the house design, for the New Year of 1924 he gave La Roche a
present of some of hiE drawings and received the following letter in
thanks :
"My dear Jeanneret,
Thank you very much for your kind letter and for the
albumn of drawings that you gave me for the New Year.
I have some remorse in accepting the latter, saying
to myself that all the drawings, the water colours, the
plans, etc., that it contains and with which you have
worked for many years must constitute for you a real
treasury of ideas and marvels; it must have cost you
very much to separate yourself from this album and I
am all the more conscious of your generous gesture.
Your album is for me of the greatest interest and straight
away it reminds me of our journey to Venice and Vicenza
of which I have a happy memory, in your agreeable and
interesting company. I could taste particularly the
beau bies of the countryside and of the works of art.
Thanks to your excellent teaching, I learnt enormously.
Following the acquisition of some of the pictures of
which I am the happy owner. FlnaUy across the country-
sides the still lifes, the pre—cubists, drawings of
every kind, One is led to a contemporary city which
appears as the summit of your great work and which
interests me to the highest degree.
Also, I am happy to take advantage of this opportunity
that is offered. It Is now two years since I ordered
xay house from you, the relative independence in which
I live has allowed me to let you have the greatest freedom	
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in drawing up the plans. You have been, therefore, able to
overcome some of the architectural problems that you have
studied so much and to make with the help of Pierre an
ensemble of rare beauty. I am delighted with it and I
rejoice to see it finished which adds very much more to it.
My house will form a frame worthy of your painting on which
success has not smiled very much at least up to now in
Paris. There is nothing to do but wait, it will come and,
I believe, very soon.
The year that has passed has brought you new success in
architecture. I hope that 1924 will be equally prosperous
and will also bring you a little material wellbeing which
is indispensable to an artist".	 82
The construction of the two houses proceeded throughout 1924,
though somewhat slowly at times. By the end of the year, Jeanneret and
Pierre felt confident in telling the very patient client that lie could
move in on March 10th 1925 . 83 (The Jeanneret house va completed a month
later). The future inhabitant was delighted and sent the architectural
pair the following note .
"Dear friends,
I have received your letter of the 13th inst., telling
me that you have set March 10th as the finishing date
for my house at 10, Square du Docteur Blanche.
I have taken good note of this and I an pleased to tell
you that if, on the said date of March 10th next, my
house is sufficiently finished to be used (gas, water,
electricity and drains all working, blinds fixed and
painting finished), I will give you as witness of my
satisfaction with the beautiful work you have accomplished
a
5 HP Citroen
the model to be at your choice for your joint use".	 84
With such an incentive the completion date was more or less achieved and
the pair received their Citroen prize. This was soon joined by a second-
hand Voisin. car purchased from Hongermon, subsidised on the strength of
the future fees that vould shortly have been due for his new house.85
They must have, since the fees were never received, raised the money
elsewhere, for the car appears in many of the photographs taken of their
buildings and from that date it became something of a symbol of the
practice (a was the briar pipe which also made the odd photographic
appearance).
Pierre had also been largely responsible for the furnishing of
the house and had included, for La Roche T s approval, some chairs by
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Charlotte Perriand.86 The two had embarked upon a relationship which
lasted to the second world zar. Pierre was extremely fond of Charlotte
but they had not formalised thoir relationship and, during a long enforced
wartime separation, she m.rried someone else, much to his distress.
Jeamieret and Pierre had hung La Roches paintings according
to his instru.ctions, leaving the main gallery for purist paintings.
Shortly after, during a visit to check upon the func+ioning of the
services, Jeanneret noticed a radical change In their layout, attributable
to a visit by Ozenfant. At this stage personal contact was virtually
non—existent and the following note was dispatched by Jeazmerot to Ozenfant :
"Dear Friend,
I am writing to you because I do not have the time to
come to ee you; it is a question of La Roche pictures.
He had asked me to take charge of the arrangement of the
pictures so that it conformed with the architecture.
I had made the first hanging, together with Pierre and
atrictly In accordance with La Roche's wishes, lie had
decided to reserve the Gallery exclusively to Purism having
even carriod away himself picturce by Picasso that I had hung.
Passing yesterdoy for the needs of services at La Roche's
house, I could see the great changes that you have made.
I could not ask better than that you should take charge of
this hanging but wish that it was by agreement with me;
not only with the object of safeguarding those things
that concern me personally (since you have seen that I have
reserved an intoresting place for you), but simply with the
object of avoiding that the houae o.L La Roche should look
like a collector's house (a stamp album). I hold definitely
that certain parts of the architecture are absolutely clear
of all paintings to create by this method a double effect of
pure architecture on one hand and of painting on the other.
As this wish will be altered by the new arrangement that you
have made, I appeal to our friendship to tell you of it
stxaight away and to ask you later to reach agreement with me". 88
La Roche was in a difficult situation between the two estranged friends
as he was still on good terms with both and had no wish to become
Involved with the hostilities.
During the following year, he did manage a dIscreet rebuke to
his somewhat puacious and doatic architect: In a letter congratulating
h.im on the publication of the L'Esprit Nouveau - Almanach :
"My dear Jeanneret,	 /
They have brought me your 'Almanach'. Thank you
very much and many congratulations. It has been done
very successfully. 	
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I have only just run through it before making a
deeper study, but I am already very taken with what
I have hastily seen of its contonts.
AU this is really up to date and preents in a
form so living so alert and so biting that it
constitutes a precious document of fights that
brave pioneers like you must sustain.
A little while ago the bombshells that you love
to fire in all directions caused me to worry for you.
I feared a coalition against you of all the forces
opposed to your ideas, notably the architects, decorators
that you have so often handled roughly. I was perhaps
too pessimistic because it seems to me that your fracas
have brought you more admirers than critics.
It iS that opinion yields to evidence and submerges
all obstacles raised against your progress. The
crit1cism of detail leave it indifferent alongside the
collection of your brilliant conceptions. They are
all important and so passionate.
I believe therefore tha it will be useful if you
continue to make well reasoned controversies, I say
this, not without taking into account that on occasion
I could be the victim besides I have already been one,
I read between the lines of your article in TTCthier
d'Art" No. 3 reproaches concerning m. Besides you
had very loyally warned me in advance.
How must one answer you, without doubt, you have
reason to complain if people massacre your walls of
which I was one of the first admirers. All the same,
please keep account of that which I have massacred and
of that which I should have massacred you must admit a
certain moderation in my misdeeds. Can you remember the
beginning of my enterprise "La Roche when one has a
beautiful collection like yours one must build a house
worthy of it" and my answer "Agreed Jeanneret build me
this house",
Then what happened? The finished house was so
beautiful that looking at it I cried out to myself
is almost a hane to put paintings in it". I put
some all the same. Could I have done otherwise.
So I note have certain obligations to my painters of
which you are one also. I ordered from you a frame
for my collection. You gave me a poem in walls which
of us is most at fault.
We will speak again about it when the occasion arises". 89
While delighted with the house, La Roche was not so overcome that he did
not make sure that the architects carried out their responsibilities to
the fuJi. and he checked, bills carefully. Faults needing attention were
pointed out; the W.C. cistern was considered to be suffering from
constipation, and on one occasion La Roche brought forth this under-
statement :
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"Curiosity made me inspect, this morning, that part
of the terrace which opens off the staircase.
I noticed a fair amounb of stagnant water, should.ci T
 t
it rim away somewhere ?"
	 90
His patience was considerable and extended for a number of months to
submitting to experiments with the lighting system, as nothing could be
found which Jeaneret considered suitable; La Roche had been managing
with bulbs on pieces of string or strange tubular contraptions. After
some months he finally struck and sent the following note to Pierre :
trLjghtjng I found when I went back to the house
the re—establishment of the status quo ante with a
hole in the dining room ceiling. I had hoped that
you would have started the scheme of ceiling lights
(temporary system) of which you had spoken to me.
I understood perfectly your hesitation about the
lighting system but while waiting until you have
found something really good it is necessary to be
able to see clearly in my house. It is now over
six months that I have been in my house and
obliged to light myself principally in my picture
ga1lry with very chancy methods. 1Ihat must the
many visitors think and what must I say to them.
I cone back to say that a very ordinary system
would undoubtedly be the best at lease for the
present. In my home there are so many Toriginal
things, pictures, windows, doors, etc. that people
will pay attention to other things than to lighting
fittings. Moreover we have noticed that your
various apparatuses, ingenious as they are, are all
very costly. I hesitate to commit myself further
in this cLLrecbion. I should be obliged therefore
if you would occupy yourself once more with this
question and lt me know your conclusions. I saw
at Lonce Rosonborg 1 s some fittings which gave good
light and were not too ugly".
	 91
Shades and curtains were found to be necessary in the gallery to stop the
sun shining directly upon two paintings, by Picasso and Braque, and to
lower the reverberetion tine produced by the predominance of hard surfaces.92
The house, today, still stands as an exceptional piece of
architecture. It is a real and successful experiment with space and
the use of purist forms in three dimensions, while meeting the straight-
forward requirements of good architecture. The L shaped plot and the
necessary turning of the building on the site is well handled. An
adjoining tree is even treated sympathetically. The double height space
of the LogendxoBistrdin the rue Godot is fully realised Lor the first
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time. The ramp in the gallery 1 a spatial end movement cxperience,
through the gallery and its paintings. It is a house capable of giving
continual pleasure to the inhabitants and, at the time of' construction,
was without precedent.
La Roche, in a letter to Jeanneret writt.en two years after hi
occupation of the house, iLl which he commented on the Vogue Photographer's
efforts, said :
"Ny dear Jeanneret,
The various pictures bound in thi q album were
taken by ed Boissona to be published in "Vogue".
Most of them were taken at a time of the year when
the trees were without their leaves, they have the
drawback of letting appear too much of the works of
your distinguished confreres to whom your neighbours
had recourse.
Although it is relatively easy to embellish
appreciably a photo of a human being, the thing
seems astonishingly difficult in the ease of a
house.
I must confess that, in spite of M. Doissonas'
art, the 'Villa La Rocca' is more beautiful in
nature than in the picture. How does this come
about? Certainly the be&t possible reproiction
only produces in a very imperfect fashion the
emotion one feels in direcL eontct with this
symphony of prisms. One must believe that you
have the secret with Pierre because I seek it in
vain elsewhere. 	 You have shown 'is the beauty
taught us the meaning and grace we know now what
architecture really is.
	
1e imderstaid both the
theory and the practice of it.
Could you, in the course of the next few years,
make a considcrable nuiber of buildin,s large
and small rise out of the ground, of which one would
immediately recognize the author; not because their
names are carved on the facades in the manner of the
SADG but because the spectator moved by emotion would
cry spontaneously -
'That •..... that is
	
architecture .....' II	 93
Following the example of Ozenfant and La Roche, Dan Niestle'
in June 1923, on his retirement from the administrative board of
L'Esprit Nouveau due to ill health, commissioned his fellow adm!nistrtor
to design him a weekend house at Rambouiflet. 94
 The houre was a single—
storey derivation of the Paul Poiret holiday house schene with a roof
torrace	 Jeanneret made a model, despite Niosb1' obj'ctions over
the extra cost; 95
 possibly, by that stage, he had already decided not
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to proceed with the scheme, but Jeannoret had plans for its inclusion
in the Salon d TAutomne of that year, 6 where It was eventually displayed.
hough the house itself was never built.
There was also an enquiry from Madae Berque on behalf of
a friend who was Interested in a Citrohan house. Jeanneret, In his
reply, gave information on suitable sites remaining at Boulogne. ' In
October through Ozenfant' friend, the historian Eli Fau.re, Jeanneret
learned of sites available at	 Vile d'Avray, where Faure was in the
process of acquiring one, upon which he wished him to carry out a study
of a house. 98 (This was eventually built in l929).	 Jeanneret
proposed to the owner of the land that he should. produce a development
design for the site but with no success, though he did mention, the
following year, that a Ribot house type had been constructed at 	 Vile
dt Avray.
At the start of 1924, Jeanneret had little time to pursue
enquiries based on vague hopes; there was too much work on hand, with
some projects already under construction, together with the studies for
Pessac and the 1925 L'Esprit Nouveau Pavil.ion. There were a few more
artists considering new studios but, all but one, went no further than
the contemplation stage)°0
 The exception was Maclame Pierre Meyer whose
mother, Thne. Hirtz, wanted to give her a house for a wedding present.101
Not any house, but one designed by Le Corbusier. Mine. Hirtz had, so
she thought, found a suitable site on the Villa Madrid estate in Neuilly.102
A scheme was prepared for it and sent for approval to lTme. Hirtz on the
24th April 1924, and at the same tine, construction estimates were sought.
(This was the first scheme, preceding the design and a letter illustrated
in Oeuvres ComiiLtc191O-l929 by eighteen months). 10	However, all was
in vain; he site was no longer available and Jeanneret was asked to
suggest others. Over the next eighteen months, two more schemes were
produced for two other sites. Shortly after submitting the third scheme,
Jearuieret received a letter fro'a Mine. Meyer cancelling the whole project.
This was hurtful news having expended so much time and effort on the 2.7
schemes. In his reply sent on 24th February 1926, he said the following:
"Dear Madame,
My fatherhood suffered
	 You are cruel madame to
make me wait so long. I have told you how much we
have coaxed your project and that we were celebrating
it coining into the world. A house which only stays on
paper is a miscarriage. When I tell you that truly my
fibres as a father suffered.
Think now of the folly of James, the birds sing
among the orange trees and even some of the thickets
are green. I assure you that from your roof when
this is ready, you will hear it all next year and
you will be very touched because your roof is something
'such as nobody has ever seen before'. You are
surrounded by mimosa of Monte Carlo and you sing
of a garden on a Paris roof, Monte Carlo is an
exquisite place to stay during this dejected half
season in Paris but Paris is never doserted by her
children one always comes back to Paris and Paris
is only gloomy in the blocks of flats for letting,
built by my confrere-c
Now we have made an architectural poem for
you in a form, a little like an 'Innovation Trunk',
open the trunk, the suitcase and inside it is a
box of surprises.
Dear Lady, could you not give us the order to
commence your work without delay you would please us
and yourself also.
Your land at Neulily is situated admirably. I
have sought out sites for excellent clients but they
cannot be found in Paris not even by paying 1,000 f.
for the square metre sometimes and then you have
neighbours diving into your roof garden from their
6 floors. This does not add to the charm.
At heart we are chagrined by your silence,
not worried because you had stated so categorically
that we had nade peace and this had pleased me
enormously.
Save me five minutes of your time to tell me something.
In truth you would be doing a good deed".
This won him a short reprieve and a new site was found for the fourth
scheme, based on a budget of 350,000 francs. A few days after taking
this decision, Mine. Hirtz changed her mind again and declared that it
was impossible to proceed with any building due to the drastically
reducing value of the French franc. She wis desolated at having to
make such a decision and vould be willing to meet Jeanneret to discuss
the situatien. He ignored the dismissal of the scheme, arranged a
meeting in his office and declared he was looking forward to seeing her.
In the same note he said that scheme four was being estimated.
Nnie. Hirtz arrived at the practice office at the appointed hour, but
finding no-one there, departed, never to return, so that when, in
December, her daughter was presented with a complete scheme four,
together with an estimate, she was somewhat annoyed and refused to acknowledge
the situation)°4 Throughout all this, her daughter took no part in te
exchanges.
The design for the last He1 er house was a development of the
first scheme bub with an internal ramp and a very mature use of the
separate partition and structure aesthetic, carried into three dimensions
without the added problem of an L shaped plan form, as in the La Roche
site. Considerable use was made, for the first time, of an inside/
outside connection to the surrounding landscape. Had this house been
built, it would have leen a very- interesting example of a stage in
Jeanneret1 s development, ttween the La Roche house and the Villas Garche
and Savoye. The sketches show a much greater understanding of the sinaU
comforts of every-day- living and there is a larger area of soft surface
than normally allowed in earlier Jeanneret projects.
The difference between scheme one and the last, is clear
evidence of the benefits of having time to develop a theme, through
drawing it may times. The essence of the main theol7 of a cube
containing a multitude of experiences is there at the start, but the skill
to make the design a complete whole, Xthat is destroyed by the removal
of a part, ha taken a great deal of hard work to achieve. 	 rCC(
Jearineret !ça realised1Las a necessity, when working on the Villa Savoye,
i_:i! th2.U-&t)P L*IJ
where he made full use of the sketch design stag3çven though the site
remained the same.
These three houses were certainly- regarded by him as very
important in the development of hi architectural and scuipturol ideas.
They are dealt with in very full detail in Oevros Compltc)9lO-l929
and though only small in scale, sho- r greater depth of thought in in my
ways than the large schemes of this period.
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lhen Jearineret's parents had sold the house in La Chaux-de--Fonds
in 1915, 105 they had moved to rented accommodation in the milder climate
of a lower altitude, but this had not proved entirely satisfactory as the
house they were occupying was not 1 in Jeanneret t s opinion, sufficiently
well insulated against the still chilly winters; and he had wanted them
to ak the landlord to provide double-glazing. This had proved difficult
and finally he managed to persuade his parents to have a small house built
for themselves.106 Of the two s1te that were originally studied, the
one on the lakeside near Vevey was selected. It was a small part of a
private estate, squeezed betieen Lake Geneva and the main road to Vevey
from Geneva and included a stone harbour wall)07
Jeanneret desiied a long, narrow, open-planned, flat-roofed
cottage to fit the site and make the most of the magnificent views of
the lake and the French mountains.108 It was constructed in the same
way as the Paris houses 1 but the concrete iendering leaked badly and had
to be clad in aluminium at a later date. It was, in every other way,
a satisfactory home for his parents until their deaths. His brother
Albert later returned 1 in retirement, to live with his mother, their
surviving parent, who lived to be one hundred years old. The situation
of the houae is very beautiful though possibly a little remote for elderly
people with no transport.
Shortly after Mine, Hirtz t first enquiry, in the spring of 1924,
Jeanneret was asked by a M. Steen (this could be Michael Stien)]m
whether he had any sites for a single house. In his reply, Jeanneret
mentioned several sites such as Boulogne, Jasmin id Avray, but rather
too confidently, wrote :
"Should these plots interest you, I could assure you
that it would be possible to build a very fine
mansion and to give you assurances concerning the
risks of the enterprise. I would tell you that all
my buildings are always handled by contractors, under
contract before work is started so that I never hive
any diagreeab1e surprisos,
	 flO
This statement is hardly credible considering the problems that were7
at this time, arising on the sites of the first houses which were at the
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end of the construction stage.
Jeanneret, however, must have ben in a very confident mood
in the summer of 19247 as he took out the lease of a larger offices
in a much smarter area of Paris than the rue d'Astorg wasf-t33_35 rue de
SvTes.'11 The practice was expanding and Pierre desperately needed
someone to help with the draughting, supervision and estimations,
/they
One of the requirements of the first job offered was a knowledge of
Parisian building regulations and experience in working in the city.
Later that year Pierre 	 had for an assistant the student
son of BUs Faure, who was hired for the magnificent sum of 800 francs, (lo
approx.
a month, Jeanneret said that he could not afford to pay 1,000 francs,
the sum requested by young ure, because of the poor state of the
architectural work situation,'
The office of L'Esprit Nouveau had been moved to that of the
publisher, Budry who had rented them a small part of his premises.
In September, Jeanneret took from a newspaper, a cutting
illustrating a ma11 cottage entitled La Maison do Cincinnatus)
	
The
simple wooden construction system must have appealed very strongly to
him as, a few years later, he incorporated it in the design for a house
in Chile, 115 The structure colums and roof beams made use of rustic
wooden poles, Spanish—type terra cotta tiles 7 rendered walls and a random
stone base. It was the first occasion on which he was to break with
his use of concrete 7 since his early La Chaux—de—Fonds, Chappalez houses.
In November 1924, Jeazmeret was approached by a distinguished
German firm of Architects and Engineers, the Luckhardt Brothers and
Alfons Anker of Ber1in, 6
 They had started to specialiso in multi-
storey car parks, constructed in reinforced concrete and had been asked
by a Paris' businessman 7
 who had seenone of their schemes illustrated,
to design a large garage for a site he owned in the Avenue Malakoff.
Because of the political situation, however, it was not possible for
a German firm to carry out work on site. Westheim 7 in Berlin, had told
them of Jeannerot as someone experienced in their type of construction	 241
and who might be willing to act for them in Paris 117
 Jeanneret
was interested and contacted H. Falcomiet, the owner of the site,
On his behalf, he replied to the engineers in the affirmative but
required certain information on work actually executed. He also made
clear his own contribution to the scheme, in the event of H. Falconnet
approving their appointment. In the same letter, he said :
'Should H. Falconnet follow up your proposal,
I would be prepared to collaborate with you in the
construction of this garage because I must tell
you that It seems indispensable to me that a part
of your conception must be carried out in an
aesthetic style which will accord with the parisian
spIrit. It Is not a case, it is understood, to
make a hotchpotch of different styles but, on the
contrary, to make a clear demonstration of reinforced
concrete in conformity with the spirit that is
capable of reigning here In Intelligent quarters.
You surely know my work and you know that I am
not a man who will compromise. In one word,
you must make a clear proposal of the layout of
this garage, you will make available any useful
calculations. I can e
 on my part, look after the
correct appropriation of the building to the
land and eventually, according to the circunistance,
suggest a new solution for the use of the roofing
such as I have already made in several blocks of
flats already completed or about to be completed,
thus the role of each of us should be clear and the
division of the fees should be equitable.
I will undertake, moreover, the supervision of the
actual work and make any adjudication",
	 118
Luckhardt and Ankers, in their reply to this, had to admit that nothing
had to date been completed beyond the planning stage but the first project,
when published had caused a sensation, a fact of which Jeanneret vas
aware, as he had read of their work a few months earlier. The Germans
119were also agreeable to his conditions. 	 However, as N. Falconnet
did not pursue the idea they were not afforded the opportunity to put
the relationship into practice.
During 1925, Jeanneret and Pierre had even less time to follow
house enquiries on speculation and, though they received several ,
 none
developed into a scheme.
A sketch scheme was produced for the Marquis do Polignac in
December; this could well have been a start on the Garches site,l20
F)
to be taken up by the French Minister, Charles de Monzle 12' and later
to be bought from him by Michael Stein,	 before completion.
The last owner took considerable interest in its construction according
to Gertrude Stein.3
The activity which had consumed a great deal of their time
over 1924 and 1925, was the preparation, construction and negotiation
required to produce the L'Emrit Nouveau Pavilion for the Paris 1925
Exhibition of Decorative Arts, The acquisition of the site was mainly
the concern of the Esprit Nouveau side of Jeanneret's interests, but
the form and content of the Pavilion itself was a direct representation
of his past ten years' work in architecture and town planning.
The committee of the exhibition had asked Jeanneret to produce
a house for an architect.' 24
 Their image of him was of a one-off
builder of houses for the avant garde, wealthyinhabitants of the more
cosmopolitan areas of Paris, this despite all hi well publicised town
planning activities, Jeanneret, though, had already decided that the
exhibition was an excellent publicity stand for his own large-scale
housing theories, He wanted to project the idea of a house with all the
assets that such a concept offered tuo-storey space 1 outside terrace
light and sunshine in the form of stackable apartments suited to dense city
125living and his theory of modern city.
In an earlier exhibition to encourage rebuilding at the end. of
the war,r he had wanted to construct a prototype Domino house but had been
deterred by Perret and flu Boi, 6 Now he decided to construct a
prototype of his Cite' d'Habitation Apartment, and combine it with a display
to show how it applied to the Cite de Trots Millip 1 and then to an
actual area in Paris, The apartment itself was in the form of a cube
and provided an excellent foil to thd form produced by exhibiting two
semi-circular Dioramas, one from the 1922 Salon d'Autornne exhibition,
/new	
'26the other produced for a Scheme for a proposed rebuilt area of Paris.
The space required to accommodate all this was considerable and was
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only- another point of argument with the committee. Somewhat misleading
drawings of the project were submitted to get it passed by the committee,
and it was eventually to be bu.ilt without total official approval.
Fu.rther information, facts and figures to back up the theory
of the off1ce towers and housing blocks were displayed in the Diorama
area1
 The apartment was furnished to demonstrate the use of con-
temporary mass—produced items. The Pavilion had to be constructed
in a very short time, as the site had only been allocated at a rather
late date. The final contractor was N. Summer and use was made of
sprayed cement render on to a timber frame to give the feeling of a
concrete structure, This took place after the first contractor had been
removed from the site by the exhibition committee 1
 who considered that
L'Eprit Nouveau had forfeited the right to the site by starting outside
the time limit s This contractor had proceed&d to sue L'Esprit Nouveau
for the false start despite the fact that the committee had been at
CWCA	 Ch4Th4 £,/
fault.T he site itself was tucked in the corner by the Grand Palais
in a very obscure position. The construction, even though not on views
was completed in time for the opening, unlike most of the pavil ions,
but not before some considerable disagreement with the parks department
over a tree that had been combined with the apartment terrace. Each
side complained that the other had removed a number of lower branches
from the tree to the datriznen of the park or exhibit, depending upon
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which side one stood.
The elevational treatment of the Cite d'Habitation apartment
blocks showed considerably more depth than the earlier project.
Corbusier attributed this to his observance of the scale of scaffolding
erected outside the Bon March Fa9ade for repairs2 29 This may well
have beena factor s
 but it is evidenit in the other work of this period
that Corbusier had developed his purist forms into three dimensions and,
at the same times appreciated more of the full potential of a frame
structure,
The apartment design itself was impressive and contained the
spaciousness of the La Roche houo, though a two-door W.C. compartment
was an	 innovation together with an open-tread metal staircase.
When finally on display, following 1t opening by N. do Mon. e,
the Pavi.l ion was a great success. La Roche was to write the following
letter to Jeanneret after one of his visits to the Pavilion :
"Having returned yesterday afternoon for an instant
to the LN. PavLl.ion, I saw with pleasure that
you have at last decided to hang one of your paintings.
I regret only that you have chosen a relatively
small canvas now that the pavilion lends itself so
marvellously to the exhibition of your paintings.
I come therefore to ask once more if you wont hang
one of the big paintings which I have (perhaps "A la
Place du Gris" whose only function seems to be to
set a value on the other canvasses). If I insist
a little it is because I have the feeling that you
perhaps do not have very often the chance to exhibit
in public in such an appropriate setting. Reflect
once more, Your painting is at the same level as
your architecture and as it came from it, it is logical
that it will go back to it. A painting in your
pavi lion will show up much better and should be
included in a Salon of Independents. You could
say that architecture dictates the painting (see again
LEN No l-2). "	 130
The Pavilion marked the end of another stage in Jeannerets development.
He wa now recognised as a painter, writer and architect In the eyes of
many people. His work was to be looked to for guidance in the aesthetics
of the modern movement, but
	
very little recognition in the
form of large-scale housing projects were to be awarded to his practice
until many years later and then the interest came from outside of France.
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PART ONE
0arles-Edouard Jeanneret was born in La chaux-de-Fonds, a town in
the Swiss Jura on the road between Basle and Paris. His family had settled
there as a result of French religious persecution in the eighteenth
century and brought the skills of watchmaking with them. Though many
members of the extended family moved away from watchmaking into the professions,
Jeanneret's iimnediate family remained associated with it and it was intended
that he should folloe in the tradition.
The chain of events that led to Jeanneret developing architectural
interests caine about through his attendance at the La Chaux-de-Fonds School
of Art, initially on the apprentice engravers' course.
At the school Jeanneret encountered a brilliant and ambitious teacher,
Charles L'Eplattenier whose effect on Jeanneret was very great and who must
be regarded as providing the stimulus that brought the younger man to
artistic awareness. He was also fortunate in that L'eplattenier had a wide
circle of friends in Europe who were to be of great assistance to 17eanneret
later in proferring advice and providing contacts.
Jeanneret was clearly regarded as a prize pupil at the school and
through L'Eplattenier and his friend William Hitter who also became
Jeanneret's mentor, Jeanneret was sent on a tour of German Art Schools
that led to a considerable broadening of his horizons and quite soon,
to a period of architectural work in Germany. Working for Peter Behrens
Jeanneret was introduced to a more progressive and varied intellectual
climate which led him to strike out for himself and undertake extensive
travels.
By 1912 Jeanneret was, perforce, back in La Chaux-de-Fonda working
as an architectural assistant and teacher under L 1 Eplattenier. At this
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time he was brought under the influence of Max DuBois who had earlier
contributed to his technical development in the appreciation of reinforced
concrete and now,working in Paris, encouraged Teanneret to develop business
and entrepreneurial interests.
Prevented from moving to Paris until 1917, he u.ed the war years to
develop links with DuBoi and complete two major projects in La Chaux-de-Fonds,
',he Schwob house and, the Scala Cinema, both of which resulted in acrimonious
relations with the clients and engendered soured Zeeli13gs. Jeannerets
departure for Paris in 1917, to join DuBois, was overshadowed by these
events which kept him away from Switzerland for many years.
PART TWO
During Jeanneret's first years in Paris it was his friend Mar'DuBois
who provided him with the means to support himself. DuBoi set him up In
practice, introduced him to the world of business and industry and provided
an introduction to the community of Swiss business men working in the city,
many of whom were to support Jeanneret's later activities. Both he and DuBois
put a great deal of thought, ener- and money into schemes to promote
their patented industrialised building systems with little success. To
support his share of these enterprtses Jeanneret dealt in ex-war stock
covering a wide range of items from typewriters to steel re-inforcement.
It is important to n.oithat all these activities were omitted from
Le Corbusier 'a accounts of this period of his life.
Jeanneret's only other friend in Paris, Auguste Perret, Introduced him
to the growing international artist T5 society through his Sunday lunchtime
meetings. At one of these gatherings Jeanneret met the painter Ozenfant
with whom he was soon to establish the theory of 'Purisme' and later the
associated journal L'Eprit Nouveau.
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Throughout the severe post war fina.ncial depression that curtailed
Jeamaeret'ø other business ventures he was to demonstrate a remarkable
tenacity of purpose in keeping L'Eprit Nouveau In print long after most
of its competitors had disappeared, though not with out considerable cost
to himself and other major shareholders.
Despite ouch setbackb 3eanneret's first real clients for his practice
came from L'Esprit Nouveau colleagues and subscribers, who wanted studio
versions of the 'Citrohan' house. These had to be low cost dwellings to
qualify for tax relief and were difficult to build for the suns available.
The use of new construction techniques hampered their progress but by the
time Jeanneret received the commission from the Swiss banker, Raoul La Roche,
to design a house for his growing collection of contemporary paintings he was
more familiar with the problems, had less financial restraints and had
co—opted his well qualified young cousin, Pierre Jeanneret, to work
with him.
By 1925 L'Esprit Nouveau's reputation was well established internationally
as a leading Influence in the development of modern design and architecture.
When the journal was excluded from the list of exhibitors for the 1925
Exhibition there ensued an outcry of such force that the organisers did
provide a site though very grudgingly and with many restrictions. The
result was the very successful L'Esprlt Nouveau PavIlioZi, much acclaimed
by tiiei.iajorlty of visitors but not by the organisers.
By 1925 Jeanneret no longer needed the publicity the journal had
given him and he stopped its publication at the point when it could have
achieved some financial stability. Henceforth he adopted the name he had
made known internationally, Le Corbusier for all his work and concentrated
on his career as an architect under this name.
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CONCLUSION
Enough i now known about Le Corbusier' a 'years of transition' for
a factual account to be written. In Le Corbusier 'a autobiographical notes
0arles L' Eplattenier is briefly acknowledged as an 'enlightened teacher'
and some details are supplied of his course at the art school for apprentice
engravers. William Ritter and Amed6e Ozenfant are both recognised as
supportive and valuable friends but Max DuBoi is never mentioned. Architect-
ural schools and their professors are dismissed as useless, they are
accused of only being concerned with producing out-dated stylists. Contrary
to Le Corbusier's own account, the evidence that has been presented here
shows that there were a number of people who had a significant influence
upon his development.
Close examination of what can now be defined as Jeanneret's early
architectural education indicates an unorthodox but carefully planned
course with a high academic content. The creator of this course was
L'Eplattenier, who had recognised in one of his apprentices a talented
artist and a young man of exceptional personality, tenacity and ambition.
He saw in the boy someone who could become a leading figure in the 'Arts
and Crafts' inspired utopian community he would like to have seen started
in La Chaux-de-Fonds, with the art school as it centre. Similar corrununities
were already functioning at Hagen and Darmstadt and the art school
workshops under Prouv at Nancy, and other4.iere in the process of foundation.
Architecture played an important part In the expression of the basic ideals
of these communities and was the profession L'Eplattenier considered
most suitable for Jeanneret to follow; other students were directed to
sculpture, painting and furniture design.
From the evidence it Is very doubtful that the character of Le Corbusier
would ever have emerged without L'Eplattenier's early Indoctrination of the
young Charles-Edourd Jeanneret. Part of LEp1attenier?s method was to
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encourage Jean.neret to regard h!mse].f as an embodiment of the 'Hero artist'
as described by Ruskin. He fed him other works on the same theme by writers
such as Provensal, Schure' and Nietszche. Ritter reinforced this theme and
introduced him to the work of the Nabis, the Beuroner artists and Maurice
Denis. This was an emotive and heady diet for an already self opiniated
youth to come to terms with.
Until 1910 Jeanneret was to lead a very sheltered ectstence under
L'Eplattenier's almost paternal care for his development, but as he
matured and struggled for independence there came the realisation that not
all he had learnt from his teacher was regarded by others so highly. A
growing personal disatisfaction with the lack of direction he was finding
in his work both as an architect and artist led him to heavily criticise
L'Eplattenier, blaming him for the frustrations and disillusionment he
found in the 'Hero artist' image. Others did not have the same high
principles his teacher, nor did they see Jeanneret's talents in the
same light. He began to appreciate that his lack of formal qualifications
and sparse professional experience could prove serious handicaps to his
future as an architect.
Apart from these oln1nisions Jeanneret's more academic architectural
education was rich in historical and theoretical experience. He was
well read and had travelled widely in Europe, personal contact had been
made with many of the leading pioneers in the Modern Movement and he had
attended most of the International Building and Art exhibitions of the
period. He became well informed on the latest ideas in building technolor
and materials, if not in their application on site. He was a good freehand
draughtsmazi, water colour artist and, through his training as an engraver,
had the ability to represent three dimensional form using a deceptively
simple line technique. However his architectural design experience was
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almost totally restricted to housing while in La Chaux-de-Fonds arid only
extended to industrial projects when he moved to Paris.
From existing information it would appear that Jeanneret was largely
self supporting from the time he left the art school, though heavily reliant
on his mentors and friends for architectural and business contacts. He had
few personal requirements and could survive on a very frugal life style.
It was DuBols who encouraged Jeanneret to become financially ambitious
and introduced him to the possibilities of the life of an entrepreneur,
a course which he was to pursue enthusiastically for a number of years.
Many of the ideas developed during the years 1912-1925 were to be
the inspira'.ion for his later architectural schemes. If any of these
projects had been successful at the time it Is possible that Le Corbusler
the architect would never have emerged. During the early 1920s hi survival
in Paris was dependant on all these activities. L'Esprlt Nouveau was
originally intended to publicise his business ventures and attract
investment to them, making it ironic that as Teanneret became infatuated with
the Jou.rnal, he increasingly neglected the business interests that the
journal had been designed to serve.
Despite Jeanneret's original intentions the historical significance
of L'Esprit Nr'uveau was that it made the name of Le Corbusier known
internationally first as an architectural theorist then as an architect.
Jeanneret developed an a'inost evangelical attitude to his writing when he
realised he was communicating with large numbers of people, who were
searching as he had been, for a contemporary language in which to express
their ideas. Although Jeanneret's articles contained many theories from
late nineteenth and early twentieth century aesthetics, his achievement
was to present a convincing basic theory from the myriad of themes that
had been floated in both painting and architectural inanifestos from the
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start of the century. As Banham has shown this basic theory was perneated
by the awareness of a technological revolution.
Far from denigrating Le Corbualer, the newly ascertained facts add
depth to hi character; they do away with the notion that Charles—Edouard
Jeanneret was predestined to genhl2s, an idea conveyed by Le Corbusier's
autobiographical writings and enable us to see that he was a relatively
normal man dealing, sometimes with more, sometimes with less success, with
the considerable worldly problems that confront himself and others at this
critical period in the history of architecture.
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END NOTES
Abbreviations
FLC Fondation Le Gorbusier
BLCF Bibliotheque La Chaux—de—Fonds
MD Nax Du Bole
RIBA Royal Institute of British Architects
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Catalogue de la ]3ib1ioth?gue de Le Corbusier Av3nt 1930
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I,es Dstrict de Neuchtel et de Bauth'y:
Canton de Neuchte1 11.
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3	 Jean Courvoisier, Les Monuments d'Art et d'Hpire
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4	 Le Corbusler
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5	 Personal Interview with M. Seylac, 20.9.72 LCF
Director of Muse des Beaux Arts, LCF.
6	 Known as 'Cow's supe'rieur' when it was star ted in 1906,
the title was changed in 1911 to La Nouvelle Section.
The course was closed in 1914 - Proc-ver1jaux de la
Commission de l'Ecole d'Art de la C}iauc-de-Fonds,
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7	 Personal interview with Nax Du Boi, who in 1903 was given
the first pair of skis to be seen in the Doubs willey.
31 1975, Paris.
8	 'Vile Contemporaine de 3 millions d'Habitants1
Le Corbusier exhibit in the Paris 1922 Salon d'Automne.
Oeuvres Con'pites J910-1929, p • 34.
9	 'Brave Histoire de nos Tribulation1
L'ArtDor tif d'Aul ourdhui
Le Corbusier 1925
F.L. C.
This article had been originally planned for inclusion
in L'Esprit Nouveau No. 29.
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10	 G.R. Collins and C.C. Collins
CarTdllo Sitte and the P1 rth of Modern City P1ng
1965, p • 17.
-U	 C.E. Jeanneret
Etude stir le riouvement d 'flrt DScoratif en Allemague, 1912
B.L.C.F.
12	 Brve Histoire de nos Tribulations'
L 'Art D6cor tif d 'Auj ourdhul
Le Corbusier 1925
Original text -
HEn 1925, ii e'crlra dans 1'Illustration, au sujet du
paviflon de 'U.N. : C'est germano-siasse. M. Lanth'e
Vaillat salt (parce que je liii al dit une fois), que
je suis originaire des - montagnes neuehteloises -
en Suisse. Hon pare s'appelle Jeanneret, ma mire Ferret.
	 2 5 4
Notre famifle a son berceau dans le Sud do la prance;
efle en fut chasse'e . la croisade des Albigeois.
Dans ceo terres franches, oI ceo r&fugis jouiooalent
du droit de - francs habergeants - (colons ne payant
pas do reclevances), viurent, dans la suite, 1e proscrits
do l'Edit de Nants, pub leo re'fugio politiques de
Louis XV et de Louis XVI, pubs cew de la Commune.
Dano ceo vaUes hautes oitueo a i,000 intreo d'altitude,
qui appartenaient aux ducs de Nemour et Longuevifle
(le canton de Neuchte1 et entr dans la Confe'dration
Suiose en 1848), Ces colons dfrichaierit en	 et en
hiver a partir du XVII sic1e, us construisirent leo
plus merveifleux inouvements d'horlogerie et des autonates
prestigleux (preniire ]necanique du monde 1). Ces fermes
qu'ils avaient construites et dont j'ai retrouv le
prototype en Armagnac, reprsentent de majestueux
exemples de folklore: do la grande architecture.
A l t int6rieur on lisait au XIX eine. R.abelabs, Rousseau
et Voltaire. On a touj ours &t re'volutionnaires dans
leo va1le'e. Pendant cent ans on s'obstina a rechercher
le mouvement perpbuel. ho avaient de l'idal ceo
gens n'avaient pas le cuir pais. Ii y avait la mae
race •..... Aujourd'hui, le chemin do fer a comnienc
le ine'lange des sangs, ia tout particith.rement, centre
mondial do l'industrie horlogre ........"
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Personal interview with the late Albert Jeanneret, Vevey,
June 1972.
16	 Octave Matthey, L&on Perrin, Andre Evard, Lucien Schwob,
Geores Aubert, Nadeleine Woog, Ohar1s Hunibert.
Proces-veiThaux de la co'r"icsjon do 1'Ecolo d'art, BLCF
Leon Perrin - Catalogue Muses des Beaux-Arts, 1972. LFC
Un Mouvement d'Art a la Chaux-de-Fonds, 1914. BLCF
17	 Personal interview with Paul Seylac, Director of Muse
des Beaux-Arts, June 1972.
is	 Letter from Jeanneret to Hitter, 15.12.1911.
19	 Op. cit.
20	 Personal letter file, FIG
21	 Letter from Charles Hunibert to Jeaimeret, Nov/Dec. 1922. FLC
"Le vrai mal, reconnais-le, c'est que tu as change et quo tu
enveloppes clans une mme rprobation tout ce qui pouvait te
rappeler la Chaux-de-Fonds.
Tn es m&ne si change' quo tu ne sens pas combien est strange ta facon
do mTcrire. J'admets que tu es pout4tre irresponsable et c'e
bien Ce ui in'affligerait le plus.
tres beau de poser comme fondement do l'art le mpris do la
sentimentalit mais ii ne faut pas dgringo1er do ente en pente
pour arriver enfin a iuier tout sentiment. Quant a l'ironie que
tu dpenses efle n'est point de cireonstance et si j'ai mal parl
do ton livre c'est qu'il entre en conflict avec mon goat; en ceci
je puis tre different et rester ton ami. .... et je no cerais pas le
soul: tu connais les opinions de W. Hitter, P. Godet, Manon, etc.
sur le purisme. D'ailleurs, tu comments une grosse erreur en comparant
ILtEsprit Nouveau' aux 'Voix', journal qul n'est en rien pour moi une
manifestation d'orgueil, oh, non, je n'ai jamais prtende rgnrer
l'art par de mnanifestes; los tjf sont d'un intert local a
peine rgiona1, tandis que 1'Eaprit Nouveau? Bref, je rsune:
quelques succs ,parisiens te tournent la tate et un solide mnpr1s
pour nous te cree irne zone suff1ccianent neutre pour qu' l'occasion
nous puissions (pauvres chaux-de-forriens) te rencire un 'service',
no ais-tu pas l'odieux do ce mot?i S'il te rete encore ime
parcefle vivante do l'honirne que j'ai connu c'est a lui quo j'adresse
mon amitj."
C. Hunibert
Relis mnes anciennes lettres, si efles valent comme
"gestes par dessus lea frontires" ?
See also Appendix No. 1 e, 1 f and 1 g.
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81 wanted to be a painter but the opportunities are few", FLC
8	 Letter from Jeanneret to ritter, Spring 1911, thanking
Ritter for encouragement and advice -on embarking on a long
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9	 Letter from Jeanneret to Ritter 17. 6.1910 from Berlin. FTC
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11	 Procs-verbaux de is comnission de L'Ecole d'rt 16.5.1910, BLCF.
12	 Ch.E. Jeanneret, Architecte.
	 tude sur le nouvement d'art
Dcotif en AUema-ne 1912, pg. 6. LOF See Appendix iTo. 2b.
13	 Tche J. William Ritter Enfance et Jeunesse 1867-1899, PLC
14	 Letter from Jeanneret to Ritter 6.9.1910, FLC
"Je n'ai Pu VOUS prouver suffisament combien votre
acciei1 m'a touche, vous m'avez pernis de vous a,pprocher,
moi qui no suis qu'un gamin dans la vie, qutun ecolier dans
1' art".
- 15
	
Letter from Jeanneret to Ritter 10
.9.1911, FTC.
"J'ai grand goat de vous crire.
	 C'st a vous seul que
j'ecris encore des lettres; l TEplatt?i i?r mme est
d1ais& C'est que je ne sais que dire dans une lettre
parce qu'il y a trop a dire".
16	 Le Corbusier 0eixvre3Co' plto9 19l0-l929, p. . 12.
"In the troubled period of finising ones studies an'3
beginning to know one's fellow-men, when oe is getting
ready to launch out into the great adventine of life
in the confident belief that a career is open to all men
of good will - at the very moment that is when a man
first exerts all his powers of perseverance, conviction
and knowledge with the naive assurance that they- will
suffice to shake the solid rampart of wordly indifference
I met a friend much older than myself in whom I comid
confide my doubts and incredulitles because he welcomed
them. William flitter did not believe in C6zanne, and still
less in Plcaso, being 'all for science'. But before
the phenomena of nature or the struggles that rend humanity
he could become strangely moved. Together we wandered
across those wide regions of lakeside, uplands and Alps
that are pregnant wiLh historical significance. And
little by little I gradually began to find myself, and to
discover that all one can count on in life is one's own
strength".
For written work see Appendix No. 2a for list of published
work during the period 1910-17.
For painting and drawings see Mde. de Fancieu. catalogue FEC,
17	 Personal interview with the late Albert Jeaimeret, Vevey,
June 1972.
18	 Reviews in La Gazette des Beaux Arts (Paris)
L'Art et L'Artaste (Paris)
Mercure dc Fnce (Paris)
Feualles d'Avis (LCF)
Book udes d'Art traner Paris 1906
19	 Ibid,
20	 Le Corbusier Oeuvres Comp1tes 19]0-1929, p • 12.
Mus6e des Beaux—Arts, LCF Permanent collection,
21	 Ibid.
22	 Letter from Jeanneret to Ritter, 2.l0.l910 FEC.
23	 Procs—verhiux de la commission de T'Ecole d'Art, 30.5.1910 BLCF
24	 Letter from Jeanneret to flitter, June 1910, Berlin. PLC
"Secession.	 rs peu do toiles, qualit6, repos,
contrastant avec la fatigue de la Gross....? A l'entr6e,
une maquette qul a de 1'anipleur. La parent6 di.recte des
efforts contemporains avec l'impresslonisme francais a
voulu tre accuse par la pr6sence de toiles cle 1anet,
Monet, Van Gogh, Liebermann. De Matisse, deux choses qui.
me plaisont a cause de leur belle couleur, de leur
ynthse (les gens en rigolent), I salle Thubner, qul dolt
tre pas nal, sans que cela me dise quelque chose. Un
trs chic Van Dongen (d$a adxnlr6 it e't6 dernier au Salon
d l autoxnne). Du Corinth (?I), brutal, I salle Zorn, avec
sa fameuse technique, Isalle Haberinann, qui montre lea
plus aiiclennes et les plus r&cente oeuvres (la dernire
tres belle) Hodler qua a refait 'Le Jour' qul eat a
Berne en irne plus vigoureuse couieur. Du mme, un Lac
L6man, beau, et un faucheur, un homme flu et un b-cheron qui
ne me disent pas grand chose. En ge'ne'ral mon imprasion
est que la peinture allemande a do courtes ailes et
qu'eile est une grosse lourdaude en regard de i'6cole franaie".
25	 Letter from Jeanneret to Ritter 28.10.1910 from Berlin, ELO.
26	 Ibid.
' tMe void au bout do ines exposes et de mes jr'miades,
je dais vous avoir singulierement agac avec mes ergotages
et vous croirez que je manque de decision et dTentrain.
Je uis au contraire si plein de bonne vo1ont que,
sin' un mot de vous, je me d&cideral. Ls chose, quolque
troublant un peu un farniente absolu est d'un trop grand
lnt€rt porn' quo je ne m'efforce pas d'etre a la hau.teur
de ma tche".
27	 Ch.E. Jeanneret 7 tude sm' le Mouve'ient d 'Art D'coratif en
Allemagne, 1912, LCF See Appendix ITo. 2b.
28	 Letter from Teanneret to Rltter, 28.10.1910, FfC
29	 Personal interview with Leon Perrin, June 1972, 31.
30	 Letter from Jeanneret to Ritter, December 1910, from Berlin,
Neu—Babelsbeig 83, Stannsdorferstrasse, bei ran Folk. FLC
"J'envisage qu'un architecte dolt, avant tout, tre un
penseur. Son art, fait de i'abstractjon des rapports,
n'ayant aucune possibiiit do dcrire et de peindre, hors
du synbole, son art nexige pas uric main habile. Cello-la
mme pourrait tre fatale. Mals ii faut a cc manleur de
rythmes un cerveau largeinent dve1cpp et d'une souplesse
extrme. La culture g&ne'rale, aujourd'hui qu'aucun
style no r4t, iso parait la base de tout
Et, ignorant totalement les roueries du metier, je
continue, ou p1utt je pense reprendro mes bizarres etudes
d'&tudiant hors la id. Et le metier, ce sera dans
qulques annes, la lutte pour is gagne—pain qul me
l'apprendra. I,
31	 Ibid.
"Vous qul avez ime profonde experience de is vie des
artistes c1airez inoi uric fois; condamnez - mol sans
pitle, ou alors, dites moi le remade".
32	 Letter from Jeanneret to Ritter, 16.12.1910. PLC
"Et ja vous le devrai, carr(sic) je vous dois le rcomfort
trs rand, qu'est pour moi, tant de soflicitude de
vous a moi. La respsctueuse admiration que j'ai
pour vous, la gratitude qul me pentre, je voucirais,
un jour do bon heur, pouvoir vous larendre tangibies".
33	 Letter from Jeanneret to Ritter, March 1911. PLC
"Mon esprit s T est tant ouvrt, en ces derniers mois, a la
comprehension du gnie classique, que mes raves m'ont
portC la—bas obstininent. Toute i'poque actuefle,
n'est—ce pas? Jo reUarde plus que janais vers ces
terres heureuses, oi blanchissement los marbres
rectilignes les colormes verticales et les entableinents
paraU1es a la ligne des mers. Or,
	 s'offre,	 26
mon rave devient rJalit& Pour clore ma vie d'tude je
prepare un voyage trs grand.
40
4'
Mon printemps dolt rayonner blentt. LTt sera
trop vite, car aprs quatro ans d'absence, on me reclame
au pays. Jo me no dormais prt a m t ouvir a tout.
Paijste ld. p6rlode de concentration volontaire I
Haut les vannes I Que tout se prcipite, quo tout vl en
moi I Et ce voyage, Jo le veux qiendide, les gens tres
sages le trouveront surement de'plac et mon pare pensera
quo l'heure est plus do travaifler que do s'afler promener.
Mon maitre L'Eplattenler dira quo je no suis point assex mr
pour en tirer le profit complet. Plus simplement je me
suis rpt l'adacoxmnun : un tu l'as vaut ziaeux,.1etc.
Constantinople I Je ne le verrai peut—tre pas plus
frique quo ce certain tableau magique do Signac a
11 expositIon do Munich".
34
	
Letter from Jeaxmeret to Karl Osthaus, Hagen Archives.
35
	
Paul, J. Modern Architecture and the German Classical
Tradition, Ph.D. Thesis. UGL
36	 Letter from Jeanneret to Hitter, 1.3.1911. FLC
37
38
39
Letter from Jeanneret to Ritter, early Summer 1911.
See Appendix No. ic.
Letter from Jeanneret to Hitter, spring 1911. PLCSee Appendix No. ic.
Ibid.
"Vou aurez, suivant notre convention des lettres de moi
qul seront sous forine de rcit, j'ospere du moms ouvoir lo
faire, mais ii se produit chez moi un phnomne tres
extraordjnajro et navrant. C'est une ainnsie envahissanto
do mes facu1ts linguistiques. Les vocables francais les
plus siniples in'chappent et, chose plus triste encore, je
reste beant, maintenant souvent sm' l'orthographie (sic) des
plus simples niot, des plus (.....) conjugaisons....,,
Ainsi vous trouverez dans cette lettre des fautes
d'orthographe. Et j'en suis si honteux que e vous confie
ceci : c'est q&avant mon sjour d t Allemagno, j1crivais
linpeccablement. flu style, je n t en eus jamais, mais du
moms j l exp&lmais mes lettres 1'rae sereine, les sachant
vierges des hunaliantes fautes d T orthographe. Tout ceci
prouve qut il
 faut quitter au plus vite ces Aflemands et
re'Intgrer les pays latins. Vous me savez en crise de
ghotophobisme. Nuremberg me lasse et les burgs du shin
seralent coeurants souvent sans le paysage. Au fait, jo
uis Inexorable, seulement pour ceci : c' est que la vie
moderne n'a rien a faire de ces cadres devenus trop restreints.
I]. est des poques postrieures qul me satisfont davantage".
Ibid.
Jeanneret met Auguste Perret in Athens.
PLC
42	 Letter from Jeanneret to Hitter, summer 1911. PLC
See Appendix No. ic.
Mon cher Monsieur, j'al grand gob de vous crire, C'et
a vous seul que j'e'cris encore des lettres; L'Eplattenier
mme est th1aiss. C'est que je ne sais aue dire dans une
lettre parce qu'il y a trop a dire. Je resume alors en
-S
£.¼)..
lnnoxnbrables cartes postales, et le diable in'emporte si
ne prend pas tin temps infini. C'est curleux, un voyage
coinnie ceiui—ia. Je ne fiche rien, mon album reste blanc,
et chaque soir je suis reint.	 Chaque soir, ctest donc
preuve que les soirs arrivent et que les journes et les
semaines sent d6solenmient courtes. Et vous tes le seul
a qu.i. j'aimerais raconter un tas de choses parce que vous me
comprenez et me pardomiez mes n.iaiseries.
Je suis tout plein d'esprance en l TAcropole. Je vois de
cetto lie ces monts andes faits de pierre bruritre, la
mer bieue, mais surtout tine lumire inconnue, extraordinaire,
qul lie sans tin atome de difference dans les valeurs les
nionts an del. Et je ai que les colonns et itentablement
de leur marbre ivoinin seront une me a ce paysage, tin verbe
irr6sistibie".
J3	 Le Corbusier, Le Voyage d t Orient 1965, p • 171.
44	 Letter from Jeanneret to Rltter October 1911. FLC
"Le cadre era beau demain, tout de marbres adorablement jaunis,
conserves impeccabiement et dress6s sun tine pelouse verte.
Et la tour penche ne me chicana pas ce soir, alors que le
decor faisait rptition pour demain. Au contraire, je troixve
ca wie fameuse pointe dtesprit, et tin bloc 1oquent. Toute
:t 'affaire est un bloc et notez ccci, que je vous dis
mol qul ai vu Athenes
Dc la mort, j'en al tout plein moi.
	
Tout s'est crouJ en
Italie. L'rtalie m t est tin cimetlre ot les dogines qui furent,
ma religion, pournissent sur le sol. Eta't—ce croyable, tine
telle hcatombe ? En quatre ana j'ai fait tine ,pouss€ce
terrible. Je me suis gav, en Orient, d'amitle et de
puissance. Mon regard est horizontal, ii ne volt pas les
bestioles du chemin. Je me sens brutal. L'Italie m'a fait
b1asphmateur. Je suis nenaciant et jTai des ruades plein les
jambes.
J'obe'issais donc a mon destin quaid je quittai tout, pour afler
ia—bag i. tout pnix.	 Tout le bnic-.a-brac qul fit mes d1ices me
fait horreur. Je balbutie de la gometrie 1mentaire avec
l'avidite' de pouvoir et de savoir un jour. Dans lear course
folie, le rouge, le bleu et le jaune sont devenus blanc. Je
sui fou de couleur blanche, du cube, de la sphre, du cylindre
et de la pyrainide et du disque tout tin! et d'une grande
tendue vide. Le g prisines se dressent, s'quilibrent, se
rythnent, se mettent en marche, ayant tin grand dragon noir qul
ondule a i'horizon pour le g serrer par la base. Ii n'ont
que du del blanc au dessus d'eux, poc sun tin grand dallage de
marbre poli, et sont un monolithe quaucune couleur ne pointille,
mais a aidi, la lumire de'ploie les cubes en tine surface, au
olr, l T arc en del surgit dos formes. Au matin, elles sont
avec des ombres et de g luateres, dames comine tine pure,
on sent leur dessus, lear dessous et lear g flancs. La nuit,
e'est plus que amais blanc et noir"0
45	 Letter from Jeanneret to Ritter, early- summer 1911. ELC
46	 Letter from Jeanncret to Ritter 17.11.1912. 1C
t.t)
47	 Le Corbusier, Le Voyage d'Orient 1965, p •
48	 Procs-verb'ux do la commission d 1'Ecole dArt, 27.12.1911. BLCF
49	 Jeanneret, Un Nouveinent d'Art a La Chux.e-Fonds, 1912 p • 9.
See Appendix 2c.
so	 mia.
51	 Procs-verbaux de la commission do i TEcole d tArt, 19.6.1911 BLCF
52	 Op. cit., Chap. 4.
53	 Letter from Jearineret to Ritter 15.12.1911	 LC
HDTabord, point de logis : j t avais conseiU a mes parents
lore do mon depart en 1907 en trs gentil petit logement.
Ldit nt a point de chambre pour lee fils ..... ce dont je no
me lamente pas, (pan d'ingratitude ia-aessoue, je vou dirai
tout a i theure). Or, donc je recourue 3. 1'hoepitaflt trs
fraternelie de L'Eplattenier. C'tait pour deux ou trois
nuite •... ia dura quatre semainee I '
54	 Ibid.
'Pendant un mole, je vie alors L'Eplattenier trop atteint par
Ia politique (vous avez quo nous aurons commune socialiste au
printempe) et CCU 3. do grandes peinturee dcccoratives pour le
crniatoire. U a fait beaucoup do peinture cet 	 du
pay-sage pour vendre, en gnra1 mauvais; id et i3. quelquo
norceau qui. le trahit maitre consomme de son metier. Je
].t acc-uee do n 1 tre point aseez moderniste et de demeurer
insensible aux oeuvres do notre poque (1ittrature, inusique
et peinture)".
55	 Letter from Jeanneret to Ritter 5.3.1912. 1LC
56	 Ibid.
57	 Proc?s-verboux de la coniinieeion de 1'Ecole d tArt, 1.2.1912 and
8.2.1912. BLCF
58	 Ibid.
59	 Letter from Jeanneret to Ritter, summer 1912. FLO
60	 Letter from Jeanneret to Ritter 14.10.1912. FLC
See AppencU.x No. If.
61	 Letter from Jeanneret to Ritter, 15.12.1910. ELC
Jamais vous ne m T avez dit un mot do 'L'Etude dii inouvement
drart dE 'coratif 'Vous comprendrez la raison do cette question
en lisant le feulflet incus. Id, plus do 400 exemplaires
dlstribus: personne no in'en a jatnals dit un inot, ,personne j
De Paris, Berlin, Bruxefles, 11 m'en est venu des echos, et parfois
si enthousiastes quo j'aurais voulu leur envoy-er ma photo
rien cue pour lee faire dbander Z
Alors coaae on me thssine avec des clemandcs et que jo n'en al pluc
d'exemplaires, jo voudrais faire rditer. Vou me direx, S.V.P.,
ce que vous en pensez. "
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In Feui1es d'Avis the following letter in response to
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"Un inot a 11 Gh-E Jeanneret
Cher Monsieur,
Votre lettre de voyage, datde Lei,pzig m'a
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c'ect icger et distingu. Votre lettre eat
d1icieuae; il est do si bon ton do so inoquer des
flemanda I
Revenoz bien vite en pays "welache" ou lea hornmes
et lea bras do fennne sont moms gonf2a, mais
prenez garde de ne pas clater en route: e
connais des persomies qul ont le cerveau gonf1
de la supriorite' de leur race.
Votre bien devout, E.H.-B"
This was a somewhat tart response but not an uncommon form
of correspondence in that particular joarnal, which acted
as a sort of safety valve for the townspeople, particularly
as it was not a requisite of publishing to include the full
name.
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Concours do Dessins Raport du Jury.
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members.
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Ch.E. Jeanneret, architects a la Chaux-de-Fonds,
Ch. L'Eplattenier, profeaseur, peintre-sculpteur a la
Chaux-de-Fonds,
B. Musper, professeur, directeur de L t Ecole d'Art, Le Lode.
C. Perregaux, professeur, administrateur du Technician, Le Lode.
Thid,
Several years later in March 1918, when Jeanneret wa settled
in Paris, he was asked to present a report on design education
in Swiss school that he had jritten in 1915 to "La Conriissjon
de L'Enseinrent do Coinit Central Technique des Arts ApplLqt'e".
It was sent around coiinittees ,and permission was asked to publish
it in the Bulletnn des Coninite, the official publication of the
administration of Beaux Arts. Amongst the members were
Devraux, Guimard, Jourdain, Bonnier and Plurnet, several of
whom were also riember of "La C-'ri32cn de Pcp i. 	 -,rr dns Cr"
1918-22, for replanning Paris and .nce. in thafl capci-ry,
they were, with the exception of rantz Jourdain, to turn down
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Bonnier and Pluznet were made responsible for the approval
of schemes entered for the 1925 hibition, where they
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made things extremely difficult for Jeanneret (at the time),
He found their attitude incomprehensible and it was to cause
him much bitteriess.
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J Y al coinnils, sur des naisons que j'ai bties cette annge,
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"Au fait, vous devriez bien me soumettre la carcasse
de vore usine. J'ai pris l'habitude do fabriques
od1es chez Peter l3ehrens, architecte do kEG Berlin
et pratiquant proprement lo baton arms.
Jo vous ferais une carcasse aimable, sobre et convenante,
quelque chose de trs nioderne et peut-tre do pas trop nial.
Je ne pane bien entendu que de la muse en proportions
architectoniques do votre travail d'inginieux'.
Essayez, peut-&tre erait-ce fructueux pour vous.
Au cas contraire, vous In T enverrez baigner sans scrupule".
72	 Letter from Jeanneret to Du Bois, 24.7.1912. MD
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Nous ferons l T usine modle, l'usine qul sounit a l'ouvrier,
le refuge du proltaire Ce pont des mots et des penses
opportunes en ces tempo".
73	 Letter from Jeanneret to Du Bob, December 1912. ND
"Et votre usine en fort beau et hon be'ton devra donner a
ce site de la grandeur et non l'avilir.
C t est coinpris Naitre Du Bobs I
Dleu do Dieu Je vous t accoleraj i
 .... si jamais vous me
faites un tel plaisir.
Un proh1ine ainsi c'est une tentative d'Arc}ii becte
Le groupement do grande prismes g6oratriques
Soul le rythne se volt, seuJ. le rapport agit
c'est du ai travail d tArchitecte avec es mat6riaux neufo et
la gniserie de la cre'ation.
Voyez-vous, 11 faut me rserver ce inorceau".
74	 Letter from Jeanneret to flu Bob, 22.7.1912. MD
"J 1 avais tents un petit bout d 1 art dans votre Coune-
re: un i-Ittel de Vile mis au concours; on m T a
blackboul6 dans toutes les largeuns.
On a censacr le style "vieux ubsse". J T avsis fait
tout en b6ton arnie'.
75	 Personal interview with Seylac, Juno 1972, La Chaux-de-Fonds.
76	 Letter from Jeanneret to Du Bois, 1912. MD
"Je me sons les forces pour tre ine fob quelqu'un.
Vous rigolez mais ii faut croupir on attendant la joie de
pouvoir oeuvrer.
J'ai la han bloc de la grande btisse utile et noble par
0ila 1 T ar chite cture".
77	 Lettors from Jeanneret to Du. Bob: 1 Spring 1912, 2 - 24.7.1912. MD
78	 Personal interviews with Di). Boi 1974-75.
79	 IMd.
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pipes and patent structure systems for housing,
81	 Letter from Jeanneret to Du Boi over the period 1912
to 1916 contain sevea1 requests on this theme.
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82	 Wrsch, E. Le Bton Ar, 1908, p . 220.
83	 Swan advocated the use of reinforced concrete for house
construction principally in the form of shutter cast
walls and a ribbed pot slab with only the occasional
use of columns,
$4	 Ibid. P 62.
Letter fron Jeanneret to Thi Doi 17.1.1913. MI)
"La Chaux-de-Fonds, 17.1.1913
Mon cher flu Bois,
Je me monte asez en grand. J'aurai dans uric somaine une
agence largernent insta11e.
Mnie unì salon de reception avec pas mal do culot la -
Emp1oy hors pair avec fortes exiences iriais capacits ad hoc,
rond de cuir etc.
Mais la Ohaux-de-Fonds ne donne rien, ne rend pas.
Les sp6ciaLLstes et la guerre ont fait que cette anne on
a Mti a peino 10 maisons contre 80 aux bonnes ann6ec.
Lt 0a s raimonce plus mauvais encore.
Aina il me faut sortir d'ici a tout prix et je veux
chercher du travail illeurs.
Jo reviens done a ma proposition tTMonolytheTf et, au
lieu d'attendre que me soit remise la fabrique en question
que tout le monde starrache maintenant en jouant des
coudes, j'aimerais tre mis a l t essai avec ou sans
cette fabrique-la (je coimaitral du rete la c1cision
d T ici 8 a: 10 jours) sur un prob1me qui. pui.sse s'y prter.
Je rpte cc qiie j'entends a ce sujet:
Lea Ingnieurs n'tudient pas la proportion qu.i est une
chose innce et qui fait partie du doraine de l'architecture.
C'est hora is construction, dana la construction.
Et je me sens tout prpar pour cela: votre maison
monolythe, faire de usines parfaitement agenc6es, bien
ca1cules, au prix le plus juste.
Elie ne S t OCCUDO pas öe faire une usine gui. ait borne facon.
Ajnsj. faire coijier lea naisons seinbiables 3- "monolythe"
faire autrement serait se complter d'une spca1it tres
intresante pour le client et extrmonent utile pour is
rc1ame iflustre.
Et comrue un homme no vit dana cette a1e soci€t quo par
les poinba d'appui qu'il trouve autour de liii, (et non,
hlas, par 1ui-mme).
Soyez non appui pour cette fois et je me tiens ici prt
a ,la r6ciproque avec ,le meilleur entrain et la plus
devouee bonne volonite.
Voyez a,	 Jo ne..... pas ma requite de sucreries aujus do hord]1e.
Je vous di.s nerci d'avanco.	 Ch.-Ed, Jeanneret	 "
86	 Le Lter from Jeanneret to flu ]3oia, June 1914. VI)
87	 Letter from Jeanneret to Du Bois, April 1914. II])
88	 Ibid.	 276
89	 Letter from Jeanneet to Du Boia, 24.6.1914. MD
90	 Draft agreement d.ram up by Jeanneret for his scheme with
If. Beck.	 FLC
91	 Letter from Jeanneret to Du Boi, 26.2.1912. ND
92	 Taylor, B., Le Corbusier et Pessac, 19L-1928, 1972.
93	 StVftebau i ste11in (expoaition do la construction
des viUes) Berlin. 	 S. Jude sur le rnouverient d'Art
Dcoratif, 1912.
94	 Jeanneret revised cond.itin, A. Beck	 LC
95	 Kemp, French Economir 1913-1939, p • 73.
96	 Letters froni Jeaimeret to Du Bols 12. 6 .1914, 15.9.1914.
tIJtaj toujours le vague espoir d'un pied . terre a Paris.
J'touffe ici. Lea Perret sont des plus ainab1e,
Auguste entretient de trea affecbueuses relations.
Vous avez quo lea circonstances font l'homine.
Le jour oi on me demande lourd sur le ...-..,je saixrai etre la tT
	. ,-
......	 L)..LL
"Et Men oul, quoi I Guand je erai devenu Nr. Jeanneret
Architecte, roulant peut—tre auto puisque c'est le pinacle
Alors je aerai foutu.
Je seral du parti radical, de la Loge et je ne sais de quoi
encore.
Cette guerre, qin. donnera a la France victorleuse un 1an fou
m'agite et m'oblige a cajculer pour bienbt.
Vous sommes a	 tournant de l'histore de l'arch.itecture.
Lea Ingnieu.rs ont tout faib (seuls respectables jusqu.'ici)
mais le coup d'pau1e est donna; en 1914 et Paris moderne va
'c1ore et naitre.
v0na oi e rave d'tre macon dana l'quipe.
J1 ai deja mes matriauc, ion entire devotion a la pense
do France.
Et le centaines de gens qul serent prcisment lea artisans
do cette aube,
Dana un journal d'avant—garde on avait cit& Augusbe Perret
comne devenant •..., le chef incontest6 auçue1 devait tre
reriise sur lea fortif a, la construcb.on du Grand Palais des
Arts, lieu des expositions internationales de la belle
production d'art et d'industrie.
Paris a sa zone des forts fauche; efle va cette fois—ci
faire le saut par dessu lea fortifa. Pourquoi ne serais—je
pa ia.	 15.9.1914
97	 Personal interviews with Du Bois 1974-75, also PauJ. Taylor
established Jeanneret's presence in PEns at this time by
the presence of loan tickets from the Bibliothque Nationale.
98	 Personal interviews with Du Bois, 1974-75.
99	 Le Corbusier, Ocuvres Co'apltes, 1910-1929, p . 23.
Also journals of the period.
100	 Personal interviews wibh Du Boi, 1974-75.
See Appendix No. 6c.	 2 7
101	 ThId.
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Letter from Jeannerot o Du Boi, 5.1.1915
and notes in the'Garnet for 1915-16
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Letter Jeannerej to Du Boi, 5.1.1915 lID
tT Jal deux choses considrab1es en viie que je pourrais avoir
Si je faisais 1e ncessaire inais je ne veux pas pour me
laisser libre completment d T ici au printemps, date a
laquefle notre etude dolt bre termine jusque dans son
organisation la plus intime et pistonne et paraphe par
les gens que nous visons.
Aussi, a voir fuir les jours et les nois, je prends la
frousse car si nous somnes devance's, nous perdons tout le
sel de notre troixvaille qul et ci'tre prt a la premire
heure pour mettre sur pied des villages entiers.
Je vous rappelle les renseignemerts que vous me devez sur
le plan des chambres, sur la vie lntune, la grandeur des pices.
Recherchez aussi des plans do rues, de villages qui montrent
11 organtthdes villages dans ces pays—ia et avec ses couties.
J'aurais pour notre bureau •.... c3e toute confiance, qui a
de xiies 6lves (J'en aidja un id que je su! a inme
dTapprcier).
DT autre part un de nies amis, Ing6nieur priv du PLN, garcon mavi
ot pouss par le besoin, et do plus doug d'une activite'
norme et de grandes capacit6s, pourrait surement prendre part
a notre affeire.
Ctest mierc qut un th6oricien; chef de chantier autrefots,il a ra1ls6, depuis 4 ans qu'il est a Paris dTnommes
travaux.
Jo riunane l t affaire et, et, monte sur ma tour, je regarde
stil vient quelque chose de vous ....4 A bientt done
des nouvelles, j'y compte.
A, de Fovifle "Lnqute cur les Conditions do LtHaMtation
nFrance, LesT13ons mes", 1894.
Taylor, B., Le Corhusier et Pcscc 1914-1928, 1972.
Jeanneret - Draft document describing the patent. system
Constructions EcoroL'iques Etensib]e en Bton	 30.9,1915 I
See Appendix 1To 6 c and d.
Le Corbusier, Oeuvres Complte3, 1910-3928, p • 12.
Letter from Jeanneret to Du Bois, 5.1.1915. MD
Letter from Jeanneret to Du Bois, 15.6.1915. MD
Letter from Jeanneret to Pu Bois, 9.3,1915. MD
MD
"Ne vouclriez—vous pas examiner cous un nouveau jour nos
baraques de bton? Ds que vous sentirez le moment
opportun, non pas dttre prts a construire, mais de
nous prparer. Dites un riot.
Ii me reste la souvenance de votre bonze au bureau hotel.
Lu! vcrcez—vous le filtre a closes effic3ces?	 ho oriosez
un teirain ct.,.. les avant—projeL. Piras deviendra le
centre do rallieaent pendant des annes de la non ps
triple mals bienl.ot sextuple ou dcupie entente.
'out cc monde d'Angleterre, d'Italie •... aura a traitor
a Paris.
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Ii lui faudre am glte i tine superbe botte en bton arn1E.
Hem fl
De quoi en rabattre au 7me del de culture et dTavancement
bo che,
Jetez de basDu Bois Jetez Pchez le goujon svp.
Je nen dis pas. plus 1og11.
110	 Letter from Jeanneret to Du. Bois 15.6.1915. MD
'TJ'ai	 voir Auguste Perret dans le Midi. Je lul ai
ouinis mes dosier de reconstruction. U trouveca
Men.
Et il nta pas eu a faire une objection, saul' quTil trouve
que notre proc&I, avec le maine moule, pourra faire la
fabrique, 1 t cole, les eCablissernents publics etc."
111	 Letter from Jeanneret to Albert and Herinann Dittisheini,
11.12.1914. See Appendix No. Th. FrJC
112	 Recital programme for Madame Jeanneret 1's pupils. YLC
-113
	
Letters from Jeaimeret to Ditischeims 1915, 29.10.1915. BIG
See Appendix No, lh,
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Letter from Jeanneret to Du Boi, 5.1.1915. MD
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Le Corbusier, Oeuv-res Compltes, 1910-1928, pg. 27.
116	 Perona1 interviews ith Dii Bois, 1974-75.
117	 Letter from Jeanneret to Du Bois, 28.7.1915.	 ND
"Mon cher Du Bois
Bien recu votre lettre j t attends la visite de Schneider;
je pens qu'il a suffisamment de donnes pour pouvoir
causer avec moi.
J'attends de l'avoir v-a pour rpondre.
En principe, je pense qu'il faut trouver p1utt quelqu1im
pour organiser 1 1 affaire quitte a me rserver lTattribution
d'Architecte—Conseil pour tout ce qui concerne la partie
Architecture,
La proposition de m T in5tafler a Paris pour 250 f par mois
est peu re'alisable, vous pensez.
Je fais id un th&atre de Varit pour 1200 places, 3j mois
pour la construction; en plus une villa des plus
loufoques en bton arin6.
En plus deux grandes maisons locatives en baton arms
sont a 1tude,
En plus une villa au bord de la mner dans les Maures.
Donc bouJ.ot effrayant. Pas une seconde pour souffler.
Main les affaires de Paris primeront tout.
Mais ii faut trouver combinaison digne.
A bientt de vo nouvelles ds la visite de Schneider.
Ch.—Ed. Jearineret
Voyez les choses en grand; ii y aura d T autres affaires
que nos baraques a envisager.
U y aura les us.nes ot les rues locative$ dos grandes
villes".
118	 Letter from Jeanneret to Du Bois 15.6.1915. MD	 -7
Personal jiiterview with Du Bois 1974-75.
119
	
Letter from Jeannoret to Du Bols 15.6.1915k
120	 Note made by Jeanneret in the 1914-15 'carnett •
121	 See Footnote 105.
Appendix No. 6d.
122	 om information supplied by Dii Bois 1974.
123	 Letters from Jeanneret to Dii Bois during 1915. MD
124	 Letter from Jeanneret to Dii Boi, winter 1915. MD
Ensemble, nous avons par discussion, trouv la piste l'an
dernier.
JTaI trouv la solution depuis; je vous chiffre ce
rsu1tat et tout lo travail que je fais pr6senteinent
(voyex ci-apras) pour que vous en tiriez profit en mme
tempa que moi j'en tire profit.
Vous tes le tireur de ficefles, r1e videminent moms
fatigant que le mien mais pourtant indispensable.
Notre combinaison vous attribue cc r1e. Jouez-le done.
Jo joue le mien, -a-d que depuis mon retour j Tai prpar
pendant des semaines les illustrations.
J'ai approfoncU. la question, trouv des solutions quo
je pretends tonnantes.
Ainsi, la semaine passee, al-jo dessine une grande villa
avec notre systnie, une villa de grand style avec un prix de
revient a l'unitcc (m3) exactement gi1 a celul d t une maison
bourgeoise ou ouvrire.
Ct est tonnant hem I
,,	 ..	 •	 •	 ,.•	 ,	 •,	 •J1'ai reetudie los cites-jard.ins deja etuchees; j t ai trouve
des sympt&aes constants et nombreur de concordance avec les
trouvaUles les plus inge'iueuses.
J1ai tudi is question de lltypetT fentres, portes,.
barrires, baicons, c1ture, corniches.
On fajt avec ca (c-a-d la construction au plus bas prix
imaginable) des intrieurs teis que j'aimerais en avoir
pour mon sage personnel.
L T ordro iegne dans notre trouvaifle, le rythne, iunite
Autanb de forces que d T autres pourront chercher longtemps
Eh bien, Du Bois, ca, c'est fait pour tre employs I
A bon entendeur salut I
A cots de cela, la vie s'coule dsns un maras de mort.
On a eu des bombes et un Taube dimanche; je n'y tais
mme pas.
Les journaux font grand bruit et blessent los victimes
plus que les bombes no l t ont fait; on est tout fiers do
ce petit raffut
L'affaire de Serbie me fend le coeur; on so bat dans des
paysages que je connais trs bien.
C'est triste	 Ne viendrez-vous pas a Nol ?
Au revoir et bien anmicalement votre
Ch.-Ed. Jeanneret. "
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Letter from Jaanneret to Pu Boi 20.3.1916.
Ibid.
Letter from Jeanneret to Du Bole, 17.4,1916.
Letter from. Jeanneret to Pu Bole, 17.4.1916.
]iid.
Partnership agreement between 14. Pu Bole, Oh—Ed. Jeanneret
and E.L. Bonnand, September 1916. ND
ee Appendix No. 6e.
Ibid.
135	 Taylor, B., Le Corbusier et Pesac 19L-1928, pg. 15.
136	 Letter from Jeanneret to Pu Bois, 5.9.191. Ml)
137	 Letter from Jeanneret to Pu Bole, 8.9.1916. ND
It	 8 septembre 1916
Non cher Pu Bole
Jrai bien recu votre dernire lettre du 29 aot.
Je l Tai examne nais non encore a fond. Jo vous ai
pr 'par toute une s6rie de dossiers relatife aux maisons
Domino; ces derniers taient prpars pour le prospectus
que nous devrons tin jour et bk2vous lee envoi lundi.
Je suis ravi que vous arriviez a constituer lee rouages
utilee a leinpie de floe ides. herd. Je suis ci de'bord
de travaux ccc temps que je vous demands tin rpit plus
grand quo le 15 septembre pour mon arriv6e a Paris.
Juste le temps d t exp6dier los plans indispensables a une
vifla dent nous comnencons la fondation lundi et dont
l t osature devra tre onte dane tin mole. Mon cinema
avance ran—tn—p1an; 1id6e conbistaj.t a mettre sur
le faible terrain quo a occupe im paraplule sous lequel
chacun puisse travailler; ctest fait et tous lee corps
de metier vont s'en donner a ltabri.
Pour aujourd'hui je ne rponds donc pas a vos propositions;
je vais lee examiner en p1cm repos d'ici 5 jours; jt_
crirai alore.
Dane 15 or 20 jours je pourrai faire tin saut a Paris pour
tine entente dfini.tive. A mon bureau nous eornmee quatre
pour le moment.
Trs cordialement a vous	 cc 8 ceptembre 1916
Oh—Ed. Jeanneret
Archite cte
ChIE. JEANNERET	 BTON ARhI1	 La Chaux—de—Fonds	 U
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"her, djeuner, avec Amde Oxenfant, des portes se sont
ouvertee sur Paris des avenire. Enfin un contemporain, un do mon
ge; quo j'estime beaucoup. Sa peinture est cello d1un
mystique eur le mode somptuei de la plus belle pate lisse
et polio comme au 'brunissoir. Le cubisme porte see fruits:
la plastique absolue et vritablejnent do la beaut&; une
impeccable technique et ime plastique forinefle, supportent toutes
ides nobles. Queues tranges lecons dane cc Paris. Quele
progrs en r6aflsation 1 .... L T affrnation, force d'auourd'hui;
lee modernes ont d'une touchante sincrit, et d'un ideal, d'une
epiritua11t qul conduisent vere une expression euprieure, tine
1umire vritab1e sprs tant de brouchaha. La science dont
nous vivons a chaque heure trouve eon expression d'art; efle
est d'un noble dsir.
23	 Oxenfant, Mjno1res , p • 3-33. VA
24	 J.E. Blanche, Portraits of a Lifetime, l9l8-l93.
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"Cette leon de planning et do bonne execution me
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26	 Ibid.
27	 Green, C. Lger and Purist Paris, p • 32.
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Chap'Vô'!Formation de L'Optique moderne': VA
ItLa peinture ne peut atteindre notre esprit quo par le chernin
do nos yeux, nos yewc se sont singi1irement attir au
spectacle intensif do la vie moderne. La gomStrie, par
le dveloppement du machinisme, s'instafle partout, nos sons
se sont accountums maintenant a des spectacles ou la gtSomtrie
rg1e, notre esprit 1ui—mme, satisfait de retrouver partout
cette ge'omtrie—sa cration - est devenu rebelle aw aspects
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cinquantes dernieres annes. Do Ingres au cubisnie des
certitudes ont
	 acquises'T.
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January and February 1922, stating approximate costs, sites,
etc. PLC
158	 Ozenfant, Nnioires, p,. 124.
159	 Letter from Jeanneret to Juan Gris in reply to a verbal
enquiry made by GrIs, Ozenfant. 24.1.1922. PLC
160	 Oeuvres Cornp1tes 1910-1929, p • 28.
161	 Op. cit.
162	 Letter from Jeanneret to Perret 18.5.1922. PLC
Jeanneret)refers to 14. Gaut as Grant or Gant. But
the house finally built by Perret was for a N. Gaut.
Jeaimeret was a continual mis-speller of names.
163	 Letter from Jeanneret to N. Gaut 13.2.1922. PLC
164	 Ibid.
165	 Letter from Jeanneret to Gaut 16.5.1922. PLC
166	 Letter from Jeanneret to Perret 18.5.1922. PLC
167	 Op. cit.
168	 Letter from Jeanneret to Perret 18.5.1922. PLCfl m'a	 affirin, de divers ctes, qu1effectivementj'etais, depuis plusieurs semaines, l'object d'une vritab1e
cabale dort void l t essentiel: en tant qu'arclutecte,je serais im peu un fou qui. conoit des choses Inexcutables
qul ne peuvent pas tenir.
3]3
i&q
170
171
Que pour raliser me g folie g , je h thstitais pas a
jeter me g clients dang des aventures qul pouvalent leg
conduive a la mine, que i t Esprit Nouveau tait, du rests,
uno entreprise do pub1icit personnefle, etc,......"
J0 dois vous dire au ggi qu1 il est entendu a Montparnasse
que tout ce quo je fais est inspire directement de vous
que tout ce quo j'cris a gt did par vous or point
d'higtorie j t ai	 en contact veritable avec vous en
1908 et partie de 1910, et J'avais vingt ans; j'enci
frete -quatre et, entre temps, j'ai voyage tudi,
constrult. Ces affirmations out
	 du rests consignes
publiquement par Vauxelles que no me connait pas
personnelement.
Je nTai pas manqu une occasion de vous prouver la sympathie
quo j'avais pour vous et je haL mauifeste il y-ta longtemps
dja et tout rcomnient encore, mais je ne pensais pas, bien
entendu, on vous rendant homniage: me faire craser
comp1nient..........
"En architecture, je ne serai g
 jamais Pun de vos concurrents
puisque j t ai renonc pour divers motifs a pratiquer
11 architectuLre d'une manive genra1e et que jo me me sui
rserv que certaine prob1mes bien particuliers qui. mettent
en jeu exciugivement en questions de plastique. Je ne
pense pas gagner ma vie avec l t architecture, rnais je no
pease pas no plus andonner totalement une activit pour
laquolle j'al du gdüt et, plus que cela, un profend
attachment".
SE2 cvtc2(t?5t?2 t
Letter from Jeanneret to M.P. LafoUya, 18.1.1922. EriC
Letter from Mayor of Lyon, M. Herriot to the Directors of
L'Esprit Nouveau, 10.1.1922. FLC
172	 Letter from M.C, Lafoflyer to Jeanneret 6.1.1923. EriC
173
	
Coupiere, P. Paris Through the Ages, XVII,
Urbanism,
174
	
Oeavres Comp1?te 1910-1929, p. 40-44.
175
	
Letter from Jeanneret to Westheim, 11.4.1922. EriC
Fe tb< NO Lw
176	 Letter, Tempt, M. to Jeanneret, October 1922. EriC
177
	
Article from Intrnig nt, source a cutting in Le Corbusier'g
files. See Appen&i.x NO.3L.
178
	
Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p. 56-57.
179
	
Letter from Jeanneret to Perret ]3.12.1923.
See Appendix No.o.
180
	
Ibid.
181
	
Letters in the archives from magazines, etc. like -
Broom
Le I oicTh Nouveau
Le }rores nvue
CAS (Le Temps)
Exelu 3LOfl
During the period November, December 1922, Eric	
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182	 Letter to Jeanneret from Teiji Sekiha 1.12.1922. PLC
183
	
Letter to Jeanneret from C. Teige, 12.U.1922. PLC
*
184
	
Letter from Elie Ehrenbourg on notepaper headed
OBJECT. BEWd, GEGENSTAND Dated 12.3,1922. PLC
* spelt as the original signature on the letter later changed
to Ilie and possibly Ilya.
185 Letter from ASSNOWA to Jeaimeret 3.3.1924. Jeanneret
later asked Lisitasky to prepare an article on modern
Russian architecture 6,5.1922. PLC
186
	
Letter from Ehrenbourg to Jeanneret 31.9.1923. PLC
187
	
Letter fron Elirenbourg to Jeanneret 9.3.1925, PLC
188
	
Soviet Socialist Realism.
189
	
From correspondence between the managing committee for Ouder,
Ronioff and Ozenfant and Jeanneret 37.7.1922.
Romoff was under criticism for niisappropriating refugee
funds. Spring 1924. FLC
190
	
Notes from L'Esirit Nouve directors meeting 29.9,1921. PLC
191
	
Letter from Hargherita S8rfettri a dllrector of Germxehia to
Director L I EN. Dated 27.2.1922. PLC
192
	 Copy of the writ served on Ozenfant and Jeannered dated
22.2.1922. PLC See App. No. 3 j.
193
	
L'F,prit Nouveau No. 15, March 1922.
194
	
Series of 1etter from Jeanneret to magazines 1922/23,
see sections on Development and Thade.
195
	
Coupire P., Paris Through the Ages 1914-1918, Urbanisime.
196
	
Letter from Jeanneret to Niestl g, 28.6.1923. Request
for address of the site. 110
197
	
Letter from Jeanneret to Niest1, 9.7.1923. Proj ect
later abandoned. PLC
198
	
Oeuvres Comp1t1910-.1929, p • 59.
199
	
(a) Taylor B., Le Corhusier et Peosac, p . 26. PLC
b) Letter Fruges to Jeanneret 3.11.1923. After
reading Vers une Architecture. FLC
200	 (1) Letter from Jeanneret to Pierre Jeanneret 28.6,1922
asking him to do some work. PLC
(2) Letter from Jeanneret to G. Baeshtold, a Szi
architect in Lausanne, 8.1.1924. Asking him if he
knew of any suitable aistant experienced in
supervision of building works and estimates in Paris. PLC
201	 R. Ginsburg, Architectural student, 29.6.1923. PLC See App. No. lu,'
A. Vermont, Engineer, 25.6.1924. PLC
202	 Copy of Ber1age letter to Jeanneret, 30.12.1923. PLO 	 305
See Appendix No, lr.
202	 Letter from Jeanneret to Berlage, 11.1.1924.
	
LC
cont.	 See App. No. 1 s.
203
	
Letters from T. Van Doesburg to Ozenfant and Jeanneret
18.4. 1924, 31.5.1924, 28.8.1924. See App. No. 1 w.
204
	
Letters exchanged between Jeanneret and Gropiva starting
sununer 1923. FLC
See App. No. 1 p and q.
205
	
"L'Esprit Nouveau apporte son appul au 'Bauhaus' de Weimar".
L'EN. No. 27, December 1924.
See App. No. 3 k.
206
	
Letter from Groplus to Jeanneret, 21.4.1925. FLC
207
	
Letter from Mine, LHi1debrandt to Jeanrieret, 13.12.1923. FLC
208
	
Ibid.
209
	
Letters from Jeanneret to V.P. Runis, 30.5.19 24, 5.7.1924,
7.11.1924. Letter from Jeanrieret to Girardet 29.1,1925. ELC
210
	
L'Art Dcoratif d'Aulourd'hui 1926, VA
211
	 0.U. Design 1920's Units 15-16 A.305.
212
	
Ibid.
213
	
Ibid,
214
	 Brave ilistoire do nos tribulations: l'Alnianach dArchitecture
1926. Collections L'Esprit Nouveau. 	 LC
216	 Ibid.
217
	
Letter from Jeanneret to Pluinet 18.3.1924, enquiring as to
what has happened to his first letter asking for a site. FIJC
218	 Op. cit.
219
	
Letter from Jeanneret to Le Cointe do Gaigneron 24.5.1924.
Requesting permission to erect a plaster pavilion to
demonstrate L'Fi-rat Nouveau theories. FLC
220	 Op. cit.
221	 See App. No, 3 1 and m.
222	 Ibid.
223	 Ibid.
224	 ____
225
	
Letters concerning the demolition of the Pavilion L'Esprit Nouveau
and damage to the tree, late 1925-26.	 1C
226	 Copy of the cover for L'E'prit Nouveau No. 29,
See App. No. 3 a.
Letters from Thirantires, the printers, asking for the
copy for L'Esprit Nouveau, No. 29. February/March 1925. FLU
228	 Cover of a magazine called Document International de 	 -
L'Eprit Nouvc'au No. 1. 	 3Gb
227
Direction: Paul Derme et M. Seuphor
No date but a hanthrritten note 1926,
See Appendix No. 3n.
229	 Letter from Jeanneret to Ozenfant, 29.7.1925.
See Appendix No. 1z.
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c. Development
1	 Taylor, Le Corbusier et Pessac, 1914-18, Vol. 2
2	 Ibid.
3	 Letter from Jeanneret to Duverdy et Bloquel, 29.5.1917.
And notes from the same period.
Also article by G.B. Levy in The Survey on American
magazine, February 1918. FLC See tpp. No. 4e.
4	 Op. cit.
6	 Ibid.
7	 Personal interview with Max flu. Bois 1975.
Letter from Jeanneret to Ritter 6.11,1917. FLO
S	 Letter from Jeanneret to Ritter, November 1917. FIG
9	 Letter from Jeanneret to iitter, 25.12.1917. FIG
10	 Ibid.
U	 Taylor, Le Corbusier et Pessac, Vol. 1, p ,. 23.
12	 Couperie, Paris Through the Ages, 1914-1940 Public Buildings.
13	 Newspaper cutting on site acquisition and regulations
of the sale of land for low cost housing.
November 1919. FIG
14	 Jeanneret letters to Keller, theS	 Poste et Te'le'graphe
and ,. IIôbe in Brussels, January - May 1919. FIG
15	 Taylor, Le Corbusier et Pessac, 1914-1928, Vol 1., p • 21.
16	 Le Corbusier, Oeuvres Compltesl91O-1, p.. 30.
17	 Op. cit.
18	 Ibid.
19	 In September 1919, in the English publication Concrete and
Constructional	 neering, the editor expressed regret at
the lack of patenting facilities available to designers,
architects and builders in Great Britain. He felt it was
a deterrent to any great thought being put into the design
of low cost workers' housing on a large scale. He felt,
quite rightly, that to come up with a worthwhile solution
would taJe as much time as a large factory, but the re-
muneration under the existing system just did not encourage
that depth of investigation. He also advocat3'J. the identical
type of construction for such housing as Jeanneret and
Du Bois had incorporated in Domino, together with he mass
production of all the ancillary items.
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A pre-war competition, organised by the magazine, for a
concrete cottage design costing £125.00, had resulted in
a flat-roofed blockwork with small lattice windows.
See App. No. 6 g (i) (2)
20	 Letters sent by- Jeanneret to M. Robe, a Belgian businessman
over the period Nay 1919 to December 1920. FLC
21	 Letter from Jeanneret to Cartier, 22.U.l919.
	
TC
22	 Taylor, Le Corbusier et Pessac 1914-1928. Vol. 2.
23	 Ibid.
24	 Ibid.
25	 Ibid.
26	 Couperie, Paris Through the Ages l914-.l94O, Public Buildings.
27	 Ibid.
28	 Ibid.
29	 Le Corbusier, L t Almanach d t Architecture Noderne, 1926. FLC
30	 Letter from Jeanneret to Pury, 24.6.1920. LC
31	 Notes dated 14.5.1921.	 FLC
32	 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p • 227.
33	 Ibid., p • 57.
34	 Letter from Ozenfant and Jeanneret to Derme, 28.12.1920. PLC
35	 Ozenfant, Mmoires, p . 124/5.
Depuis six ann&eS Le Corbusier et moi prenions presque
quotidienneriient nos repas de compagrae, frquemment au
petit bistrot Legendre, en face de mon appartement de
la rue Godbt-de-Nauroy-. C'tait tin local asses troit
mais profond, a peu prs quatre fois plus long que large
et tres haut en proportion; la moiti arrire tait
divie'e dans sa hauteur par tine salle en balcon, ouverte
devant coinme les soupentes d t ateliers d'artistes parisiens;
on y accdait par un coliinacon; le jour entrait par tin
grand vitrage qul tenait toute la facade.
Le lieu nous plaisait car sa disposition jouait de l'espce
ingnieusement et agrablement: l'e'lvation du plafond
principal donnait de la libert au regard et ceux, asex
bas, de la galerie et de la partle du rez de chausse
au-desous en faisaient des endroits plaisarnment intimes;
les longs axes confraient a ce modeste restaurant tine
certaine amiable ciignit& On s'y- sontait bii. Nous
pensions qut une villa dispos&e sur tin plan de principe
analogue serait agrab1e. Le restaurant Legendre fut la
graine de mon atelier, premire maison sign&e Le Corbusier.
36	 Naison "Citrhan" 1920,
Le Corbusier, P. Jeanneret 0euvre'Conplte 1'iJ Qi929, p • 31.
"OUVRIR LES YEUX - Nous mangions dai1s un pet! L restaurant
de cocher, du centre de Paris; ii y a le bar (3e Zinc),
is cuisine au fond; me soupente coupe en deux Ia hauteur 	 30
du local; la devanture ouvre our la rue. Un beau jour,
on dcouvre cela et l'on s'apercoit quo leo preuves sont
id prsentes, de tout un mecanioine architectural qul
peiit correspondre a l'organisatlon de la maison d'un homine".
37	 Letter from Jenneret to Dr. Brille, 2.12.1921. PLC
38	 Pierre Jeanneret was responsible for the cover design of
L'Esprit Nouveau from the No. 2 edition which was published
in November 1920.
Ozenfant Mmoires, p • 130.
39	 Letter from Jeanneret to N. Jacony owner of 95 Rue de Seine
on details of transferring the lease to Pierre Jeanneret
8.3.1921. PLC
40	 Barbey,G. "iloinmage . Pierre Jeanneret", Work 6/1968, p • 377.
41	 Petit, J. Le Corbusier Lui-Mme, p • 45.
42	 Op. cit.
.43	 Ibid.
44	 Letter from Jeanneret to Pierre Jeanneret 22.2.1924.
45	 Le Corbusier, Oeuvres Coripltas1910-1929.
46	 Letter from Jeanneret to Bornand, 25.5.1921. PLC
47	 Batteroby, The Decorative Twenties.
48	 Letter from Jeanneret to Westheiia 11.4.1922. PLC
"Le principle de cette maison dveloppe lo genre d'tudes
faites dans leo "maisomen se'rie" publies dans le
No. 13 de L'Esprit Nouveau. Ii s'agit d'une adaptation
do systmes constructifs d'uines (p o teaux do baton arm&
et votites 1ateo en coquifles d'oeuf do cinient arra)
app1iqus a jine villa de mitreo, tout l'effort
architectural 6tant porte our 1Q cube gnra1 do la maison
et la disposition des baies, le parti. architectural tant
prcis&ment bass our l'emploi des trav standar.s qul
sont toute semblables et toutes faites avec le ineme
moule, donnant ainsi une unite dans le dtai1 quo j e
recherche do plus en plus dane jne constructions".
49	 Letter from Jeanneret to GrIs 24.1.1922. PLC
50	 Letter from Jeanneret to D. Aflendy, 11.3.1922. PLC
51	 Correspondence between Jeanneret and N. Gaut over the last
ix months of 1922. PLC
52	 Jamot, P. A. et G. Perret et L'Architecture du Beton Arn, p ,. 61,
p1. xxxci, RIBA.
53	 Ltter from Jeanrieret to N. Defloyes, 7.2.1922. PLC
54	 Letter from N, Herriot, Mayor of Lyon to Jeanneret thanking
him for L'Esprit Nouveau, No, 13, containing the article
'Ma1oo en Serie I, 10 . 1.1922. PLC
55
	
Letter from Jeanneret to M.P. Weetheim, 29.4.1977,
Cite d'Habitation Ideale. See App. No. 1 m. FLC
56
	
Letter from a director of LEsprit Nouveau to Madame Guy
and one letter on the Marquise de Polignac, dated
January 12, 1922. PLC
57	 Letter from Jeanneret to Madame Guy, 24.3.1922. PLC
58
	
Jeanneret note about a site for a house of 200 m 2 for
Charles do Polignac dated 12.12.1925. See App. No. 4 n.
59
	
"Dortir du Palais do Peuple a Paris",
Le Corbusier Oeuvres Cornp1tes, 1910-1929, p • 124.
60	 Letter from M.C. Lafollyer to Jeanneret 6.1.1923. PLC
61	 Letter from Jeanneret to Westheim,29.4.1922. PLC
62	 Report entitled Econornie Doinestigue by Jeanneret,
See App. No. 6 h. PLC
63	 Op. cit.
64	 Couperie, Paris Through the Ages, Section xvii,
The Third Republic 1914-1940.
65	 Jeanneret, L'Almanach d'Architecture Moderne,
Collection de L'Esprit Nouveau 1926.
"Un jour do juillet 1922, Marcel Teniprol ayant pris la
direction de la section urbaine du Salon d'Autoinne,
vint proposer a Le Corbusier do faire quelquechose
pour le prochain salon de novenibre: - L'art u.rbain
c'est la boutique, l'enseigne en fer forg, la porte
de la maison, la fontaine dans la rue, tout ce que
nos yeux voient de la chaussee, etc. Faite3—nous
donc une belle fontaine ou quelquechose de semblable
dit—il".
66	 L.C. and J. 'Oeixv-res Comp1tes 1910-1929, p . 34-35.
67	 Le Corbusier, Towards a New Architecture, p . 56.
Algo see App. No. 3i for a copy of the article from
3ntransifreint?.
Letter from Marcel Temporal to Jeanneret, November 1922.
I.e.: Le Monde Nouveau, Le Progrs Avigue, Devetsil
(Cz e chelovakia),
Letter from P. Lafollyer to Jeaimeret 9.4.1923. PLC
For a contemporary report by Marcel River see App. 4 f.
Letter from Jeanneret to Marcel Pays, 2.3.1923. PLC
68
69
70
71
PLC
72	 Letter froni Jeanneret to Marcel Pays, 2.3.1923. PLC
'Wous me prtez la conception des gratte—ciel a Sriger sur
leg fortifications permettez—moi de rectifier; les tudes
quo j'ai faites prouvent au contrire qu les gratte—cid
ne peuvent aptuellenent rpondre a des bosoms que conbtru.its
au centre de Paris et non pas du tout aux fortifications
J'aj fait iine confrence gur ce sujet et ii serait tout
a falt dsirab1e que la presse ge joigntt aux technicicis pour
crier un mouvement devenu indispensable a la santa de Paris". 311
75
76
",..... j'a fait urie conference sur ce sujet et ii serait
tout a Calt desirable que la presse se joignit aux
techiiiciens pour cr&er un mouveiaent devenu indispensable
a la ant de Paris.
Letter from Jeanneret to M. Legrand-Chabier, 9.3.1923.
"..... il est certain que des tudes comnie cefles que
vous faites inviterons petit a petit a crier un
gtat d'esprit nouveau, dont lea consquences peurront
tre plus importantes ......."
74	 Letter from Jeanneret to Clement Vaut el, 5.3.1923.
Monsieur,
J'ai lu avec un vif intert dana certains de vos films vos
remarques judicieuses sur la crise de l'habitation Paris.
Une foi vous(rcriminiez avec justice) contre lea limneubles
fastueux pour "Gartonnes et autre&'; d'autres fois vous tiez
bien ob1ig de reconnaitre comine tant d'autres que la circulation
devient intenable dana Paris et que des solutions imprieuses
sont ncessaires,
Ayant vou depuis longtern,ps une attention toute particu1ire a
ces questions, j'ai pense que des chiffres precis, des sch6mes
identiques et des suggestions basees sur une stricte raison (et aussi
une certaine notion de la posie de l'poqae) pourrait vous
intresser, Peut4tre avez-vous eu l'occasion de voir au Salon
d'Automne le diorama d'une Cit Contemporaine qul tait un travail
de recherches purement thoriqes, ayant pour objet de mattre a
flu le principes fondamentaux d'urbanisme. moderne et de perinettre
ii a ceux qui peuvent se faire une opinion de ces questions
d'envisager avec clairvoyance le cas de Paris.
Paris qul s t et transforin a travers tous les ges semble, suivant
la forinule de nos £diles actuels, ne plus devoir bouger, formule
d'archologues e& forinule de ,paresse aussi. Or, a ct de cette
tranuillitc fragile de nos ediles la vie rnoderne dve1oppe des
consequences souvent fabuleuses et provoque des crises que seules
des solutions rigoureuses peuvent corriger.
Veuiflez croire, Monsieur, a mes sentiments tres distingusI.
'4.	 cOte	 t-i	 Csc)
Letter from Jeanneret to Pierre de Treviere, 5.3.1923.
Specification of accommodation from the Peugeot Company dated
June 1923. FTC
77	 Ibid.
	
78	 Personal interview with Max Du Bols, September 1975.
	79	 Notes sent with a desigischeme for Audincourt by Jeanneret
to Peugeot, 10.3.1924. FLC
	
-	 Known as 'Lottissement d'Audincourt' in Oeuvres Complete
1910-1929, pg. 72.
See App. Io. 6 j.
80	 Eugne Freycinet 1879-1962,
Engineer Designer of parabolic reinforced concrete
aircraft hangar at Orly 1916.
73
81	 Letter from Jeanneret
Dans mon livre "Vers t
,	 .spages concrees a Ui
Salon d'Automneet qui
Diverses dmarches ont
cette construction qiü
type d'habitation avec
to E. Freycinet 25.10.1923. FLC
.ne archItecture" vous trouverez quelque
irmeuble-vjfla expo ce l'an deriu r'r au
attirer vivement l'attention du public.
faitea aupres de moi pour ra1iser
doit tre considre comrae un nouveau
exploitation domeatique transform6e et 3i2
ystme de ravitaflement reprsenta une innovation importante
dans 1'conomie domestique.
Lea personni.lita quTL ont pris contact avec moi m'ont peru
jusqu'ici tre encore enbaches do passableinent d tidea arrirea;
je me permet done do vous signaler ce cas particulier et je
crois qu'il erait ventueUement possible que nous puissions 1111
jour causer utileinent et que cette affaire se
	 par des geris
de votre haute comp6tence technique. Je voudrais faire do cet
irnxneuble une dmonatration dfin!tive d.e 1'apport des techniques
modernes dans l'axchitecture et jo dois pour cela rechercher le
concours de ceux qu! se ont particu1irement distingua dans
ct ordre dtides.
82	 Letter from Jeanneret to N. Girardet 11.1.1924.
	 LG
83	 Ibid.
84	 Letter from Jeanneret to N. Girardet January 25th 1924. ELO
85	 Notes on the scheme by Jeanneret 10.3.1924. FLC
"La disposition du lotissement no sacrifie
	 a
certeinea modes du jour qui. h'hsitent pas a augmenter
considrab1enient lea frais d'etablisseinent une impression
do dgsorclre par la disposition irrgu1iere des bitiments;
ii eat prvu id, au contraire, un lotissement orthogonal
avec dispositions en qinnconce cui assurent une aration
parfaite du loiissement, une impression dordre agrab1e
et ncessaire; un aspect architectural cetain, un
confort assur pour l'habitant qui trouve aux endroits
utiles le vergers, jardins, potagers et pelouses favorables
a ithabitation. Ce lotissement d'apparance schmatique
eat e'tudi de raanire a fournir un bel aspect architectural
et toute 1'intimit dsirable (s t en rfrer a la perspective
annexe qul. montre les inaisons tages le long dTune
pelouse qui borde lea routes et lea sentiers d l accs qui.
passent au travers des vergers, lesquels servont do rideaux
utiles entre los habitations: voir la situation des potagers,
avec los poulaifliers, clapiers, etc., groups en des endroits
qui. no nuisent pas a l'ensemble du lotissement).
86	 Taylor, Le Corbusier et Pessac 1914-1928, p , 29, Vol 2.
87	 Op. cit.
88	 Letter from Jeanneret to N. Trottet, Geneva, 27.9.1923.
89	 Taylor, Le Corhusier et Pessac 39] '-l9, p . 35, Vol 1.
90	 Ibid., p,. 35, Vol 1.
91	 Ibid., p . 35, Vol.
92	 Ibid., p . 43/42.
93	 Ibid., p . 43/42.
94	 1. Folder, Plessis-Robinson. FLC
2, Letter from Jeanneret to 14. Perre-.d'Ortail,
Bureau des Habitations a Ben Iarch, 6.5.192/.. FLC
95	 Ibid.
74
96	 Letter from H.P. Roche to Jcazmeret, 12..1924. FLC
97	 Letter from Jeanneret to C. See, 6.8.1924, from collection
of letters starting 20.6.1924.	 .
98	 Thid.
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END NOTES	 CHAPTER 7
Partnership agreement, August 1916 for October 1916.
Though probably only finally signed and commenced when
Jeanreret settled permanently in Paris In February 1917.
	
EC
See App. No 4 c, a and 6 e.
2	 Du I3oi was 1aer to suecescfufly sue Jeanrieret in 1930 for
hi capital Investment and the broken p.rtnership agreement.
Bornand had need of his investment very much sooner end
eventually recovered it in small payments over the period
1923-1925. 1LC
3	 Letter from Jean Berque to Jeanneret 15.7.1921 and subsequent
correspondence. FLC
4	 Letter from Jeanneret to Madame i'loersheim 7,2.1922 and
subsequent letters to June 1922. FLC
5	 , Thid.
6	 Plot plan for Avenue Reille made out to Ozenfant. FTC
7	 The site became available due to a new law giving tax relief
on the sale and purchase of small plots of land. A large
house and estate	 du Square Hontsoiis" had
been subdivided for this purpose but as the plots were very
small any building constructed on them would have to negotiate
and comply with party wall agreements. Ozenfant had four such
boundaries. See App. No. 4 g.
Letters from Braqus larer and the head of a Police riding school
which	 situated	 on one boun&iry. YEJC
8	 Villa . Vaucresson pg. 48-52 1ai son du peintre Ozen'at Paris
pg. 55-57. Bon attributed to 1922 in Oeuvr€BCorip1toc191O_1929.
9	 Letter from Ozenfant to Jeanrieret 5.2.1923. FTC
10	 Letter from G. Besnus to Jeanneret December 1922. FTC
II	 Letter from Besnus to Jeanneret 24,12.1922. PLC
12	 Letter from Besnus to Jeanneret 10.1.1923, PLC
13	 Letter from Jeanneret to Besnus 24.1.1923. PLC
14	 Letter from Besius to Jeanneret 29.1.1923. PLC
15	 Besnus letters arranging meetings 26.2.1923 and 2.3.1923 on
plan arrangements Bosnus to Jeanneret 7.3.1923. PLC
16	 Letter from Jeanneret to Eenus 7.3.1923. PLC
17	 Letter from Vie Contractor to Jeanneret 25.3.1923. PLO
18	 Vaucresson and Boulogne GIbes inL T Esprit Nouveau No. 18.
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BIOCRAPPICAL flOTES
Aflendy Dr. Psychologist working in Paris. Contributor to L'Esprit
Nouveau. Enquired about the cost of the first Citrban
house.	 -
Aubert Georges	 b. 1866-9 approx. Student in the engravers class
La Chaux-de-Fonds. Changed to furniture design and wood
carving. Traire]Jed in Europe with Perrin. Heinber
"Association Independents des Ateliers RAinis'. Teacher
in the Cours Suprieur in La Chawc-de-Fonds Art School.
Founder maniber of L'0UYRE. Later professor at Lausanne,
Friend of Jeanneret.
Apollinaire Guiflaunie b. 1880 Rome d. 1918 Paris. Educated
Monte Carlo.	 Self taught art critic, writer, poet.
(ihainpioned Seurat and Ce'zanne when they were unknown 19th C.
painters. Intended to write a book on Cczanne in 1910.
Book: Les Peintres Cubiste. Articles in L'Intransigoant.
Initiator of the phrase'L'Esprit Nouveau
	 Friend of
Oz enfant.
Arnould C&line Writer and poet, member of the Dada group, close friend
of Paul Dernie.
Beck Arnold Estate agent, developer and building materials th.aler,
La Chaux-de-Fonds. Wcrked with Jeanneret on a housing
scheme 1914.
Behrens Peter b. 1868 Hamburg d. 1940 Berlin. Painter Karls.&he
and Duss1dorf Art Schools 1886-89. Founder member of
Mtlnchner Sezession. Impressed by Lundnistes (Israel) in
Hofland, knew Berlage. Interested in applied arts.
Invited to join community at Darmstadt: while there started
to study architecture and designed his own house.
Influenced by Mackintosh and Van-de-Velde. Appointed head
of Dusseldorf Art School 1903-1907. 1907 Deutscher
Uèrkbund founded, AEG appointed Behrens a designer.
Designed Turbine Factory 1908-9. Jeanneret uorked in
his office for six months Nov. 1910-April 1911.
Benoat-Levy Georges Professor. Town Planner and artist, Editor
La Cit-JrJin, Town Planning Review, Paris 1911.
Regarded the artist roJe in planning a important and an
elitist role. Foresaw the importance of reinforced
concrete in creating new gigantic and grandsose city forms.
Idealistic, but his own designs did not fulfil the promise of
his ideas. Leader of the Association of French Garden
Cities and editor of the Association Journal, La Cit.
flote in Jeannercts sketch boo1's 1915-16 taken from La Cite-
Jrdin, together with notes on Perret 1 town planning ideas,
sketches contain the elements of his 1922 CIiA ne Trois I1ion)
but the towers contained flats. Jeanneret's sketch scheme
for Duverdy and Bloquel was written up by Benoit-Levy for
La Citc, 1918. Interested in publishing Jeaineret's proposed
book on town planning, started in 1915.
Berque Jean Painter, friend of Ozenfant. Parents became Je.tnneret's
first clierts in Paris. He d3.gned the intcrior of their
house in Paris.
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Besnus Georges-Hippolyte b. Paris. Painter and editor of La Revuc du
Mobilier et Decrration d t lnterjor. Client for the house
at Vaucresson -'K].-Kar 1923.
Blanche Jacques-Fnile b. Paris. Grandson of Docteur Esprit Blanche
1796-1832. Son of Antoine-Ehile Blanche, d. 1893.
Lived in house at 1o. 19 rue du Docteur Blanche. Called
after his grandfather, the house was known as the English
cottage, its garden was sold for development in 1922, the
La Roche and Albert Jeannere-t houses were built there on
a small central site. Jacques_ rii1e Blanche studied
painting, was a friend of Ozenfant. Collected paintings
and wrote books (Passy, Paris 1928). Ref: J.E.
Blanche,	 of a Lifete, Vol. 1 1870-1914,
Vol. 2 1918-1938, Paris.
Bonifas Paul
Bornand E.L.
Brille Dr.
Potter, cousin of Ozenfant. 	 .Torked for L 1 Espr3 t-Nouveau,
helping with subscriptions, first in Paris then Sintzer1and.
Builder from Meuehatel. Partner with Max Dii Bois and
Jeanneret in founding the Paris Jeanneret practice.
Friend of 1. Citron, Dr. hinter, Ozenfant and Jeanneret.
Partner in Albert Jeanneret s school of eurythmics.
Budry Jean	 Puh1sher, writer and owner of the firm contracted to oroduce
the lab twelve editions of L'Esprjt lTolNeau, Nos. 17 - 29.
The last edition was never printed. ConLribuced to
L'Esprit	 Offices at 3, Rue du Cherche-Nidi, Paris.
Canale Painter, friend of Lipchitz end Mietschaninoff and client for the
third Jeanneret house on their site, 1923. He later
dropped out of the project, and the house was never built
though a sketch scheme had been prepared for him.
Chapallez Rene Swiss Architect. Practice in Tavannes the next town
down the Doubs valley from La Chaux-de-Fonds. Produced
traditionil style chalet houses. Friend of L'Eplattenier,
worked with him on joint scheme for the pse des Beaux-Arts,
LOP. Jeanneret worked in hiØffice as a student, his first
houses if not a ChapThflez design, owed a great deal to him.
Chaaez resented the lack of acknowledgement given to him
for his part in Jeanneret's early archibectural work.
Citron Andre Businessman, owner and founder of the Citron car company
founded 1919. Principil designer, H. Salmon. Early ears
were painted lemon yellow as a pun on his own name, also
known as Citron Press&. Studied Anierican ma production
techniques (t'y1orisation).
Compagnie Industrielle du Froid (C.I.F.) Du Bois company, Jeanneret was
a shareholder.
Cr' s G. et Cie. Les Editions, G.Crs et Cie, 21 rue Hautefeulile, VIe Paris.
Good quality art publishers who refused to pub]sh
L T Esprit oivcau irhen it first ciinc out but produced
rs line Ir-nie re in 1923 and later specil L'EspritjoDve'u pubi ictions.
-V 7
,J3
Dalcroze Jacques 1Z65-195O b. Vienna. Parents - Swiss.
Professor of Harmony, Geneva Conservatoire 1892-1900.
Developed system of gymnastic rythm, callel eurythmics.
Travelled Europe, teaching his theories 190C-1911.
Director of his own school Bildungsanstatt. Hellerau
1911-1934. London School of Daicroze Rhythmics 1913-1915.
Intitut Jacques—Dalcroze, Geneva 1915.
Author of a number of books of which the most Important was
Rhythm Iuic and Er1uction • Albert Jeanneret worked i'ith
Daicroze from 1911 to 1914, then started his own school.
Jeanneret met him and wa impressed by his ideas; helped
to back his brother's Paris School of Eurhythiaics.
Darantire Maurice Printer. Printed last series of L'Fprit Nouveau
under the Budry contracb. Also The Making of meri cans
by G. Stein, Ulysses by James Joyce. Used a hand press
in the late twenties for limited editions.
De C1aparde Alfred Swiss minister in Berlin 1910. Ritter provided
Jeaimeret with an Introduction to the minister when he
went on his study trip in Germany during the summer of 1910.
Derme Paul Writer, editor, friend of Paul Rosenberg, Fernande Divoire.
First editor of L t Dsprat Nouveau. Editor of 'DaDa' Magazines
such as , Thdaphone. Active member of the DaDa movement.
Married to poet and Dadarist, C1ine Arnaud. Publishing
office based at 37, A'vuiue Kieber, Paris.
De Mare Rail' Director of the Swedish Ballet Company. Tour in Paris at
the "Theatre Champs Elysees", 1922. Takes over fror
Dan Niet16 as a director of L'E'prit Nouveau.
Denis Maurice b. 1870 Grandville d. 1943 Paris. Artist, writer, critic.
Studied Acad€mie Jullan, Paris with Bonnard, Vuillard and
Srusier. Co—founder of the Fabis. Visited Verkade at
Beuron 1ioitstery with &6rusier 1903.
	
Taught Acad&nie Ranson.
Worked with August Perret, including decorations for Th6tre
des Champs—Elysos 1932. Jeanneret met Dnis through
friendship with Perret and Ritter.
De Polignac, Princess and llarquis Patrons of Lager, Cocteau, Le Corbusier
and the Sa]vation	 y (Parj) oongst others. Marquis a
member of the Singer family. Jeannoret produced sketch
design for a house for the de Polignc's possibily the first
clients for the Barches site. The Princess was to become
a major elicnt, of Le Corhusier during the late twenties,
projects for he Salvation Army.
Ditisheim Albert and Herman Watch manufacturers, La Chaux—de—Fonds.
Vulcain Uatches foundod 1858 by Laurice Ditischeira. Father
President of' the Swiss Society of tlatch flanufacturers, 1912-
1915. Clients of Jeanneret, corLr4ssioning him to dedgn
the interior of a reu house they were having built in La
Chaux—de—Fonds 19)4.
Divoire Fern2nd Friend of Perret. Literary journalist for L' Intrsn-iant.
Contributor to L' E'prit llouveu.
Doesburg Thee Van
	 b. 18E3 Utrecht d. 1911 D±vos Worked with Wils
and One]. 193 t, who, toother with 1ondrin, founded thc
De Sti] Lgazine 1917. Corresponded with Joanneret and
0zenfa.ii, on the exchange of articles for Uieir respective
inagazinos.
7-J,)3
Du Bois Max b. 1884 Le Lode. School Neuchatel 1901. Studied
Clvi]. Engineering, Zurich 1903-1907. Worked in Paris
in the electrical supply industry 1908. Thandated M8rsch' a
book ttEjstpb+on B9u" to French '7Le Pton rd".	 Family
knew Jeanneret family. Became friends with Jenneret in 1909.
Started his own cornpny "Socit c1'ApplicTtaon do Bton Prm",
as well as becoming a comp3ny secretary In another firm and
a successful businessman. Started Jeanneret in his first
Paris pract&ce. Still living in his oyiginal Paris flat
and house near Antibes.
thrembourg Ilya G. b. 19l Lriter journalist. Russian. Lived in Paris
from 1909. FrIend of Picasso. Friend of Ozenfant from
his first inarrige. idso friend of Russian artist Llssitsky.
Helped to spread L'Eprt Nouveau jdea in Russia. First
supported whites in the Civil r but accepted the Bolshevik
victory. 1orked as a Soviet journalist in the west.
Enaiflt T.N. Bangue imioMlire de Pr• 147, Boulevard Hausmann, Paris.
Estate agent, responsible for the development and sales of
the Esprit Blanche cot bage site, Parc de Jasmin. Niece
worked in the office of L'Eøpri.t Nouveau. Firm still in
existence and flourishing.
Eternit/Everite Ste. Suisse des Usines Etern.3t et Group HJARDT.
Canton de Glans. Suiss company producing abestoc cement
productsvisited by Le Corbusier in 19U when he used the
materiel in the Favre—Jacot house at Le Lode. Later ho
took out patents on a prefabricated building system using
Eternit and tried to start the Ste. Franc us des Usines Etornit.
The name was changed to Everite inFrtnce. Continued to use -
the material on many schemes throughout his life.
Faflet Louis Member of the La Chaw:—de—Fonds Art School board. Friend
of L'Eplattenior.	 Commissioned house from L'plattenier's
students. Jeanneret carried out the drawings under
supervision of Chap,alez. No. 1, Chemin de Poulilerel 1906.
Faure Elie Art historian, Le Corbusier client for the Vile d'Avray 'site
1925. Son. ancojs Faure worked as an assistant on the
Pesac scheme.
Favre—Jacot eorges b. 1843 Le Lode. Manufacturer, Zenith Watches,
Le Lode. Started 1865, developed into a large business.
Commissioned Jeanneret to design a house in Le Lode,
conpieted in 1912. Approached by Jeanneret for financial
backing during his early business years in Paris.
Fischer Theodor b. 1862-1938. Architect Munich. Professor in the Technische
Hochachule in Munich. ihere Gropius was a student.
Attractive wefl researched jugendstil and classical revival work
together with the use of reinforced concrete made his work
striking and influential at the start of the century.
Freyssinet Eugne b. Objat, France 1879, d. 1962. Engineer. Pupil
of Charles Rabut reinforced concrete pioneer. Designed
many elegant bridges using concrete. We 1 known for two
airship hangars at Orly 1916-24. Jeanneret asked him to
coflahorate on a 1925 housing project for P1essis—Robiron.
Frug&s Henri French businessman. Owner of a carpet factory at Pessc.
Anateur artist and pooi. Client for the Pesac housing scheme.
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Galls Yvonne b. Monaco. Fashion model friend of Ozenfant who introduced
her to Le Corhusier in 1922. They married in 1930. Le
Corhusier designed in 1933 the flat at Porte Molitor, 24,
rue Nungessor et Coil, Paris 16, 'for their home (where they
lived until their deaths).
Gamier Tony b.1869 Lyons d.1848 Bedoule. 1886-89 Ecole des Beaux Arts
Lyons. 1889-99 Ecole des Beaux Arts Paris (Prof. J. Gaudet).
1899-1904 Prix de Rome student. Architectural practice
Lyons. 1917 Une Cit Irdustri 11e publication.
Jeanneret made coiti,act witn (r1uer on his first European
trip 1911 and la ber when in Paris after the first world war.
asset Eugne Sanuel b.184l Lausanne d.1917 Sceaux. Naturalised French
1891. Studied architecture - Zurich Polytechnic. Decoration -
Paris, Ecole des Arts Dcoratif. Worked as en illustrator,
artist decorator. Promoter of arts nd crafts, director of a
school. Writer - Plante et ses anoUcatons ornaentales,
Brusel 189E-1901. Friend of L'Dplattenier (who taught
several of
	 principles). Helped Jeanneret on his
1908 trip to Paris, suggested that he found work with the
Perret brothers.
Gris Junn b.1887 Maririd d.]927 Paris. Painter, Friend of Picasso.
Hembers o the Section d'Or group founded 1912. Friend of
Léger, Ozenfant and Jeanneret. Influence on purists work.
Guinard hector b.1867 Paris d.1942 New York. Studied Ecole des Arts
Dccor'itifs and Ecole ds Deur—Arts. Taught et both schools.
Influenced by Horta. Lon Perran worked an has office 1908-1910
and becaire his chief assistant,
Hennebique Francois b.1842-1921 France. Early pioneer in the use of
reinforced—concrcte. Constructed eu'1y g1ss and concrete
factories, cantilevers, bridges, grain elevators. Ozenfant's
father worked with him on some factory schemos.
Hoffraann Josef b.1870 Noravia d.1956 Vienna. Architect, book illustrator
and furniture designer. Studied under Otto Wagner. Taught
in the School of Applied Arts, Vienna from 1899. Started
Wiener Workstffe with Koloian Moser. Founder ne p ber of
Wiener Sezession, 1897 with Olbrich and other painters and
sculptors. Palis Stocklot 1905. Jeanneret possibly
sought work 1907-8 in his office when journeying with
Perrin through Europe.
Humbert Charles b. approx. 1890 La Chaux—de—Fonds. Studied La Chaux—de—Fonds
Art School and Paris. Qualified art teacher, taught at Le
Lode Art School. Worked as a modeller with Charles Perret
and a an ert editor in La Chawc—de—Fonds. Harried fellow
student Madelaine Woog, painter 1911. Art School friend of
Jeanneret, Perrin md Aubert. Continued to keep contact
with Jeanneret when he moved to Paris.
Jacqueinent Jules and Stotzer Albert Cousins living in La Chaux—de—Fonds.
CoI2rassioncd L'Eplattenier's students to design eoch of thea
a house. Jeanneret carried out the drawings while staying in
Vion.	 Ider.tic 1 designs conpletel 1908.
	
ITo. 6 and 8 Chr L11
de Pouillerel.
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Jeannaret Albert 1885-1973 b. La Chaux-de-Fonds. d. Vevey.
Brother of Jeanneret, musician, teacher of Daicroze
Eurythmics; started a school in La Chaux-de-Fonds 1914,
Paris 1920. Married Lotte Walden Raaf, dancer with the
Swedish Ballet Company, two daughters from first marriage.
Close friends with brother, set up Paris school of Eurythinics
together. Divorced late twenties.
Jeanneret Gustave b. 1847 - 1927. Father Louis Auguste Jeanneret.
Son Pierre (not Le Corbusier's partner). Painter -
landscapes, portraits. Believed in the individual,
responsibility for self, expressed his beliefs through his
paintings. President of the Swiss Society of Painters,
Scuipters and Architects. No known ac&ve connection with
Le Corbusier, distant relation thou1 from the same early
19th century branch of the Jeanneret Gris family. William
Ritter contr1uted to a book published in 1928 in memory
of his life.
Jeanneret Pierre b.1896 d. 1967 Geneva. Father Andr Jeanneret, doctor
from Russia, cousin of Ch-E. Jeanneret 1 s father.
1913-1915 Studied Architecture at L'Ecole des Beaux Arts In
Geneva, 1st Prizes in Architecture, Painting and Sculpture.
1916-1918 Military service in the Swiss army. 1918-1920
Finishing architectural studies Geneva. 1921-1923 Working
in Perret's office. 1920-1940 In association with Le Corbusier,
acting as job architect for all the early practice projects.
Very important and as yet little known influence on Le Corbusier' s
work.
Jeanneret Herman Cousin to Charles Edouard-Jeaimeret. Metal work designer.
Ferronnier d'Art. La Chaux-de-Fonds, Paris and Geneva.
Partnership with Jeanneret for the sale of light fittings in
Paris 1913. Made the glass door and staircase for the
Ditischeim project. Furniture for some rooms in the La
Chaux-de-Fonds Museum.
Jeanneret-Perret Marie Charlotte-Amlie b. 1840-1960 b. Neuchatel d. Vevey.
Father Frederick Louis Manes Ferret, cloth merchant,
Neuchatel. Family - doctors, teachers, notaries, watchinaker
and councillors. Mother Anlie Pingoon - Le Sagne.
Musician, taught piano. Married Edouerd Jeanneret. Sons
Albert and Charles-Edouard Jeanneret. Grandmother's name the
origin of Le Corbusier a a pseudonym.
Jeanneret-Perret Edouard Father Edouard Jeanneret-Rauss, watch enameller and
engraver LCF. Mother Lis Rauss, Le Lode. Watch
enameller and engraver, working with his father. Inherited
family enamelling workshop. Keen mountaineer. President
of the Local Alpine Club. Married Marie Charlotte-Amlie
Perret. Sons Albert and Chanles-Edouard.
Jourdain Franz b. 1847 Belgium. Studied architecture Ecole des Beaux:-Arts(atelier Daunet).	 Built shops - Magazines de la Samaritaine,
Tonb, Houses, etc. 'Jriter -	 oire de I'ITTThitation Hurnine
and others. Started S'J on d'Autor'ne a show place for now
talents in the arts 1905. Befriended Jeanneret particularJy
encourring him to ehfit his rc1'itectural theories in the
Salcn PAuto ae iii the en1y 	 and supportiag him again$t
then 1925 Exhibition Committee.
-'-'I,
Jove Madame alias Mine. P. Poiret Dress designer. Married to Paul Poiret.
Lent dress salon to Purist's for their first exhibition in
December 1918 and called it Gallery Thomas.
Kahnweiler Daniol H. b. 1884 Mannheim. Father - broker. framed a
stockbroker Paris. 1902 starts collecting paintings by
Manet, Lautrec, Cezanne, Signac, Vuillard and Vonnard.
1905 works in London. l90'7 returns to Paris and starts a
gallery. Buys work of Derain, Vlaminck, Van Dongen, Braque.
Meets Picasso and Juan Gris. 1909 publishes a book by
Apollinaire. 1912-14 contracts with Braque, Gris, Lger
and Picasso. 1914-20 lives in Switzerland. 1921-23
property confiscated during the war, is sold at four public
auctions for low prices. 1923 Gallery Simon started below
Jeanneret's office at 29 bis rue d'Astorg, but Kahnweiler
could not afford to keep hi contracts with the painters,
all but Gris left.
Klipstein Auguste Son of a Berlin art dealer. Studied fine art in Munich.
Friend of Jeanneret, accompanied him on his trip to the Orient
1911. Jeanneret produced a sketch design for a house for
him l9ll.
La Roche Raoul b.18ll Swiss Basle. Director, Cr&Iit Commercial de France.
Landowner, banker, bachelor, party-giver. Member of Max Du
Boist Sunday club. Friend of Jeanneret, banker for some of
his business deals. Major shareholder in LEprit Nouveau.
Collector of paintings, Picasso, Braque, Gris, Purists, etc.
Client for house in Square du Dr. Blanche, 1924.
La Follyer M. Member of "Credit Iinmobilier" and the "Syndicate Immobiliers
de Paris".	 Commissioned Jeanneret to undertake a study of
self-financing housing. Wrote the report on Jeannerets
1922 Town Planning Scheme for L'Architecture.
L&ger Fernand b.188l France d.1955. Apprenticed to an architect for
2 years. Paris - working a an architectural draughtaman,
2 years. Academie Juflen - painting, 2 years. Painted
until 1914. Friends with Apollinaire, Kahnweiler, Archipenko,
Ozenfant. Post-war worked with Purists, Van Doesburg,
Mondrain and Gris.
Lenz Desiderou Father b.l832 Haigerloch d.l928 Beuron. Studied Munich
1850-57. Taught School of Applied Art, Nureinberg.
3 years in Rome. Studied proportion with regard to the
humen body and Eptian classical forms. Entered Benedictine
order and put in charge of design work carried out by the
Monks of Beuron. Followers Srusier, Verkade, Denis,
Bonnard, Ranson, Gaugin. Jeanneret knew of their work through
Denis ) exhibitions, influence on his later modular work.
Lipchitz Jacques b.l89l Lithuania, Russian Jew. Sculptor. 1809 started
studying at the Ecole d€s Beaux-Arts, Paris. Changed to
Academic Julian. Friends with Picasso, Gris and sculptors
Brancusi, Zadkine and Archipenko. Client of Le Corbusier,
studio house on site shared with another Russian sculptor,
Miotschaninoff, 1923, at Boulogne sur Seine. Alle des
Pins, Rue des Arts.
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Loos Adolf b.1870 Brno d.1933 Vienna. Studied architecture Dresden
Polytechnic. Stayed in England and U.S.A. for three and
a half years after graduating. Returned to Vienna as a
journalist for "Neure Frier Pree", 1897-1906. Published
lots of articles attacking principles of the Sezession.
1908 essay - Ornament and Crime. Founded 1910 a Free School
of Architecture. 1920-22 in charge of housing in Vienna.
1922 moved to Paris. Friends with Purists, contributor to
L'Esprit Nouveau.
Lurkhardt Bros. and Alfons Ankers Wassili Lurkhardt b. 1899, Berlin.
Studied Munich and Avesden. Hans Lurkhardt, b. 1890, Berlin
d. 1954. Studied Karisruhe. Architects in partnership
with Alfons Anker in Berlin, produced design for a large
multi-floor garage in Berlin. Contributed to Bruno Taut's
"Utopian Correspondence". Discussions undertaken with
Jeanneret in November 1924 in regard to the construction of
a multi-storage garage in Paris for M. Falconnet.
Lyon G.istave Services Engineer, designed th€ Salle Peyel. Worked for
Vciins and a director of the Pleyel company. 	 Designed
the services for Corbusier's League of Nations Scheme,
attended Albert Jeanneret's rmnas1tnn class.
Marcel Sigmund Engineer, wealthy businessman. Friend of Max Du Bois
and member of the Swiss community in Paris. Shareholder
S.E.I.E. Owner of a light metal factory. Became an
important financial ba ker for L'Esprit Nouveau.
Matthew Octave Student of Cours Superior Le Chaux-de-Fonds. Stained
glass artist. Chief designer Montag Castle - London
and New York. Friend of Jeanner.t.
Metzner Frantz b.l870, Berlin d. 1919. Sculptor. Studied Berlin,
Vienna. Main work National Monument Leipzig.
Mietschaninoff 0. Russian. Sculptor. Associated with the arts magazine
OUDAR for Russian exiles and produced for a period with
L'Esprit Nouveau. Client of Le Corbusier for a studio
house on the same site a Lipchitz at Bou.logne-sur-Her, 1923.
Mongerman N. Administrator - Delegue des Autonobiles Voisin.
Aeroplanes A. Voisin, 36 Boulevard Ganietta, Issy-les-Moulineaux.
Home address, 30 Avenue du President Wilson, near Max Du Bois,
both members of the 'Automobile Club de Paris'. Client for
the small site on the Jeannerct - La Roche site. Main
contact for the support of the L'Esprit Nouveau Pavilion.
Montmollin Jean-Pierre Well established Neuchatel family background.
Banker, member of the Paris Swiss community. Uorked for
Credit Coercial de France. Early financial adviser to
Le Corbujr. Holder of Le Corbusier' financial records.
M8rsch Thiil b.1872 - 1950 Germany. Studied engineering in Stuttgart.
Joined engineering firm of Wayss and Freytag at Neustadt
an der Hiardt, 1901. The firm was one of two to purchase
the first patents (Mornier) for using reinforced concrete
in Germany. M8rsch became a director of the firm. He
produced a book itt1ed De '
	
btorttn,
	 ine i
und Thcore in 1902. He was a krofesor in the Zurich i'oly-
techn.ikun front 1904-1908 where Max Du Bois became orc of his
students and translated his book into French in 1908. Le
Corbusier tried to get a job in Wayss and ]eytag in 1910 aftor
reading the book.
Moser Karl b.1833 Baden d. 1907 Zurich. Lived in Baden, Switzerland.
Studied architecture in Karlsri.the and Zurich (Semper).
For a return to journalism and neoclassicism away from
Jugenstil and free composition. Successful practice,
buildings in Basle and Zurich. Hotels, stations, houses,
churches. Became Professor at the Zurich Polytechnikum.
Designed building for Zurich University 1914. Supported
Le Corbusier.
N1estl Dan Son of a Neuchatel Publisher. Owned a fine art publishing
firm in Paris. Les Fditieimes d'Art, 5 rue do Vienne,
Director of L'Esprit Touveau. Client for holiday house
at Ramboulliet, 1924, by Le Corbusier.
Osthaus Karl E. Director of the Folkwang Museum, Hagen. Employed
Van do Velde.
Ozenfant Ainede 1886-1966 b. San Quentin Father Julian Ozenfant,
Building contractor worked with Francois Hennebique.
Married Zina Klinberg 1911-1918, Russian painter. Painter,
writer, teacher, produced L'Elan 1915-1916 (10 editions) and
L'Esprit Nouveau 1920-1925 (28 editions) together with
Jeanneret. Founded Purist movement together with Jeanneret,
see section 3.1.
Perret Liiguste b.1874 Brussels 1964 d. Paris. Parents French, father
owned building firm. Studied Ecole des Beaux-Arts, Paris
1891-95, left before finishing the course under Prof. J. Guadet.
Worked as a designer with his father's firm and with his
brother, Gustave. When his father died the brothers took over
the firm. Jeanneret worked in his office 1908-9 and became
friends with him. Joined the Art et Socit group founded
by Perret during the 1st World War in Paris. Pierre Jeanneret
worked in his office 1920-22.
Peugot Henri and Robert Car manufacturer, started 1891. Took on Voisins
best engineers and wtM accused of bribing them awsy from
Voisins. Very good racing record from the start of the company.
Perrin Leon b.1886 Le Lode. One of 11 children, Student in the
engravers course in the La Chaux-de-Fonds Art School 1900.
Changed to studying sculpture apprenticed to a stone and marble
carver. Won a competition for a mural for Montreux Casion,
the fee from the work paid for a study trip with fellow
student Georges Aubert, to Switzerland and Italy where
Jeanneret joined him. Then travelled through Europe to Paris.
Worked with Guimard in Paris 1908-1910, became chief assistant
in the office. Returned to teach with L'Eplattenier on the
Cours Suprieur. Friend of Jeanneret — designed sculptured
panels for Schwob house. President of Association In'5ependante
des Ateliers Ruriis. Founder member of HLI0LTJVRE.
Plunet Charles Architect. Member of the post-war Paris town planning
committee, Chief architect to the 1925 International
Decorative Arts Exhibition.
Poiret Paul	 ashionable interior and dress designer 1906, Art Nouveau.
Post-war ArL Deco. Ran interior design school. Married
dress designer Madame Jove who lent her showrooms to
Ozenfant for the first Purist exhibition. Poiret was a
client for Le Corbusier' s 'ffouse by the SeaT scheme 1921.
Interested in modern child based education, started his own
school for young children.
Prouv Victor	 Painter. Director of L'Ecole des Beaux-Arts, Nancy,
Craft Workshops. Provided model for L'Eplatteniera proposed
new art school in 1909 for which Jeanneret produced a sketch
scheme. Son Jean Prouv&
Provensal Henry b.1868 Paris. Architect, writer, painter. Studied
at the 'Ecole des Beaux Arts', 1887-1892. Dip1oin 1896.
Buildings in the Paris Exposition 1900. Book L'Art de Demain.
Ritter William 1867 -
	
b. Neuchtel. Father Gui] lame Ritter,
Architect/Engineer. Churches, hydraulic works. Deputy
Grand Conseil 1904-1910 Neuchte1. Romancier, Art and
Music Critic for La Gazette dos Beaux Arts, L'Art et Les
Artistes, Mercure de France, Feuliles d'Avis ( LCF).
Mentor to Jeanneret in the period 1910-1917.
Riva Alfred Client for the La Chaux-de--Fond cinema "La Scala".
Romoff Serge Director of OtJDAR. Re-iew for exiled Russian artists In
Paris. Miestchaninoff one of the directors. Combined
with L'Esprit Nouveau_management 1922. Ozenfant and
Jeannere on finance committee.
Rosenberg Paul and Lonce Gallery owners. Lonce took on Kahnweiller' s
painters when his gallery wa closed and his paintings
confiscated at the start of the First World War, Paul
started his own gallery and acted as Picasso's agent from
1918. They became close friends. P. Rosenberg QuMsme
and Thacition. Second Purist exhibition held at Lonce
Rosenberg's gallery, 'L'Effert Noderne', 19 Rue de la Baume.
28 Feb. to 23 Mar, 1923.
Schneider Juste Engineer. Worked with Professor E 115rsch in Zurich.
Partner in SABA. Worked with Jeanneret on the Nines Bridge
Competition and early Paris practice work.
Schwob Anatole Manufacturer of watches. i4aison Schwob Frres & Cie.,
La Chaux-de-Fonds. Producing Cyma Watches. Commissioned
a house from Jeanneret 1916.
Schwob Lucien b,1895 La Chaw:-de-Fonds. Son of Anatole Schwob.
Student of Cours SuDerior LCF Art School. Studied
Ecole des Beux Arts, Paris. Returned to LCF 1914.
See Charles Developer Franco-American housing group. Proposed partnership
with Jeanneret 1925.
S&uier Paul b.l864 Paris d.1927 Morlaix (F'inistere) Studied
Philosophy, entered Acathriie Julien to &tudy painting.
Founded Nabis group 1889-91 vith Denis, Bonnard, Ranson,
Gau"in and Verl'ade.	 1897 visited Verkade at J3curon Nonaster.
Teacher at fic i ie Rno 1908-1914. trote Ar_"e la P
contained In Ilaurice Devis' Book Thcories 189O2, Paris 1)12.
An important influence on Purism and Jeanneret's architectural
theories with particular regard to proportion.
Seurat Georges b.1859 d.1891 Paris. Stu3ent Ecole des PeauxArts
Paris 1878. Studied colour theories of Chevreul and
Delacroix, the science of colour. Pointillist painter.
Knew Gross and Signac. Be&tme the central source for
symbolist movement. Important influence on L'Eplattenier
and latter Jeanneret and {)zenfant, First copy of LtEsprit
Nouveau included an article on Seruat and a colour print of
'La Pouireuse' on the first page, instigating a revival of
interest in Serimt's work which was little known at the time.
Socit D'Application de Bton Arme' SABA	 Company founded by Max Du Bis
in 1912, to pro?note precast concrete lamp and fence posts,
together 'ith the two engineers who patented the system.
Carpentier and Ftiviere, plus Schnieder, Later widened Its
scope to any construction concerned with reinforced concrete.
Jeanneret worked for the company when he first came to Paris
in 1917. Jeanneret and Du Bois sold their shares to
H. Cartier 1920.
Societe d'Entreprises Industriefles et D'Etudes Capitol 250,000 fr. SEIE.
Directors, Jeanneret Bornand, Reeh, S. Marcel. Another
Max Du Bois inspired company but managed by Jeanneret.
The initials were intended to sound like 'L'essayer c'est
L'adapter', another French double meaning. Sales office -
29 bi rue d'Astorg. Factory - Briqeuterie A. Hortvifle,
15 Rue des Peupliers, Qual Blanqul, A Hortville, Paris.
Bankrupt 30.3.1925.
Speiser Andre Professor Zurich University, later Basle. Mathematician.
Nephew of Raol La Roche. Shareholder L t Esprit Nouveau.
Another nephew Is Thomas Speiser.
Stein Michael Younger brother of Gertrude Stein. Businessman. Took
over the Garches house from do Monzie while in the early
stages of construction. Took an active part In the
supervision of its construction. Had adinied Jeanneret's
work at the 1925 exhibition, House called Lea Terrassea
Summer G. Building contractor and developer. Builder for the Vaucres son
house. Later to take over the construction of the L'Esprit
Nouveau Pavilion. Quoted for several other schemes.
Taylor Frederick Winslow b.20.3,1856 Philadelphia. Engineer, management
expert, consultant to industry. Studies in time and motion
study method known a Taylirsation. First books on the use
of concrete followed by stuiles on the organisation of worker
factories, attracted attention in France and received con-
siderable attention and several publications were produced
in French. Believed in the following (1) york to full
efficiency- in good humanistiu conditions, (2) work to
scientific laws good for everyone, (3) time and motion study
importint for higher productivity, lower prices, more profits,
and higher wages, (4) wasting effort with poor design.
Conaiderable early influence on Le Corbuier' approach to
planning.	 -
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Teasenow Heinrich b.1876 Rostock d.1950 Berlin. Father builder.
Carpenter's apprentice. Studied School of Building,
Liepzig 1896-98, Technical High School, Munich 1899-1901.
Professor State Art School, Vienna 1913. Head of
Department of Architecture, Acadomy of Fine Arts, Dresden,
1920. Chief collaborator and designer for Heflerau Garden
City. Wrote on domestic architecture and craft work.
Admired by Jeanneret who applied for a job in his office,
spring 1911, while his brother was working at the Daicroze
Institute in Hoflerau.
Tzara Tristan ,Poet b. Rumania. Major initiator with Hugo Ball of the
DaDa' movement. First in Zurich 1916 then in 1918 Paris.
Editor of the periodical entitled DaDa.
Vie P. Paris building contractor for Ozenfant House.
VilcLrac Charles Partner in Ga11ry Vilth'ac, 16 rue de Seine, with Leon
Marseifle. Poet, member of "L'Abb •iye a Creteil" connunity
with Gleizes, Martin-Barzun ....... 	 Friend of Roger Fry.
Family became friends of Jeanneret in Paris. Jeanneret
designed grandmother's grave and helped them with
accommodation in Parj.
Voisin Gabriel b.1880 Bellevil]e. Apprenticed to an engineer and
architects. Studied Ecole des Beaux Arts, Lyon and Paris.
With brother, developed aeroplane. Successful plane
manufacturer with brother Eugene during the first world
war, 10,000 bi-planes were produced. Started to manufacture
cars after the war. Won several important touring races
not always because of being the fatet but for lasting the
course. Good aerodynamics and a sleeve valve engine were
the principal technical contributions. Car designed by
Artand and Dufrne. Produced prefabricated houses for a
short period after the first world war, illustrated in
Vers une Architecture. Friends with painters, sculptors and
musicians in Paris. Wife Lola Voisin, lived in house
adjoining the site of LipchitzAlestchaninoff houses at
6, Allee des Pins, Boulogne. Helped finance Jeanneret's
L'Esprit Nouveau Pavilion.
Walden Raff Lotti Swedish ballet dancer. Married Albert Jeairneret in 1923.
Two daughters by first marriage. Divorced.
Westhelin Paul Editor Wasmuth Publications, Berlin. Contact with
Lh1sprit Njuveau. Responsible for producing several books
on the modern movement architecture.
Winter Frances Dr. Contributor to L'Esprit 1ouveau. Follower of Nietszche.
Strong interest in port and health. Recommended Citröhan
houses. Partnership with Dr. Brifle, Albert Jeanneret and
Jeanneret in the founding of a school of eurythrnics.
Setting up a company in 1923 to build a new school under
the Salle P1el which was never realised. Friend of
Andr6 Citr8en.
Woog Madelaine Student of the Cours Suprieur. Painter, studied in Paris,,
Married to Georges Humbert. Friend of Jeanneret.
Zisset Philippe Sndent of the urs Suprieur. Painter, decoraor.
Interiors, murals. Friend of Jeanneret.
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APPENDIX I • LETTERS
a, Letter heading for Jeanneret's father 1 s business
in La Chaux-de-Fonds.
b. Letters from Jeanneret to Charles L'Eplattenier
3 June 1908
22 November 1908 [C'ies.]
c. Letters from Jeanneiet to William Ritter
Spring 1911
Summer 1911
October 1912
8 February 1917
tc,Mcivc-h 12*
d. Letters from Ritter to Jeanneret
7 May 1917
9 July 1918
30 November 1918
20 December 1923
e. Letters from Charles Humbert to Jeanneret
26 August 1918
23 December 1918
f	 Letter from Jeanneret to Hunibert
22 October 1920
g. Letter from Julia Lalive, wife of the principal of the
Art School in La Chaux-de-Fonds
20 December 1918
h. Letters from Jeanneret to Albert and Hermann Ditischeim
10 December 1914
29 October 1915
i. Letter from Jeanneret to notify his cl1erJs of the move
of his practice from La Chaux-d9-Fonds to Paris
26 September 1917
j. Letter from Jeanneret to A Laveryiere
26 April 1919
k. Letter from Jeannoret and Ozenfant to Paul jerjne
28 December 1920
1. Letter front Derme to Jeanneret to Ozen.fsnt
29 December 1920
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m. Letters from Jeanneret to Paul Westheim
U April 1922
29 Apri,1 1922
n. Letter from Georges Besnus to Jeanneret
7 July 1927
o. Letter from Jeantieret to Auguste Perret
13 December 1923
p. Letter from Walter Groplus to Jeanneret
10 October 1923
1 December 1923
7 January 1924
17 March 1924
9 May 1924
U August 1924
21 April 1925
2 November 1925
q. Letters from Jeanneret to Gropi.us
U January 1924
10 March 1924
28 Merch 1924
6 May 1924
19 July 1924
r. Letter from Dr. H.P. Berlage to Jeanneret
30 December 1923
s. Letter from Jeanneret to Berlage
U January 1924
t. Letters from Raoul la Roche to Jeanneret and
Pierre Jeanneret
4 November 1923
4 January 1924
17 January 1925
2 August 1925
18 October 1925
8 November 1925
24 Nay 1926
1 January 1927
u. Letter from Roger Ginsburger to Jea]meret
19 June 1923
v. Letter from Jeanneret to Ginsburger
14 November 1923.
w. Letters from Theo Van Doesburg to Jeanneret end Ozenfant
18 April 1924
31 May 1924
28 August 1924
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x. Letter from Jeanneret Lurkhardt and Alfons Lnkers
6 December 1924
y. Letter from Teanneret to Ozenfant
16 April 1925.
z. Letter from Ozenfant to Jeanneret
20 August 1925
aa. Letter from Jeanneret to Madame Pierre Meyer
24 February 1926
,	 All the above 1etter are from
bb. Letter from Albert Jeanneret to J. Lew2flan 9.2.72.
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APPENDIX 2. PUBLICATIONS and EXHIBITIONS
a. List of early Ch-E. Jeanneret published writings
unpublished reports and exhibitions.
b. Etude stir Le Mouvement d'Art Dcoratif en Allemagne.
1912 La Chaux-de-Fonds, pp. -4 —I 5
	
BLCF
c. Un Nouvement d'Art . La Chaux-Fond, 1914, La Chaux-.
-Fonds. front page, contents, GhapJ.UDBLCF
d.	 Le Renouveau dans LlArchitecture L'Oeuvre No. 2,
1914, Geneva. BLCF
e. Letters from Jeanneret published In Feuilles d'Avis,
June 1913.
f. Apris Le Cime Ozenfant and Jeanneret, 1918, Paris.
frontispiece, contents, p > 24 —34
Bulletin Thomas, Catalogue for Ozenfant and Jeanneret' s
painting exhibition, November 1918. Issued together
with Aprs Le Cubisme.	 FLC
g.	 pprit Nouveau, covers for No. 1, No. 12/33,Jc16
No. 17, No. 18, No. 27, Covers.
h. Invitation to an exhibition of paintings by Ozenfant
and Jeanneret 28th March 1923. 1LG
I. Vera une Prchitectiire, 1923, Paris. thEt
Title page and Argument (introduction) z.ia cA r1a4.
J.	 bicchc,,c
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APPENDIX 3. Lt ESPRIT NOUVEAU
a• LEsprit Nouveau. Cover for No. 29 the unpublished
copy. ELC
b. IHere de L'Arch.itecture', L'Esprit Nouveau, No. 28,
January 1925, pg. 2387.23S..
RIBA.
c. 1 rait secret!, 25 February 1920.
Between Derme, Ozenfant and Jeanneret.
FLC.	 -
d. Contract for the directorship of L'Esprit Nouveau between
Dernie, Ozenfant and Jeanneret.
FE1C.
e. L'Esprit Nouveau publicity handouts.
FiG.
f. Minutes of a L'E.N. directors meeting, 30.6.1921.
FLC..
g. Advertiser-s in L'E.N. RIBA.
h. Catalogue for the first 12 editions of L' Esprit Nouveau.
RIBA.
i. i Copy of an article from L'Intransigeant, on Perret's
scheme for a city of towers. FLG
2	 ThiC i-tJxt-tov Ct
dv	 2ES.	 %Es-Pr.
j. Articles in L'E.N. Nos. 14 and 25, concerning
Louis Vauxcelles art critic, RIBA,
k. Article in L'EJT, No. 27, teinber 1924.
"L'Esprit Nouveau apporte son appal. au  bauhaus" de
welinar ti.
 ElBA.
1. Plan for 'Exposition des Arts Dcoratif a et Industriels
I4odernes', VA.	 C--ciLxu
C	 t'Jc)11'1-.
-	 the L'E.N. pavilion.
Derme's production called L'Esprit Nouveau 1, some
time 1926, BLCF.
7•
Un Exercise do L'Eaprit Nouveau. YLC 	 i 4 -
PamDhlet for Art et Llbert& dated 18.1.1919. FrJC
Ipi.
Th
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APPENDIX L. ARCHITECTURM4 PROJECTS
a• Letter heading 1912. FLC
b. Adverts from FeulUe d'Avis, 3.7.1916 and 30.12.1916.
BLCF.
c. Letter sent by Jeanneret to his clients on his move
to Paris, 26.9.1917. PLC.
d. Drawing tit1, 5.9.1920. PLC.
e• Article by B. Levy on 'A French Garden Hamlet'. PLC.
f. Article by Marcel Hiver 'Etre Moderne a propos d'un
plan de cite inoderne par 1'Architecte Le Corbusier -
Saugnier'. PLC.
g. Ozenfant house—site plan, estimate and contract. PLC.
h. 1.	 'Parc des Tenasses', Vaucresson estate, Besnu.s
plot no. 494. PLC
2. L'E.N. No. 18 advert for plots on the Vaucreson
and Boulogne sites. FLC.
	
3	 4te'vt jr	 c	 i€
i. Canale house project on the Boulogne site.
Estimate, site sketch scheme A. and B. PLC.
Sketch site plan for the La Roche and Jeanneret
houses showing the proposed third house site, 1923.
PLC.
Builders account for the Jearineret house sent to
Mta. Lotti Jeanneret 23.4,1925. PLC.
k. Villa Madrid site for one of t4e. M rer's house projects.
(1925?). PLC.
1. Sketch notes of a house for N. Boiard, 16.1.1925. PLC.
m. Sketch notes of a house for H. Charles Polignac,
12.12.1925. PlC.
n. Project information and sketch design for 'Ecole de
Rythin.ique', 1920-28.
o. Notes and sketch design for a French expedition hut
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for a proposed journey to the North Pole, 5.3.1926.
APPENDIX 5. BUSINESS
a• Le Bton Arin, by E. M8rsch.
Frontispiece and preface, 1909. RIBA.
b. Etude sur le Nouvement d'Art Ddcoratif en Afleina
by Jearineret. I't2 LC-F
Section 'L'Art au service do la sp6culation, Lea
Cits-Jardins' • BLCF.
c. Domino sketches by Max Du Bois, 1914/15. MD.
d. Patent document notes. MD. 3C)S
17.tt 1q.5
e	 Architectural practice.
Partnership agreement between Jeanneret, Du Bois and
Bonna.rd, September 1916. ND.
1'. Blockworka at Alfortville.
1. Site lease for factory 1917.
2. AdvertisIng material for blocks under the name 'PLOT'S
MD.
g. 1. Concrete and Constructional	 neerIng, London I,
No. 9. September 1917.
'Cottage building after the war 1 • RIBA.
2. Result of a concrete cottage competition.
3. Concrete Vesse1 in rance
h, Notes on t Econoinie Domestique' by Jeanneret. PLC.
CAtiW Oct& 19 FL-C
I. Adverts in L'E.N, for Jeanneret based business
enterprises.
j. Peugot housing project letters and. specification notes
for the brief, 1924. PLC.
k. Advert for t Cours Rythmique', La Chaux de Fonda
'Feuifles d'AvIs', 13.9.1916. PLC.
Y4	 fdvVt -w	 Mt?'ct1it -e L1L5
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APPENDIX 6. MISCELLANEOUS
a	 'General Princtples ,.....t
The Grcier of Orrirnnt
Owen Jones pp. 5-8
b. Map of Europe
World Atlas	 Bartholomew
1975 pp. 35-36
c. Sketch map by Jeanneret
of his voyage with
August Klipstein in 1911.
(Voyage de i'Orier+)
'Confes1on' L'Art Dcorqtif
D'Auj oiv'dhui 1925
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